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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 How To Use This Help Document
This help document has been broken into various chapters based on workflow and the various waterRIDE access

modes. 

The list below is cascading (ie if you are intending to use waterRIDE in Manager Mode, you should read both the

Viewer mode and Manager Mode sections).

Viewer Mode

The INTRODUCTION

The INTERFACE (General) chapter provides information on the general layout of the waterRIDE interface.

The INTERROGATE chapter provides information on interrogating an existing waterRIDE project.

Manager Mode

The INTERFACE (Manager) chapter provides detailed information on building a waterRIDE project and configuration

settings.

The ANALYSE chapter provides information on toolsets for specific analysis of existing waterRIDE™ datasets including

flood intelligence, damages, general calcs, planning, multi-surface and modeller based tools

The GIS chapter encompasses waterRIDE™’s tools for working with GIS layers themselves, including editing, creating,

converting and setting up.

The IMPORT chapter explains tools to bring external datasets into waterRIDE™ and to make import-specific

adjustments to these datasets.

The PROCESS chapter details tools for working with existing layers, including enhancing performance, merging,

cleaning, extracting and batch processing. 

The ENTERPRISE section explains how to configure and manage waterRIDE from a centralised, enterprise standpoint

DATA Manager Mode

The DATA MANAGER chapter provides information on establishing, using, and managing a DATA Manager installation.

1.2 What is waterRIDE?
waterRIDE™ is a highly visual, purpose-built floodplain management tool designed to allow users to leverage their

available flooding datasets. It enables users to readily visualise, interrogate, analyse and process the outputs of flood

models, without needing to be a flood modeller. 

Through integration of the flooding datasets with organisation-specific spatial information, waterRIDE™ presents as a

unique tool to help users understand not only what the extent of flooding is, but what the implications of flooding

could be (eg properties affected, assets impacted, roads affected, planning restrictions and management processes

etc).

Sitting alongside conventional GIS platforms, waterRIDE™ facilitates dynamic interrogation of a range of datasets,

including:

Flood model outputs (including access to the full time series of flood behaviour) including:

- 1D

- 2D

- 3D

- Pipe network flows

Gauge-based datasets:

- rainfall

- levels (recorded + modelled)

- flows (recored + modelled)
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Forecast rainfall grids (BoM, WeatherZone, MetService)

Raster/Vector GIS (file or database-based)

Aerial Imagery (local and/or internet based datasets)

Linkable contextual datasets (eg photos, reports, movies, spreadsheets, documents, web pages etc)

Datasets are accessed via waterRIDE™ projects (*.vmmap files). As the project files only point to various data layers,

these layers are always read "live" when they are accessed within waterRIDE™.

 

waterRIDE™ is a tool for anyone needing to access and interrogate flooding information, regardless of their technical

background. This makes it the ultimate floodplain management tool.

1.3 waterRIDE 10
waterRIDE™ 10 represents a strong design shift from v8 with a focus on a modern, lean, fast, clear and spacious

interface. 

 

Intuitive workflow-based access to the existing rich array of floodplain management tools merges with a host of new

processing and data management tools.

The modern, yet instantly familiar interface embraces simplicity and speed, for both new and experienced users alike.

waterRIDE 10 also cements its Enterprise level capability including centralised configuration and management, as well

as "one" waterRIDE - a single application with user-based permissions to open in various modes (Viewer, Manager or

DATA Manager).

Finally, it represents a new paradigm in flooding data management with the introduction of waterRIDE DATA Manager.

This module provides users with a quality controlled framework in which to manage their ever evolving flooding

datasets.

In short, waterRIDE continues to grow as your ultimate floodplain management tool.

To help users become familiar with the new interface, a direct cross reference is available here.

1.4 waterRIDE CLOUD
waterRIDE™ CLOUD expands the leap made with waterRIDE 10. Drawing on the "one" waterRIDE framework, waterRIDE

CLOUD provides a seamless transition (or hybrid model) for working with your flooding data on the cloud.

 

All of waterRIDE's functionality is available in Cloud, which means you have all of your rich interaction, analysis,

processing and communication tools available, but from your browser.

It's easiest to think of waterRIDE CLOUD as a cloud module for waterRIDE. It simply allows your waterRIDE licenses to

be accessed from a browser (whether actually on the cloud or running from an on-premise server).

It provides a easy means of accessing and sharing your flooding datasets across your organisation, even to external

stakeholders.

Being browser based, there are no end-user installation requirements.

Full details on waterRIDE CLOUD are available here.
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1.5 "one" waterRIDE

The concept of "one" waterRIDE was introduced with waterRIDE 10. "one" waterRIDE uses a single application

(wR_FLOOD.exe) that runs in a number of modes: Viewer, Manager, or DATA Manager. This same concept has

extended to waterRIDE CLOUD.

Access to the various modes is controlled using:

Username permission lists if running an Enterprise configuration

License files if running using USB dongles

When waterRIDE is started, the user is presented with the "Access Mode" form if they have access to more than just

Viewer mode:
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Depending on what user-level permissions and available licenses, the user can select the appropriate mode in which to

open waterRIDE. 

In this way, access to the waterRIDE application can be centrally managed. This is configured using the Enterprise

Configuration tool on the File menu.

1.5.1 Manager vs Viewer

The following table presents the difference in functionality between Viewer and Manager modes.

Feature Viewer Manager

Visualise/Interrogate

Open existing waterRIDE™ project

Change layers in specific views

Zoom/Pan/Click links

Point-based data inspection (single, multiple)

Plots: Time, Profile, Flow, Keypoints, volumes
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Animation/time series control

Add new layers to project

Save changes to waterRIDE™ project

Change layer display settings *

Layer info (detail, filename, age, size, metadata)

Dataset searching

FASTBAR (multi layer, view settings toggling)

Run Configured Capability

Generate Automated Flood Certificate

Run flood forecast

Run flood report

Run Flood Intelligence script

Export Datasets

Images (jpg, png, bmp, wmf)

Vector GIS (shp, mif, tab, kml, dgn, dxf)

Raster GIS (asc, rst, img)

Animations (avi)

Report Figures (Word plot templates)

Printing (standard, to scale)

Analysis Tools

Calculate (Manning’s calculator, Flow Surface)
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Planning (Planning Level, Flood Extents, Property Tagging)

Flood Damages (Standard, Time-based, Average Annual)

Flood Intelligence (GIS intelligence, link to gauge levels, time

and Boolean queries, min/max values, vulnerability, rate of rise)

Multi Surface (Statistics, ensemble envelopes, differences)

Modeller (Catchment tools, DEM data extraction)

GIS Tools

Drawing/Editing tools

Layer setup tools (database connection, Web Map Services)

GIS Tools (GIS format conversion, projection conversion, field

value adjustment, clipping, add fields, type conversion)

Export (export GIS layer subsets, rasterise)

Setup Tools

View (copy setup, mutli-layer/view manipulation, linked

datasets)

Automated Flood Certificates (configuration, metadata

management, house photo setup)

Reporting (configuration)

Composite Layers (water surfaces, aerial imagery, on-the-fly

mapping)

Flood Forecasting (setup, diagnostics, import gridded forecast

rain, build rating curves, configure gauge layers, import storm

tide predictions)
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Project tools (templates, project options, layer relocation, pack

n’ go)

Import Datasets

Conversion (Hydraulic model, hydrologic model, GIS grids)

Surface Refinement (drape and merge, clipping, stretching)

Change/Edit/Repair Surfaces (Cleaning, time adjustment,

coordinate and datum adjustment, flood hazard categories,

value adjustment)

Create (Extrapolate, interpolate, blank)

Terrain (DEM building, importing, adjusting, blending, merging,

bathymmetry tools)

File Utilities (advanced rename, binary inspection)

Processing Surfaces

Performance (pyramids, infinite grids, TIN<->Grid, resample

grids)

Merging (draping, peak of peaks, envelopes, blending/

transitioning)

Data Extraction (peaks, flows, outlines)

Miscellaneous Tools (batch processing, surface refresh, file

info)

Enterprise Configuration

Utilise centralised configuration (project lists, username app

permissions, single install, hazards, palettes, searchboxes
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Configure Enterprise (above lists, central license server

pathing)

**

* Limited

** Subject to suitable permissions

1.6 Projects and Views

Projects

The information and layers displayed in a waterRIDE™ project are not actually stored in the project file, but in the

original source data files. The waterRIDE™ project file simply stores the name and path of all the files used in the

project, so that these files can be accessed when the project is next opened. A waterRIDE™ project file is denoted with

the file extension *.vmmap. Companion project files are stored along with the *.vmmap file. The first two letters of the

extension of these files will be "vm" (eg *.vmmap, *.vmscr, *.vmsql, *.vmini, *.vmfpm, *.vmrep).

Files used by waterRIDE™ can be stored in any location. The paths to these locations are stored within the project file

(either as relative paths or absolute paths). However, if these files are then moved, waterRIDE™ will not be able to find

the specified file and hence, will not be able to display that file when the project is next opened. The best practice for

arranging the files used by waterRIDE™ is to store them in folders underneath the project file. When this system is used,

the folder containing the waterRIDE™ project can be moved to different locations without affecting the established links

contained inside the project file.

Views

A waterRIDE project will be made of multiple, logically structured views. Within each view, a number of layers will be

turned on with specific colouring and thematic ranges. One of these layers is usually made active. When you are

interrogating a view, it is usally this active layer that is being interrogated.

Whilst a project provides access to any number of layers, waterRIDE uses Views to provide "ready to go" access to

information without the user necessarily needing to understand where the layers "live" or what needs to be turned on

to provide access to the information they are after. 

A well structured project should be self-explanatory to an end-user, especially if that user is operating in Viewer mode.

1.7 waterRIDE v8 to 10 Transition
What is waterRIDE™ 10?

waterRIDE™ 10 represents a strong design shift from v8 with a focus on a modern, lean, fast, clear and spacious

interface. 

 
Intuitive workflow-based access to the existing rich array of floodplain management tools merges with a host of new
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processing and data management tools.

The modern, yet instantly familiar interface embraces simplicity and speed, for both new and experienced users alike. 

waterRIDE™ 10 is designed to let you do more, faster, even with tools that have been in waterRIDE™ for years!

Why have some tools been moved?

Hopefully this becomes self-evident as you start using waterRIDE™ 10, but in v8.99.xx many of waterRIDE™’s tools were

“buried” in deep nested-menu structures. This meant that tools were both difficult and slow to locate.

With the introduction of “live panels”, the entire interface becomes clearer and quicker to use, as well as giving you

more screen real estate.

Tools have been logically grouped according to workflow. In some cases, tools are duplicated across panels (for

example, you may wish to drape model results onto LiDAR when importing but may also wish to drape results as part

of an overlapping catchment merging process).

What is the logic behind the new “live panels” grouping?

Common Tools – Contains toolsets that are required irrespective of the content of the view. These reside above the

Navbar.

Interrogate – Contains general toolsets for interrogation, export and project execution (flood forecasting, certificate

creation, reporting etc).

Analyse – Contains toolsets for specific analysis of existing waterRIDE™ datasets including flood intelligence, damages,

general calcs, planning, multi-surface and modeller based tools

GIS – Encompasses waterRIDE™’s tools for working with GIS layers themselves, including editing, creating, converting

and setting up.

Setup – Contains toolsets for waterRIDE™-specific setup routines (views, certificates, reports, composite layers and

flood forecasting)

Import – Contains tools to help you bring external datasets into waterRIDE™ and to make import-specific adjustments

to these datasets.
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Process – Contains tools that allow you to work with existing layers, including enhancing performance, merging,

cleaning, extracting and batch processing.

Data Manager - Contains tools for mananging your flooding data.

I don’t know where the #### tool is? How can I find it?

We have prepared a table in this document as a direct 1:1 correlation between the “old” tool locations and the “new”

location. 

We have also developed a “Tool Search” button, which resides on the new FASTBAR (left click on the far right part of

the map window). 

What is the FASTBAR?

The FASTBAR can be accessed by clicking on the far right of the map window (it will glow orange).

The FASTBAR hosts a range of tools for rapidly interrogating multiple surfaces and toggling common view attributes,

as well as searching for tools using keywords, tool names, and even v8.99.xx tool names.

What are some of the new time-saving user-shortcuts and tools?

Auto Zoom-Lock – it’s smart enough to work out what you want to do. Set and forget!

Maximise screen space by clicking in the active menu to hide it (floating mode) and/or resizing the Navbar.

Use the FASTBAR to interrogate and plot from multiple surfaces at once

Double click on a View in the tree to expand the view contents panel on the NavBar (if collapsed)

Exporting figures – setup a Word template to receive your image exports, complete with title block and

labelling

Split View – Use split view to see side-by-side comparisons of two views (zoom/pan enabled)

Drag and Drop layers directly into the map window

Right click on a layer to access its info/metadata
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Drag and drop nodes/branches in the view tree

Help -> About to check your version against the latest release

See the timestep status: Map window, Interrogation-Time live panel, status bar
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waterRIDE™ v8.99.xx

waterRIDE™ 10

MENUS
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v8.99
Menu       Sub-Menu            Tool Name

                           waterRIDE™ 10
Live Panel – Group                           Tool Name

File New, Open, Save File, Project toolset New, Open, Save

Recent File Recent & Central

Configuration File Configuration

Relative/Full Path File Relative/Full Path

Re-locate Files File Re-locate Files

Pack-n-Go File Pack-n-Go

Create project from

template

File Create project from

template

View Fit all layers Interrogate - View Fit

Copy view setup Setup - View Copy View Setup

Add/remove layers from

multiple view

Setup - View Multi-Layer Add/Delete

Adjust window ratio Interrogate - View Ratio

List All Layers Setup - View Content Lists

Tools Search Info toolset Search

Export Interrogate - Export View, GIS

Plot Interrogate - Export Plot

Composite Files Setup Composite Layers

Record AVI Interrogate – Export Record AVI

Compare View Interrogate - View Split View

Manning Calcs Analyse - Calculate Mannings

Repeat Last Interrogate - Surface Repeat last

GIS GIS Toolbar GIS Drawing/Editing Toolset

GIS Layer Tools GIS Tools toolset

GIS Geometry Tools GIS Tools toolset

GIS Export Tools GIS Export toolset

Create New GIS Setup toolset

Configure Database

Layers

GIS Setup toolset

Configure Online Address

Server

GIS Setup toolset

FPM

Tools

Flood Surface

Analysis

Flood Planning Level

Surface

Analyse Planning toolset

Time based queries Analyse Intelligence toolset –

Queries

Parameter queries Analyse Intelligence toolset –

Queries
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v8.99
Menu       Sub-Menu            Tool Name

                           waterRIDE™ 10
Live Panel – Group                           Tool Name

FPM

Tools

Peak Flow Path Surface Analyse Calculate

Statistical Analysis Analyse Multiple Surfaces

Rate of Rise Analysis Analyse Intelligence

GIS Processing Flood Extents & WL

Contours

Analyse Planning

GIS/Surface Integration Analyse Intelligence – GIS

Intelligence

Identify Location and

Min/Max Surface Values

Analyse Intelligence

Link to Gauge Level Analyse Intelligence

Determine probability of

Inundation

Analyse Intelligence –

Vulnerability

Certificates &

Reporting

Setup Certificate Setup Certificates

Setup Report Setup Reporting

Flood Metadata Setup Certificates

Setup House Photos Setup Certificates

Property

Tagging

General Analyse Planning

Environment Agency (UK)

Approach

Analyse Planning

Flood

Damages/Costs

Property Flood Damages Analyse Flood Damages

Inundation Time

Damages

Analyse Flood Damages

Average Annual

Calculations

Analyse Flood Damages

Surface

Interpolation

Interpolate Surface Import Create - Interpolate

Sea Level Rise

Adjustment

Import Create - Interpolate

Forecast Setup Setup Flood Forecasting

Gauge Layers Setup Flood Forecasting

Forecast Rainfall Setup Flood Forecasting

Forecast Stormtide Setup Flood Forecasting

Utilities Convert Convert 2D Model to

waterRIDE

Import Convert – 2D Model

Convert Hydrology

Model

Import Convert – Hydrology

Convert wR Surface

Network

Process Performance

Build Surface Pyramids Process Performance
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v8.99
Menu       Sub-Menu            Tool Name

                           waterRIDE™ 10
Live Panel – Group                           Tool Name

Utilities

Transfer Water

Surface to DTM

Map/Overlay Process 

OR

Import

Merge-Drape and

Merge  OR

Refine- Drape and

merge

Map on Fly Setup Composite

1D-2D Filenames Import File utilities – Rename

Differences wR Differences Analyse Multiple Surfaces

wR Peaks Extract Peaks Process Extract

Recalc Peaks Process Misc - Refresh

Peak of Peaks Process Merge

Update CFG Process Misc - Refresh

Extract Peak Flows Process Extract

Export Peak Surface Process Extract

Stretch Various Import

OR

Process

Refine

OR

Merge

Clip Various Import

OR

Process

Refine – Clip Layers

Clean – Clip Layers

wR Flood

Hazards

Hazards Manager Import Change/Edit/Repair

Change wR File Hazards Import Change/Edit/Repair

Clean Clean Model Results

(Direct Rainfall)

Import

OR

Process

Change/Edit/Repair

OR

Clean

wR File Updates Time Import Change/Edit/Repair -

Time

Update/Adjust Terrain Import Terrain

Adjust Water Levels Import Change/Edit/Repair –

Adjust Values

Coordinates Import Change/Edit/Repair –

Coords and Datums

Update CFG Min/Max Process Refresh

Vertical Datum Import Change/Edit/Repair –

Coords and Datums

File info wR File Info Process Misc – wR File info

OR

Right click on layer

Grids Grid Conversions Import Convert

Grid Creation Import Create – New Grid
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v8.99
Menu       Sub-Menu            Tool Name

                           waterRIDE™ 10
Live Panel – Group                           Tool Name

Combine Combine Grid Surfaces Process Merge – Combine WRB

Import DTM Import DTM (TIN) Import Terrain – Import

Export Outline Export Network Outline Process Extract - Outlines

Water Surface Bounding

Polygon

Process Extract - Outlines

Extrapolate Extrapolate Import Create

Binary Files Common Binary Files Import File Utilities

Aerial Photos Aerial Photography Tools

– Overviews

Process Performance - Pyramids

Help About ? About

PDF Help ? PDF Help

Tutorial - Moving to online

Shortcuts ? -
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TOOL

v8.99
Toolbar                         Tool Name

waterRIDE™ 10
Live Panel – Group             Tool Name

Files Print Project toolset

New, Open, Save File menu, Project toolset New, Open, Save

Zoom Zoom Tools Zoom toolset Zoom In, Out, Window

Pan Tool - Left click and hold

Zoom Lock Zoom toolset Lock

Reset view Zoom toolset Reset

Object Info Info toolset Info

Miscellaneous Toggle Layers Interrogate - View Layers

Measure Distance Interrogate - View Measure

Measure Volume Interrogate - Surface Volume

Time Peaks, Animate, Step forward/

back, tracer, timestep

Interrogate Time toolset

Water Time series plot, profile plot,

flow plot, keypoints, saving

points

Interrogate Surface, Gauge, or Pipe Toolset

(dependent on active layer type)

Run Certificates, Forecast, GIS

Integration, Report

Interrogate Run toolset

1.8 System Requirements
waterRIDE™ can be installed on any Windows operating system later than Windows 7. 

A CPU operating at 2GHz with 4GB of memory is suggested as the minimum system requirement, however typical

projects with extensive GIS layers (e.g. cadastre) and large model results will benefit from a faster computer. 

A more optimal configuration would include a 2.4+GHz CPU with 8Gb of memory.

1.8.1 Data Types

What Information can waterRIDE™ Display?

Three main types of files can be displayed in the main viewing window of the waterRIDE™ interface. These are:
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Georeferenced imagery - file types such as bitmaps (*.bmp files), JPEGs (*.jpg and *.jpeg files), Enhanced

Compressed Wavelet (*.ecw files), MrSID files (*.sid), JPEG2000 files (*.jp2, j2k), Portable Network Graphics (*.PNG),

TIFF/GeoTIFF (*.tif),  ERDAS Imagine (*.img) with defined bottom-left coordinates and pixel size, Web Map Services

(WMS), GeoPDF (*.pdf), GDAL XML Image Servers (*.XML).

GIS files - files from GIS packages such as ESRI (*.shp, *.gdb, *.mdb files), MapInfo (*.mif, *.tab files), AutoCAD (*.dxf, *.

dwg), MicroStation (*.dgn), Google Earth (*.kml, *.kmz), Geo-Package (*.gpkg) as well as database-based GIS layers

via a *.DBvec file (MSSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL/PostGIS).

Result data files - Depending on the specific waterRIDE™ application, various hydraulic model results can be

displayed (such as: RMA, MIKE11, MIKE21, MIKE Flood, MIKE SHE, MIKE URBAN, TUFLOW, TUFLOW FV, TUFLOW

PIPES, SOBEK, ANUGA, FLS, SELFE 2D, DRAINS, ESTRY, HEC-RAS, InfoWorks, ICPR, RUBICON (2D framework), ISIS

1D/2D, RiverFlow2D and HEC-RAS 2D. waterRIDE™ can read and display model output results in a specific file format.

These files may be read natively or translated into the waterRIDE™ binary formats (TIN:*.wrb or Grid:*.wrr).

In addition to these spatially referenced data files, non-spatially referenced data including text (*.txt, *.rtf, *.docx, *.doc,

*.pdf files), tables (*.csv files), photographs (*.bmp and *.jpg files), multimedia (*.avi and *.mpeg files), Microsoft Excel

spreadsheets, (in fact, any OLE compatible file - a file that can be opened by "double clicking" in windows explorer)

from external sources can be linked to objects in GIS files displayed by waterRIDE™. These files can be displayed in a

separate Links Display Window when certain objects in a GIS layer are selected with the mouse.



Part

II
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2 waterRIDE FLOOD

2.1 INTERFACE (All modes)

2.1.1 Getting Started

Application Mode - "one" waterRIDE

The concept of "one" waterRIDE was introduced with waterRIDE 10. "one" waterRIDE uses a single application that runs

in a number of modes: Viewer, Manager and DATA Manager.

When you start waterRIDE, you will be presented with the "access modes" form:

If you are using a USB dongle, this form may not appear. If the window does appear, simply select the mode you wish

to open waterRIDE in. The square brackets [] indicate the number of available licenses. Options that are not available to

you will be greyed out.

 See who is currently using your organisations waterRIDE licenses.

Altrnatively, you can use application shortcuts with the following parameters to open directly in a specific mode

(provided licenses are available):

/MANAGER

/VIEWER
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/DATAMANAGER

For example, c:\program files (x86)\waterRIDE\wR_FLOOD\wR_FLOOD.exe /MANAGER would open waterRIDE in

Manager mode.

Quick Start Dashboard

Once the program has started up, the quick-start dashboard will open, allowing the user to either start a new project,

open an existing project, open the previous project, or open a project from a centrally managed list (Note: When the

program is started for the first time, there will not be an option to open a previous project).

To select an option, click on the corresponding radio button then click OK. To open an existing project, a project file (*.

vmmap) must have been saved previously. 

2.1.2 Interface Layout

The waterRIDE interface is segregated into 5 main components:

1. Live Panels

2. The NAVBAR

3. The Map window

4. The Links window

5. The FASTBAR
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2.1.2.1 Live Panels

Live Panels provide rapid access to waterRIDE's tools. Each Live Panel is a collection of tools with a consistent workflow

theme. In some cases, specific tools may appear on multiple Live Panels where it makes sense for that tool to be used

in two different workflows. Within each workflow grouping, the tools are further sub-grouped into collections.

Live Panels are context sensitive (ie available tools will reflect the datasets being worked with). The Live Panel Groups

(workflow) are limited depending on what mode you are operating in: 

Viewer/Manager/DATA Manager:

Common Tools – Contains toolsets that are required irrespective of the content of the view. These reside above the

Navbar.

Interrogate – Contains general toolsets for interrogation, export and project execution (flood forecasting, certificate

creation, reporting etc).

Manager/DATA Manager Only:

Analyse – Contains toolsets for specific analysis of existing waterRIDE™ datasets including flood intelligence,

damages, general calcs, planning, multi-surface and modeller based tools
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GIS – Encompasses waterRIDE™’s tools for working with GIS layers themselves, including editing, creating, converting

and setting up.

Setup – Contains toolsets for waterRIDE™-specific setup routines (views, certificates, reports, composite layers and

flood forecasting)

Import – Contains tools to help you bring external datasets into waterRIDE™ and to make import-specific adjustments

to these datasets.

Process – Contains tools that allow you to work with existing layers, including enhancing performance, merging,

cleaning, extracting and batch processing.

DATA Manager - Contains tools for accessing the DATA Manager framework

Live Panel Display Modes

The way in which Live Panels are displayed can be configured using the hamburger menu (far top right) . Changes

to these settings are automatically stored in the users configuration file.

Fixed : Hover - Panels occupy the entire width of the application window. When moving (hovering) over a panel group

heading, that groups panel will temporarily display. Ideal for quick processing when interrogating.

Fixed : Standard - Panels occupy the entire width of the application window. A panel group must be clicked to be visible.

Ideal for quick processing when interrogating. Ideal for interrogation where you don't want any part of the map

obscured.

Floating : Hover - Panels sit on top of the map view with a minimal width. Clicking a visible panel group heading will hide

that panel. When moving (hovering) over a panel group heading, that groups panel will temporarily display. Ideal for

maximising screen real estate when using tools from multiple panels.

Floating : Standard  - Panels sit on top of the map view with a minimal width. A panel group must be clicked to be

visible. Clicking a visible panel group heading will hide that panel. DEFAULT view ideal for general waterRIDE use and

maximising screen real estate.

Moving Live Panels (floating mode only)

Panels can be completely hidden by clicking a visible panels group heading.

Panels can can also be moved by left clicking and dragging on the right of the panel.
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 Clicking the reset button will restore the panel to its default location.

2.1.2.2 NAVBAR

The NAVBAR provides access to navigating views, managing views and layers, displaying thematic legends, and

establishing GIS links. 

The NAVBAR contains various sections that can expanded, collapsed and resized by clicking and dragging:

Table of Contents - provides access to selecting which view to display and interrogate, as well as editing the structure

of the TOC (in Manager mode).

View Contents - provides access to controlling what layers are available in each view, as well as how those layers are

to be displayed and the information that can be interrogated within each layer

Legend - displays the active layer thematic range

Links - provides access to creating and editing links to GIS layers

2.1.2.3 Map Window

The Map Window constitutes the bulk of the interface (by area) and is where spatial data for each view is displayed.

The Map Window is generally LIVE, meaning it can be interrogated by clicking (in various tool modes) as well as by

simply moving the mouse. Such interrogation is displayed in the status bar and, if desired, the Links Window.

2.1.2.4 Links Window

The Links Window provides access to information contained within layer(s) of the current view. 

It displays a range of information from tables, charts, lists, images and links using various tabs.
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2.1.2.5 FASTBAR

The FASTBAR provides ready access to a mix of tools that enhance bulk layer interrogation and commonly toggled

display properties.
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2.1.3 Common Tools

Tools common to all waterRIDE access modes, and across all views appear above the NAVBAR.

 

The common tools provide access to:

Project Tools - tools for loading and saving the current project, creating a new project, or printing the current view.

Zoom - tools for navigating the map window including zooming in/out and resetting the to default view state (zoom

extent, layer settings etc).

Info - tools for interrogating information inside the active layer(s) , as well as tools for searching and finding

objects in the map window .

Project Tools

 Create a new waterRIDE™ project (also CTRL+N).

 Open an existing waterRIDE™ project via the Quick Start Dashboard.

 Save the project file (also CTRL+S).

Zoom Tools

The zoom tools provide access to zooming specific areas of the screen. The most common form of zooming is to just

scroll your mouse wheel (or pinch zoom on a touch screen). Scrolling forward (away from you) will zoom in. Scrolling

backward (towards you). This is common behaviour for many spatial applications.
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However, if high accuracy is needed, the specific zoom tools may help:

 Provide a rectangle indicating the extent that will be zoomed to when clicking the left mouse button. The

size of the rectangle can be adjusted by scrolling the mouse wheel.

 Allows you to zoom by clicking an dragging a rectangle. Left click on one corner of desired window and then

hold and drag to the desired extent.

 Resets the current view to its default state (zoom extent and layer settings/visibility etc).

The zoom tools work in concert with the Zoom Lock tool when changing views. 

2.1.3.1 Searching

Searching is accessed from the  button. Clicking the button will use the current configuration to determine

how searching is carried out. In priority order, this is:

1. Searchbox

2. Quick Search

3. Advanced Search
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SearchBox

The searchbox is designed as a rapid means of (primarily) searching for a property using an address using a like

query.

If configured for the current project, the user:

1. Enter an address and press enter (or click search) to start searching

2. If a single property matching the address is found, the view will recentre on the property and zoom to the extents of

that property if possible

3. If multiple properties are found, the user is prompted to select one from the list:

Tips On Using The Searchbox

If an online address server is used, you may need to include the town/suburb name (eg 22 Smith St, Smithville) to

avoid hundreds (thousands) of records being returned

It is a like query, so 2 Macquarie St may retrun numbers 2, 22, 32, etc

Quick Search (F3)
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The quick search tool allows a user to search for a record containing a specific text string using any GIS layer in the

project. If a GIS layer is active, the object found in the search will be highlighted.

The user can enter all or part of string to search for in a particular field. If multiple records are found, the user can

select which record to go to. The screen will then centre (and/or zoom to) the GIS entity containing the search string in

the relevant field.

Notes:

1) The string can be a partial string (e.g. 'wat' for 'water').

2) The search dialog can be opened for any active GIS layer by pressing F3 key.

3) Selecting "Zoom to Object" will zoom in to the located object.

Advanced Search (ALT-CTRL-S)

The advanced search tool allows a user to search for a record using multi-criteria boolean logic. For example, the

search for properties where the "100yr_max_level" is greater than 10.21. 
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Build a Boolean query using the "Select" column. The first column must be a "WHERE", with following rows using "AND"

or "OR" to build a series a Boolean logic. Clicking on the ==> symbol will preview all unique values in that GIS field.

The results of an advanced query can be saved to a CSV file by clicking the SAVE button on the search results form.

Online Address Search

This tool allows the user to search for an address using an ESRI formatted online address server (ESRI geolocation

server).

Simply select the server to search with, enter a single line address, and click Search.

A ranked list of candidates is presented. Double click on the address to locate and the screen will automatically centre

about the returned coordinates.
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Note that most address servers use Lat/Long (WGS84) coordinates. This means that you will need to ensure that the

projection for each view has been specified.

See GIS->Configure Online Address Server to setup a new server.

2.1.4 Keyboard Shortcuts

Esc Cancels all modes.

Ctrl+A Opens the display styles form for the active layer in the current view.

Ctrl+Z Switches to zoom mode. Pressing Shift toggles between zoom-in and zoom-out mode.

Ctrl+R 'Repeats' the last time series/profile/flux plot on the current view

Ctrl+Alt+S Opens the search active GIS form.

Ctrl+Alt+Z Toggles zoom lock.

F1 Opens the help system

F2 Rename current view

F3 Opens the quick search active GIS form.

F4 List all layers in the current project.

F5 List all views in the current project

F6 List all links in current project

F10 Toggle table of contents panel on and off

F11 Toggle between normal and full screen (presentation) windows

F12 Export View
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2.2 INTERROGATE

The Interrogate Live Panel is the most commonly used panel in waterRIDE™. It is a context sensitive toolset that

provides access to tools that:

Control the current view

Manage the navigation through time for time-varying datasets

Interrogation of water surface, gauge and pipe layers

Exporting surfaces, imagery and figures

Running configured "special" functionality: flood forecasting, reporting, GIS Integration and Flood Certificates

Only those tools that are relevant (or usable in) the current view will be available.

The FASTBAR also works in concert with some of the interrogation tools enabling bulk interrogation and common view

display toggles.

2.2.1 Info Tool

The Info tool enables "point and click" inspection of the active layer. Simply left click on the active surface (or an object

in the active layer) and relevant details at that location will be extracted and displayed in the Links Window. 

Information extracted at the point will vary depending on the type of layer, and the mode that the Info Tool has been

set to.

Info Tool Modes:

Depending on the type of the active layer. the Info Tool can be set to a variety of modes:

Single Point - only information from the active surface will be displayed at the point

Multi Point - information from the active surface will be displayed at a multiple points (additional left clicks)

All Surfaces in View - if more than one surface is in the current view, the all values for those surface will be displayed

for the clicked point - can also be replicated using the FAST BAR.

All Surfaces in Project - all values for all surfaces in the project will be displayed for the clicked point - can also be

replicated using the FAST BAR.

Example: The figures below show the output using the Info Tool for: Single Point mode, Multi point mode, and "All

surfaces in...." mode, respectively.
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Working With The FASTBAR in INFO Mode

When a water surface is active, the FASTBAR can be used to interrogate any water surfaces in the project. Simply select

the desired water surfaces in the FASTBAR and they will be interrogated in multi-surface mode.

For example, the settings below will interrogate the PMF, 10yr and 100yr surfaces at the point clicked
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2.2.2 View

Layers: Provides access to the layer selection form to rapidly turn layers on/off using the Project Layers form.

 Split View: Provides access to the Split View panel.

 Aspect Ratio: Change the aspect ratio of the map window to portrait or landscape (usually for printing/

exporting images).

Measure Distance/Area: Draw a polygon/line on the screen to measure distance/area.

Fit: Fit the current view to the extent of all layers
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Zoom Lock: Control how the current view (zoom) extents are used when changing views:

- Auto [default] - If the new view overlaps the old view, the zoom extent will not change. If there is no overlap,

the default extents will be applied to the new view

- On - The current view extents will be applied to the new view. If there is no overlap, the new view may be

located in "white space"

- Off - Always reset to the new views default extents

2.2.2.1 Split View

 The Split View tool allows you to compare multiple views in the project, in either side by side mode or by

automatically cycling through views.

Select the views to compare using the view list and select either Single View or Split View

Split View (Side by Side):

Interactively compare two views side by side. Mouse down panning and scroll zooming can be used to change the view

extent. If more than two views are selected, they can be cycled using the animation tools.

An image of the split view can be saved.

Single View

Compare two (or more) views by rapidly changing to selected views using the animation tools. Animation speed can be

controlled using the slider. Mouse down panning and scroll zooming can be used to change the view extent. 
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2.2.3 Layer Display Styles (Viewer)

Allows a user running in Viewer mode to change a limited set of display styles for the active layer.

2.2.4 Time

Allows to user to control navigation through time for a time-varying dataset. 

 Peaks: Display the peak value at all nodes/cells for the active parameter, independent of when the peak value

occurs (eg Peak Depth and Peak Velocity may not occur at the same timestep). This option will be the only option if a

"peaks only" dataset is active.
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Play: Animate the time series dataset automatically.

Step Backward/Forward: Step through the time series one timestep at a time. This can also be controlled

using a time series plot from the links window.

Tracer: Trace the path of an object "dropped" into the water surface at a point in time. Will only be available if

velocities are available in the results surface.

Current Step: Jump to a specific timestep (limited to datasets with < 1,000 time steps).

Animation Speed: Control the delay between successive timsteps during automatic

animation.

2.2.5 Surface

The surface interrogation tools allow you to "slice and dice" a surface (both peak and time-varying). These tools also

combine with the Info Tool ( ) for surface inspection.

The surface tools provide access to:

Time series plots

Profile (or section) plots

Flow plots

Keypoints

Volume calculations

Hazard/Risk Category Chart 

Time-Series Plot: Extract a time series plot(s) by left clicking on the map window. The plot will default to the

active parameter. The dropdown menu allows you to select any available parameter to plot. The plot will display in the 
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Links Window.

Example time series plot at three locations.

Profile Plot: Extract a profile plot along a line drawn by left clicking on the map window. The plot will default

to the active parameter. The dropdown menu allows you to select any available parameter to plot. The plot will display

in the Links Window.
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Example profile plot along section line (black)

Flow Plot: Extract a hydrograph across a line drawn by left clicking on the map window then right clicking

when finished (at least 2 left clicks must be made). 

The dropdown menu allows you to access the auto flow tool. In this mode, a single left click will automatically define a
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flow section by moving away from the point normal to the flow direction (velocity vectors). The plot will display in the

Links Window.

Example flow plot

 Save Points: If the Links Window is visible, the points and tool mode clicked to create the relevant time/

profile/flow plot plot will be saved to a waterRIDE points file (*.pts) to enable that links window to be "recreated" at a

later date. The points file saves the point(s) that were clicked, as well as the tool that was used. A simple GIS (MIF/MID)

file will also be saved. 

 Load Points: When the Links Window is not visible, this button can be used to open an existing points file

(*.pts) or external GIS file (mif, tab, shp, kml). When opening a points file (*.pts), waterRIDE will automatically recreate

the link window from which the pts file was saved, using the active surface. For example, a profile plot may have been

saved using the 100yr flood. This points file could then be used to extract a profile plot along the same line for the

50yr by opening the points file on a view with the 50yr layer active.

When opening a GIS layer using the Load Points tool, waterRIDE will ask you how the file should be used. For example,

a GIS file of points could be used to extract time series plots of depth at each point in the file or to display keypoints.

Alternatively, a GIS file of polylines could be used to extract profile plots of water level.
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Add Key Points: Allows you to display the active surface value by clicking at any location on the surface. This

can be particularly useful to highlight specific or key flood behaviour for figures or community education. The active

surface value will be displayed by default. Clicking the dropdown arrow allows you change this to any number of the

available parameters for the active surface (simply tick all desired items). The display font/style/colour can be specified

on the Layer Display form for the active layer, including the selection of multiple field values. Text size and halo settings

can also be adjusted on the FASTBAR.

 Clear Key Points: Key points can be cleared by clicking this button. The tool operates in one of two modes,

as set by from the dropdown part of the button:

One by One - allows the user to left click on the keypoints to be deleted

All - deletes all key points.

The default mode of operation is to clear all keypoints, consistent with v8.

 Repeat Last: Repeats the last surface interrogation operation on the current view. For example, if keypoints

were added to a view, then the user changes to a different view, pressing Repeat Last will add the same keypoints to

the current view. Similarly for time series, profile, or flow plots.

Volume: Allows you to calculate surface volumes/areas within:

a user drawn polygon

polygon within a layer in the view

the entire surface

Volumes are usually defined in terms of totals above/below a specified datum. If level or depth are active, it will

calculate the volume of water.

Hazard/Risk Profile: Will display the hazard and risk profile (if used) for the active surface.
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Working With The FASTBAR and Surface Tools

When a water surface is active, the FASTBAR can be used to interrogate multiple water surfaces in the project at once.

Simply select the desired water surfaces in the FASTBAR and any surface tool can be used to interrogate all of the

selected surfaces.

For example, the plot below shows a flow plot extracted at one location for the selected flood surfaces:
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2.2.6 Links Window

The Links Window displays the output from a range of tools.

It arranges content into types, indicated by the tab headers:

Charts (*.prf)

Tables (*.csv)

Records

Linked Files

Charts (*.prf): Charts display time series, profile and flow plot information at one or multiple points/sections.

Left clicking on a time series or flow plot will navigate to that particular timestep (eg timestep 1.5hrs in the figure

below). 

As the mouse is moved around the chart, the X/Y axis values are displayed in the title bar of the links window.
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A chart can be manipulated using the Chart Tools 

Zoom in

Pan

Area under chart: Calculates the area under a time-based chart. Left click the starting timestep then left click the

ending timestep.

Calculate line slope at a point

Adjust X-axis range

Adjust Y-axis range

Reset chart to defaults

Save chart as image

 Toggle bed display (when a profile plot of water level is created, waterRIDE will automatically read the terrain

along the plot)

Plot series chooser: Control which datasets are displayed on the chart

The tabular data driving the plot is shown on the *.csv tab (Tables)
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Tables (*.csv): Tables usually contain the tabular data driving a chart. 

Data in a table can be exported by right clicking on the table. Export options include:

Export as CSV/XLS

Copy selected cells to clipboard

Copy entire table to clipboard

Double clicking in any cell will also export the entire table to a CSV/XLS file.

Records: Records display values at a single point. If multiple points are selected, a table tab will also be available

showing information for the multiple records. In such as case, the table can also be exported as a GIS points file with all

information attached as fields.
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Linked Files: Files can be linked to a waterRIDE project in a number of ways. Any linked files will display in the Links

Window. Right clicking on on image will allow the file to be saved. Double clicking on a linked file will open that file with

its default application.

An example linked image file.
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Example scaled House Photo

Example linked document
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2.2.7 Gauge Layer Data

If a gauge (GAG) layer is active, the Gauges tools provide access to gauge management tools. These tools are in

addition to the time series tool on the surface interrogation toolset.

waterRIDE™ allows the user to extract plots of point-based, time-varying "gauge" data from gauge layers (*.gag) - a

"GAG" Layer

Generally, a GAG layer will contain information relevant to:

Water level gauges:

- Level

- Stage

- Rate of Rise

- ARI of level

Rainfall gauges

- Rain over period/selected window

- Peak burst rain intensity over selected window

- ARI of rainfall (over various periods)

Hydrology model outputs

- Modelled flow

- Modelled stage/level
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Example rainfall gauge layer showing total rain in the selected time period.

If a gauge layer is made active, it can be interrogated in the same way as a water surface using the following tools:

 time series plot

point inspection

Additional Gauge Layer Only tools also become available:

Selecting a specific time window

Generate Summary of Gauge Data (rainfall and river level gauges only)

Show TIN Surface of Rainfall (rainfall gauges only)

Edit Gauge Header information

 Select a Specific Time Window (Rainfall and River Level Gauges Only)

When working with gauge data, lengthy periods of record may be included in the layer. This tool allows the user to

define a specific time period within the layer to limit interrogation to, the active time window. This is limited to working

with Rainfall and River level gauges. In flood forecasting mode (either LIVE or TRAINING), the tools available on the
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panel will adjust according to the mode of operation.

 Full Data Series Bar: The total width of the bar indicates the full time period of data in the GAG layer. It provides a

coarse means of adjusting the active time window for the GAG layer. Left clicking in the Full Data Series bar will set the

start of the time window (or it can be entered directly into the "from" fields). Right clicking will set the end date for the

time window (or it can be entered directly into the "to" fields). The solid black bar indicates the active time window that

is being displayed/interrogated. Any orange lines indicate that the "selected window" bar has been used to refine the

active time window. 

 Selected Window Bar: The total width of the bar indicates the currently selected window in the "full data series" bar. It

provides a means of refining  the active window selected in the "full data series" bar. Left clicking and right clicking  (as

per the full time series bar) will refine the start and end times of the selected window, respectively.

 Enter start and end dates directly.

Reset end date to the current time.

Resets the time window to the length of the available data.

Select the period over which any time dependent active parameters are calculated (such as Last

24hrs rainfall, or total rainfall over the selected window).

Detailed pop-up help

 Apply changes to the time window. Changes are not applied until this button is clicked.

 Generate Summary Table of Gauge Data

This tool provides a means of assessing the quality of gauge data. Should a gauge be considered "faulty", it can be

turned off for either the current time window, or from "now on".
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If a gauge is turned off, it will not be used in any flood forecasting rainfall inputs nor any analysis/display of gauge

data over the period in which is set to inactive. Unreliable gauges can be turned off for specific time periods (eg faulty

during an event), or indefinitely (eg the gauge has been decommissioned).  Once gauges are made inactive, they are

not included in any hyetograph creation (eg flood forecasting, hyetograph interpolation etc). This tool is only available

for rainfall and river level gauges

Information in the table is displayed for the current time window.

To turn a gauge off/on:

1. Specify the gauges status by :

- clicking the tick box next to the gauge name

- Automatically identifying gauges where 100% of the readings are zero

-  Automatically identifying gauges where cumulative rainfall is zero

-  Select all gauges

2.  Use current selections to temporarily set the status of the gauges. No

changes are made to the gag layer at this stage.

3. Repeat above as required

4.  Specify the time window to update the status of the gauges over.

5.  Sets the status of the gauges.

TIN Surface of Rainfall (Map)
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This tool generates a TINned surface between all rainfall gauges of the active parameter (generally "last period rain").

Once activated, hyetographs can be interpolated at any location on the surface.

Edit Gauge Layer Header information

This tool allows the header record for the selected gauge to be edited.

2.2.8 Pipe Layer Data

waterRIDE™ allows the user to interrogate pipe flow data from a waterRIDE™ Pipe Layer (*.wrp). Pipe flow can be linked

to 2D water surfaces.

Pipe layers are imported from pipe network models into waterRDE™'s Link/Node structure. The following pipe flow

outputs are supported:

TUFLOW

MIKE Urban

Pipe layers generally contain the following parameters (where available):

Node_ID : ID of node

Node_Type: New, Manhole, Pit, Weir, Pump, Storage, Channel

Node_Class: plain, boundary, junction, bifurcation, crossover, u/s end, d/s end

Node_Branch: An internal branch ID

Node_Invert: Node invert

Node_Ground: Ground elevation

Node_WL: Water surface elevation

Node_Depth: Depth above invert

Node_Flood: Depth over ground
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Link_ID: ID of Link

Link_Type: New, Pipe, Rect_Culvert, Irreg_Culvert, Trap_Channel, Open_Channel

Link_Slope: Slope of link (u/s to d/s)

Link_Diam: Diameter of link

Link_Q: Flow in link

Link_Vel: Velocity in link

Link_%_cap.: Flow in pipe as a percentage of pipe capacity calculated using Colebrook-White equation

If a pipe layer is made active, it can be interrogated in the same way as a water surface (see using surface tools).

Time Series Plots

Time series plots of any parameter can be extarcted.
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Profile Plot

Clicking in a downstream direction, waterRIDE will automatically connect through junctions to create a profile plot.
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 Trace Upstream Network

This tool allows the user to identify the parts of the pipe network that contribute to flow at that node/manhole. Simply

left click on an active node based parameter to utilise the tool.
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Linking Pipe Results with 2D Water Surfaces

Pipe layers can be displayed inconjunction with 2D surface water. During conversion, there is an option to link the pipe
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results to the 2D surface water results. To view both pipes and surface water:

1. a view must contain both the pipe layer (*.wrp) and the 2D water surface (*.wrr/*.wrb).

2. the pipe layer must be made active

3. the water surface must be thematic (the active parameter can be defined by the user)

As the pipe layer is animated, the 2D water surface will animate at the same time.

2.2.9 FASTBAR

The FAST BAR is designed to provide ready access to a mix of tools that enable multiple surface interrogation as well

as providing access to commonly toggled active layer display properties.

The FAST BAR can be accessed by left clicking on the extreme right hand side of the map window (orange highlight on

image below) and can be closed by left clicking on the right spine of the FAST BAR. It can also be toggled using the

menu item on hamburger menu .
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The FAST BAR is context sensitive to the active layer type. For a waterRIDE surface, it provides access to:

Ability to specify multiple layers when running any surface interrogation or the info tool

The active layer quick display toggles

Water Surfaces

When interrogating water surfaces, multiple surfaces can be interrogated by simply ticking the relevant surfaces in the

list. This mode applies to all interrogation tools (info, time, profile, flow, key points), and can be a very quick way of

comparing flood behaviour at a common location.

Active Layer Toggles

The active layer toggles provide a rapid means of toggling various display settings, avoiding the need to use the View

Attributes form for simple view setting changes. Toggles apply to:

Velocity vectors 

Hillshade 

Element outline (for TINs only)

Show Dry Areas

Node/Cell Values

Display/highlight/key point text style and size
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2.2.10 Export

Allows the user to extract information/imagery from waterRIDE in a variety of ways:

View - Exports graphics of the current view window as:

Hi-Res Custom JPG - suitable for inclusion in a high quality document that may be, ultimately, printed

as BMP/WMF/JPG/PNG - suitable for a "quick screenshot" at screen resolution only

to Clipboard - suitable for pasting a "screenshot" into an email

Record AVI - record an animation of the current window to an AVI file (time series datasets only)

to GIS - Exports the active surface data to GIS formats

Contours (polylines) - export the current thematic mapping as a vector GIS file (polylines defining the boundaries of

each thematic colour)

Terraces (polylgons) - export the current thematic mapping as a vector GIS file (polygons defining the extent of each

thematic colour)

XY + Value (points) - export the nodes/cell centres as a CSV file of X/Y coordinate and active value as a GIS points file

Velocity Vectors - export visible velocity vectors as a GIS polyline file

Raster (grid) - export the active surface as a GIS grid

Report Figures - Exports structured figures to a Word template or printer

Report Figures - exports any view from the project using a Word document as a template

Tile Plots - prints the current view using waterRIDE's plotting configuration (legacy support)

2.2.10.1 Export View

waterRIDE™ allows the user to export the main map window to a picture file, using the Export View tool. This tool saves

the image on the main window to either a windows meta file (.wmf), bitmap image file (.bmp), or JPEG (.jpg) ready for

use in external applications.

To export view, select Tools->Export->Export View. Alternatively, pressing F12 brings up the Export View save file form

with the filter set to Custom JPEG image.
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Create GIS TAB file: When exporting the image, save GIS registration details in both a *.tab and *.jgw file suitable use

in GIS applications.

Custom Size: Use the scrollbar to adjust the size of your image in terms of desired output quality.

Paper Size: Specify the output paper size and desired print resolution (Dots Per Inch (DPI)).

The legend and scale visibility can be toggled on/off by ticking/unticking the respective boxes.

The size and position of the legend can be set using the relevant horizontal and vertical scroll bars.

Use default extents will reset the view to the default extents prior to exporting the image. Leaving this unticked will not

change the view extents from their current values.

The memory required for an uncompressed (bitmap) image is displayed at the top of the form, along with the image

dimensions. waterRIDE™ automatically calculates the maximum allowable size of the image for your system

configuration.

Batch Exporting Multiple Views
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Multiple views can be exported by selecting the desired views in the lost after clicking the "Select Views to Batch

Export" panel button. All views will be exported using the settings on the form and the view extent will be locked to the

same as the currently active view, unless the Use Default Extents box is ticked. In this case, each view will revert to its

default extents.

Each view will be exported as the full view path with a "-" between view names, and saved in the same folder as

specified when entering the tool. For example, 100yr-Depth.jpg. You may need to ensure that the output filenames will

be unique.

2.2.10.2 Record AVI

Recording Animations

waterRIDE™ allows the user to export animations to an AVI file which can be viewed in any media player. The record

animation tool and options are located under the tools menu, "Record AVI." Recorded animations are simply "movie

files". They will not provide access to the animating surface or any features of waterRIDE™'s interactive animation.

Note that the size of the output AVI file will be the same as the size of the current view window. You must resize the

waterRIDE™ application prior to producing an AVI. 

Before recording an AVI, a number of options are available for controlling the quality and look of the AVI file. 
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File to Save AVI to:

Click to specify the location to save the AVI file to.

Timestep Data:

Start and End Step: Specify the starting timestep (0 is the first step) and end timestep for the AVI. The starting

timestep defaults to the current timestep. Note that during animation recording, you can click the pause button  on

the animation toolbar at any time to end the recording at the current timestep.

Step Frequency: Specifies how frequently to save timesteps to the AVI file. For example, a value of 1 saves every

timestep, whilst a value of 5 will save every 5th timestep.

AVI Settings:

Compression Codec: The compression codec options will vary depending on the codecs installed on your system.

These options allow the user to compress the AVI file, reducing its size. Using the "no compression" option records an

uncompressed AVI file. It is important to remember that the system the AVI will be played back on must have the

appropriate codec  installed. The "cvid Cinepak Codec" is often a good choice as is is on every Windows machine.

Quality: Allows the user to select the quality of the animation that the AVI will store. Note that a higher quality has a

larger file size, and a lower quality a lower file size. (Note this option only applicable when using compression).

Frame Rate: Allows the user to specify the duration that each frame will display for (in milliseconds).

Pixel Format: This option refers to the number of colours (or colour depth) to be used in the animation. The more

colour depth, the better the look of the AVI, but the larger the file size.
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Display Options:

Time Size: Controls the size of the textual time labelling. 

Time Location: The time location specified where the time-step for the animation is displayed. The time is normally

displayed in hours. However, if the links window is open (showing a time series or flow plot), then the time will be

depicted on the relevant plot. This is a good means of providing context to an animation.

Show Legend: The show legend option adds the legend to the animation.

Legend Location: Specify where the legend should be displayed. 

Show Logo: Specify a logo to include in the animation. Note that the logo will be displayed at full resolution in the final

AVI. Any resizing should be applied to the image file.

Logo Location: Specify where the logo should be displayed. 

Click OK to create the animation.

Animation will commence automatically and finish when the end step is reached, or the pause button is pressed.

2.2.10.3 Raster (grid)

Exports the active surface as a GIS grid.

.

The above form can be used to control what data is exported in terms of:

spatial extent: layer extent, current view extent, or a manually entered partial extent

desired output grid size

number of decimal places to use (helps manage file sizes of ASCII grid exports)

coverage: either the "wet area only" (ie only positive depth cells will be exported) or "dry areas" (will include cells

where a valid water level exists, even if it is below ground)
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2.2.10.4 Report Figure

This tool allows the user to export a view(s) to a pre-defined Word template. The template controls the size and layout

of the figure, and can include special keywords such as view names, project name etc to help identify/label the figure.

Maximum paper sizes are governed by Word (and its internal 16-bit paper size limitation - which translates to a

maximum of A2 in metric paper sizes).

Select Template: Select the Word document to use as a template for the plots. These must have been configured in

either your local waterRIDE installation or Enterprise settings to be available for use.

Output Format: Select whether a Word document or PDF file(s) should be saved. Word 2010 or greater is needed to

produce PDF files.

Merge into single document: If multiple views are selected, this switch controls whether all figures should be included

in a single output file, or separate files. If separate files, the files will be named according to the full view-tree (and

prefixed with any GIS field labels)

Selected Views: Tick all views that you wish to export. Right clicking provides access to "select all" or "select none"

shortcuts
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Plot Options: Specify whether the scale and legend (and its size) should be shown in the figure

View Extents: Select how view the extents of each view are defined:

- Current extent: uses the current view extent to define the extent of each figure

- Default extent: uses the default view extent to define the extent of each figure

- Polygon GIS layer: uses the bounding rectangle for each polygon in an external GIS file to define the extent(s)

of each view. In this way, multiple "sub-views" for each selected view can be exported in bulk.

Note that it is the size and aspect ratio of the table cell in the Word template that defines the ultimate view extents. All

views will be centred about the desired "view extents", with aspect ratios matching the Word document cell ratios.

Select GIS Layer: If polygons in a GIS layer are to be used to define the view extent(s), this file must be specified along

with the field containing the label ID for each polygon (eg Area_1, Area_2, Area_3 etc).

For example, the following GIS layer will export 3 figures for each selected view, the first being labelled as the view

name-Area_1.pdf:
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Example output from the Export Figures tool:
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2.2.10.4.1  Figure Templates

Creating a Figure Template

A figure template is a simple Word document that contains one table. The cells in this table are used to define the

layout of the figure. Various keywords are used by waterRIDE to insert relevant text as well as the figure itself.

Ultimately, the ratio of the cell containing the image keyword will be used to produce the image of the selected view(s)

when running the tool.

The following image provides an example template layout:
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There are some general rules that govern how the template should be created:

Only one table can be in the document

Cell dimensions for the cell containing the view image should be set using the Table Properties tool (Right click on

table)

- Row height should be set as "Exactly"

- Cell height can be set as "preferred" or "exactly"
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The cell where the image should be places must be set to "right justified" and must contain the keyword

{wR_ViewImage}

Keywords are used to define locations where waterRIDE can insert text/images:

- {wR_ViewImage} - specifies the location of view image

- {wR_PrintDate} - the current date/time, to the nearest minute

- {wR_UserName} - the current username

- {wR_ViewName} - the current view name

- {wR_ViewTree} - the full "tree name" of the view. Underscores are used to separate the name of each view in

the hierarchy

- {wR_ProjectName} - the name of the project file

- {wR_Version} - waterRIDE software version number

- {wR_GISlabel} - Field value from the label field if a GIS layer was used to define the view extents

2.2.10.5 Tile Plot

This functionality is included for legacy support only. It is recommended that figures are created using the Report

Figures tool.

Tile plotting allows the user to produce standardised plots (using templates) of rectangular portions (tiles), at a

specified scale, of a mapped area. The setup process creates a *.plt file describing the attributes of each tile in the set.

In conjunction with tiles, an optional border file (*.bdr) can be setup. The border file is used to define standard plotting

templates containing linework, bitmaps, symbols, text etc.

The figure below shows 4 tiles.
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Once the tiles have been setup, any view in the waterRIDE™ project can be plotted using the tiles (with or without

borders).

Setting Up A New Tile Set/Editing Existing Tile Sets

 

2.2.10.5.1  Setting up a Tile Plot Set

Setting Up A New Tile Set/ Editing Existing Tile Sets

Global Parameters Tab

To set up the tile plots, select Tools->Tile Plots and enter a filename for the new set of tiles (.PLT file), or select an

existing tile set to open. The following dialog can then be used to set up the tiles.
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Use the Global Parameters tab to set the paper size, orientation, margins for the plot area, tile overlap, border file and

printer.

The margins reflect the printer paper margins (in mm) defining the extent of the area to plot the waterRIDE™ view into.

This is shown as the "plot area" on the Border-Graphic tab.

If a title block is to be used in a border file then the plot area margins should accommodate the space required for it, i.

e. to have a 20mm high title block along the bottom of the page with a 10mm border margin all around, set the

bottom to 30mm and the other sides to 10mm.

If tile overlapping is required then set the overlap in paper mm (millimetres).

Click the Border file box to enter a new file to create, or to open an existing border file (*.bdr).

The printer box shows the currently selected printer. Double click the box to select a different printer. The selected

printer will be used to display the printer margins on the Border-Graphic tab.

Once the tiles have been created the [Export tile layout] button will save the plot area rectangles to a mif/mid file, for

reference.

Tiles Tab

Use the Tiles tab to edit or add new tiles to the current set.
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The [Add Tile] button will allow you to add a new tile to the set. When the tile is added, you are prompted to enter a

tile name. This name will appear in the "tiles dropdown list". When a tile is selected in this list, the properties for the tile

can be edited.

Once a tile has been added, it must be given a scale and its bottom left corner coordinates specified. Firstly, you must

enter the plot scale. The position of the tile can then be specified in one of three ways: 1) by typing in the coordinates

into the appropriate edit boxes, 2) by clicking the register button  and then clicking the location of the bottom left

corner of the tile in the map window, or 3) by placing relative to an existing tile (Right, Left, Above or Below - "LRAB").

To place a tile relative to an existing tile, ensure the tile has been added and selected in the "tiles dropdown list". Then

select the relative position of the tile from the "LRAB" drop downlist, and the tile it should be relative to. Then click the 

place tile relative button .

The "tiles dropdown list" contains a list of all tiles in the plot file. Selecting a tile in the list allows its properties (position,

scale etc) to be edited. Selecting "All tiles" allows global operations to be carried out on the entire tile set.

The delete tile button  removes the currently selected tile from the set. The [Print] button will print the currently

selected tile.

Tiles extents can be temporarily displayed in the map window by clicking the [Update / show] button.

The position of any tile can be changed at any time by selecting the tile in the drop down box and reassigning its

coordinates. Likewise all tiles in a set can be moved as a group by selecting "All tiles" and assigning a bottom left hand

coordinate for the set.

Text Tags

If a border file has been setup and assigned to the tile set (refer to border file box on the global parameters tab), then

any text tags in the border file can be assigned specific values for each tile.

For example, a border may contain a text tag {title} in a title box. By selecting '{Title}' in the tag id dropdown list allows
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the user to specify the title to use in the plotting of each tile in the current tile set.

The text tag ID, and the tag value can be viewed at the bottom of the tiles tab. Text tags are represented by text in

curly braces "{}" in the border file, which is replaced with the specified text when the tile is printed. Simply select the

appropriate text tag and enter the desired replacement text for the currently selected tile.

There are a number of predefined waterRIDE™ text tags available which have specific values relating to the waterRIDE™

project, as shown below:

Text Tag Value

wr_projectname Project file name

wr_viewname Active view name

wr_activelayer Active layer file name

 

Saving Changes

The [Save]  button will save the global parameters and tile set to the .PLT file, and the border script to the .

BDR file.

 

Creating/Editing a Border File

The border file is an ASCII file consisting of 2 sections: [PAPER] and [BORDER]. These sections specify the paper size

and orientation, and the border and title block linework, text, bitmaps etc. A border file can be viewed either as ASCII

text (on the Border - Text tab), or as a graphical representation (on the Border - Graphic tab). Changes to the border file

can be made on either tab.

Border - Text Tab

This tab contains the ASCII version of the border file. All coordinates are referenced (in mm) from the bottom left hand

corner of the page.
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Lines with semicolons ';' as the first character are comments and are ignored in processing. If there is no border file

assigned on the global parameters tab, the Border tab will display a basic set of instructions. This can be saved after

entering a new border file and subsequently edited.

The border drawing tools include: rectangle, line, symbol, text and bitmap.

Codes are used to define drawing tool properties such as brush style, symbol type and font style, as follows:

brush style: 0:solid, 1: clear, 2: forward diagonal lines, 3: backward diagonal lines, 4: square cross lines, 5: diag cross

lines, 6: horizontal lines, 7: vertical lines

symbol type: 1: square, 2: diamond, 3: circle, 4: star cross, 5: up triangle; 6: down tri, 7: plus, 8: cross, 9: plus cross, 33

to 255: font characters

font style: 0: normal, 1: bold, 2: italic, 4: underline, 8: strikeout

Script lines for the drawing objects are as follows: (all dimensions are in mm relative to the bottom left hand corner of

the paper, and colours are RGB values which can be read by right clicking on a colour in the Palette Editor under the

Layer Display Dialog)

Rectangle= X-lower left, Y-lower left, X-upper right, Y-upper right, pen-colour, pen-width, brush-colour, brush-style,

background colour
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Line= X-start, Y-start, X-end, Y-end, pen-colour, pen-width

Symbol= X-position, Y-position, symbol-type, symbol-size, "font-name", pen-colour, brush-colour

Text= X-lower-left, Y-lower-left, angle, "the text", "font-name" , font-size, font-style, font-colour, brush-colour, brush-

style

Bitmap= X-lower-left, Y- lower-left, X-upper-right, Y-upper-right, "bitmap file path relative to border file"

Any selected graphical objects will be highlighted in the ASCII view.

Border - Graphic Tab

The graphic tab allows the user to design the layout of the border file, graphically.

The area that waterRIDE™ will use to plot the mapped data into is shown in grey and marked "Plot Area".

The currently selected printer margins are shown as a dotted pink line on the page.

Drawing Tools

Available drawing tools are at the top left of the tab. Standard drawing tools include:

 : Draw a horizontal line by holding down the left mouse button and dragging
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 : Draw a vertical line by holding down the left mouse button and dragging

 : Draw a free form line by holding down the left mouse button and dragging

 : Draw a rectangle by line by holding down the left mouse button and dragging

 : Place text. Enter text and left click its location

 : Insert text tag. Enter text tag label and left click its position

 : Place a symbol. Select the symbol and left click its location

 : Insert a bitmap by left clicking and dragging to form a bounding rectangle

 : Specify the legend location

 : Select an object by left clicking

 : Delete selected object

 : Zoom in by left clicking

 : Zoom out by left clicking

Drawing Tools Properties

The drawing tools properties specify how each object is drawn. The properties of each object should be set prior to

drawing.

Text Style: left click 'style' in the text group to set text properties.

Symbol: select the symbol from the drop down list and specify its size. The symbol colour is specified by the colour

box in the rectangle group.

Rectangle: shows the start and finish coordinates of the shape being placed. The line/symbol colour to use is specified

by the colour box and the line thickness is specified by the width spin edit.

Fill: specifies the colour and style of any fill.

Gridlines: turns grid lines on and off

Refresh: refreshes the view.

 

Example Border File

An example *.bdr file ([BORDER] section) is shown below:

;dwg no.
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Line=385,10,385,30,0,1

Text=386,27,0,"SHEET","Arial",8,0,0,0,1

Text=385,23,0,"{TAG-sheet}","Arial",12,1,0,0,1

;logo

Line=235,10,235,30,0,1

Bitmap=236,11,319,29,"logo.bmp"

;legend

Rectangle=56,11,209,29,6994349,0,6994349,0

Line=61,26,71,26,6776679,1

Text=76,26,0,"CONTOUR INTERVAL = 2.5m","Arial",8,0,0,0,1

Symbol=141,20,164,10,"Wingdings",16711935,15780518

Text=144,20,0,"BUILDING","Arial",8,0,0,0,1

Symbol=166,20,5,10,"",16711935,15780518

Text=169,20,0,"WATER TANK","Arial",8,0,0,0,1

2.2.11 Metadata

The Metadata tool provides (read only) access to the metadata for the active layer. 

Metadata can be edited from the SETUP Live Panel, using the MetaData tool.
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2.2.12 Run

The run tools execute specific functionality that has been pre-configured for a waterRIDE project:

Run Flood Reports

Run Flood Forecast

Create Flood Certificate(s)

GIS/Surface Integration

2.2.12.1 Running A Flood Forecast

1) If a flood forecasting project is opened, a Forecast can be run by clicking  Run Flood Forecast  in the Run group on

the Interrogate live panel. This button can be pressed at any time within a project for which forecasting has been setup,

and only using Manager mode.

This will bring you to the Forecasting Landing Page:
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2) Select an option from the list:

RAINFALL – Use fallen rain and/or predicted rain to estimate gauge levels. (Note that for any systems

running from gauged fallen rain, it is suggested that the rainfall gauges are assessed prior to execution)

MANUAL – Go directly to the Gauge Level Data tab and enter the predicted gauge level(s) or ARI’s

STORM TIDE – Enter a simple forecast storm tide level directly, or access gauge-based forecasts

EXTERNAL TABLE – automatically load gauge levels/ARI’s from an an external tabular source (such as CSV

file)

 SCENARIO LEVELS - Manually enter multiple gauge levels as "scenarios" to faciliatte easy "what if"

consequence analysis

RECORDED LEVELS – Use recorded river gauge levels
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LIBRARY SURFACE – Select a specific flood surface from the library in lieu of forecast interpolation

LOOKUP TABLE - Use an external lookup table to determine gauge levels

 Use this button to manually import any gauge rainfall/river levels data. waterRIDE will

indicate if newer gauge data is available. If using waterRIDE Forecast Console, this will happen automatically.

Brings up the input data status panel. This panel provides the following information on each

layer providing information to the forecasting process:

- FileDate last edited (the date the file/datasource was last updated/collected by

waterRIDE)

- Data range stating Date (the starting date of information in the file)

- Data range ending Date (the end date of information in the file)

For example, if the FileDate was changed 1hr ago, but the last data record in the file is from 2

days ago, the data source is possibly down (eg Met Service FTP site).

 Brings up the waterRIDE Forecast Console log file if being used to automatically collect input

datasets.

      If a lookup table has been configured, gauge levels can be determined by entering the lookup parameter and

pressing .

3) If the selected forecasting approach requires additional information, enter the relevant information and then click

the Proceed button to continue.

4a) ENTER FORECAST RAINFALL (if required)

 If running real-time hydrology or hydrologic interpolation, an intermediate step is associated with entering the rainfall

to drive a flood forecast. A hydrology model can be run using fallen rain, fallen + predicted rain, or predicted rain only.

During an event, you may use multiple approaches as the event unfolds.

Fallen rainfall can be read from:

a) Gauge Layer - rainfall gauges 

b) Rainfall grids - time-varying fallen rain grids such as those from the BoM and WeatherZone. These are often

a blend of radar and gauge data.

Predicted rainfall can be entered as:

a) Global rain (manual) - rainfall is distributed uniformly across the catchment as a rainfall total over a specified

period ( eg 200mm over 12hrs). If configured, equivalent ARI's for global rain are displayed in green.
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b) Polygon rain (manual) - rainfall is distributed across the catchment according to a GIS layer of polygons.

Each polygon must have a rainfall total over a specified period and a time offset that is applied to the start of the

rainfall. The global rain parameters are used for any sub-catchment/node outside the polygons and to "pad out" any

polygon rain with a duration smaller than the global rain duration. The global rain duration must be longer than an

polygon rain duration plus offset. Where polygons overlap, a priority field is used to define the which rainfall polygon

is used. Rainfall total/duration are stored in the polygon rain GIS layer for ready visualisation.

c) Gridded rain - will read rainfall from the selected gridded dataset (generally a forecast rainfall grid).

The start date of forecast rainfall will either be the current date time (forecast rain only), or the start date of the event

(fallen or fallen + forecast rainfall). Fallen rain will always be used in preference to forecast rain where time windows

overlap. If the forecast grid does not provide rainfall information beyond the selected fallen rain grid time window, an

orange warning box will appear around the forecast data start time indicating that it will not be used. This may indicate

an issue with the collection/updating of any forecast rainfall grids.

If configured, sensitivity runs can be executed by turning it on and entering the relevant % to use.

Any relevant initial storage levels should be entered/verified.

Catchment conditions should be specified if configured. Adjust the slider to move through the configured catchment

conditions or, if desired, continuing and initial loss values can be overridden (temporarily) by entering values in the

relevant box. 

If configured, a time series or peak surface can be generated (hydrology models only). A time series surface will take

considerably longer to generate than a peaks only surface. A time series surface does not need to be created to extract

time based flood intelligence for GIS layers.

Global Rain Example:

Polygon rain GIS file example:
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Gridded Rain (Actual fallen + gridded forecast) Example:
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In the above screenshot, the predicted rainfall grid time window does not extend beyond the fallen rain grid window

and will, therefore, not be used. The orange warning box highlights this and may indicate an issue with collection/

conversion of forecast rainfall grids.

4b) ENTER STORM TIDE

Storm Tide forecast levels can be processed as either a Simple value (Enter a single storm surge value covering the
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entire coastline), or using forecast gauge levels:

- Single value (simple) - a blanket storm surge value across the entire surface.

- Peaks - the maximum level at each gauge across the entire available time window

- Point In Time - a single timestep within the data window

- Full Time Series - a time series surface across the specified window

5) MANUALLY ENTER FORECAST GAUGE LEVELS

Enter the forecast gauge levels in the “Gauge WL” column. If using input rainfall or external flow/levels files, these

values will be automatically populated.

Once the gauge level(s) have been set (manually, or read automatically), they should be checked for consistency before

continuing. A valid value is required for each gauge and must be within the min to max range to facilitate

interpolation. 

The tool button above the Gauge Wl column ( ) will automatically adjust the level to the min or max range as

appropriate.

The min & max values identify the range of levels from the library of surfaces for each gauge (e.g. 10yr ARI up to PMF).

The Datum Adj. value can be applied to the respective gauge “reading” value.

If gauge readings are in gauge datum, click to add the relative gauge datum to convert to the height datum used

for the water surfaces in the forecast library (eg m AHD).

To clear a previous forecasts values, click .

If setup, the indicative ARI of the forecast gauge level will be displayed in the gauge data entry table. This is

interpolated directly from the surfaces in the forecasting library and must be specified as part of the forecast setup
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process.

To adjust any values, either enter the gauge level directly, or enter an ARI. Clicking the “interpolate blanks” button (

) allows you to enter either an ARI or a gauge level, and have the other parameter calculated. This can be useful if,

for example, you wish to forecast using an expected ARI. To use this tool, ensure that either the ARI or gauge WL

column are blank.

If sensitivity has been configured you can adjust the upper and lower gauge levels directly in the grid. If a manual

forecast is being executed, sensitivity can be turned on (if configured), and a default +/- directly applied to the gauge

levels by clicking the "apply" button.

If tidal or backwater effects are likely to affect the lower reaches of the forecast stream, there is an option to override

lower forecast water levels with the specified tide or tailwater level as a minimum value. To activate this feature, please

check the box in the top panel and enter the appropriate level.

Any configured GIS integration (*.vmfpm scripts) or flood reports (*.vmrep scripts) will only be executed if the Run GIS

Integration box is ticked. When publishing, users will be prompted to re-run any GIS integration, if needed, to ensure

that published datasets are consistent.

Click the Run Forecast button to execute the forecast interpolation process. The red label next to the button will display

‘Processing’ whilst the forecast is being executed and ‘Done’ when it has finished, and when it has finished the page will

change to the “Publish Results” tab.

If desired, any one of the library surfaces can be specified as the forecast surface (with any tailwater applied). In this

case select the required library surface on the right panel and click the Apply Selected Surface button. If Sea Level Rise is

to be applied to the selected surface, enter the value to add to the surface. This is only available if a storm surge

forecasting project has been configured.

6) PUBLISH RESULTS
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Once the forecast has finished the resulting interpolated flood surface and the sensitivity surface (if it has been run)

should be checked for consistency prior to any publishing for wider consumption.

The forecast form will stay on top of the main form whilst it is open. To review the results, simply move the form out of

the way by dragging its title bar. The interpolated surface can then be zoomed, panned and interrogated before

proceeding. If the results are not as expected, the rainfall and forecast process can be adjusted and repeated.

When the interpolated surface has been verified, the results of the forecast (interpolated surface, sensitivity surface and

GIS integration layers) can be ‘published’ by copying them to a pre-determined network folder to allow other end users,

such as emergency management personnel, to view the predicted flood surface using waterRIDE FLOOD in Viewer

mode with a pre-prepared project setup for their needs.

Initially, the Publish page will show the status of the forecast and sensitivity runs as “Success”, “Failed” or “Not Run”. Tick

the selected actions to be executed when the Run Publish Tasks button is clicked:

copying the interpolated surfaces to the publish distribution folder, 

creating an ASCII grid of the interpolated water and/or depth surface (for use with GIS systems) and copying it

into the {PUBLISH}\GRIDS folder,

creating a flood extents GIS file from the interpolated flood surface, and copying it into the {PUBLISH}\EXTENTS

folder (note that this could take several minutes for larger surfaces),

copying any GIS integration layers to the distribution folder

Exporting present views as an XML configured dataset for web display

processing any configured notifications/alerts

creating an AVI for any time varying forecasts
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publishing any flood reports

archiving key input/output datasets

When datasets have been published, the "Upload Files" button can be used (if configured) to copy any number of files

to a specific folder. waterRIDE FORECAST Console can then be used to automatically/manually upload all files in

this folder to the specified FTP server. 

2.2.12.2 Create Flood Certificates

Using Flood Certificates

The create flood certificates tool can be accessed from the Run section of Interrogate Live Panel. The flood certificates

button  is only available if the specified layer in the [FLOOD CERTIFICATES] section of the projects

configuration file (*.vmini) is active. When clicked, the Flood Certificates form is opened:
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Select the certificates template to use.

 Allows the user to search the property GIS layer for a particular property using a searchbox (if configured,

or standard searching using the property GIS layer. Once located, the property can added to the certificates batch.

Allows the user to click on the property layer to select properties one by one. This tool is only available if used

on a view where the property layer is active, with the active field set to the unique identifier for that property (Property

ID on the setup page). The user can left click on any number of properties in the main map window (leaving the

certificates form open), right clicking when done. Zooming/Panning etc are available during this operation (right clicking

when done will return to property select mode). Each property selected in this manner will have the same keyword
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values as the current certificate (except for those keywords set to be populated from the GIS field).

 Allows the user to specify (click-in) keypoints if the keypoints folder has been specified in the cetrificates setup.

Keypoints for any number of properties can be entered. If points are clickied across many properties, then a separate

keypoints file for each property will be saved. A property can only have one keypoints file. Ant existing keypoints files

will overwritten. Left click the keypoints in the map window and right click to finish. Press ESC to cancel.

Deletes the selected property from the processing list

Delete all properties from the processing list

 Load a certificates processing batch file (*.cert) or a text file list. The text file list must contain only the unique ID

for each property on each line of the file.

Save the current processing list as a batch file (*.cert)

Prior to clicking to process all certificates in the list, ensure that any "User Entry" fields are entered in

the grid. Certificates will be saved to specified certificates output folder, with a filename according to the certificates

setup. The 1st certificate generated can be opened automatically if desired by ticking the box.

Note that the Word template must be closed prior to creation of the certificate. waterRIDE will check for this

and raise an error if the template is open.

2.3 INTERFACE (Manager)
The Manager/DATA Manager interface is the same as the Viewer interface, except that additional Live Panels are

available for building projects as well as importing, processing, and manipulating datasets.

2.3.1 Getting Started

There are 5 general steps to setting up a waterRIDE™ Flood project:

1) Convert hydraulic data into waterRIDE™ format using the convert group on the Import panel or other converter tools

such as waterRIDE™ 1D Surface.

2) Add converted hydraulic data layers to the project

3) Add supporting GIS layers to the project. 

4) Set up a various views under a logical table of contents

5) As each view is configured, the display styles for the model (generally made active) and GIS layers will need to be

setup.

General suggestions:

Use a new "base node" for each ARI/model scenario. Build a "view tree" by making relevant layer active and adjusting

the active field (eg separate views for depth, level, velocity, Hazard, VxD, velocity vectors etc) in child views under that

base view. Usually, it is a good idea to have the base node depict the flood extent by making water level active,

setting the number of contours to 1, and an interval of 1000 (ie everything with a level up to 1000 will be coloured

blue, be default).

Try to avoid "blank views". If you are using a base node as a divider in the project tree, try including the airphoto in
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this view. Changing views to white space can interrupt the flow of your project

Use "copy branch" once you have built your first branch to build the other branches (eg build a branch for the 100yr

flood, then use copy and paste replace to rapidly build the tree for the 20yr, 50yr, 200yr etc)

Create a view with a GIS layer containing address to allow the user to quickly search for an address

Tutorial

To illustrate setting up a project in the basic waterRIDE™ interface, a tutorial is available. The tutorial will guide you

through the process of creating a new project including: adding files, designing a table of contents, changing the

display styles of layers, and adding and using links.

The tutorial will be available on the waterRIDE website: www.waterRIDE.net 

2.3.2 File Menu

The File menu contains general tools for accessing projects, application settings, and file-based tools.

 

New - Create a new waterRIDE™ project (also CTRL+N).

Open - Open an existing waterRIDE™ project with the standard Open Dialogue Box allowing the user to browse for the

project (also CTRL+O).

Projects - Open an existing waterRIDE™ project via the Quick Start Dashboard.

Save - Save the project file (also CTRL+S).

Save As: Save the project script file with a new name.

Configuration: Opens the application configuration menu items. Refer to Application Configuration for more

information.

Relative Path: (saving option) Record the location of the files relative to the directory of the project file. This is useful

when all files in the project are within the folder containing the waterRIDE™ project file (*.vmmap) or in sub-folders of

http://www.waterRIDE.net
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the project folder. A relative path setting will allow the project to be copied to other users or to CD.

Full Path: (saving option) Record the actual location of the files relative to the computer. This is useful when a static

network project is to be established and source files reside in a variety of locations on a network.

Re-locate Files: Allow the user to substitute files in the project. The relocate form can be used to bulk substitute layers

using the grid on the form. Note that this tool will only work on layers in the project. It will not update any layers used

in flood forecasting or automated flood certificates projects or scripts.

Pack N Go: Creates a copy of a waterRIDE™ project with all required files consolidated into a local folder to facilitate

writing to a CD/DVD or copying to a laptop or removable drive for a presentation or delivery. This tool is used

primarily where the source files for a project may be scattered across various servers, computers or drives on a

network.

Create Project from Template (waterRIDE™ FLOOD Manager only): Allows the user to build a number of

waterRIDE™ projects using a template project and script files. Details are available here.

Create a Windows shortcut to this project: Creates a windows shortcut to the current project. This can be useful

when creating presentations or for providing direct access to a specific project without needing to use the Open/Quick

Start forms.

Exit: Quit waterRIDE.

2.3.2.1 Application Configuration

The application configuration menu allows the user to configure various application options, as well as project specific

options (for the current project), as follows:

User Settings  (settings that apply to the waterRIDE software)

Current project (settings that apply to the current project only)

Enterprise Configuration
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2.3.2.1.1  User Settings

Default Hazard Categories: Allows the user to specify which hazard categories should be highlighted by default in any

Hazard Definition selection boxes (refer Hazards Manager).

Infinite Grid Threshold: Allows the user to specify the threshold at which infinite grid is applied. The concept of infinite

grid is to access extremely large gridded datasets directly from disk, rather than loading the grid into memory. Setting

a high threshold will result in water surfaces being loaded into memory, which provides maximum performance when

zooming/panning/interrogating surfaces. Setting a low threshold will mean that surfaces are read from disk, which is

generally slower than in-memory datasets. For network-based datasets, infinite grid may result in slow performance. In

such cases, building pyramids for each surface is strongly recommended. If pyramids are built for a surface, it will

always be opened in infinite grid mode (v8.40+).

This threshold is a trade-off between performance and memory usage, and is intended for visualisation of surfaces

only. Processing of gridded surfaces in "infinite grid" mode (eg creating flood extents) may cause memory issues, or

may run very slowly.

The threshold is based on the size of the base grid (ie number of rows X number of columns X 4 bytes). Any water

surface included in a project will use approximately 110% of its base grid size in memory, unless infinite grid is

enabled. Therefore, if a large number of water surfaces are included in a project, the 3GB limit for a 32-bit waterRIDE

application will be reached.
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Recommended settings are as follows:

Usage Recommended

Threshold Setting

(MB)

General usage (default) 512

UK Surface Water

Datasets

256

The Infinite Grid Threshold can be set in a number of locations. The order of determining the infinite grid to use for a

given waterRIDE™ instance is as follows:

Default value of 512MB

If specified in the Application INI file, override above (this setting must be manually made in the application ini file: eg

MaxGridMemorySize=700000000 in the [APPLICATION] section

If specified in User INI file, override above (this setting is controlled using the File->Preferences menu item)

Allows the user to specify which projections are displayed by default in any "projections" drop down list. Where an

existing project contains layers or views in a projection that is not visible, those projections will be automatically added

to any "projections" drop down list. 

Plot Templates:

Formatted Microsoft Word documents can be used as templates for preparing figures. Local user templates can be

added/removed from the templates list using the add/remove buttons. Any configured Enterprise templates will take

precedence over locally installed templates. Details on using templates and special formatting requirements can be

found here.

Select Projections to Display: Select those projections you wish to display by ticking each box. By default, all

projections are visible.

Note: GDA2020 was introduced with 10.0.9. If you have previously selected a subset of projections it will not appear in your

projections list. Ensure that the relevant GDA2020 projections are selected in the list.
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2.3.2.1.2  Current Project

Allows the user to configure settings for the current project.

Toolbar SearchBox

Configures the availability and function of the toolbar SearchBox.

The searchbox can be configured in 3 modes:

1. Disabled - Will not display the searchbar. This is the default behaviour for all projects.

2. GIS Layer - Enables searching using a single field of a GIS layer in the project. if this layer is a layer of polygons/

polylines, the property will highlight if it is in the current view. When using a GIS layer for searching, you can specify

which fields should be displayed when multiple records are found.

3. Online Address - Uses an Online Address Server. Note that most online address servers provide outputs in Lat/Long

(WGS84). If using an online address server, the projection for each view must be specified.

Other Options

Zoom Lock Default Mode - Specifies the default Zoom Lock mode. If using the "ON" setting, you must be careful to

ensure that all views are in the same projection. Otherwise, the user may end up with "white space" after changing a

view.

Disclaimer: Specifies text that will be displayed as a single line, right justified on the bottom edge of the map window.

Deleting all text in this edit box will disable the disclaimer (default). The disclaimer will also be displayed on all image

outputs, including images in an automated flood certificate.
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2.3.2.2 Build Project Using Template

This tool allows the user to build any number of waterRIDE™ projects using a structured template project, and a text-

based project script file.

Essentially, waterRIDE™ copies and pastes views from the template whilst substituting layers as required.

The two key components of the tool are:

1. The template project

2. The project scripts

The Template Project (*.vmmap)
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The template project should be built using "dummy" datasets. These datasets allow the table of contents structure to

be built and configured, and will be replaced when the project scripts are run.

The use of tags in curly braces "{  }" denotes either views or branches for which substitution should occur when

processing the script file. 

In the above template, the specified layer in the Hyd. Cats. view will used to copy and substitute layers with those

specified in the script, along with the {HCAT} label. The {TAG Flood} branch will also be used as a template branch for

all water surfaces in the script file.

The Project Scripts (*.csv)

A project script file is used to build a single project and contains specific instructions on what layers to replace, as well

as any views and branches to copy (and replace layers). 

A script file is in CSV file format. Relative file paths are recommended, although absolute file paths will still work. An

example script file for the above project template is presented below:

PROJECT,Sample Creek

AdjustViewSettings=false 

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,50% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q2yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,20% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q5yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,10% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q10yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,5% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q20yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,2% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q50yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,1% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q100yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,1% AEP Peaks,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q100yr-PofPks.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,0.5% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q200yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,0.2% AEP,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q500yr120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,PMF,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V02-E-PMP120min.wrr

BRANCH,{TAG} Flood,Jan 2011,template\surface.wrr,Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Jan2011.wrr

VIEW,{HCAT} Hyd. Cats.,1% AEP,template\gis\hydrauliccategory-cats.rst,Sample Creek\GIS\KLN-V01-E-

Q100yr120min_HydrualicCat0-cats.rst

VIEW,{HCAT} Hyd. Cats.,PMF,template\gis\hydrauliccategory-cats.rst,Sample Creek\GIS\KLN-V01-E-

PMP120min_HydrualicCat0-cats.rst

SWAP,imagery\template.aps,Imagery\Sample Creek.aps

The following KeyWords are used in a script file.

PROJECT - The first line of the script file and is used to define the output waterRIDE™ project file name. In the above

example, the project "Sample Creek.vmmap" will be created.

BRANCH - Will copy an entire branch, and replace the "dummy" active layer with the specified replacement layer. In the

above example (Line 2), the branch with base node named "{TAG} Flood" will be copied, the {TAG} label will be

replaced with "50% AEP", the "dummy" file at relative path "\template\surface.wrr" will be replaced with the file at

relative path "Sample Creek\KLN-V01-E-Q2yr120min.wrr". This continues for as many BRANCH copy and replace

iterations as required. Branches will be copied and replaced at the same tree level.
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VIEW - If the view does not have any children, it will be copied the "dummy" active layer will be replaced with the

specified replacement layer. If the view has children, it will be renamed and layers swapped. In the above example (Line

13), the view named "{HCAT} Hyd. Cats.' will be copied, the {HCAT} label will be replaced with "1% AEP", the "dummy"

file at relative path "template\gis\hydrauliccategory-cats.rst" will be replaced with the file at relative path "Sample

Creek\GIS\KLN-V01-E-Q100yr120min_HydrualicCat0-cats.rst". This continues for as many VIEW copy and replace

iterations as required.

SWAP - Will substitute a layer for another. No view copying is carried out. In the above example (Line 15), the layer

with relative path "imagery\template.aps" will be replaced with the layer at relative path "Imagery\Sample Creek.aps".

The two layers must be of the same type.

When substituting water surface layers, waterRIDE™ will automatically scale any thematic mapping of water level to one

suitable for the new layer. When copying views/branches, the extents of the substituting layers are used to reset the

view extents, unless switches have been set otherwise.

SWITCHES - Switches can be used to override behaviour. They should be included after the PROJECT line. The use of

switches is optional. Current switches are:

AdjustViewSettings=false (true by default). Setting to false will prevent automatic updating of view settings to match

the replacement layer.

Example Script Output

The output project of executing the example script and template is provided below:
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2.3.3 Building/Editing a Project

One of the fundamentals of waterRIDE™ is the script, or story, created by the logical layout of various views and

established links.  The panel on the left side of the screen will contain this story in a tree-format analogous to a Table

of Contents (TOC). 
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Each entry on this TOC is a view, in which certain layers have been added and their display properties for that view

configured.

End users of the project will use this TOC to navigate through the datasets, so care should be taken in developing a

logically structured TOC to ensure that it is intuitive for the end user to navigate to the appropriate view(s) to extract

the information they desire.

2.3.3.1 Table Of Contents (TOC)

Setting up a TOC is the first step in creating a waterRIDE™ project. Each node in the TOC tree is a view.

(Note that the user of waterRIDE™ in Viewer mode will see only the TOC, while the Manager/DATA Manager will have to

access the edit structure of the project and the contents of views.)

In the Table of Contents section of the NavBar there can be Base views and Child views.

For example:

By right clicking on the TOC pane, the user brings up a popup menu that allows the table of contents to be edited/

created.
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New: Brings up a sub-menu which allows the user to create either a base view or child view. The base view that is

created is added to the bottom of the list. However, when a child view is created, it is added as a sub-heading to the

view that was selected when right-clicking.

Copy: Copy the selected view for pasting elsewhere in the Project.

Cut: Cuts the selected view for pasting elsewhere in the Project (note cut essentially moves the view as it does not make a

duplicate copy).

Paste View to selected: Place the copied or cut view as a child view of whatever view is selected (even if it was a base

view initially).

Paste View to base: Place the copied or cut view as a Base view (even if it was a child view initially). This can be used to

bulk copy a View structure.

Paste branch to seleted: Pastes the copied or cut view including all its child views as a child view of whatever view is

selected (even if it was a base view initially).

Paste branch to base: Pastes the copied or cut view including all its child views as a base view (even if it was a child

view initially). This can be used to bulk copy a Branch structure.

Move Up: Will move the selected view towards the top of the view listing (also CTRL+Up).

Move Down: Will move the selected view towards the bottom of the view listing (also CTRL+Down).

Delete View/Branch: Will remove a selected view (and any child views) from the project

Rename: Will allow you to change the selected view’s name (also F2)

Allow Zoom/Pan: Switches the zoom and pan tools on so that they can be used to analyse the project. (Note: this

function is on by default)
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Enable Image Gallery: This tool allows the user to view one image at a time. When this tool is switched on a button

 appears in the main toolbar which allows the images to be scrolled through one at a time.

NOTES:

- The 'Right Click New View' entry can itself be used as a view, simply by changing its name.

- There is no limit to the number of Child view sub-levels you can have (i.e. you can have sub-headings of sub-headings,

etc.). However, note that the user will have to use the horizontal scroll bar to view very complex multi-level projects due

to the pre-defined width of the blue bar.

- It is not necessary to add layers or links to views as they are created (i.e. if you prefer, the entire ‘story' (table of

contents) can be set up before you add layers to the views)

- Remove, although it deletes a view from the project, it will not affect any other layers in other views. (i.e. the view is

removed but the underlying layers are still linked in the project).

Copy/Paste Replace - Bulk TOC Creation

 Copying/Pasting a branch/view that contains an active water surface in all child views will bring up the Copy/Paste

Replace form:

This form allows the user to substitute the active water surface layer with another layer from the project (the layers

must be added to the project to be able to be used).

For example, the "PMF" view is used in the TOC below as a "template" for the other water surfaces (5yr, 10yr, 20yr and

100yr):
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Paste Branch to Base

The above branches can then be renamed accordingly.

2.3.3.2 Working with Views

Once the Table of Contents has been established, the content (layers) of a particular view can be accessed by either:

- double clicking on the view name

- expanding the View Contents panel in the NavBar

2.3.3.2.1  View Contents

Views provide access to layers. Layers can be displayed (basic), thematically mapped (thematic), or interrogated

(active).

The View Contents panel reflects the settings for the view that was selected in the Table of Contents.
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In the example above, the 'PMF' view heading was selected from the TOC panel (double click to open the View Contents

directly).

The View Contents panel contains tools for changing the layout/content of the view. The layers in the view are displayed

in draw order (from top to bottom - the opposite of conventional GIS), and are also colour coded according to their

data type:

 Add data layer: Opens the ‘Data Layers’ dialogue allowing the user to tick on or off the various layers, lift or

lower them to change the order of drawing (see below), or adding a new layer (see also Adding Layers to a View).
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 Drop data layer: Gives the user the option to remove a data layer from the current view or entire project (if it is

not used in any other views).  Clicking 'Yes' removes the layer from the entire project, clicking 'No' turns off the layer

from the current view only, while 'Cancel' cancels the operation (see also Removing a Data Layer).

 Lift data layer: Moves the selected data layer closer to the ‘surface’ of a view (i.e. if a layer is moved to the

bottom of the list, it will be drawn last, ‘on top of’ all other layers) (see also Changing the Display Order of Layers).

 Lower data layer: Moves the selected data layer closer to the ‘bottom’ of a view (i.e. if a layer is moved to the

top of the list, it will be drawn first, ‘underneath’ all other layers) (see also Changing the Display Order of Layers).

 Display styles: Opens the display styles dialog allowing changes to the basic styles and projection of layers

(point, line and polygon colours, styles and fills) as well as to thematic layers and time sequence data (see also Layer

Display Styles). This can also be opened by double-clicking (or right clicking) on a layer in the layers list.

Set as default view: Ticking this box sets the current zoom and position settings as the default values, i.e. if

ticked, the next time the view is shown, it will be using this setting.  If this box is not ticked, the view will revert back to

the last saved settings.

Set layer extent for the View: Selecting a layer and clicking this tool will zoom to the selected layer’s extents.

The ‘Set as default view’ box could then be ticked to preserve this setting (see also Layer Display Styles).

Show extra view settings: Provides access to additional view settings

 View Name: The name of the current view can be edited directly in the edit box.

 View Projection: waterRIDE™ allows the user to select a variety of different

projections for which the current view will be displayed in. This allows different files using different projections to be

displayed in a single projection. The waterRIDE™ program re-projects the files to the required projection provided that

they are not image files, and that the original projection of the file is specified. Note: The projection of the view should

be the same as any image files as the images are not re-projected, for speed and quality reasons. The projection of
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individual layers can be changed in the Display Styles, or on the Layer Display form. 

Reprojecting a layer increases the time taken to display the layer (which can be significant for very large layers). To

increase performance, it is preferable to ensure all layers are in the same projection. In this instance, it is best to set the

projection to "Not Specified" for all layers to optimise display speed.

North Arrow: Sets the North Arrow display style for the current view

2.3.3.2.2  Adding Layers to a View

A layer can added to a view using the add layers button .

When the button has been activated a dialogue box will appear showing all layers in the current project (initially, the

Data Layers dialogue will be empty). All layers in the project are displayed. Layers in the current view will be ticked. The 

Data Layers dialogue allows layers to be added or removed from the current view (using tick boxes) and added to the

project using the  button, or by dragging supported files directly from Windows File Explorer.
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Click OK to accept any layer changes.

Click Cancel to skip any layer modifications made.

Click  to launch the "add layers to project" dialog (see Adding Files to a Project).

Click Remove to remove all selected layers from the project and any views they are used in.

Click Select Unused to identify any layers that are not used in any of the views.

Layer Projections

The projection of a layer be specified by selecting the layer in the list (hold CTRL to select multiple layers), specifying

it's projection in the dropdown list and clicking "Set Projection". A layer without a projecton specified will be underlined

in the list. Clicking on any single layer in the list will set the projection dropdown list to the projection of that layer. See

also "Layer Projections"

Layer Colour Coding

Each layer in the project is colour coded according to its data type:

Green - Vector GIS files
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Red - Image files

Blue - Water surface files

Brown - Raster GIS files

 

2.3.3.2.3  Adding Files to the Project

There are a variety of files that can be added as layers in the waterRIDE™ project. The Add button brings up a standard

Open Dialog Box, allowing the user to simply select the file(s) to add. The bottom drop down box shows all the files

that are compatible with your version of waterRIDE™.

The different types are shown in the file filter in the open dialog box. The default filter is "All Supported Files".
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Adding a Water Surface Layer

waterRIDE water surfaces can be in a number of formats:

*.wrb - a triangulated irregular network (TIN) format. Generally these are from finite volume/element or "flexi mesh"

type flood models.

*.wrr - a waterRIDE grid/raster. This is generally the preferred format as grids have no limit on sizes and can can be

optimised for speed.

*.wrc - a waterRIDE composite layer. This is a text file that references separate waterRIDE surfaces (wrb/wrr) and

allows you to use them as though they were a single layer.

*.wrm - an "on the fly" mapping file. Similar to a composite file a *.wrm layer dynamically drapes a coarse water
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surface (wrb/wrr) onto a finer scale gridded DEM (wrr). These layers have the benefit of refining the model outputs

without the "cost" of disk space that would accompany a hard drape. However, these files will not run as quickly as a

hard draped layer (wrr).

*.wrs - a generic waterRIDE surface file. Not currently utilised.

Adding a Pipe Layer

waterRIDE pipe layers (*.wrp) are created when 1D piped network results are imported.

Adding a Gauge Layer

waterRIDE gauge (GAG) layers (*.gag) store time series, point-based gauge data.

Adding a GIS Layer (Vector and Raster)

Under ‘Files of type’ there are three choices: Vector GIS files (*.mif, *.shp, *.dxf, *.tab, *.dgn, *.kml, *.DBvec), Raster GIS

files (*.rst, *.img). Other types of raster GIS layers (such as *.flt, *.asc etc) must be first converted into either a waterRIDE

grid (.wrr) or a binary GIS grid (*.rst), to ensure maximum performance. Choosing the ‘Vector GIS files’ selection allows

you to add standard GIS vectors layers such as MapInfo,  ESRI, AutoCAD, Microstation and Google files to your project.

Choosing the ‘Raster GIS files’ selection allows you to add Binary Raster files to your project.

Once a file(s) has been selected the projection needs to be selected that the GIS layers are in. This is important to

ensure that the GIS layers can be re-projected and overlay with any files in the project that may not be in the same

projection.

Adding an Image Layer

The process of adding an image is the same as adding a GIS layer, except in one important aspect. Both file-based

images are supported as well as internet/server-based imagery. 

While image files generally contain information defining their geographic location (i.e. X, Y coordinates), some do not

(eg a scan of an image you have created from hard copy). If an image does not contain embedded georeferencing

information, then, another file must exist containing the georeferencing information. This may be in waterRIDE™'s gbm

format or a propriety format (see "Other Image Registration Files" below). A .gbm file has the same name as the image

file but with a '.gbm' extension. For example, an image file called ‘Airphoto.jpg’ would have a georeferences file called

‘Airphoto.gbm'. The gbm file can be created by the user or within waterRIDE™, and can be subsequently modified

within waterRIDE™ by double-clicking the name of the image file in the ‘View Contents’ window.

Manually Geo-referencing an Image
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A sample (default) gbm file is provided with waterRIDE™, and can be modified to accompany any image file using

WordPad or Notepad.

‘unit distance’ = image pixel size

‘min. X’ and ‘min. Y’ = these together provide coordinates for the lower left-hand corner of the image.

For example, the gbm file on the left has a pixel size of 2.5m, and a lower left corner at X=323000, Y=6250000

  

Registering an Image Within waterRIDE™

If an image file is added to waterRIDE™ and does not have a corresponding *.gbm file or proprietary header file,

waterRIDE™ will not display the image until it has been registered. To register an image either double-click on the

image file name in View Contents or select the file and click on the Display Styles button (see Display Styles -> Registering

an Image).

Other Image Registration Files

waterRIDE™ supports the following image header files:

jpeg world file (*.jgw)

ers files (*.ers)

MrSID world files (*.sdw)

MapInfo TAB files (*.tab)

ecw embedded headers (*.ecw)

If any of these files exist for an image, a .gbm file is not needed.
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2.3.3.2.4  Layer Projections

It is important to specify the projection of any layers within waterRIDE™ if any two layers are in different projections.

This allows the layers to reprojected on the fly when used in any view. If all layers within a project have the same

projection, it is best to leave the projection for each layer as "unspecified".

A layer without a projection will be underlined in any layer lists.

In waterRIDE™, the projection of a layer is specified by the user. Once specified, a projection file *.prjn will be created

containing the layers projection information,

The projection of any layer(s) in the project can be specified on the Project Contents form, or individually on the Layer

Display form.

It is important to note that, due to speed issues, aerial imagery is not reprojected. As such, if reprojection is required,

you should set the view projection to the same as the aerial photography projection.

 

2.3.3.2.5  Removing a Layer

The Drop button can be used to remove layers from the current view or from the entire waterRIDE™ project.  To

remove a layer, highlight the layer from the layer list in the Display Panel, then click the ‘Drop’ button.

If the layer is not used in any other view, a dialogue box will then display, asking if the layer should be excluded from

the project completely.

Yes completely removes the layer from the project.

No simply turns the layer off in the current view.  This second option can also be performed using the Add button and

the ‘Data Layers’ dialogue box, by removing the tick from the checkbox beside the layer to be switched off.

Layers can also be removed from the project and hence from all views in which they are used by simply unticking them

on data layers list (see Add Layers to View).

2.3.3.2.6  Layers Display Order

 Changing the Display Order of Layers
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Multiple layers can be viewed at the same time in the main viewing window.  Layers are displayed in listed order, with

the ‘lower’ layers partially obscured by the ‘higher’ layers.  The order in which the layers are displayed is shown in the 

View Contents list.

The layer at the top of the list is the first or deepest layer displayed. This layer may be hidden or partially obscured by

subsequent or higher layers. Images obscure everything underneath their extents and should be listed at the top. All

other layers are drawn on top of this layer in the order in which they appear in the list. This is the opposite of

conventional GIS.

To change the order of the layers, select the layer that you wish to change in the View Contents list, and use the ‘Lift’ or

‘Lower’ buttons to position the layer appropriately. Simultaneously holding down the Shift or Ctrl keys will cause the

layer to move to the top or bottom of the list.

 

2.3.3.2.7  Layer Display Styles

 Manipulating a Layers Display Styles

The Display Styles button  is used to change the settings of the data displayed in the View Contents layers list.

To change the display settings for a layer, select the layer from the layer list in the Display Panel by clicking it with the

mouse, then click the Display Styles button to open the ‘Styles’ box.  The display settings for the selected layer can then

be adjusted.  

The ‘Styles’ dialogue can also be opened by double-clicking any layer in the list.

The "Styles" dialogue box varies depending on the type of file that you want to customise. There are three major

"types" of files: Image FIles, Vector GIS Files and Water Surfaces.

A layer can be displayed in one of three states:

Active - The layer is to thematically mapped and the data inside the layer is available for interrogation (eg water

surface values or GIS field values).

Basic - The layer is displayed for "reference only"

Thematic - The layer is to be thematically mapped, but not available for interrogation.

There are four tabs that control how a layer is displayed: Basic, Thematic, Sequential and Filter
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2.3.3.2.7.1  Basic Tab

Basic settings are used to define how a layer should be displayed when it is not active and covers items such as line

colours, symbol styles, zoom limits, and default settings.

Customising an Image File for waterRIDE™

Image Display Styles are similar to GIS Display styles, containing two specific tabs for customising options. For an

Image there are the Basic options or the Registration options. Note that Registration should be done before setting

any basic options.
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Image Registration Properties Dialog

 

Note that for a picture, active or thematic view has no effect.

If the projection of the image was not selected or you want to change the projection of the image, the projection can

be modified in the styles window.

Click OK to save the modifications and exit the style dialogue or Cancel to exit without saving.

Basic Customising Options for an Image File

Basic Options with Images in waterRIDE™
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For an Image the only options in the basic tab are the layer display limits,Greyscale toggling and image transparency.

Layer Display Limits

The ‘layer display limits’ specify the limits of visibility of the layer in terms of view scale. These allow the developer to

specify a range of scales at which a layer is visible to the user. This can be useful if a view contains many layers that are

too detailed to display in a zoomed out view, but become important as the user zooms into the view (such as an image

of a suburb when you are looking at a map of a country). The current scale is shown which can be used as a guide to set

the visibility scales for the layer. The ‘zoom in’ limit is the limit at which any further zooming in will render the layer

invisible. The ‘zoom out’ layer is limit at which any further zooming out will render the layer invisible. The Reset buttons

will reset the limits so the layer can be seen at all zoom levels. The Current buttons will use the current view scale for

the relevant setting.

Greyscale Image

Toggles image greyscaling. This may be useful to enhance the display of coloured thematic mapping whilst retaining

the aerial imagery for context. WMS or Image Server images cannot be greyscaled unless they use JPG as the image

compression setting.

Transparency/Visibility
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Enter the transparency value of the images (100% is opaque).

Registering an Image File for waterRIDE™

Registering an Image Within waterRIDE™

To register an image either double-click on the image file name in the ‘View Contents’ or select the file and click on the

'Display Styles' button. This will bring up the ‘Image Registration Properties’ dialog.

Image Registration Properties Dialog

 Zoom-IN: Increase the magnification and also centres the view on clicked location.

 Zoom-OUT: Reduce the magnification and also centres the view on clicked location.

 Zoom window: Left-click and drag – zoom to window extents.

 Pan view: Left-click to grab and drag view.

 Image Registration: Register coordinates of the image to coordinates of the project.
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Click OK to save the modifications and exit the style dialog box, or Cancel to skip and exit.

Registration properties of image, if known can be entered manually here, or Image Registration Tool can calculate the

parameters.

The Image Registration Tool can be utilised if:

you have a GIS layer that corresponds to the image.

you do not know the exact georeference parameters (X, Y of bottom-left corner and pixel size).

How to Register an Image within waterRIDE™ Using the Image Registration Tool

To register the image, at least 3 pairs of image location / reference locations are needed. These pairs consist of a

location on the image and the corresponding location on the reference GIS layer. The following figure shows three

points on the image to be registered and the corresponding locations on the reference GIS layer.

Image Registration Image / Reference Pairs

The 'Image Registration' button  is used for specifying the image / reference location pairs. Clicking this button will

enable the user to click a known location on the image, followed by its corresponding location in the GIS reference data
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in the main window. This process can then be repeated for at least three location pairs.

As the pairs are entered, the percentage registration error is calculated and displayed in the registration dialog. Once

at least three pairs have been entered, clicking OK will save the *.gbm file for the image.

The registration properties of a registered image can be edited using the aforementioned procedure.

NOTES:

- The image layer’s projection and the view projection must be the same for the image and any coincident vector layers

to display properly. 

- waterRIDE™ does not rotate the image or data layers when displaying them.  When preparing an image for

waterRIDE™ , it is therefore important to make sure the image is orthogonal to the projection map grid.  When

scanning, for example, the north/south alignment of the image should be made to match the AMG grid if that is the

proposed projection.

- This should not be confused with linking an image file to an active GIS layer.

Basic Options with GIS Files in waterRIDE™

The basic tab (shown below), allows a variety of options to be modified and customised, specifically colours, symbols,

line styles, and region shades.
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Symbols and Lines

The user can change the colour of the symbol and lines for a layer by clicking in the coloured panel beside ‘Symbol:’ or

‘Line:’ and selecting the desired colour from the palette.  Clicking the up and down arrows in the ‘Size’ control box

changes the size of the symbol or line thickness in the main viewing window. The symbol style options can be changed

using the drop down ‘Style’ box. This allows the user to select what type of symbol is to be used in the current view for

that specific layer. By selecting ‘none’ in this box will prevent the symbols or lines from being displayed in the viewing

window.

The line style option can be changed using the drop down 'Style' box. This allows the user to select what type of line is

to be used. Selecting ‘none’ in this box will prevent the lines from being displayed in the viewing window.

Region Settings

The ‘Region’ settings allow the user to control the outline, ‘fill’ or ‘hatching’ of regions (polygons) in the layer.  The

region outline colour is controlled by clicking in the coloured panel beside ‘Line:’ and selecting the desired colour from

the palette. The large drop down box allows the user to choose what fill style will be displayed inside the regions of a

layer, such as solid colour or hatched in various ways.  Selecting ‘<clear>’ will remove any fill from regions present in

the layer.

The colour panels beside ‘Region:’ and ‘BG:’ are used to control the colour of the solid fill or hatching in the region.

The upper colour panel found next to ‘Region:’ controls the colour of solid fill or hatching (if present).  When hatching is

used, the ‘BG:’ (background) option can be used by ticking the box and using the colour panel to change the colour
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used for the background fill.

Colours

In order to change the colour of either regions, lines or symbols the colour tab needs to be clicked beside the

respective tool. This brings up a colour selection dialog, which allows the user to select from typical colours or to

customise a colour for use in the project.

Default Options

The default options are set when you modify a GIS component and leave the 'Set for' default values. When you want to

use the default values click on the 'Use Default Values' button which will set the Symbol, Line and Region styles as well
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as their respective colours to the defaults setting previously set. Alternatively, the layer properties can be applied to the

current view only. This allows a layer to be displayed differently in different views.

Layer Display Limits

The ‘layer display limits’ specify the limits of visibility of the layer in terms of view scale. These allow the developer to

specify a range of scales at which a layer is visible to the user. This can be useful if a view contains many layers that are

not necessary in a zoomed-out view, but become important as the user zooms into the view (such as an image of a

suburb on a map of a country). The current scale is shown which can be used as a guide to set the visibility scales for

the layer. The ‘zoom in’ limit is the limit at which any further zooming in will render the layer invisible. The ‘zoom out’

layer is limit at which any further zooming out will render the layer invisible. The Reset buttons will reset the limits so the

layer can be seen at all zoom levels.

2.3.3.2.7.2  Thematic Tab

The thematic tab defines the thematic mapping parameters when a layer is made ‘Active’ or 'thematic'. 

The 'active' radio button will be highlighted to denote that the layer is ‘Active’, and the word ‘Active’ will appear beside

the layer in the layer list in the Display Panel.  Layers can be deactivated by clicking the basic or thematic radio button,

or by making another layer ‘Active’. Only one layer can be active at any time. If another layer is made active, the existing

active layer will be changed to thematic.

Thematically mapping a layer

GIS files contain information inside data fields (grouped into records) for each object in the layer.  Such information

might include site numbers or names, elevations, land uses, soil types, water quality, etc.  By making a layer ‘Active’, this

data becomes available to the user through the main viewing window of the waterRIDE™ interface.

Two different types of GIS field data can be thematically mapped: numerical and category based.
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Numerically based thematic mapping (first image) and Category based thematic mapping (second image)

 The legend and symbol editor allows the user to create a colour palette for use in colouring a thematically

mapped surface. It allows you to select special features (such as symbols rather than standard shapes) for GIS layers

which contain point data. This tool also allows you to save the palette so it can be used in other projects (see Legend &

Symbol Palette Editor).

 The ‘load palette’ button allows palettes to be specified for use in the thematic mapping. waterRIDE™ comes

with several common palettes and new palettes can be created, edited and saved using the Legend & Symbol Palette

Editor. Double clicking in the palette display box to the right will toggle between the selected palette, the built in default

palette and no palette. If the palette is set to none for an active layer then the basic symbology is used, while the data

remains accessible.

Thematic Symbology Panel

The tools on this panel are used to set the symbology for polygon fill, lines and point styles for objects mapped

thematically. The symbol selection tools are available for point data only and allow the user to specify a symbol to use

to display the point. Points can be represented by any symbol located in the standard symbol toolbar (Basic tab), or as
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characters from installed fonts, (such as webdings or wingdings). The symbols will be coloured according to any

thematic settings. Setting the palette display box to <none> by double clicking on it will cause the thematic symbology

settings to be overridden by the Basic tab settings.

Transparency

Adjusts the thematic/active layers transparency settings. A value of 40% is a good starting point if you wish the layer to

be transparent.

Field Data Display Panel

This panel controls how, or whether, data from the thematic field in the active or thematic GIS layer is displayed in the

view. The field that is displayed can be selected from the Highlight Field dropdown list (this defaults to the same as the

active field) 'Show field value' allows the user to select different options for displaying the active field data in the main

map window. There are three different options for displaying active field values; none, all elements or on highlight (i.e.

when the user rolls the cursor over an object). The font button can be used to set the font for display of this data and

background fill for the font is set with the region fill setting on the Basic tab. A "Halo" can be drawn around the text if

selected, which is particularly useful on aerial photography. The 'up/down' arrows control the position of the text when

displayed. This may be useful if the user wishes to display the thematic field value from multiple GIS layers. The field

chooser  allows you to specify the fields that should be displayed for each object. By default, this is only the

active/thematic field.

Layer Field List

The layer field list provides a drop down list of all fields in the GIS layer. These fields are either categories (text), date

or numerical. There are different options that are activated depending on whether a numerical field or category field is

chosen as the active field.

Once the active field has been specified, a number of options and settings will appear in the field data panel below the

list. These settings are used to control the display properties for the data within the active field.

Numeric Data
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Numeric data is automatically scaled across all the 256 colours in the palette according to the settings specified by the

number of ranges (divisions or contours), the contour interval and the minimum value. The maximum value is calculated

for your reference. Linear scaling of the divisions across the range is the default, however there is an option to select

logarithmic or custom scaling. Custom scaling brings up the adjacent table where the user can enter the minimum and

maximum values for each range. There can be numeric gaps between the ranges but they cannot overlap.

Category Data

If a category (text) data field is selected the numeric field data panel is replaced with a list of all the unique values in the

selected field. This may take a while the first time a field with a large number of objects and not many duplicate values

is selected. A .vmcat file is automatically created the first time so that subsequent selections of the field are speeded

up.

When mapping category fields, each unique category is assigned a colour from the legend. Character based elements

in the layer can be identified with a distinct label or symbol instead of a number. These unique categories may be

useful when Linking Files.
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NOTES:

- Once a layer is made active, moving the info cursor over the active objects will highlight them.  However, data records

will not be displayed in the grey status bar unless a data field is chosen using the ‘Thematic’ tab (i.e. waterRIDE™ needs

the user to tell it from what column/field to obtain the data).

- It is not necessary to load a palette when a thematic map is chosen.  Selecting a palette from the listbox will toggle

between <default>, <none>, and other palettes available in your common/project palettes folder. Selecting <default>

will use the internal palette and selecting <none> will cause the settings on the Basic tab to be used to define the

display symbology for all objects in the active layer. 

- Unique values (such as textual labels, e.g. Low, Med and High) versus numerical gradations (real numbers) will be

represented differently.

- Numbers stored in a character field will be represented as categories. They must be stored in a numeric field to be

automatically scaled across a range.

 

Before a water surface can be viewed and/or interrogated, it must be made active/thematic in its Display Styles. Double

click the water surface layer in the "View Contents" list (or select the layer and click the Display Styles button).

The Thematic Tab allows the user to setup a thematic map of a number of hydraulic parameters. In a standard
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waterRIDE™ water surface file, all hydraulic parameters are derived from the basic parameters of: Terrain, Water Level,

X-Velocity and Y-Velocity.

The available hydraulic parameters to map are:

Terrain - ground level

Level - water surface level

X-Vel. - component of velocity in the x-direction

Y-Vel - component of velocity in the y-direction

V*D - velocity times depth

Hazard - flood hazard, derived from a combination of depth, velocity and velocity times depth - refer Hazards

Manager

Depth - water level minus terrain level

Velocity - total velocity (combination of X and Y velocity components)

Froude - Froude Number

Shear - Bed Shear**

Unit Stream Power

The hydraulic parameter to map can be selected from the dropdown box. Controlling colour ranges and palettes can

be carried out in a similar manner to that for GIS layers (refer to general thematic settings).

Node Labels: Allows the user to toggle the display of nodal values

Show Dry Areas: Shows water surface values even if the water level is below ground

Show Hill-Shading: Allows the user to specify whether hill shading should be used to provide a 3D perspective in the

plan view. Further information is available here.

Surface Smoothing: Allows users to specify whether dynamic surface smoothing should be applied to grid based

surfaces (*.wrr). Further information is available here. 

Show Over Range: Allows the user to specify whether any values above the current contour range (ie greater than

maximum) should be displayed. The colour will default to last colour in the legend. This can be overriden by left clicking

on the "Last" colour box.

Show Over Range: Allows the user to specify whether any values below the current contour range (ie less than

minimum). The colour will default to first colour in the legend. This can be overriden by left clicking on the "First" colour

box.

Keypoint Text: Allows users to specify how keypoints should be displayed (font, relative position) as well as the result

item that should be displayed by default (highlight field). Multiple parameters can be displayed by clicking the field

chooser  and then selecting them from the list.

** Prior to v8, Bed Shear was calculated using the following formulae:
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**From v8 onwards, Bed Shear is calculated more strictly using water surface slope:

Custom Legends:

A custom legend can be configured by entering the ranges in the grid. This allows you to use non-linear ranges

(colours) on your numeric datasets. Specifying "inf" (or "-inf") in a cell allows a > or < to be added to start or end of

the legend, as shown below.
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Custom legend settings can be saved and loaded using the navigation buttons under the custom legend grid: 

Node/Cell values will display the active surface value for each node (or cell centroid for a grid). When viewing a grid,

values will only be displayed when zooming to a suitable scale.

Text style and colour are controlled using the field data display settings.

Grid Surface
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TIN Surface
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Hill shading provides a 3D view of a digital elevation model, whilst maintaining the plan view perspective. It "lights" the

terrain by placing the "sun" at an oblique angle to the terrain. By default, this angle to the North West, at an azimuth of

45 degrees.

Hill shading can only be applied to waterRIDE™ grid surfaces (*.wrr). Hill shading can be applied to any grid surface

that contains 'terrain'.

Terrain Only Hillshade

If terrain is active, then a standard hill shade plot will prepared. An example is shown below:

   

                                                           No Hillshade With
Hillshade

If hillshade is applied without a colour palette (colour palette set to <none>), the default "greyscale" hill shading will be
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used.

Water Surface Hillshade

If hill shade is turned on when a water surface parameter other than terrain is active, hillshading will be applied using

the default "greyscale". 

Translucency can be adjusted to "show" other layers under the water surface, as in the example below.

A dynamic, localised triangulation is applied between cell centres to eliminate pixellation of Grid surfaces when

zooming in. The process is applied when the surface is drawn or interrogated and does not change the underlying

gridded dataset.

As this surface smoothing is dynamic, it cannot be exported directly.
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Pixellated Grid Surface:

Smoothed Grid Surface:

The Legend & Symbol Palette Editor Tool

Legend Editor

Legends are created from colour palette files, denoted as *.smp files. These *.smp files can be created and modified

using the ‘Edit Legend Symbols and Palette’ tool in waterRIDE™.
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 The legend and symbol editor button opens a dialog which allows a colour palette to be created or edited, and

if the active layer contains point data, legend editor tab is also opened. 

If the GIS layer contains point data the legend tab will be the first tab displayed.

Legend Tab

The objective of the legend editor is to enable symbol types and sizes to be a part of the thematic mapping of point

data instead of just colour. This dialog provides a list of all the unique values in the active data field and allows the user

to manually specify for each field value: a symbol from a Windows font, the size of the symbol, and the label to appear

in the legend. The overall legend title can also be set to override the field name and the order can be changed to suit

the palette being used. Additional rows can be added if a field value is known to exist, but is not present in the layer

being setup.

Once saved, this symbology reference data is stored in a .vmlgd file created from the GIS layer filename and the field

name, e.g. 'Filename_Fieldname.vmlgd'. This symbology file will be automatically used whenever this layer and this

fieldname are used in a waterRIDE™ project.

Palette Editor

If the layer is a surface layer, the colour palette in use by the active layer, unless it is <default> will be automatically

loaded into the palette grid.

The Palette Editor consists of a 16x16 grid of colour boxes, initially all black unless a palette has been selected.
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Two basic methods can be used to create new colour palettes:

-  assigning individual colours

-  using the blend feature to create smooth transition between colours

Each individual box in the grid can have a colour assigned by the user.  This is done by double-clicking on one of the

boxes and choosing a colour from the colour table.

Alternatively the blend feature of the Legend Editor can be used to interpolate between two or more colours to create

a smooth transition form one colour to the next.  This process is illustrated below.

 

Using the blend feature with two colours

To create a smooth transition of colours, first define the first and last colours you would like to use.  Then right-click in

the first box and hold the mouse button down while dragging the pointer to the second defined colour.  This process

will fill all the boxes between the start and finish with a range of colours between the two originally defined colours. 

Refer below for an example of blending two colours.
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Colours can be assigned to each individual box in the palette as described above, or the palette can be automatically

filled with random colours. Random colours are selected simply by holding down the CTRL+R.
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Example of random colour palette

Clear Legend Colours

From v8 onwards, a legend can be configured to contain clear (or completely transparent) "colours". These are set by

right clicking on each cell of the colour palette and, once set, are denoted with the letter "T" in the cell.

Saving and Managing Palettes

Palettes are saved as *.smp files. These files can reside in any location and will be refernced by the waterRIDE project.

By default, they are saved in a "palettes" folder underneath the project file. However, centrally managing projects (via

the Enterprise central folder, or locally in a user folder) can be a useful way of re-using palettes. 

S av inf

The help tab inside the legend/palette editor contains more instructions and short-cut keys on using the Palette Editor.
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2.3.3.2.7.3  Sequential Tab

If a water surface layer containing time varying data is made active/thematic, the sequential tab can be accessed. The

Sequential Tab in the Layer Display Styles dialog is used to display specific results at a certain time step within an active

layer, as well as control the display of velocity vectors. 

The sequential tab features the Timestep drop down box in which the user can select which model time step to display

in the main viewing window. The default value for any display is <peak>. When <peak> is selected, the peak values for

the selected data item are displayed in the main viewing window. Peak values represent the maximum value at a node

across all timesteps. The peak value at different nodes does not necessarily occur at the same timestep. The figure

below shows time step number '7' selected as the time step to be displayed.

The sequential tab also controls the display of velocity vectors for flood surfaces. When Velocity vectors are checked

additional options are displayed which allows the vectors to be customised. The vectors can be displayed on a grid or

at each node.

The properties of the velocity vectors which can be modified include:

Vector Color: Customises the colors of the vectors.
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Scale: Customises the size of the vectors relative to the water velocity.

Arrow Head Size: Customises the size of the arrow head.

Arrow Spacing: Sets the spacing between the different velocity vectors.

Max Value to Draw: The largest velocity vector that will be plotted. Any vector larger than this will not be plotted.

Min Value to Draw: The smallest velocity vector that will be plotted. Any vector smaller than this will not be plotted.

2.3.3.2.7.4  Filter Tab

Filtering a GIS Layer

The ‘Styles’ box also has the ability to filter layers which allows the user to display only those GIS entities that satisfy the

specified requirements. Clicking on the ‘Filter’ tab will bring up a range of options which allows the user to specify the

filter conditions.

Filtering a GIS layer

GIS files can be filtered using their data fields. A filter functions in a similar manner to a database SQL query. The user

can enter or edit the condition/s of the filter by editing the filter table. A filter is of the general format "SELECT * FROM

{filename} WHERE {field1} {operator} {filter value}". The filter will apply to the layer in the current view only. Any other

views containing the layer will not automatically have the same filter.
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The first column in the filter grid allows multiple constraints to be identified. The first row in the table is "WHERE" which

specifies the first condition of the search. For each subsequent conditions (additional rows) in the same filter, the

options for this field are the boolean operators "AND" or "OR". The "AND" condition specifies that GIS entities will be

displayed only if both conditions are true, whereas the "OR" condition specifies that GIS entities will be displayed if

either conditions is true.

The second column in the filter grid is the GIS field which will be used to filter the GIS. The user can choose the field

from the GIS layer via the drop down box in the grid, which contains all the fields within the GIS layer.

The third column specifies the operator that will be used to filter the GIS layer. The operators available for the user to

choose, include: "=", "not =", "like" and "not like" for text based data, and "<", "<=", ">", and ">=" for numerical data:

= - GIS field data must equal the filtering value within the filter value.

not = - GIS field data must not equal the filtering value within the filter value.

like - GIS field data contains the filtering value within the filter value.

Not like - GIS field data must not contain the filtering value within the filter value.

> - numerical GIS field data must be greater than the filter value.

>= - numerical GIS field data must be greater than or equal to the filter value.

< - numerical GIS field data must be less than the filter value.

<= - numerical GIS field data must be less than or equal to the filter value.

The final field specifies the filter value used to filter the GIS field. Any text/value can be inserted into this field and used

to filter the data.

The "Filter SQL" data box displays all the filter conditions which apply to the current layer, in the current view.

The create filter button checks the conditions of the filter added by the user, and then stores the filter conditions which

will be used with that layer and view into a "*.vmsql" file, with the same name as the project file. In order to use a filter

the create filter button has to be clicked so that the filter can be stored.

The clear filter button deletes the filter conditions allowing the user to either implement a new filter, or work with the
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unfiltered data.

Filtering a Water Surface

Similarly to filtering a GIS layer, the Filter Tab on the display styles form can be used to show only those areas of the

model where a certain filter condition is true. Clicking on the ‘Filter’ tab will bring up a range of options which allows

the user to specify the filter conditions.

Water surfaces can be filtered using their hydraulic parameters. A filter functions in a similar manner to a database SQL

query. The user can enter or edit the condition/s of the filter by editing the filter grid. A filter is of the general format

"SELECT * FROM {water surface filename} WHERE {parameter} {operator} {filter value}". The filter will apply to the layer

in the current view only. Any other views containing the layer will not automatically have the same filter. 

The first column in the filter grid allows multiple constraints to be identified. The first row in the table is "WHERE" which

specifies the first condition of the filter. For each subsequent conditions (additional rows) in the same filter, the options

for this field are the boolean operators "AND" or "OR". The "AND" condition specifies that only those parts of the

surface where both conditions are true will be displayed, whereas the "OR" condition specifies those parts of the

network where either of the conditions are true will be displayed.

The second column in the filter grid is the hydraulic parameter which will be used to filter the surface by. The user can

choose the parameter via the drop down box in the grid.

The third column specifies the operator that will be used to filter the water surface layer. The operators available for the

user to choose, include: "<", "<=", ">", ">=", and "<>" for numerical data:
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> hydraulic parameter greater than the filter value.

>= hydraulic parameter greater than or equal to the filter value.

< hydraulic parameter less than the filter value.

<= hydraulic parameter less than or equal to the filter value.

= hydraulic parameter equal to filter value

<> hydraulic parameter not equal to filter value

The final field specifies the filter value used to filter the hydraulic parameter. Any value can be inserted into this field

and used to filter the data.

The "Filter SQL" data box displays all the filter conditions which apply to the current layer, in the current view.

The create filter button checks the conditions of the filter added by the user, and then stores the filter conditions which

will be used with that layer and view into a "*.vmsql" file, with the same name as the project file. In order to use a filter

the create filter button has to be clicked so that the filter can be stored.

The clear filter button deletes the filter conditions allowing the user to either implement a new filter, or work with the

unfiltered data.

When combined with the GIS-Flood Integration tool, some powerful filtering can be setup.

(Also refer to Parameter Queries*)

Filtering TIN Water Surfaces (*.wrb)

As TIN water surface are continuous, filtering cannot be strictly applied. When filtering a wrb file, the centroid of each

triangle is used to determine whether that triangle should be displayed. This essentially treats the continuous surface as

a discrete, triangle-based surface, in the same way that finite volume models work. 

2.3.4 Keyboard Shortcuts Additions

Keyboard Shortcuts Additions

Ctrl+A Opens the display styles form for the active layer in the current view.

Ctrl+C Copies the views contents item.

Ctrl+R 'Repeats' the last time series/profile/flux plot on the current view

Ctrl+V Pastes the views contents item.

Ctrl+Z Switches to zoom mode. Pressing Shift toggles between zoom-in and zoom-out mode.

Ctrl+Up Moves selected view up the list.

Ctrl+Down Moves selected view down the list.

Ctrl+Alt+C Toggles Table of Contents On/Off.
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Ctrl+Alt+S Opens the search active GIS form.

Ctrl+Alt+Z Toggles zoom lock.

Ctrl+Alt+N Narrows thematic range.

Ctrl+Alt+W Widens thematic range.

Ctrl+Alt+U Shifts up thematic range.

Ctrl+Alt+D Shifts down thematic range.

Ctrl+Alt+R Reset thematic range.

F1 Opens the help system.

F2 Rename current view.

F5 List all views.

F12 Export View

2.4 ANALYSE

The Analyse Live Panel contains toolsets for specific analysis of existing waterRIDE surface layers including flood

intelligence, damages, general calcs, planning, multi-surface and modeller based tools.

2.4.1 Calculate

Contains the Mannings Calculator and the Peak Flow Surface tools.

2.4.1.1 Mannings Calculator

The Manning Flow Calculator provides an interactive dialog window for estimating various hydraulic parameters using

Manning's Equation (Q = AR^(2/3)S^1/2)/n). To use the tool, a terrain surface must be active, as the surface is used to

extract cross-sections and slopes.
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1. Click the Cross-section button , then left click points across the desired cross-section on the surface, then right

click to finish. The selected cross-section will then be displayed in the dialog.

2. Select the calculation method from the radio button list.

3. Enter the known data values. If slope is one of the known values, it can be measured from the surface. Click the Slope

button , then left click a series of points to create a line up the slope, over which an average slope will be

calculated. Right click to finish. Note that the slope is automatically calculated and updated in the edit box in the dialog

as the cursor is moved and the final right click point is included.

4. Click the Run button  to perform the calculation and display the results.

The procedure can be repeated as many times as desired with changes to the known variables and their values on a

selected cross-section. Click the cross-section button again to start with a new cross-section. The Highlight button 

can be used to re-display the cross-section .
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2.4.1.2 Peak Flow Surface

The Peak Flow Surface tool will attempt to create a surface of the flow that each cell (grid only) in a model contributes

to. It is designed to run using the model time series results (level, X and Y-velocity). For each cell, the tool will walk

laterally perpendicular to the velocity vectors until a dry boundary is reached. This line is then used to calculate the

flow.

Results can be "patchy", depending on the conformity of the surface, and should be used a guide to the flow in an

area. Specific flow at any location should be calculated using the flux plot tool.

2.4.2 Planning

The Planning toolsets contain tools for carry out specific floodplain planning tasks:

Creating a Flood Planning Level surface (which is far more powerful than a flood planning area/extent)

Extracting flood extents and water level conouts as GIS layers

Tagging properties as flood affacted

2.4.2.1 Flood Planning Level Surface

The Flood Planning Level Surface allows the user to produce a peak surface that is a specified amount (freeboard) above

the peak water surface level in a set of results. This may be useful in defining the extent of properties that fall within a

Flood Planning Level.

The user is prompted to select the layers in the project to create a Flood Planning Surface for. The user will then be
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prompted to specify a file to save the new surface to (non-batch mode), or have them output to the same location as

the water surface file with a "-FPL" appended to the filename. The user can then enter the freeboard to apply.

The tool will then add the freeboard to the peak water level at each node.

After running this tool, it may be worthwhile using the stretch water surface tool to automatically extend (stretch

laterally) the flood planning level to its 'flood extent'.
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2.4.2.2 Flood Extents & WL Contours

The Flood Extents & Water Level (WL) Contours tool allows the user to rapidly generate a GIS vector file (shp, mif, tab,

kml, dgn, gdb) of flood extents or water level contours for any water surface layer in the project.

The water surface layers to extract flood extents can be selected in the listbox at the top left of the form. Hold down

the CTRL key to select multiple layers.

There are several export options as listed below.

Flood Extents:

Method: Lines or Regions: Lines or polylines follow the boundaries of the flood extents and will be non-continuous

where the TIN or Grid  does not extend to the true flood extent (depth of zero). Regions provide a complete coverage

across the TIN or Grid to either the wet extents, or to the edge of the TIN or Grid, and thus not distinguish between

true flood extents or the limit of the spatial framework. Should the water surface not extend to the true flood extent, it

may be worthwhile investigating the "Stretch Water Surface" tool.

Simplify: Flood extent lines or water level contours can be simplified by removing nodes. This is carried out using a

modified version of the Douglas Peucker algorithm. This algorithm simplifies a polyline by removing vertices on the line

within a certain tolerance. A number of parameters control the degree of smoothing:

Drop line Segments Shorter Than - Specifies the maximum line length that can be automatically excluded from the

smoothed polyline. A shorter line length will result in a less smoothed line.
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Deviation Tolerance - Specifies the maximum permitted deviation from the resultant smoothed line that a point on

the unsmoothed line can be to be excluded from the smoothed line. A lower tolerance will result in a less

smoothed line.

Smooth: Flood extents and water level contours can be smoothed to produce more cartographic lines. Smoothing is

carried out by fitting a constrained cubic spline to each line. The curve is forced to pass through every 4th point on the

line, thereby smoothing the line whilst retaining some resemblance of the unsmoothed line shape. Smoothing can be

applied with either a standard curvature, or lower curvature. The number of points used to define the smoothed line

(derived from the selected smoothing function) can be specified. Increasing the number of points will enhance the

general smoothness of the line, at the expense of an increased number of vertices (and file size).

Simplify and Smooth: Smoothing and simplifying can be "stacked" (both selected) to further increase the overall

degree of smoothing. The simplification is applied first, followed by the smoothing.

Remove Puddles: Allows the user to remove any islands or puddles in a flood extent region, smaller than the specified

area (in metre squared). Set to 0 to deactivate this option. This parameter can be used to reduce the effect of "noise"

in a DEM when mapping water surfaces which can cause unwanted islands and puddles in a flood extent.

Examples of export options:

Lines - Fast

Lines - Fast - Simplify Lines - Fast - Simplify and Smooth

Water Level Contours:

Water level contours can only be exported as lines, and in the case of Grid surfaces, the Fast and Better quality options

as described above are available. Simplifying and Smoothing options can also be added.
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Water Level Contours: This option replaces the "Remove Puddles" when the Water Level Contours option is selected.

This allows the user to set the interval (in metres) at which the polylines are drawn.

Click the Create Extents button  to generate the flood extent(s).

Exported flood extents or water level contours are stored in the same location as the source water surface file.

2.4.2.3 Property Tagging

This grouping provides tools for identifying properties that are considered "flood affected". Whilst the Update GIS

From Surface tool can be used to determine the degree of affectation of a property (eg depth over floor, max depth

on the land parcel etc), it does not specifically define whether the property should be considered flood affected.

With the increasing availability of detailed modelling of overland flow (or surface water), the property tagging tools

were developed to help authorities determine whether a property should be considered flood affected. You may wish

to clean overland flow modelling prior to running the tagging tool.

There are a number of tools for tagging properties:

General

Environment Agency (UK) Approach

Once tagged, properties can be included/excluded from flood damages calculations accordingly.
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2.4.2.3.1  General Property Tagging

Tagging a property as flood affected involve processing a GIS layer of property spatial extents (eg land parcels or

building footprints) against a range of flood surfaces. A criteria is setup that must be met for the property to be

tagged as flood affected. The tagging is then saved to the GIS layer in a new (or existing) field.

GIS Property Layer: Specify the GIS layer containing the property spatial information against which to run the criteria.

Generally, this will be a GIS layer of polygons (eg land parcels or building footprints).

Tagging Method: Select the method to use to analyse the property polygon against the water surface layer:

Around Perimeter: Will sample the water surface along the perimeter of the polygon

Within Polygon: Will sample the water surface at all points within the polygon. 

Min Area Matching (%): Will sample the water surface at all points within the polygon to determine the

percentage (area-wise) that match the criteria. Enter the minimum threshold (%) into the edit box.

Buffer Polygon by (m): Allows the property polygon to buffered by the specified distance. This can be useful if using
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finite volume/difference flood models that have a hard wet/dry edge and the buildings were removed from the model

setup (ie there are no water levels against the property). Buffering by the equivalent of 1 cell will query the flood

surface immediately adjacent to the property. 

Water Surface Layer: Specify the water surface layer to query against. If a TIN water surface (*.wrb) is specified, enter

the sub-grid on which to sample the surface within each property. If a gridded surface (*.wrr) is used, the grid cell size

is used.

Tag Properties That Match the Following Criteria: Enter the hydraulic criteria to query the property polygons

against. This is a Boolean query and the full time series (if available) will be used to determine if the criteria is met at

any timestep, for each model (or sample sub-grid) cell.

Criteria can be saved by clicking the Save  button. Previously saved queries can be loaded by clicking the

Load  button. Queries created using the Flood Parameter Queries tool can also be loaded.

Existing criteria can be cleared by clicking the Clear Query button .

Click the Add rows  button to add more rows to the grid.

Output Field: Select/Enter the field to save the tagging to, in the GIS property layer.

 Run the tagging process.

2.4.2.3.2  Environment Agency Property Counts

The Environment Agency Property Counts provide a means of replicating the the Environment Agency (UK) approach to

tagging properties as "flood affected" from surface water, using any range of criteria and surface water datasets. Once

tagged, property counts can be carried out, as well as using the tagged properties to calculate flood damages.

There are two parts to completing the property counts:

1) Calculating the wetted perimeter

2) Running the property counts

The datasets required to use the tools are:

Ordinance Survey MasterMap (OSM) - a GIS layer of boundaries and building footprint polygons.

National Receptor Database (NRD) - a GIS layer of points providing information on the dwellings encompassed

within each OSM footprint. These are frequently multiple, coincident points.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency
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Surface Water Surfaces - waterRIDE™ surfaces created from the uFMfSW datasets or other surface water modelling.

Example Ordinance Survey MasterMap (filtered using "THEME = Buildings") dataset
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Example National Receptor Dataset

Calculating the Wetted Perimeter

This tool will implement the UK Environment Agency approach for determining the wetted perimeter for all polygons in

a GIS layer. In summary, the EA approach involves buffering each building polygon and determining the percentage of

the "exposed" perimeter (ie excluding any shared walls) that intersects with the surface water depth surface above the

specified tolerance. Information on the approach can be found in EA's website.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency
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The wetted perimeters will be stored in both the OSM and NRD GIS layers.

1) Select (or load) the MasterMap layer containing the building footprints you wish to include in the analysis. As this

layer contains other boundaries it must often be filtered prior to analysis to ensure it contains only those footprints that

are relevant to the calculations (eg filtering using "THEME = Buildings"). 

2) Select (or load) the NRD points layer.

3) Select (or load) the water surface layer.

4) For the selected water surface, enter its ARI. This value will be used in the labelling of output fields using the EA

convention.
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5) Enter the distance to buffer the building footprints by. This defaults to 2m.

6) Enter as many minimum depth thresholds as required, starting a new line for each threshold. 

After running the tool, the relevant wetted perimeters will be stored in fields in both the OSM and NRD GIS layers. The

field names follow the EA convention. Outputs from the above example are provided below:

Running the Property Counts

The property counts tool will determine the number of properties that are considered "flood affected" for the given

wetted perimeter threshold(s).

Property counts can be carried out in two ways:

Simple property counts - carries out multiple counts using a matrix of single wetted perimeter thresholds to quickly

determine property counts for each depth threshold/wetted perimeter combination

Multi-criteria property count - carries out a single property count across multiple threshold criteria (eg count a

property if the wetted perimeter for a 0mm depth threshold is > 50% or if the wetted perimeter for a 600mm depth

threshold is > 10%)
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Simple Property Counts

Select the "Simple Property Counts" tab.

1) Select (or open) the property layer (NRD) containing the wetted perimeter thresholds. Once selected, the tool will

automatically add rows to the matrix corresponding to the wetted perimeter fields found in the layer. Note that the EA

naming convention has been assumed.

2) Enter as many wetted perimeter thresholds as necessary along the first row of the matrix (one per column). Adjust

the number of columns using the up/down button.

3) Run the tool ( ). After execution, the matrix will be populated with all property counts, as above.
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4) The Set Filter button ( ) can be used to enter up to three AND filtering criteria on the NRD dataset. In the

example below, property counts have been executed on the same NRD dataset as the "no filtering" example except

that only properties where the FLOORLEVEL field is equal to "dB" or "dG" (definite basement or definite ground). 

5) Once the tool has been executed, each property can be marked as "flood affected" by first selecting the criteria in

the matrix to use, then selecting (or entering) a field in the NRD GIS layer in which to store a TRUE/FALSE value

corresponding to the selected criteria (cell) in the matrix. This may be used in any flood damages calculations. During

this process, the OSM GIS layer can also be tagged by selecting the tick box and entering the relevant field. A simple

spatial join between the "marked" NRD dataset and the OSM dataset is used.

Multi-Criteria Property Count

Select the "Multi-Criteria Counts" tab.
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1) Similarly to the simple property counts, select (or open) the property layer (NRD) containing the wetted perimeter

thresholds. Once selected, the tool will automatically add rows to the matrix corresponding to the wetted perimeter

fields found in the layer. Note that the EA naming convention has been assumed.

2) Enter relevant depth threshold into the table. Only those with a valid integer value will be used in the counts. In the

above example, two criteria are used in an OR query: Count a property where either the No Depth threshold wetted

perimeter is > 50%, or the 600mm depth threshold wetted perimeter is > 10%.

3) Run the tool ( ). After execution, the single property count value is displayed under then table.

4) Similarly to the simple property counts, the Set Filter button ( ) can be used to enter up to three AND filtering

criteria on the NRD dataset. In the example above, property counts have been executed on the same NRD dataset as

the "no filtering" example except that only properties where the FLOORLEVEL field is equal to "dB" or "dG" (definite

basement or definite ground). 
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5) Once the tool has been executed, each property can be marked as "flood affected" by first selecting the criteria in

the matrix to use, then selecting (or entering) a field in the NRD GIS layer in which to store a TRUE/FALSE value

corresponding to the selected criteria (cell) in the matrix. This may be used in any flood damages calculations. During

this process, the OSM GIS layer can also be tagged by selecting the tick box and entering the relevant field. A simple

spatial join between the "marked" NRD dataset and the OSM dataset is used.

2.4.3 Flood Damages

The Flood Damages tools allow the user to calculate both classic residential/commercial damages, as well as determine

time-based costs associated with flooding.

In both cases, water surfaces are integrated with GIS datasets and external cost/damage curves to determine the

economic impact of flooding. 

There are two types of flood damages calculations:

Standard Residential/Commercial - Utilises the classic "depth over floor" approach to lookup expected damages

from external depth/damage curves

Time-based Costs - Utilises the "duration of inundation" to determine likely costs associated with the flooding.

"Costs" may not be actual damage to facilities, but rather the costs associated with an interruption to business.

There is also a tool for determining the Average Annual Duration of Inundation across flood surfaces covering the full

probability range.

2.4.3.1 Standard Residential/Commercial

Standard Residential/Commercial Flood Damages

The Standard Residential/Commercial Flood Damages  tool allows the user to calculate flood damages for any water

surface layer in the project, calculate Average Annual Damage, and to carry out a Net Present Value analysis across the

selected layers using the traditional "depth over floor" based damages assessment approach.
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Flood damages can be calculated for all model results in the project, using information for each property in a GIS layer.

Flood damages are calculated using flood damage curves which relate the depth of over floor flooding to a dollar

value of damage, for different types of buildings (e.g. residential, commercial, industrial etc). waterRIDE™ uses a flood

damage curve and a building or property GIS layer to determine flood damages. The GIS layer must contain the

following fields:

- floor level

- floor area (GIS layer value can be set to 1.0 if damages are independent of floor area)

- flood damage curve ID (provides a cross reference to the damage curve)

- field specifying whether to include (optional) (allows the user to use a boolean or True/False character field to

specify whether an individual property/facility should be included in the damages calculations, such as properties

tagged using UK Environment Agency approach)
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Damages are calculated for a building by determining the water surface at the site (read from the water surface file),

finding which flood damage curve to apply (from the flood damage curve ID field), reading the unit area damage rate

from the appropriate curve, and multiplying this value by floor area (from the floor area field).

1) Select whether to do a Net Present Value (NPV) Analysis or a Comparative Analysis. A Comparative Analysis allows

flood damages to be calculated for selected water surface layers. This facilitates a quick comparison of damages

between different surfaces (eg differing flood mitigation options). An NPV Analysis will use selected water surface layers

in the project (usually different probability events) to determine Average Annual Damage (AAD) and the NPV of this.

2) Select the GIS layer containing the property information for which to calculate flood damages.

3) Select the fields in the GIS layer that define the floor level and floor area. If no floor level fields are in the GIS layer,

or a floor level does not exist, enter a height above ground level to use to estimate the floor level in the appropriate

edit box. In addition, set the Floor Level Field box: as "<not available>" (see below). To use a combination of known

floor levels and assumed levels (height above ground), set the floor level field to DELVAL (-9999.9) for properties

without a valid floor level.

waterRIDE™ will read the DEM value at the location of a property, and will add the specified height to produce an

approximate floor level for use in damage calculations.

4) Select the field in the GIS layer that defines the flood damage curve ID. This is generally the property type

categorisation. This values in this field should cross reference to the column headings of the damage curve .csv file.

5) Select the damage curve to use in the calculations by double clicking the edit box and locating the .csv file.

6) Specify whether an additional field containing a "True/False" should be used to include/exclude properties from the

damages calculations.

7) Specify how the water level for the property should be determined. If using a points GIS dataset, it can only be the

water level at the point. For polygon based datasets, calculations are either at model nodes along the perimeter of the

polygon, or at all model nodes/cells within the polygon.

8) Specify how you wish to handle model results where buildings have been "blocked out" of the model (ie there is no

water level at the property). By ticking this box, any property for which a valid water level cannot be directly read from

the water surface, an inverse distance interpolation surrounding the point will be used to calculate a level. Caution

should be used when setting this option for properties that are protected by levees. An alternative approach is to map

and stretch the surface prior to incorporation into the damages calculations.

9) Select the water surface layers to calculate flood damages for (double click on the "include?" field to yes to select).

For NPV analysis, you will also need to specify the Annual Recurrence Interval (ARI) and Annual Exceedance Probability

(AEP) for each water surface. The default AEP assigned to the PMF event can be specified in the edit box. If your model

results have been calculated in terms of an ARI, rather than an AEP, then the AEP is not simply 1/ARI, but rather using
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the following formula: . This can be enforced by clicking the "Calculate True AEP for given ARI"

option.

10) The Save property damages to GIS layer tick box allows the user to specify whether the flood damages information

should be saved as new fields in the GIS layer, or just displayed in the grid.

11) If the project file is saved, these flood damage settings can be saved  and reloaded  at a later date. This

is particularly useful after a flood forecast where the previous flood damage settings can be reloaded quickly.

12) Click the Run Damage Calcs button  to calculate flood damages.
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A summary of the flood damage calculations is shown in the grid for each water surface. Total flood damages as well

as the component flood damages for each damage curve category (property type) are displayed.

The summary can be saved to an external text file by clicking the Save damage results button .

Average Annual Damage (AAD)

(Available only for NPV Analysis)

Average Annual Damage provides an indication of the annual cost of flooding to a community. It is calculated by

determining the damages associated with various design floods in a region and then multiplying the damages by the

likelihood of occurrence (ie calculating the area under the probability-damage curve), across the entire range of floods

(i.e. from the $0 damage flood to the PMF).
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To commence an AAD calculation, click the Run Net Present Value Analysis button .

To calculate the AAD, the damage curve (refer above figure) must be defined for the full range of flooding (i.e. from

the flood that causes $0 damage, through to the PMF event). If it is not specified, the damage at the PMF event can be

entered into the edit box at the top of the form. If not specified, the probability of the flood that results in zero

damage can be entered into the edit box at the top of the form. The user may wish to extrapolate either of these

values from the damage curve. Double clicking the X-axis of the curve allows the user to specify/reset a new display

range (zoom in).

Click the Run damage calcs button  to calculate the AAD.
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Net Present Value Analysis

A Net Present Value Analysis can be carried out at the same time that the AAD is calculated. The Net Present Value

analysis will discount the AAD (using a specified "discount rate") over a specified period to provide a total net present

value. Such analysis may be useful in comparing the benefits of proposed flood mitigation works with the capital cost

of constructing/implementing the works.

1) Specify the discount rate to use in the analysis.

2) Specify the high/low tolerance (+/-) on the discount rate. This provides ready sensitivity analysis.

3) Specify the duration to carry the net present value analysis over. This may be the design life of the structure.

Click the Run damage calcs button  to calculate the AAD and Net Present Value. Note that the net present value is

reported for the specified discount rate and the high/low tolerance discount rates.

The Flood Damage Curve

The flood damage curve is a .csv file (which can be readily created in Excel). It provides the damage (per unit area)

associated with various depths of over floor flooding for any number of property types (damage curve ID). The first

row contains the flood damage curve ID's/property types. The first column contains the keyword "Depth", with

subsequent columns containing the Damage Curve ID. These damage curve ID's must be exactly the same as the data

in the Damage Curve ID field of the property information GIS layer.

In subsequent rows, the first column contains the depth of over floor flooding. Each subsequent column contains the

damages per unit area for the relevant damage curve for that over floor flooding depth. A simple flood damages

curve is presented as a table below:

Depth, Commercial, Industrial, Residential

0.1, 80, 500, 9378

0.2, 80, 499, 11551

0.3, 111, 498, 13724

0.5, 172, 497, 16697

0.6, 197, 495, 17727

0.75, 234, 494, 18970

1, 280, 493, 21043

1.5, 320, 492, 22301

2, 355, 491, 22987

In the above example, the Damage Curve ID field of the GIS layer would have values of either "Commercial", Industrial",

or "Residential", representing the different types of properties in the GIS layer.

Also note that the dollar value damages in the "Residential" damages column are greater than the "Commercial" and

"Industrial" values. This is because, in this example, "Residential" flood damages are independent of dwelling floor

area, whereas "Commercial" and "Industrial" are not. It is, therefore, important that the floor area field of the property

information GIS layer be set to 1.0 for any "Residential" properties.

The Flood Damage curves can be plotted by clicking the Plot flood damage curves button .
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Note:

If per unit area flood damages are not suitable, a square area independent analysis can be carried out by setting the

"Floor Area" field values (in the GIS layer) to 1.0 for the appropriate buildings. In this case, the relevant damage curves

would need to specify the total damage at a property for the given depth of over floor flooding.
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2.4.3.2 Time-based Costs

Time-Based Costs

The Time-Based Costs  tool allows the user to calculate economic costs associated with  the duration of flooding. This

may be direct damages (eg to farm crops that after 3 days inundation, are unsalvageable), or may be indirect costs

such as loss of business due to flooding.

Time-based costs can be calculated for all model results in the project, by integrating with information in point-based

GIS datasets. Costs are calculated using Duration-Cost curves which relate the duration of floodwaters above the

specified level to associated costs. Different cost curves can be used for the various objects in the GIS layer by linking

each cost curve to an identifier in the GIS layer. The GIS layer must contain the following fields:

- critical level (the level above which the duration of "inundation" will be calculated)

- cost curve ID field (provides a cross reference to the duration-cost curve to use for each object in the layer -

these may be grouped by specific object types)

Costs are calculated for each object by first determining the duration at which the water surface is above the critical

level specified in the GIS layer, then finding which duration-cost curve to apply (from the cost cost curve ID field), and

reading the cost value from the appropriate curve. 

1) Select whether to do a Net Present Value (NPV) Analysis or a Comparative Analysis. A Comparative Analysis allows costs

to be calculated for selected water surface layers. This facilitates a quick comparison of costs between different

surfaces (eg differing flood mitigation options or magnitudes). An NPV Analysis will use selected water surface layers in
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the project (usually different probability events) to determine Average Annual Costs (AAC) and the NPV of this.

2) Select the GIS layer containing the property information for which to calculate time-based costs.

3) Select the fields in the GIS layer that define the critical level to determine the duration of inundation against. 

4) Select the field in the GIS layer that defines the cost curve curve ID for each object in the layer. The values in this

field must match the column headings of the cost curve .csv file.

5) Select the cost curve to use in the calculations by double clicking the edit box and locating the .csv file.

6) Select the water surface layers to calculate time-based costs for. For NPV analysis, you will also need to specify the

Annual Recurrence Interval (ARI) or Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) for each water surface. The default AEP

assigned to the PMF event can be specified in the edit box. If your model results have been calculated in terms of an

ARI, rather than an AEP, then the AEP is not simply 1/ARI, but rather using the following formula: .

This can be enforced by clicking the "Calculate True AEP for given ARI" option.

7) The Save costs to GIS layer tick box allows the user to specify whether the costs information should be saved as new

fields in the GIS layer, or just displayed in the grid.

8) Click the Run Time-Based Costs button  to calculate the costs.
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A summary of the time-based costs calculations are shown in the grid for each water surface. Total costs as well as the

component costs for each cost curve category are displayed.

The summary can be saved to an external text file by clicking the Save time-based costs button .

Average Annual Cost (AAC)

(Available only for NPV Analysis)

Average Annual Costs provides an indication of the annual cost of flooding. It is calculated by determining the costs

associated with various floods probabilities and then multiplying the costs by the likelihood of occurrence (ie

calculating the area under the probability-cost curve), across the entire range of floods (i.e. from the $0 cost flood to

the PMF). AAC can be grouped across all objects in the GIS layer or, if the results are saved to the GIS layer, provided

on an individual object basis.
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To commence an AAC calculation, click the Run Net Present Value Analysis button .

To calculate the AAC, the cost-probability curve (refer above figure) must be defined for the full range of flooding (i.e.

from the flood that results in $0 costs, through to the PMF event). If it is not specified, the cost for the PMF event can

be entered into the edit box at the top of the form. If not specified, the probability of the flood that results in zero

costs can be entered into the edit box at the top of the form. The user may wish to extrapolate either of these values

from the probability-cost curve. Double clicking the X-axis of the curve allows the user to specify/reset a new display

range (zoom in).

Click the Run cost calcs button  to calculate the AAD.

Net Present Value Analysis

A Net Present Value Analysis can be carried out at the same time that the AAD is calculated. The Net Present Value

analysis will discount the AAD (using a specified "discount rate") over a specified period to provide a total net present

value. Such analysis may be useful in comparing the benefits of proposed flood mitigation works with the capital cost

of constructing/implementing the works.

1) Specify the discount rate to use in the analysis.

2) Specify the high/low tolerance (+/-) on the discount rate. This provides ready sensitivity analysis.
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3) Specify the duration to carry the net present value analysis over. This may be the design life of the structure.

Click the Run cost calcs button  to calculate the AAC and Net Present Value. Note that the net present value is

reported for the specified discount rate and the high/low tolerance discount rates.

The Duration-Cost Curve

The duration-curve is a simple .csv file (which can be readily created in Excel). It provides the cost associated with

various durations of inundation for any number of property types (cost curve ID). The first row contains the cost curve

ID's. The first column contains the keyword "Duration", with subsequent columns containing the Cost Curve ID. These

cost curve ID's must be exactly the same as the data in the Cost Curve ID field of the GIS layer.

In subsequent rows, the first column contains the duration of flooding. Each subsequent column contains the costs

associated with that duration of inundation. A simple duration-curve is presented as a table below:

Duration,Crops,Loss Of Production,Pumping Costs,Management,No Cost

0,0,0,0,0,0

0.01,10000,50000,5000,200,0

1,11000,55000,5500,200,0

2,12000,60000,6000,200,0

3,13000,65000,6500,200,0

4,14000,70000,7000,200,0

5,15000,75000,7500,200,0

6,16000,80000,8000,200,0

In the above example, the Cost Curve ID field of the GIS layer would have values of either "Crops", "Loss Of Production",

"Pumping Costs", "Management" or "No Cost", representing the different types of objects in the GIS layer.

The Duration-Cost curves can be plotted by clicking the Plot duration-cost curves button .
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2.4.3.3 Average Annual Calculation

Average Annual Calculation

The Average Annual Calculation tool allows the user to integrate hydraulic parameters across the full probability range

to determine an "Average Annual" expected threshold for that parameter. Essentially, the "average annual" value is the

area under the probability/parameter curve (eg probability vs duration of inundation, probability vs hazard).

The tool is configured to carry out "average annual" calculations to determine:

Average Annual duration of inundation (average annual time of closure for roadways)

Average Annual hazard (often used in hazard rating assessments)

The chart below shows the area that is calculated for an example average annual duration of inundation.
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When using this tool, it is important to ensure that the full domain of probabilities are included in the analysis (from

frequent floods to rare floods).
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To use the tool:

1) Specify the surfaces from the current project to include in the calculation.

2) Specify the probability for each of the surfaces

3) Select the Average Annual calculation to carry out

4) Run the tool 

2.4.4 Intelligence

The Intelligence toolsets facilitate in-depth analysis of your flood surfaces to derive new datasets (intelligence) to

enhance understanding of the consequences of flooding.

Analysis can be an integration of the flood surfaces with GIS datasets (such as assets, properties, roads etc), or an an

analysis of the flood surfaces themselves.

2.4.4.1 GIS Intelligence

Setup & Run GIS/Surface Integration (GIS/Surface

Integration)

The GIS/Surface Integration tool provides a means of processing and populating a GIS layer with data derived from the

water surface layer, or a calculation between data held in the GIS layer and the water surface layer. This may be used to

extract information (direct or derived) for further use in waterRIDE™ or an external GIS. The processing tasks can be

saved to a file (*.vmfpm) and reprocessed. This is particularly useful for updating GIS layers after a flood forecast has

been executed.
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1) Select the GIS layer from the project to work with.

2) Select the processing task to carry out between the GIS layer and the water surface layer. The processing tasks

available are:

- Depth over level in field: Calculate the depth above the specified GIS field.

- Freeboard to level in field: Calculate the freeboard (height above) to the water surface level for a specified GIS

field.

- Hydraulic Parameter Value: Export the specified hydraulic parameter value to the GIS layer.

- Time to level in field: Calculate the time (in hours relative to the first timestep) at which the level specified in the

GIS field is reached by floodwaters. 

- Duration above level in field: Calculate the duration that the water level is above the specified level in the GIS

field.

- DateTime of Level in field: Calculate the DateTime at which the level specified in the GIS field is reached. The

water surface must have a valid StartDate for this to process correctly.
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3) Select the water surface layer (.wrb or .wrr) to work with.

4) Select the GIS reference field or hydraulic parameter to use in the processing task.

5) Select the field in the GIS layer to save the processing results to. To create a new field, enter a new field name.

6) Select the flood mapping method to specify how relevant hydraulic parameters (for use in processing) for each GIS

entity are extracted from the water surface layer. This only applies to polygons. There are a number of options

available:

Centroid - Extract the water surface values at the centroid of the polygon. Default option for non-polygon shapes.

Perim._Max. - The maximum hydraulic parameter value along the perimeter of the polygon/polyline is used.

Perim._Min. - The minimum hydraulic parameter value along the perimeter of the polygon/polyline is used.

Perim._Avg. - The average hydraulic parameter value along the perimeter of the polygon/polyline is used.

Grid_Max. - Divide the polygon into a grid (grid cell size must be specified) and extract values for each grid point.

The maximum value of each of these grid points is used.

Grid_Min. - Divide the polygon into a grid (grid cell size must be specified) and extract values for each grid point.

The minimum value of each of these grid points is used.

Grid_Avg - Divide the polygon into a grid (grid cell size must be specified) and extract values for each grid point.

The average value of each of these grid points is used.

Grid_Percent - Divide the polygon into a grid (grid cell size must be specified) and extract values for each grid

point. An exceedance percentile is specified to obtain the value for which this percentage of grid cells has a

higher value. (eg 10% will be the value that only 10% of the cell values are greater than).

For repeated processing, it may be worthwhile investigating the Index GIS File tool.

Note that be default only above ground surface information will be interrogated by default. If you wish to

interrogate surface information below ground, ensure the "Include Dry Areas" box is ticked.

7) The user can limit processing of objects in the GIS layer to:

- ALL objects

- Visible in current window: only those GIS entities visible in the current map window will be updated. This is

only applied when running the script through the form.

- Inside a polygon: only objects that are inside the first polygon in a separate GIS layer will be updated

- Outside a polygon: only objects that are outside the first polygon in a separate GIS layer will be updated

Limiting processing to objects within a polygon provides a means of updating a single GIS layer with information from

multiple catchments or water surfaces. 

8) Once the above fields have been set, the user can add the task to the processing list by clicking on the Add To List

button .
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An example processing list is shown below:

SET "Depth over level in field" RL IN DEPTH_OVR_FLOOR_100YR OF "ironbark-floorlevels.mif" USING "wp-100yr.wrb" MAPBY

Centroid OUTSIDE "fdb-88-90.mif"

SET "Hydraulic parameter value" Level IN MAX_100YR_LEVEL OF "ironbark-floorlevels.mif" USING "wp-100yr.wrb" MAPBY

Centroid

Note that a series of tasks can be added to the update list for batch processing.

9) Running The Update List

Click the Run Update List button  to execute all processing tasks in the update list.

Click the Clear Update List button  to clear the update list.

Click the Save Update List button  to save the update list to disk (as a *.vmfpm file) for later processing - either

manually or automatically.

Click the Load Update List button  to load an update list (*.vmfpm) from disk.

Where the GIS object cannot be integrated with the water surface, DELVAL (-9999.99) will be output in the field.

Where a GIS/Surface Integration Script has been saved, it can be run at any time using the Run GIS/Surface Integration

tool on the Interrogate Live Panel. Note that this tool will ignore any "visible objects only" limits.

 

2.4.4.2 Location of Min/Max surface values

The GIS-Flood Integration tool runs more quickly on a GIS file of points, as opposed to a GIS file of polygons as a

polygon must be interrogated at a number of points around/inside the shape. When used repeatedly, such as in a 

Flood Forecasting System, it will be considerably faster to first create a GIS file containing only a single point for each

polygon representing the location, say, of deepest inundation across a land parcel in the extreme flood. This point

could then be used to rapidly determine the deepest point of inundation for any forecast surface, using the GIS-Flood

Integration tool.

Alternatively, you may wish to identify the point at which the maximum (or minimum) hydraulic values are reached on a

property. For example, using the peak flood surface, this tool could be run twice to locate the points of maximum and

minimum water level on all properties.

The output of this tool is a GIS layer of points, representing the location at which the specified query is addressed. The

actual hydraulic parameter values are only output if "Store Surface Value" is ticked.
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GIS File containing polygons/polylines - select the polygons GIS file for which the points file is to be created.

GIS Fields to Copy into new File - select the fields in the source polygon GIS file you wish to include in the the point based

GIS file being created.

Water Surface Layer - select the water surface (containing terrain) to use in the indexing process. If a gridded

waterRIDE™ file (*.wrr) is used, each cell within each polygon will be used in the calculations. If a TINned waterRIDE™ file

(*.wrb) is used, the polygon will be divided into a 5m grid and the TIN sampled accordingly.

Locate Point of (at peaks) - Select the operator (minimum/maximum) and hydraulic parameter to use in indexing the

polygon layer. The query is run on the peaks dataset of the selected layer.

Store surface value: Select the field (or enter a new field) to store the corresponding min or max value of the surface at

the point. This value could be adjusted by adding the specified value if desired. For example, you may wish to

dertemine when evacuation routes are closed. To do this, you may generate a layer of road low points plus a

freeboard of 0.3m, as the road is not considered closed until floodwaters are 0.3m deep. 
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Ignore features - When a GIS object lies outside of the water surface, it can either be ignored, or included in the points

file as the object centroid.

 

2.4.4.3 Link to Gauge Level

The Link to Gauge Level tool provides an alternative approach to integrating GIS information with a water surface. It

operates in one of two ways:

1) Time Varying Water Surface: allows the user to determine the gauge level at the time that the level in the specified

field of a GIS layer is first reached. This may be useful for determining the gauge level at which: Evacuation routes are

cut, Properties are flooded above floor, Critical infrastructure becomes inoperable etc. This is calculated against a

single, time varying flood surface.

OR

2) Peak Water Surfaces: allows the user to determine a static gauge level at which the field is expected to be

inundated. This is calculated across a range of peak flood surfaces (small to large), in a similar manner to the surface

interpolation used in flood forecasting.

For option 1, a time-varying water surface is used to determine the timestep at which the critical level in the GIS file is

reached, for all points in the layer. It then reads the water surface at the corresponding gauge for that timestep. If

multiple gauges are to be used, a GIS file of polygons sets out how the gauges link to different parts of the floodplain,

as shown below.
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For option 2, a library of peak water surfaces are used to determine the equivalent gauge level at which the critical level

in the GIS file is reached, for all points in the layer. It first reads peak water levels for all surfaces selected at the gauge

(s). It then reads the peak water surface values at each point in the GIS layer. Identifying the peak surface above and

below the critical level, it then determines the ratio of the critical level between these two surfaces. The ratio is then

applied to the corresponding gauge location and the gauge level interpolated. Note that all surfaces must be stretched

to the extents of the next highest surface to enable interpolation to occur. Extrapolation beyond the library of peak

surfaces is not possible.

All layers used in the analysis must be in the current project.

GIS Layer Containing Gauge Locations: Specify the GIS layer containing the gauge locations. If there is a difference

between the water surface vertical datum and the gauge vertical datum, you can specify a field in the GIS layer that

contains the gauge zero value (eg a model is in AHD, but the gauge is in a local datum). The gauge zero will be

subtracted from the water surface value to provide the level in local gauge datum.

Gauge Specification: If using a single gauge, select the field containing the gauge names and then select the name of the

gauge to use from the list. If using multiple gauges, specify the GIS layer containing the polygons defining which gauge

to use in different parts of the catchment. When processing, a gauge is assigned to the polygon it resides in (there is

no need to specify which polygon applies to each gauge).
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Water Surface: 1) TIME VARYING - Specify the time-varying water surface to use in the analysis.

2) PEAKS - Select the surfaces to use in the interpolation. If the critical level is above the highest water

surface, a value of "N/A (-9999.99) will be assigned to indicate the critical level is not inundated. If the critical level is

below the smallest water surface, a value of 0 will be assigned. 

GIS Layer to Link to Gauge Level: Specify a GIS layer of points which are to be linked to the gauge levels. A Key Level field

defines the level at which the object is considered "flood affected". Once this level is exceeded at the point, the

corresponding level at the gauge will be stored in the Output field. If this key level does not exist, then it can be created

by assigning the terrain level at the point using the GIS-Flood Integration tool.

2.4.4.4 Vulnerability

Determine Probability of Inundation

The Determine Probability of Inundation tool determines the probability (or ARI) at which a level contained in a field value

of a GIS layer is reached at the peak of a flood. For example, the GIS layer may contain properties with floor levels, or

evacuation routes with the low point elevation, or critical infrastructure with a key level. 

If you wish to determine the probability at which all parts of the floodplain are first inundated (ie a surface), use the 

Statistics tool.

To calculate the probabilities, interpolation between surfaces of different magnitudes is carried out. Consequently, the

algorithm assumes a montonically varying magnitude between probabilities for any given location (ie the water level for

the 100yr flood is greater than the 50yr flood and less than the 200yr flood). Care should be taken when using the tool

on surfaces that do not display such behaviour.
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All layers used in the analysis must be in the current project.

Assign Probabilities to Surfaces: Select the surfaces to include in the analysis and ensure that a probability is assigned to

each surface. The probability will be used to interpolate the ARI at which the specified level is reached. The probability

will be stored in the surfaces cfg/cfg2 configuration files.

GIS Layer: Specify the GIS layer containing the locations at which to determine the ARI at which the level specified in the

field is reached. The resulting probability will be stored in the output field.

Interpolation Method: Specify whether to use log or linear interpolation.

Output Format: Specify ARI or probability

Note as this tool uses interpolation, it assumes all surfaces have been stretched to the next higher surface in the library

(eg 1 in 10 stretched to the 1 in 20, 1 in 20 stretched to the 1 in 50 etc).
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2.4.4.5 Queries

2.4.4.5.1  Time Based Queries

Time based queries analyse a surface(s) over time to derive a static surface. There are two types of time-based

queries:

Time to (or Duration of) Threshold Query

Time to Peak Query

Firstly, select the layers in the project to process (or add additional layers using the open file button).

If processing a single file, enter the output location. Batch processing files will result in new files being created with the

same name as the original surface but with a "-TimeQ" or "-PeakQ" suffix.

If the save button is not ticked, the results of the query will be displayed in memory for the active surface in the current

view. If the view is changed, the query results will be lost.

Time to Threshold Query

"Time to" (or duration of) queries allow the user to calculate the time (in hours) from the start of the model results that

each node in the network first satisfies the specified condition. For example, you may wish to view to time taken for the

depth to be greater than 0.0 (ie the time to inundation), or the time at which velocities first reach 1.0m/s, or the time
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taken for the depth to be greater than 0.3m (ie time at which evacuation routes are cut to cars). The "adjust time by"

field allows you to give the time-based surface some context. For example, if it takes 5hrs to reach a key trigger level at

a bridge, the time query could be adjusted by -5hrs to provide a surface showing the effective response time once the

bridge trigger level is reached.

Duration of Threshold Query

"Duration of" queries allow the user to calculate the length of time (in hours) that each node in the network satisfies the

specified conditions. It is calculated, cumulatively, for each time step in the model results. For example, you may wish to

view the duration that depth is greater than 0.0m/s (i.e. duration of inundation), or the duration for which velocity is

greater than a specified value in a scour/erosion assessment. As with "time to" queries, the time can be adjusted.

Time to Peak Query

A "Time to Peak" query calculates the time taken to reach the peak value for the selected hydraulic parameter of the

active water surface layer. As with "time to threshold" queries, the time can be adjusted.

Setting Up a Query

Select the type of query from the first dropdown list. Then select the hydraulic parameter to carry out the query

on. Finally, enter the value that the parameter must be greater than.

Click the Run Query button  to execute the query.

Time Adjustment "adj"

Allows the user to specify a constant adjustment that will be added to the generated surface. This is useful where

a reference time is to be included in the analysis. For excample, a user wishes to know how long until the depth is

greater than 0.3m once the level at the bridge has passed 5.0m (an emergency management trigger level). The

animation tool can be used to determine when the water level at the bridge reaches 5.0m, and then this time can

be entered as a negative adjustment to a "time to depth > 0.3" query.

2.4.4.5.2  Parameter Queries

Parameter queries analyse a combination of hydraulic parameters across a surface over time to derive a static surface.

There are two types of time-based queries:

Hydraulic Parameter Query

Hydraulic Parameter Pair Query
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Firstly, select the layers in the project to process (or add additional layers using the open file button).

If processing a single file, enter the output location. Batch processing files will result in new files being created with the

same name as the original surface but with a "-ParamQ" or "-PairQ" suffix.

If the save button is not ticked, the results of the query will be displayed in memory for the active surface in the current

view. If the view is changed, the query results will be lost.

Hydraulic Parameter (boolean) Queries

A Parameter Query allows the user to show those parts of the model network where a group of hydraulic conditions are

met. The parameter query (unlike a filter) allows multiple categories (or separate queries) to be created within the query

for dependent variables. For example, the query setup above produces a thematic map of the network with three

categories (colours):

1) Where depth is less than 0.5m

2) Where depth is between 0.5m and 1.0m

3) Where depth is greater than 1.0m
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Each condition for the query is entered into the table, using the drop down lists.

The first column is used to specify the boolean logic (AND/OR) between rows or to start a new category (query)

by setting it to "WHERE".

The field columns in the table is used to select a new hydraulic parameter to use in the query.

The operator field is used to specify the mathematical operator for the condition.

The value field is used to specify the numerical value to apply in conjunction with the operator for the condition.

There is no limit to number of conditions that can be in the query. If a single category (query) is used, the results

will be same as using a filter.

Standard boolean logic is used. An AND query will show those parts of the network where all of the conditions

are true. An OR query will show those parts of the network where at least one of the conditions is true.

Queries can be saved by clicking the Save  button. Previously saved queries can be loaded by clicking the

Load  button.

Existing queries can be cleared by clicking the Clear Query button .

Click the Add rows  button to add more rows to the grid.

Time Varying Data

Where a water surface included time varying data, the execution of the query is carried out in a number of

different ways, depending on the timestep selection. If peaks are selected, then the query is applied to every

timestep of the model to determine if the criteria are met at any stage during the flood. If a single timestep is

selected, the query is applied to that timestep only.

Also refer Filtering a water surface layer.

Hydraulic Parameter Pair Query

The Hydraulic Parameter Pair Query  will provide a surface showing the value of the first parameter at the time of the

peak value of the second parameter. A common use of this tool is to determine the velocity at the time of maximum

level/depth.

2.4.4.6 Rate of Rise Analysis

The Rate of Rise Analysis tool allows the user to calculate a range of parameters associated with rate of rise. Whilst

different calculation time periods can be specified, rate of rise calculations are only carried out on the rising limb (ie

water levels increasing between consecutive timesteps).
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Select the surfaces to process by holding down shift and left clicking. All surfaces in the current project are displayed in

the list box.

Depth Threshold: Minimum depth at which to start calculations (eg start when node/cell is 0.3m deep)

Initial Inundation Period: Specify the time period over which the calculations are carried out, once the depth threshold

has been met. For example, to carry out the rate of rise analysis on the first 2 hours of inundation, specify 0.0 on the 

depth threshold and 2 as the Initial Inundation period. Once the depth at each node is greater than the depth threshold,

calculations will commence until the initial time period is exceeded. Specifying a value of -1 will carry out the rate of rise

calculations as long as the water level continues to rise.

Output:

Maximum Rate: maximum rate between two consecutive timesteps defined as water level increase / timestep

(output in m/hr)

Average Rate: average rate of rise over calculation period defined as total increase in water level / elapsed

time (output in m/hr)

Total Rise: increase in water level over the specified time period

Time To Rise: once the depth threshold has been reached, the time (in hrs) until the specified rise is exceeded.

If the rise is not exceeded, a value of 9999.99 is output.
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A separate waterRIDE™ surface file will be created.

2.4.5 Multiple Surfaces

2.4.5.1 Statistics

The Statistics  tool allows the user to process a number of flood surfaces to determine the likelihood that a certain

hydraulic condition (peak) will be met. For example, what is the Annual Recurrence Interval (ARI) of each part of the

floodplain being inundated? 

To calculate such a surface, interpolation between surfaces of different magnitudes is carried out to find where the

criteria is met. Consequently, the algorithm assumes a montonically varying magnitude between probabilities for any

given location (ie the water level for the 100yr flood is greater than the 50yr flood and less than the 200yr flood). Care

should be taken when using the tool on parameters that do not display such behaviour.

This tool will provide a probability surface. To determine the probability of discrete locations (eg properties, roads,

infrastructure etc) being inundated, use the Determine Probability of Inundation tool.

Any hydraulic parameter contained in the surface files can be analysed, including processed parameters from the 

Parameter Queries menu.
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To use the tool:

1) Specify the surfaces from the current project to include in the calculation.

2) Specify the ARI for each of the surfaces

3) Specify the hydraulic condition to use in the analysis

4) Specify the interpolation method between surfaces

5) Specify the output format

6) Run the tool 

Note that for correct interpolation, each surfaces should be stretched to the extent of the peak surface.
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2.4.5.2 Ensemble Envelope

The ensemble envelope tool is designed to analyse a set of ensemble runs.

The water surfaces must have the same model network (ie same number of cells/nodes and spatial extents)

At present, the tool calculates the maximum envelope of all runs but will be expanded to include percentiles, means,

medians, etc.

2.4.5.3 Differences

Selecting the Differences menu will display the following dialog.

The objective of this process is to create a difference surface between two hydraulic/terrain surfaces to look at

increases between floods or to visualise impacts such as from a proposed development by comparing the pre and

post model runs. To be most effective the two waterRIDE™ surface files should include the full suite of terrain and

hydraulic parameters and, as indicated in the dialog, they do not necessarily need to be on the same spatial

framework.

The difference will be File 1 minus File 2. For development impact assessment, this means that File 1 will be the

proposed conditions and File 2 will be existing conditions.
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Wet/Dry Differences - Allows the user to specify how differences should be calculated when one network is wet and

the other dry (or vice versa):

Flag 'Wet to Dry' or 'Dry to Wet' - when differences for a node/cell are calculated and network 1 is dry but network

2 is wet, then '-99' will be written (i.e. the water level have decreased by such a 'large' amount that the area is now

dry). If network 1 is wet but network 2 is dry, then '99' will be written (i.e. the water level has increased by such a '

large' amount that the area is now wet). Differences in velocity, VxD etc are set to 0.0.

Use Water Level = Ground Level - when differences are calculated for a node/cell, if one of the networks is dry, then

the difference in water level is set to the depth at the wet node/cell (essentially ground level = water level for the

dry area). It is important to be aware that this is NOT the actual water level difference, but rather the water depth

difference.

Example: Consider that a 0.01m increase in water level is considered negligible for a development. If a 0.01m increase

in water level inundates an area that was previously dry, then one could argue that the 0.01m increase in level is far

from negligible. 

It is up to the user to decide which method they prefer to use. A combination of both approaches may be ideal in that

it will show those areas that are now wet/dry, as well as showing the overall magnitude of change in water levels.

The differences are only determined from the peak values and will include terrain, water level and velocity differences.

The resulting difference surfaces are best thematically mapped with a difference palette and an equidistant range either

side of zero, eg. -1 to 1 in 0.1 increments. A difference palette can readily be created as shown below. Set the darkest

and lightest of the two colours then blend between them. For further details on setting palette, refer to The Legend &

Symbol Palette Editor. This new palette can be saved as an .smp file for future use. You may also wish to include

transparent (clear) colours in the palette.
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A sample blended palette (green to red via white (clear))

 

2.4.6 Modeller

The Modeller tools provide a suite of "flood modeller" related tools. They are broken into 2 groupings: Catchment and

DEM Data Extraction

2.4.6.1 Catchment

The Catchment tools are designed to allow a flood/hydrology modeller to process and analyse a DEM (Digital

Elevation Model) to determine various characteristics such as:

Modifying/creating channels in a LiDAR based DEM
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pit removal

flow paths

catchment to a point

sub-catchment centroids

Strahler order

These tools run on binary GIS grids (*.rst) and are currently limited to DEM's less than 1GB in size (out of memory

errors may occur otherwise). You may need to convert DEM's from other grid formats (including waterRIDE) using the 

grid conversion tool.

The tools are, generally, designed to be run in sequence (eg modify the DEM, run pit removal and flow accumulation

and ultimately classify using Strahler Order).

DEM Modification

These tools allow you to modify (burn in) channels in a DEM (especially LiDAR based).

Pit Removal

The pit removal tool allows you to create a hydrologically enforced DEM (ie there is a continuous flowpath from any
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cell in the DEM to the outlet). Part of this process is the creation of flow accumulation (upstream flow area) and flow

direction.
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Watershed
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Flowpaths

GIS Tools
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Strahler Order

The Strahler Order tool allows you to classify defined waterways using the Strahler Order stream classification

technique.
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2.4.6.2 DEM Data Extraction

The DEM Data Extraction tools are designed to simplify the creation of terrain-based datasets that are often used in

establishing and running hydraulic models.

Specifically, there are tools to:

Extract cross sections (bulk)

Develop stage vs storage relationships

Interpolate cross sections "around bends"

Convert classifed LAS files to text XYZ files

Create a waterRIDE TIN from a GIS points file

Extract Cross Sections

This tool will extract cross sections from any number of DEMs (waterRIDE surface) using a GIS file of polylines to define

the cross-sections. The polylines file must have the identifier of each cross section in a field. This identifier is used in the

filename when saving the profiles. Cross sections are stored as chainage vs offset in CSV format.

Stage vs Storage Curves

This tool will extract a stage vs storage curve at 0.1m increments using a DEM (waterRIDE surface) and a GIS file of

polygons. The output will be stored as a CSV file for each polygon of stage (level) vs storage up to the lowest DEM

level on the polygon.

Interpolate Cross Sections

This tool will interpolate bathymetric cross sections from a GIS file of points. The GIS points file must have each point

grouped into cross sections using a field value (eg all points labelled "5" are on cross section 5). You then provide a

GIS file indicating the left and right banks (ensuring the ordering of the lines is the same - u/s to d/s or vice versa). 

Convert LAS Files to text

This tool will extract points marked as ground form a classified LAS file.
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Create a TIN from GIS Points

This tool will triangulate a surface (usually terrain but could be water level) from the points in the active GIS layer for the

current view. Note that the active field is used to obtain surface values for each point.

2.5 GIS

The GIS Live Panel contains toolsets for working with GIS layers. This includes tools for:

Drawing and editing GIS layers

Creating or connecting to new layers

Processing and editing existing layers

Working with/creating raster GIS layers

2.5.1 Drawing/Editing

Note that all editing is carried out "in memory". Changes are not written to disk until the save changes button is clicked.

Editing is carried out on the active GIS layer, whilst creating new layers will write/append to the layer on disk, directly.

 Draw object: Allows creation of point, polyline, polygon , circle and rectangle objects by directly drawing on

the map. The data can be saved to the active layer (GIS file), to an external file (mif/mid format), or to the on-screen

temporary buffer. The user is asked for the object type, then clicking points on the map will create the object.

Alternatively, use the drop-down menu to directly select the object you wish to create. Right clicking will finish the object

and display the data record for completion and then revert to enabling another object of the same type. Right clicking

again will exit drawing.

 XY Point: Allows the addition of point data by typing in the coordinates.

 Move object: Select and move an object in the active layer while holding the left mouse button down. Holding

down the Alt key facilitates snapping to existing points or vertices.

 Edit vertices: Select a polyline or polygon object, then edit vertices: click & drag to move, Ctrl click to insert a

vertex, and Shift click to delete a vertex. Holding down the Alt key facilitates snapping to existing points or vertices.

Right click when finished with editing the object and right click again to leave edit mode.

 Split Polyline: Breaks a selected polyline into two parts. Left click on the polyline to split, then left click on the

point at which to split.
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 Edit object attributes: Display a table to edit the GIS attribute record for the selected object.

Convert Active Field Text: Convert the active field text value to a GIS text object at the centroid of the object

 Reverse Vertices Order: Reverse the order of vertices in a polygon/polyline

 Delete object: Delete selected objects.

 Abort drawing: Abort the current drawing process.

 Save changes: Drawing to an active mif/mid layer is temporarily saved to the internal pbg/dbf format. This tool

will write the changes back to the mif/mid file. If the active layer is a shape file, then this tool will compress the file,

removing all deletions

 Select Objects Within Fence: Select multiple objects by drawing different types of fences onscreen.

 Calculate distance along a line to a point: Select a GIS polyline object, then select a point to determine the

distance along the line to that point.

Split polyline: Splits a polyline into 2 parts

Merge polylines: Merges 2 polylines

 Polygon Union: Merge all polygons in layer into a single polygon

 Copy Object: Copy an object for pasting into a different GIS layer.

Paste Object: Paste object to active GIS layer

 Copy Object to Separate File: Copy the selected GIS object to a separate file.
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 Geo-locate layer: A dialog provides a mechanism to translate and rotate a GIS layer to fit a desired coordinate

base.

 Revert to saved: Temporary changes can be scrapped by reverting back to the last saved version with this

undo tool.

2.5.2 Setup

The setup tools allow you create connections to existing database/server based GIS datasets as well as create new

datasets.

2.5.2.1 Create New

New GIS Layer

Allows the user to create a new GIS layer with a specified field structure.

For each field, enter the name, field type (and width, if appropriate), and click ADD to add the field to the structure.
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On clicking OK, the user is prompted to save the layer to disk. Note that not all file formats support the creation of

"blank" GIS layers.

New GIS from Template

Creates a blank GIS layer with the field structure of an existing GIS layer.

Create GIS Points from CSV File

Allows the user to create a GIS (.shp file) layer of points using data in the columns of a CSV file. Each point occupies a

row of the CSV file.

The CSV file must contain at least the X and Y coordinates for each point.

1. Select the format of the CSV files, along with the starting row for the data.

2. Field names are specified in the Header Line, or entered manually.

3. Select each field individually, edit the field attributes and type, and select modify.

4. Tick all fields that you wish to include in the new GIS layer.
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5. Select the fields containing X and Y coordinates.

6. Enter the data projection

7. Click OK.

Create GIS Using GPS Coordinates in Photo

Allows the user to create a GIS layer of points using any GPS coordinates that may be stored in the header of JPEG

photos (usually available when photos are taken using a smartphone). The coordinates are usually stored in Lat/Long

(WGS84) projection. This layer can be useful when made active and "auto linking" has been setup.

2.5.2.2 Database Layers

2.5.2.2.1  Vector Data

From v7 onwards, waterRIDE™ supports database-based GIS layers.

waterRIDE™ uses the GDAL/OGR open spatial libraries to provide support for these types of layers. Further information

on this library can be found at www.gdal.org 

To ensure manageable loads on database servers, these layers are treated as read-only within waterRIDE™. Should you

wish to edit, or carry out heavy processing on these layers, you should collect them (convert into a shapefile), process/

manipulate the shapefile, and then merge any changes back into the source database layer. 

It may be worthwhile experimenting with the performance of database-based GIS layers against local-file based layers

to achieve optimum performance, as local layers tend to be faster. You should also ensure that a spatial index has

been created for each layer in the database you intend to access.

Vector (General)

Support is implemented through a *.DBvec file. This file is a Windows ini file containing connection information to a

single layer within the database. You connect each layer in a database using a DBvec files for each layer. 

To configure a DBvec file:

1. Select the database type from the dropdown list. This is a dynamic list and will vary depending on the databases

available on your system.

2. Select the file or enter relevant database server details

3. Click Connect To Database

4. If successful, select the layer to connect to from the Layer dropdown list. Database layers often contain multiple

layers. However, a single DBvec file will support only one layer. If multiple layers are to be used, a DBvec file should

be created for each layer.

5. Save the DBvec file to your system. This layer can be loaded into any waterRIDE™ project as a Vector GIS Layer.

Each vector type has different configuration settings:

Vector (ESRI File Geodatabase)

http://www.gdal.org
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An ESRI file geodatabase is a folder with the name of the database followed by a ".gdb". Select this *.gdb folder to

connect to the database.

Vector (ESRI Personal Geodatabase)

An ESRI Personal geodatabase is a Micorosft Access Database file (*.mdb) Select any file within this folder. Specify the

relevant mdb file to use.

Vector (Microsoft SQL Spatial - MSSQL)
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To connect to a SQLServer spatial database, the following fields must be completed:

Server/File: Address/name of the Server 

Database: the database name to access 

Use Windows Authentication: if used, username and passwords do not need to be stored for the layer. If a username

and password is to be used, enter them in the relevant boxes. 

Other Params: A Standard SQLServer ODBC Driver Connection String is used to connect to the database. As such, if

parameters in addition to those specified above are required for your particular configuration, these can be entered as

a colon (;) separated list using standard keywords. For example, the following additional parameters will invoke self

signing encryption, if setup on the server:

Encrypt=Yes;Trusted_Connection=Yes

Layer: Select the layer to connect to. If the layer you wish to connect to does not appear in the list (and is a spatial

layer), you can enter it directly into the dropdown. Note that spelling must be exact.

Note that SQL Spatial layers should have a native Spatial Index built using MSSQL for optimum performance.

Vector (Oracle Spatial)

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms130822.aspx
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Server/File: Address/name of the Server

Username: Username to connect with 

Password: Password to connect with

Layer: Select the layer to connect to. If the layer you wish to connect to does not appear in the list (and is a spatial

layer), you can enter it directly into the dropdown. Note that spelling must be exact.

2.5.2.2.2  WMS (Web Map Service)

WMS (Web Map Service)

Allows the user to setup a connection to a Web Map Service (WMS). This can be achieved either automatically or

 manually. A WMS provides waterRIDE™ with an image stream, delivered over HTTP. The larger this stream, the slower

it is to download over the internet/network.

Connection details are stored in a *.imgsvr file (ini file format). Note that the maximum resolution available from a WMS

is set at the server end. Any size constraints are provided at the bottom of the form.

Redundancy can be incorporated into a project using a WMS by creating a composite file (*.aps) referring to both the

image server and a set of file based aerial photography. If the WMS is unavailable/unreachable, imagery will

automatically fall-back to using the file-based imagery. More information can be found in Composite Files.

Automatic Connection Setup
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To automatically create a *.imgsvr file:

1. Enter the URL of the WMS.

2. Enter any additional parameters required by the WMS. These parameters are name=value pairs, separated by a '&'.

For example, NearMaps now requires you enter your API key as an additional parameter. With an API key of

123456789, you would enter one additional parameter as: Apikey=123456789. Leave this blank if no additional

parameters are required.

3. Enter any Username/Password credentials for password protected WMS servers. Leave these blank if no passwords

are required at WMS level.

4. Click Connect To WMS

5. Select the image format to use. JPEG is generally recommeded for internet based WMS as file sizes are significantly

smaller. PNG is required for WMS where layer transparency is important (at the expense of download speed). If

using PNG, transparency can be enabled along with setting the background colour.

6. Tick the relevant layer(s) from the WMS to display as a single image. Where layers are to be displayed

independently, a new imgsvr file should be created for each layer.

7. Select the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) from the dropdown list.

8. Some CRS are Northings/Eastings based rather than Eastings/Northings. If the Xmin/Ymin and Xmax/Ymax values

are transposed, selecting the "Reverse Coordinates (X/Y)" box will automatically adjust for this.

9. Click Save to save the *.imgsvr file.

Note - Some WMS list coordinates as SRS but expect CRS to be used in the HTTP request. If you receive such an error

when loading the imgsvr file in waterRIDE, try opening the file in a text editor and renaming the SRS=value key to

CRS=value.

 Saves the XML "GetCapabilities" server response as a text file.

Manual Connection Setup

If you know all settings for a WMS, you can create the imgsvr file by filling in relevant details on the Manual tab.
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Click Save to save the imgsvr configuration file.

2.5.2.2.3  Online Address Server

Configure Online Address Server (Local User ONLY)

An online address server allows users to search by entering an address, as a single line. waterRIDE™ only supports ESRI

address servers and assume the server supports a single line address entry.

Servers are setup on each client as either "user defined" or "Administrator", or can be setup as part of an Enterprise

configuration.

User Defined Servers:
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To add a new server:

1) Right click on the grid and select "Add New"

2) Edit the Name/Label of the server. This cannot contain spaces and is the ID presented to the user when they search

for an address

3) Enter the URL of the server, followed by a comma, followed by (in quotes ""), the name of the query field facilitating 

single line input (often "SingleLine" or "Single Line Input").

4) Right click and select "Set as Default" to specify the selected server as the default option

On closing the form, you will prompted to save any changes.

Note that the above will store the configuration in the users application ini file and will only appear for that particular

user.

Administrator Defined Servers:

System administrators can define global address servers that cannot be edited (delete/rename) by users. 

These settings are stored in the [GEOLOCATION SERVERS] section of the application ini file (usually found in c:\Program

Files (x86)\waterRIDE\wR_Flood\). They follow the same structure as the above user defined servers. An example is

provided below:

[GEOLOCATION SERVERS]

ESRI=http://geocode.arcgis.com/arcgis/rest/services/World/GeocodeServer,"SingleLine"

If using the ESRI geolocation service (above), the service will return points in Lat/Long (WGS 84) coordinates. You must

ensure you have the project specified for each view to enable conversion (if required).

With waterRIDE 10, the reccommended method of establishing online address servers is to use an Enterprise

configuration.

2.5.2.2.4  Collect Copy of DB layer for Editing

As most database-served GIS layers are read-only, this tool allows the user to collect the entire vector layer from a

database server configured using a *.DBvec file and save it as a local SHP file, which can be edited. After editing, this

layer could be merged with the database-based vector layer.
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2.5.3 Tools

The GIS Tools group provides a range of tools for manipulating vector GIS layers

Convert Layer

Provides a utility to convert GIS files from one format to another. Select the files to convert and the desired output

format.

Clip Layers

Provides two tools for clipping GIS layers:

Clip Layers to View

This option allows the user to clip all GIS layers to the current view extents. waterRIDE™ will then export the files as

a new GIS file, with the suffix "-clipped" in the filename, in the original GIS file's folder location. It should be noted

that only polygons of the layers completely situated within the view extents will be exported to the clipped GIS file.

Clip GIS file to Polygon

This option allows the user to clip an external GIS file using any polygon in the active layer. This allows for more

complex clipping of a GIS layer than can be afforded by the "Clip Layers to View" option.

Once an active polygon has been selected, the Select GIS layer to Clip window is displayed. From here, the GIS file to

clip is selected, and then clipped to the polygon extents. It is important to ensure that both GIS layers are in the

same projection.

 waterRIDE™ will then export the files as a new GIS file, with the suffix "-clipped" in the filename, in the original GIS

file's folder location.

Convert to View Projection

This option converts a GIS layer from one projection to the current view projection. This may be useful to avoid "on the
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fly" reprojection of layers which can slow down performance slightly for large vector GIS layers.

Geometry Tools

Provides three tools for working with GIS layers:

Mark Poly Crossovers

Creates a GIS file of points showing the location of polygon intersections for the active GIS layer.

Break Complex Poly

Breaks (or explodes) all complex polygons in a layer into simple, single polygons

Make Complex Poly

Combines all simple polygons in a layer into a single, complex polygon

Attribute Field Data

Add/Delete Fields and Update Column Names

Allows the user to add/delete fields to an existing GIS layer, or to change an existing layer's field names. Load the

layer, enter the field name, type and width (if applicable). Click OK to save the file.
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Adjust Numeric Field Data

Allows the user to adjust numeric field values in a GIS layer using an adjustment "operator". Select the GIS layer to

update, the relevant field to adjust, the adjustment value, and finally how to apply the adjustment:

- Add - adds adjustment value to the field value 

- Multiply - multiplies the field value by adjustment value

- Set Value - sets the field value to the adjustment value

- Min Value - if the field value is less than the adjustment value, sets the field value to the adjustment value

- Max Value - if the field value is greater than the adjustment value, sets the field value to the adjustment value

- Round - rounds the value to the specified number of decimal places

- Round Up - rounds the value up to the specified number of decimal places

Adjust Text Field Data

Allows the user to adjust textual field values in a GIS layer using an adjustment "operator". Select the GIS layer to

update, the relevant field to adjust, the adjustment value, and finally how to apply the adjustment:

- Prefix - adds adjustment before the current value in the field

- Suffix - adds adjustment after the current value in the field

- Set Value - sets the field value to the adjustment value

- Other Field - sets the field value to the same value in another field
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2.5.4 Export/Raster

The Export/Raster group contains tools for exporting the active GIS layer (or parts of it) and rasterising vector data.

Export Active GIS

Export active layer to SHP/KML - exports the active layer as a SHP or KML file

Export Filtered Objects - exports the visible objects from a filtered GIS layer

Export GIS Table to CSV - exports the active layer attribute table to a CSV file

Raster GIS

Rasterise GIS Polygons

Exports the active GIS layer to a new grid layer representing the active field (which must be numeric). On exporting,

the user will be prompted for the cell size at which to sample to GIS vector layer.

Map GIS Polygons to Grid

Drapes the selected field values from the active GIS Layer onto an existing GIS grid (rst). 

Binary Grids Toolbox

Provides a suite if tools for working with, editing, merging, and maths for raster files (rst)

2.6 SETUP

The Setup Live Panel contains toolsets for configuring specific functionality within waterRIDE. This includes tools for:

Working with views and links

Setting up Automated Flood Certificates

Setting up Reports on GIS layers

Creating and managing composite layers

Setting up and managing a Flood Forecasting System

2.6.1 View

Copy View Setup - Copy the currently selected view's active layer thematic range and default view extents to any number
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of other views

Multi-Layer Add/Delete

This tool allows the user to add or remove layers to/from any number of views. For example, the screen below shows

the addition of the cadastre GIS layer to some views in a project. Note that the layer must already be in the project to

use this tool. 
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Select Layers(s): Select the layers to work with. Layers can be dragged and dropped to a new order (or use the up/

down move buttons). The order of the layers in the list governs how they are added to each view. In the above

example, the floor levels layer will always be "underneath" the cadastre layer. If a layer is already in the view to which it

is to be "added", it will simply be moved.

Add Selected Layers to Bottom or Top: Specifies (if adding layers) whether the layers should be drawn last (bottom

of the list) or drawn first (top of the list).

Select Views: Select the views that the layers should be added to/removed from.

 Adds the selected layer(s) to the specified views. Layers are added as basic layers with their default

settings.

Removes the selected layer(s) from the views.

GIS Links

Establishes a link between a GIS layer and datasets (photos, documents, websites, movies etc) using the values in one

of the GIS layers fields. Full details are available here. Clicking the GIS Links button displays/hides the Links panel on the

NavBar.
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Content Lists

Displays a list of layers/views/links in the current project. The layers list can be useful for locating a layer on the system.

Simply right click on a layer and "open file location" to find that file using Windows File Explorer.

2.6.1.1 GIS Links

One of the features of waterRIDE™ is its support to link any GIS layers to images, graphs, spreadsheets of tabulated

data, text, web sites and various OLE (Object Linking & Embedding) objects. 

GIS Links are used link images, graphs, tabulated data, reports, PDF's, spreadhseets, text, web sites and various OLE (

Object Linking & Embedding) objects to particular entities in the ‘Active’ layer and display them in a ‘Links’ window (see
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Links Window). For example you may wish to link a photo of a house to any element that has a specified field containing

the value 'house.' When any element that has the value of 'house' in the specified field is clicked with the info tool, the

picture of the house will be displayed.

To enable ‘Link Contents’ mode, click the  button from the View group.

waterRIDE™ lists all of the fields (columns) from the active GIS layer.  The single capital letter at the beginning of a

name, denotes the type of data it contains:

C:  character-based (textual) data

D:  date data

L:  logical (true/false) data

N:  numerical data

Note that the above formats are automatically read from the input GIS layer.

 

Links can be created and edited using the Add/Delete/Edit tools.

Some example links are shown below:

Images
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Documents
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2.6.1.1.1  Adding Links

The 'Add link' button displays the Link Data dialogue box, which can be used to link an external file to fields within the

GIS layer. The field values on the right of the dialogue box specify the options used to link between different files.

The active GIS layer filename is displayed. It is to this GIS layer that objects are being linked.

Link Type:

Specify the type of link to create:

Auto_Link: Use the text in the field to link to 1 (or more) files specified in the GIS field. Multipel files must be

separated by commas eg ("file 1.jpg","file 2.jpg")

Auto_Link_Folder: Link to all files in the folder specifed in the GIS field.

Text_Link: Link a specific text value in the GIS field to 1 (or more) specified files (eg where a field value is

"Zone2B", link to the file Zone_2B.pdf) 

Number_Link: Link a specific number in the GID field to 1 (or more) specified files.

Range_Link: Link a range of GIS values to 1 (or more) specified files (eg where the field value is between 0 and

0.3, link to the file "shallow depth definition.pdf")
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Applies to:

The “Applies To:” radio group sets whether the link applies to all views in the current project, or just the current view (in

this case "PMF water levels").

2.6.1.1.2  Deleting Links

The delete link behaves in a similar manner to most delete functions. If the delete link button is selected at the top of a

tree, all links within that tree are also deleted. The pictures below provide an example on deleting links.

To delete a link first select the entry in the list ‘tree’ to be removed, and then click the delete button.

2.6.1.1.3  Editing Links

To edit an existing link, select the linked file from the ‘Link Contents’ list and click the ‘Edit map link’ button on the

toolbar.  This will bring up the ‘Link Data’ dialogue box with the existing link information, allowing changes to be made 

(refer to Adding a Link).

2.6.2 Certificates

waterRIDE™ can be used to generate automated flood certificates (flood reports, section 10.1, LIMS/PIMS etc).

The system populates a Microsoft Word Template with data from: 

- User Entry Fields,

- Water Surface Layers

- Water Surface Meta Data Fields

- GIS Layers
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- Auto Fill Fields

- Graphics from any View

- Field values in an SQL database

- Linked photos (scaled property photos or general links)

- IF/THEN/ELSE queries

- Calculations based on other field values

Keywords in the Word document control where waterRIDE™ inserts the relevant data, with all formatting and layout

controlled by the Word document. The following image shows an example Word document with keywords contained in

curly braces {}.

For further information, please refer to Flood Certificate Setup and Using Flood Certificates.

Sample Certificates Template:

Sample Certificates Output
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2.6.2.1 Flood Certificates Setup

Flood certificates populate keywords in a Microsoft Word document template with values from various types of layers

in a waterRIDE™ project. In setting up a project, three steps are required:

1. Specifying source layers

2. Specifying keywords

3. Formatting a Word document using keywords

All setup parameters are stored in the *.vmini file with the same name as the current waterRIDE™ project.

The first two steps can be completed using the Certificates button on the certificates group of the Setup Live Panel.

Clicking on this tool brings up the following form:
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Specifying Source Layers

Property Layer: Specify the GIS layer that contains the spatial reference for which the certificates are being created (e.

g. Cadastral lots, building footprints, building centroids, etc.). This file must be in the current project.

Property ID Field: For the above GIS layer, specify the field that contains a unique identifier for each property. This ID

is used internally to search for the property when the certificate is requested.

Certificate Template: Specify the path to the Microsoft Word Document(s) (certificate template) into which 

waterRIDE™ will insert relevant data. Multiple certificate templates can be use in a project.

Default Output Path: Specify the folder that certificates should be saved to when created.

Output Format: Certificates can be saved as Word Documents (default), PDF files, or both. PDF's can be saved natively

using Word 2010 or later. If using Word 2007, the "SaveAsPDF" plugin should be downloaded and installed from the

Microsft website: https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/download/details.aspx?id=7  

Keypoints (*.pts) Folder: Specify the folder that contains the waterRIDE keypoints files (*.pts) to use for each property.

These files must have the same name as the propertyID for each parcel with a ".pts" extension. Keypoints are used to

either highlight surface values at specific locations on a map, or to define the locations at which mutli point table

https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/download/details.aspx?id=7
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reporting occurs.

Use Custom Engine (generally not required): Specify path to custom certificates engine (if used). This engine is a

separate application customised for each installation by WorleyParsons. It is generally used for certificates that require

information from sources outside the standard sets provided (eg corporate or rating databases or sophisticated if/

then/else requirements).

SearchBox Field: Tick to enable use of a searchbox in the certificates creation form. Specify the field to use as the

searchable field. Generally, if a "single line address" field is available in your property GIS layer, this is the fastest way

to search.

Output File Naming Format:  Specify the file naming format for certificates. By default, the output format is

wR_PropID,wR_Date,wR_Time (PropertyID_CurrentDate_CurrentTime.doc - eg DP6734_19-03-18_10-32.doc). This format

can be controlled by building a comma separated list of filename components. Each comma will be replaced with an

underscore (_) in the filename. Valid filename components include:

- any field value from the GIS layer

- reserved words (wR_PropID, wR_Date and wR_Time)

- free text

Specifying Keywords

Keywords are used by waterRIDE™ to control what text is inserted into the Word document as each certificate is

created.

Firstly, enter a unique keyword, then select the data source for the keyword:

User Input: Creates a keyword for which the value is entered by the user on the Certificates Form, prior to creation of

the certificate(s). Enter the text to display to the person creating the certificate.

Water Surface: Creates a keyword for which the value(s) is extracted from the specified water surface layer. The user

must select the water surface from which the data will be extracted, the hydraulic parameter to extract and the number

of decimal places for any rounding of the caluclated numbers. The user can specify whether a single value or tabular

output should be included in the certificate: 

1) Single Value Output - A single value within the land parcel will be calulated (eg at centroid, mins/maxs within

the lot, mins/max around the lot, percentiles etc). The Map Method options are the same as the GIS-FLOOD Integration

Tool.

2) Keypoint Table Output - populates a table in the certificate with the surface value at each keypoint that has

been identified for the land parcel. Keypoints are identified in numeric order (ie the order in which they were

clicked for the property). Add as many surface and parameter (surface=parameter) combinations as desired. In

the certificate template, a table must be created with two rows. The first row is a header row, containing

whatever text labels you wish to include. There must be one extra column to the  number of surface=parameter

pairs, in which the point label is written. For example, the table below has 3 surface=parameter pairs. The first
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column of the second row must contain the keyword, as shown below:

When the certificate is created, the ID number of each point is stored in the first column. An example output

table from 5 keypoints is provided below:

 You may wish to create a surface that contains a flood planning level for specifying minimum floor levels.

  
Values can be rounded up to the specified number of decimal places by ticking the box.

Metadata: Creates a keyword from which the data in the specified field in the metadata file for a water surface is

inserted into the certificate. If the water surface is a composite layer (*.wrc), then the metadata from any component

layer that generates a valid "wet" water level around the perimeter of the property will included in a CSV list, to indicate

that both surfaces inundate the property.

GIS Data: Creates a keyword from which the data in any GIS layer is inserted into the certificate. Data can come from a

number of GIS sources:
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1) From the Property Layer Itself:

In this case, the specified field value from the property GIS layer is used.

2) From a single field of another GIS layer:

In this case, the property boundaries will be integrated against the external GIS layer. Any objects in the

external layer that overlap the property boundaries (including any additional buffer distance) will be returned to the

processing routine. The value in the specified field for each object can be processed in a number of ways:

a) No processing: A CSV list of the field value for all overlapping objects will be reported

b) Count: The number of overlapping objects will be reported

c) Aggregate: If the field is numeric, the sum of all the field value for all overlapping objects will be

reported

d) Average: If the field is numeric, the average value for all overlapping objects will be reported

3) Multiple Field Values from another GIS Layer:
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Similarly to approach 2, the property boundaries will be integrated against the external GIS layer. For all

overlapping objects in the external layer, the field selected field values will be reported in a table. The keyword must

be located in first cell of the first row in which outputs are to be stored. the number of columns in the table must

match (or exceed) the number of fields being reported. This is illustrated in the figures below:

Template:

Output:

Note that a new row will be automatically added for each overlapping object. The column order can be

controlled in the keyword configuration using the  and  buttons. Only selected fields are reported.

Auto Fill: Creates a keyword for which the data is populated automatically on the Certificates Form. An example is the

UserName of the current user.

Project View: Creates a keyword  where the data is a selected view in the project scaled to fit the property with a

margin around it. The margin can be specified as either an absolute value, or as a proportion of the lot. 
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The height and width of the required image can be specified on the form. You should ensure that there is sufficient

space in the template for your specified image size. Views are best placed within a table cell rather than in a paragraph

as the width can be controlled by the width of the table column and known beforehand. 

The legend height/width for any thematic mapping can be controlled using the relevant slider bar. Alternatively, the

legend could be turned off and the scale included in the Certificate Template. 

Any thematic mapping ranges can be dyamically adjusted to suit datasets on the lot. For example, if you wanted a 0.1m

contour interval on your water level surface, ensure your view setup has an interval of 0.1, and as many contours as

necessary to cover the largest range you envisage (eg 50 contours with an interval of 0.1 for a 5m range). When the

property image is drawn, waterRIDE will dynamically adjust the scale so that the lowest value of the active parameter

found on the lot becomes the lower end of your range. In our example, if a property has a minimum water level of

4.5m and a maximum of 8m, the range would be dynamically set to a minimum of 4.5 (which gives a maximum of 9.5).

If you wish any Key Points to be displayed on the image, select the tickbox and ensure that a waterRIDE points file

exists in the KeyPoints folder with the file name: PropertyIDfieldValue.pts, for relevant properties. This pts file can be

created by selecting any view with an active water surface in the certificates project, adding some keypoints, then

clicking the save profile/time/keypoints button. The default filename will be the property ID field value with a ",pts"

extension of the land parcel that contains the first keypoint. If this file does not exist, only manually prepared keypoints

will be used for the view. Alternatively, the define keypoints tool on the create certificates page can be used to define

keypoints for any number of properties. If you have Keypoint Table Output configured for some flood surface

information, you can display the keypoint label number that matches the that in the table by selecting the ID tickbox.

If you wish to highlight the boundaries of the property in the view, select the tickbox and specify the border colour and

width. Note that the property boundary can only be highlighted if the property layer is in the specified view (although, it

does not need to be active in that view).

The above settings are reflected in the resulting view image:
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Database: Creates a keyword where the text replacement value is extracted from an SQL database. For example, where

the GIS layer provides the location of the property, but address details are stored in a field in  an  external database. A

Microsoft UDL file defining the connection strings to the database is required, along with a waterRIDE SQL file (a text

file containing the relevant SQL SELECT query and parameters). The waterRIDE SQL file (*.sql) must be structured as a

Windows ini "NAME=VALUE" format as below:

TITLE= Reserved for user description of the SQL text file

SQL=SQL SELECT query to select the required textual information using the value from the "WhereValue" entry

WHEREVALUE=label in above SQL query where the unique property ID value should be entered

RESULTFIELD=field name in SQL query containing the textual value to use in the certificate

An example SQL query file (*.sql) is provided below:

TITLE=Example waterRIDE query to obtain address from a database. The address is stored in a field called

"FULL_ADDRESS" within the table "PROPERTYTABLE"

SQL=SELECT Full_Address FROM PropertyTable WHERE PropertyID = wr_Value
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WHEREVALUE=wr_Value

RESULTFIELD=FULL_ADDRESS

Photo Link: Creates a keyword where a linked photo/image has been established for a GIS layer. This may be an

automatic link, or a scaled property photo link. The maximum dimensions of the image can be specified in cm. The

aspect ratio of the image will be maintained and the limiting height/width value applied. Values of -1 will insert an

image at its native resolution.

Text: Creates a keyword that is replaced with a line of text.
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 Adds the current keyword to the keywords list (or updates an existing entry)

Once a keyword has been added to the list, it can deleted, moved, or edited as follows:

 Removes the selected keyword from the keywords list

 Move the selected keyword down (for viewing purposes only)

 Move the selected keyword up (for viewing purposes only)

Left clicking on description column of the Keyword List grid allows the entry to be edited

Saves the current certificates configuration

IF/THEN: Creates a keyword whose value is populated from other keywords based on boolean if/then/else logic. The

keywords to use in the if/then query must already be configured. 

The "if" line of the query sets out the main keyword to use in the query, the boolean operator (>,<,=,<>,LIKE etc), and

the comparison field. The comparison field can be either a keyword, or a number/text against which the comparison is

made.

The "then" line specifies the keyword to use if the query returns true.

The "else" line specifies the keyword to use if teh query returns false.
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In the above example, if the maximum 100yr depth on the property is greater than 0.1m, then the value for the keyword

"maxlevel" will be used (a numeric keyword being the maximum flood level on the property), otherwise the value for the

keyword "NotFloodedWords" will be used (a text keyword stating that the property is not inundated).

Calculated Fields: Creates a keyword based on a calculation carried out using another tag's value. Specify the other

tag and the calculation to carry out. This tool expects the selected tag to contain numeric data. The example below will

ensure that a minum va,lue of 2.5 will be assigned to the 100yr_Max_Lvl tag.

Formatting a Word Document Using Keywords

Any word document can be used as a template. waterRIDE™ will look for the keywords created in the setup tool

enclosed within curly braces e.g. {keyword} (refer here for an example).

The keywords (enclosed in curly braces) must exactly match those defined in the certificates setup form. Special

formatting must be used for any tabular output (GIS or Water Surface data).
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2.6.2.2 Metadata

The metadata menu item allows the user to view (and edit) any metadata available for the currently active water layer.

The metadata is stored in the configuration file for the water layer (*.wrb or *.wrr), in the [METADATA] section.

Metadata can be used for storing any information specific to each water layer, such as its source, creation date,

relevant report details, etc.

The time scale for any time-varying data can be converted from the default of hours to date and time by adding or

editing the "StartDate" key. The value for the key must be a universal date-time number (use MS Excel to enter a date

and display the cell as a number).

Metadata takes the form of a key/value pair. Add and Delete keys using the insert new key  and delete key 

buttons, or in the grid. Edit values directly in the grid.
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Clicking the save button  will save the metadata to the *.cfg for the layer.

Right clicking on a metadata value opens a pop-up menu that allows you to add/update that key in all layers in the

current project.

2.6.2.3 Setup House Photos

This option allows the user to setup the Scaled House Photos functionality in waterRIDE™. This can be used to

automatically display a picture of each property. If the picture has been scaled, a flood level can be superimposed on

the picture to provide a realistic visualisation of the active flood level at the property. Alternatively, you may wish to use

a schematic of a property.
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The tool requires a GIS layer with a field containing the name of a house photo file. If a relative filename is used, the

house photo files should reside in a common folder. 

A photo is positioned and scaled in vertical space by specifying two pixel rows where the RL's are known. waterRIDE

can support two methods for using these known levels:

1. Floor/Eaves - Assumes that the floor level is known and either:

a. The eaves RL is known (similar to "known levels" below), or

b. The eaves RL can be inferred using the known floor level and a standard "floor to eaves" distance. This

defaults to 2.4m but can be specified as a global value by the user.

2.  Known Levels - Assumes that RL's are available for two known locations in the image. If only one RL is known for an

image, but the image contains a means for identifying a second RL (eg a survey staff/rod is included in the picture),

there are additional tools that can be used to help determine the RL of the second point.

Setup House Photos Links

Selecting the House Photos Setup tool opens the setup form. To configure House Photo settings a waterRIDE™ project

must first be saved as the setup parameters are stored in the project vmini file.

Floor/Eaves Method
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Setup

This method is applicable when you have the RL of a property floor and, either the RL of the eaves or are able to infer

the eaves RL using a standard floor to eaves height.

1) Select the GIS layer containing the house photo links.

2) Select the method as floor/eaves

3) Specify the GIS field containing the house photo filenames.

4) Specify the GIS field containing the property floor levels

5) Tick the box next to "Eaves Level" if you have the RL of eaves in one of the fields in the GIS layer. Otherwise, leave

this unticked but enter the Floor To Eaves Distance in the relevant edit box. This value will be used for all properties.

6) Select the GIS field(s) containing the flood level(s) to superimpose (this may be populated using the GIS-Flood

Integration tool, or automatically by tools such as the Flood Forecast tool or the ). The label for each flood level can be
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edited using  

7) Specify the primary field by selecting it and then clicking  the button. This is the field value that will be used to

draw the "blue wash" on the image.

8) Specify the colours of the various lines/text by clicking on relevant part of the house image.

9) Click the photo folder edit box and select any photo file in the folder containing the house photos.

10) Select the GIS field to store the floor level pixel. Enter a new field name to create a new field.

11) Select the GIS field to store the eaves level pixel. Enter a new field name to create a new field.

12) Click the setup connections and load photos button  to setup the connection to the photos. The

settings will be written to the [PROPERTY FLOODING FIELDS] section of *.vmini file for the project.

The house photos have now been setup. Clicking on a property in the GIS layer (when active), will allow you to register

the pixels of the floor and eaves (see below).

Scaling House Photos
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Once the links to house photos have been setup, the user can scale the house photos to allow the flood level to be

superimposed on the image.

Use the Next , Previous  , First , Last , Next unscaled , Previous unscaled  buttons to navigate

through all photos in the GIS layer.

Specify/edit the location of the floor on the photo by left clicking. Specify/edit the location of the eaves on the photo

by right clicking.

The eaves and floor levels fields are automatically updated on any left/right click on the image.

 Search for a property using the standard Quick Search form.

Update the photo (jpeg) for the current property.

Zoom: Adjust the zoom level of the image for coarse/refined reference placement. Either Fits the house photo to the

window, or sets the zoom level to 100% (in which case scroll bars will likely appear).

Known Levels Method
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Setup

This method is applicable when you know the RL's of two locations in a photo, or have the means of calculating a

second RL using a scale within the image (such as measuring against a survey rod/staff).

1) Select the GIS layer containing the photo links.

2) Select the method as Known Levels

3) Specify the GIS field containing the house photo filenames.

4) Specify the GIS field containing the known lower level

5) Specify the GIS field containing the known upper level

6) Specify the GIS field containing the flood level to superimpose (this may be populated using the GIS-Flood

Integration tool, or automatically by tools such as the Flood Forecast tool or the ).

7) Click the photo folder edit box and select any photo file in the folder containing the house photos.

8) Select the GIS field to store the floor level pixel. Enter a new field name to create a new field.

9) Select the GIS field to store the eaves level pixel. Enter a new field name to create a new field.

10) Click the setup connections and load photos button  to setup the connection to the photos. The settings will be
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written to the [PROPERTY FLOODING FIELDS] section of *.vmini file for the project.

The house photos have now been setup. Clicking on a property in the GIS layer (when active), will allow you to register

the pixels of the upper and lower RL's (see below).

Scaling House Photos

Once the links to house photos have been setup, the user can scale the house photos to allow the flood level to be

superimposed on the image.

Use the Next , Previous  , First , Last , Next unscaled , Previous unscaled  buttons to navigate

through all photos in the GIS layer.

Specify/edit the location of the lower on the photo by left clicking. Specify/edit the location of the upper RL on the

photo by right clicking. If either RL is not known, it can be set as a distance either "above the lower RL", or "below the

upper RL". In this case, enter the "real-world" distance between lower and upper locations and click either set upper

level or set lower level to calculate and update the relevant GIS field value. To provide further assistance, if your image

contains a survey staff (as in the above image) or similar, you can enter the staff readings for the upper and lower

locations, click calculate and have the upper to lower distance calculated for you (after which you could then click set

upper/lower level).

The upper and lower levels pixel fields are automatically updated on any left/right click on the image.
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 Search for a property using the standard Quick Search form.

Update the photo (jpeg) for the current property.

Zoom: Adjust the zoom level of the image for coarse/refined reference placement. Either Fits the house photo to the

window, or sets the zoom level to 100% (in which case scroll bars will likely appear).

2.6.3 Reporting

This tool allows the user to generate multi-criteria reports on a GIS layer (individual reports). Often, these reports will

be run against a field in a GIS layer with field values that have been updated using the GIS Intelligence Tool. 

Where multiple reports are to be run, a master report can be generated. This report allows the user to break each

individual report into regions (defined in a GIS layer). For example, the master report on the following data would

divide the reports on flood affected dwellings (yellow triangles) and flood affected roads (red circles) into two reports:

one for the Eastern region and one for the Western.

Alternatively, if a master report is not configured, then each individual report would be run on the entire GIS layer

specified for that report.
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Report configuration is broken into 3 components:

1) Master reporting regions

2) Individiual GIS layer reports

3) The processing script
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Configure Master Report

This section is optional and is used to break, what would be, large reports into smaller regions (eg in the above

example, breaking the entire Council area into "eastern" and "western" divisions, which may align to the way emergency

management resources are deployed). In such a case, the Master report will contain a summary of counts from each

individual report within each region. The detail for each report will be included in the individual region reports.

An example summary Master report is provided below:
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Example Master Summary Report

In the above, the master summary report is showing that in the Eastern region, there are 206 properties flooded and

17 road crossings closed, whilst there are 134 and 33, respectively in the western region.

If not configured, each individual report (section 2), will be run as a standalone report.

To configure:

1. Select "Create Master reports using regions" tick box

2. Specify the GIS layer (in the project) containing polygons on which to separate processing of individual reports 

3. Specify the field containing unique ID's for each polygon. The values in these regions are used in the Master report

summary section, as well as becoming the filename of the each individual region report.

4. Specify the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file (*.xls or *.xlsx) to save the master report to. All individual reports will be

also saved to the this folder.

5. Specify a Microsoft Excel blank file to use for reporting. This file may include any general formatting options, logos,

headers etc that the user wishes to include in the generated reports.

Configure Individual GIS Layer Reports

An individual layer report is a boolean logic query that is run on a field (or multuple fields) in a GIS layer in the project.

If configured within a Master report, the results of these reports will be separated into individual spreadsheets

representing each region defined in the Master configuration (each report will be a tab within a single spreadsheet for

each region). Otherwise, each report will generate a separate CSV report covering the entire GIS layer.
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Output spreadsheet for the "Western Region" within a Master Report (note separate tabs for each individual report).

To configure:

1. Select the GIS layer (in the project) to run the query against

2. Enter the report criteria against any combination of GIS field values. Use Boolean AND/OR logic. Use additional

WHERE clauses to add mutliple criteria sets, where at least one set must be met for the overall conditions to be

considred true (eg (WHERE Depth over floor > 0.5) OR  (WHERE Depth over floor > 0.1 AND Velocity > 0.5)

3. Specify any grouping to apply to the data in the report. Grouping allows the user to sort and aggregrate the data

according to a field in the GIS layer. For example, a report could be setup to provide a list of all properties that are

flooded above floor and grouped into suburbs/towns. If grouping the data, summary statstics can be generated on

a field in the GIS layer and will be reported against the values in the grouping field. For example, the following is a

report listing properties that are flooded above floor with the statistics calculated on the "depth over floor" field:

** SUMMARY **

SUBURB COUNT MAX MIN AVG

Blackstone 11 3.34 0.09 1.32

Booval 4 2.26 0.28 1.02

Bundamba 209 4.30 0.02 1.21

Silkstone 6 0.93 0.04 0.63
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** DATA **

No. HOUSE_NO STREET SUBURB FORE_D_OVR_FLR

1 9991 Thomas Street Blackstone 0.09

2 9992 Thomas Street Blackstone 1.59

3 9993 Thomas Street Blackstone 1.6

4 9994 Thomas Street Blackstone 1.95

5 9995 Thomas Street Blackstone 3.35

6 9996 Thomas Street Blackstone 0.27

7 9997 Thomas Street Blackstone 1.33

8 9998 Mary Street Blackstone 0.53

9 9999 Thomas Street Blackstone 0.95

.....

4. Select the fields from the GIS layer to include in the report (generally, and to enhance clarity, these are only some of

the available fields).

5. Specify the output report CSV filename (if running without a Master report), or the "Report Label" if running within a

Master report. The report label will be used to label each tab in the output spreadsheets (as shown in the image

above = "Roads Inundated" and "Properties Flooded").

6. Click  to add the report to the processing script. Multiple individual reports can be created.

7.  Save the report

8.  Run the report

The Report Script

Multiple individual reports can be added to any report script (*.vmrep file). A report script can be set to run at the end

of a flood forecasting process, if desired.

1)  Open an existing report configuration for editing and execution.

An example script is presented below:

MASTER "D:\Lockyer\LVRC FLOOD INFO SYSTEM\XL Template\ReportingRegions.mif" FIELD RegionName

OUTPUTFILE "XL Template\Master Report.xlsx" BLANKXLSX "XL Template\Blank.xlsx"

SELECT * FROM "d:\lockyer\lvrc flood info system\gis\lvrc-road low points.shp"  WHERE DEPTH_OVER > "0"

OUTPUT ID,LEVEL,REGION,DEPTH_OVER,TIME_TO_WET,DURN_OF_WET,DATE_WET AS "Roads Inundated"
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SELECT * FROM "d:\lockyer\lvrc flood info system\gis\flood_affected_dwellings_exg_227_002.mif"  WHERE

DEPTH_OVER > "0" OUTPUT LOT_PLAN,ASSESSMENT,PARCEL_ADD,PARCEL_POS,FEATURE,STREET_NAM,LOCALITY,

LONG,LAT,GROUND_AHD, LVENV_E10P_234_H_1,LVENV_E50P_227_H_1,LVENV_E100P_227_H_1,

LVENV_E500P_227_H_1,LVENV_E2000P_227_H_1,LVENV_PMF_250_241_H_1,DWELLING_TYPE,FLOOR_HEIGHT,

FLOOR_HEIGHT_AHD,ADD_UPPER,DAF_E10P,NOTES,DEPTH_OVER AS "Properties Flooded" GROUPBY LOCALITY

**No_Stats**

2.6.4 Composite Layers

Composite layers are text files that link separate layers together so that they behave as though they are a single layer

in waterRIDE. In reality, they are not a single layer but rather a virtual layer.

There are 4 types of composite layers:

1. Water surface

2. Imagery

3. Map On The Fly 

4. Binary Grids

2.6.4.1 Water Surface

DTM and water surface composite files (*.wrc) allow the user to group a selection of common files (such as model

results broken into tiles) into one file. The display properties of the group of files can then be controlled as if they were

a single file. A mixture of both raster DTM files (*.wrr) and TIN DTM files (*.wrb) can be combined into a single

composite water surface. For example, in a 1D/2D model results set, the 1-D channel TIN surface can be displayed on

top of the 2-D raster surface of the floodplain.

The *.wrc file is a text file containing the relative path (where possible) of each file included in the combined set.

Although it appears in waterRIDE™ to be a single file, it is not. As such, not all processing functions are available for

wrc files.

Create new: Allows the user to create a new composite file. Specify a filename for the composite set (*.wrc). The user is

then presented with the Edit Composite File form.

Edit: Allows the user to edit an existing composite file set.
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Save: Saves the composite image file and closes the form.

Cancel: Closes the form without saving the composite image file.

Browse: Allows the user to browse for files to add to the composite file.

 Allows the user to change the display order of individual files in the composite file set. Layers that are lower

on the list are displayed on top of the other layers higher on the list. Holding the SHIFT key down while pressing the

buttons will lift the layer to the top or lower the layer to the bottom respectively.

2.6.4.2 Imagery

Composite image files allow the user to group a selection of common files into one file. The display properties of the

group of files can then be controlled as if they were a single file. Generally, composite files are used to group tiled

aerial photography into a more manageable single reference file.

The user can Create New or Edit an existing composite files.

Create new: Allows the user to create a new Composite imagery set file (*.aps). When selected, the user is prompted

to specify a filename to save the aerial photography composite set to. The user is then presented with the Edit

Composite File form.

Edit: Allows the user to edit an existing composite file set.

Create from view: Allows the user to create a composite image file from any image layer that is visible in the current

view (including other composite *.aps layers). This may be useful if there are a large number of image tiles but the user

is only interested in displaying those in a particular region (thus reducing the display draw time).
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Save - Saves the composite image file and closes the form.

Cancel - Closes the form without saving the composite image file

Browse - Allows the user to browse for files to add to the composite file

 Allows the user to change the display order of individual files in the composite file set

 Redundancy can be incorporated into a project using an

Image Server (*.imgsvr) by creating a composite file (*.aps) referring to both the image server and a set of file based

aerial photography. If the WMS is unavailable/unreachable, imagery will automatically fall-back to using the file-based

imagery. In such a setup, the first file in the *.aps composite layer must be an image server (*.imgsvr). The remaining

files should be disk based image files. The tick-box will ensure that the composite file layer order is correct.

 

2.6.4.3 Map On The Fly

When time-varying model results are mapped onto a finer scale DTM (eg ALS or detailed survey), often the size of the

mapped files can grow into several gigabytes very quickly. With hundreds of time-steps, even model files of several

megabytes can become unwieldy after mapping onto the DTM. The large file size makes storage and transfer of these

model results difficult.

Mapping on-the-fly files (*.wrm) overcomes these problems by storing the model results and the DTM separately. The

water surface is then mapping the model results onto the DTM in real-time ('on-the-fly') before displaying the surface

on the screen. Currently, the base DTM being mapped to must be a waterRIDE™ RASTER DTM file (*.wrr).

Please note that the real benefits of mapping on-the-fly files only apply to time-varying model results. For peak-results only

model files, use the <Utilities> menu to create the mapped files.

To start select <Setup On the Fly Mapping File> from the <Transfer Water Surfaces to DTM> subheading of the
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Utilities menu, choose the waterRIDE™ raster (*.wrr) DTM file. Then select the model results file. This file can either be a

waterRIDE™ TIN (*.wrb) or a waterRIDE™ raster (*.wrr) file. After that, select a name for the mapping on-the-fly (*.wrm)

file.

Normally, the DTM file will have a finer grid compared to the model results file. Only the terrain values are used from

the base DTM file. The same DTM or model results file can be used by multiple mapping on-the-fly files.

When a water surface is mapped to a DTM "on the fly", a peaks dataset will be created (initialised) the first time the

dataset is loaded. This may take some time.

Coarse TIN Model Water Surface
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Fine Raster DTM with Coarse TIN Mesh on Top

 

Real-time Mapped Depths

2.6.4.4 Binary Grid

A composite file of binary grids (*.rst) can be created, as required. 
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Create new: Allows the user to create a new composite file. Specify a filename for the composite set (*.wrc). The user is

then presented with the Edit Composite File form.

Edit: Allows the user to edit an existing composite file set.

Save: Saves the composite image file and closes the form.

Cancel: Closes the form without saving the composite image file.

Browse: Allows the user to browse for files to add to the composite file.

 Allows the user to change the display order of individual files in the composite file set. Layers that are lower

on the list are displayed on top of the other layers higher on the list. Holding the SHIFT key down while pressing the

buttons will lift the layer to the top or lower the layer to the bottom respectively.

2.6.5 Flood Forecasting

Flood Forecast

Flood Forecasting Architecture

An operating flood forecast system is highly procedural and relies on a significant amount of data layers, reference

files and configuration settings.

waterRIDE facilitates a wide range of approaches to forecasting which allows a system to best leverage available

datasets in your catchment. 

The simplest method of generating a forecast is to input the gauge level(s) directly on the basis of current gauge

readings or BoM predictions. This approach is ideal if external organisations provide predicted flood levels or flows at

locations in your catchment.

Such gauge readings/predictions may not be available for all catchments, especially those flashier catchments for which

federal agencies may not provide forecast levels. In this case, actual and/or predicted rainfall can be used to determine

likely flows/levels in the catchment. Primarily, this is achieved through real-time hydrologic modelling.
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The forecast engine uses the entered gauge levels to generate an interpolated flood surface using the library of

modelled flood surfaces (hydraulic interpolation). If predicted rain is used to estimate a gauge level, a sensitivity

surface can also be generated showing the relative extents of the predicted level plus or minus an amount using a

variation in the rainfall. 

Finally any flood surface/GIS integration tasks are run (such as road closure depths) to create expected flood intelligence

on the likely implications of the forecast flood.

The following flow diagram details the interaction and sequential processing of a flood forecast during an event.
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The Flood Forecast tool allows the user to setup a system for deriving peak water surface (levels and depths) from a

predicted gauge (river) level. Using a library of design water surfaces (*.wrb or *.wrr), covering a range of flood events,

a predicted flood surface is interpolated using the gauge level to determine which two surfaces to interpolate between

(one above the gauge level and one below).

In the figure below, Hi is the predicted gauge level. The library of design flood surfaces (H1 to H5), is examined at the

gauge location to determine the upper surface (H2) and lower surface (H3) to use in interpolation. The predicted

surface is then interpolated at all locations on the surface using the ratio between the surfaces at the gauge location. In

this way, the water surface profile and slope is preserved.

For example, the figure below shows a profile extracted from a predicted water surface for a gauge level between the

1 in 100 and PMF flood events.
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Note that a predicted surface can only be interpolated between two design flood surfaces (ie it cannot be extrapolated

beyond a known surface). Therefore, it is important to ensure that the design flood surfaces cover the range of floods

for which the forecast tool is expected to be used.
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The first figure, above, shows the predicted surface for a gauge level of 8.0m. The second figure shows the predicted

surface for a gauge level of 12.0m.

Multiple Gauge Forecasting

Often, flood model results cover a number of catchments. In such cases, it is important to preserve the relative degree

of flooding in each catchment in any predicted surface. For example, one catchment may be experiencing the 1 in 20

year flood event whilst another is experiencing the 1 in 100 year flood event. With a gauge level in each catchment, 

waterRIDE™ can warp the predicted water surface to account for the differing degrees of flooding across the

catchment.

This is achieved by setting up Zones of Influence for each of the gauges in the catchment (Gauge Zones). Within any

gauge zone, the predicted water surface is interpolated using only the gauge within that zone. Between zones (an area

known as a Buffer Zone) predicted flood levels are interpolated using a distance weighted average of the surrounding

gauges.

The figure below shows a system with 3 gauges. There is one zone of influence for each gauge and a buffer zone in

between.
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To setup a flood forecast system, refer to Setting Up A Flood Forecast System.

For instructions on running a forecast system, refer to Running a Flood Forecast.

2.6.5.1 Setting Up A Flood Forecast System

BACKGROUND

General Requirements

To setup a forecast system, a number of files must be in the current view, including (refer to Flood Forecast for the

theory behind forecasting):

- library of flood surfaces (TIN or Grid)

- GIS layer containing the gauge location(s) and name(s)

- Rainfall and stream level data source layers

These layers make up the base for a forecasting system. From this base, other components can be added.

Note that all layers must be in the same projection and all flood surfaces must share a common spatial framework. A

project file must be saved prior to setting up the forecast system.

System Types
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Generally, there are three components to a system:

Conversion of forecast levels into flood surfaces

Conversion of forecast rainfall/flow/dam outflows etc into forecast levels

Conversion of forecast flood surfaces into flood intelligence

Conversion of Predicted Flood Levels into Surfaces

This component of a forecasting system will taken gauge level forecasts (whether generated by another process in

waterRIDE, entered manually, or collected from external agencies/processes) and convert them into a flood surface.

Usually, this is achieved using hydraulic interpolation for its simplicity, accuracy, speed and robustness (however, real-

time hydraulic modelling is also available). This process involves either a Single gauge, or may use Multiple gauges to

account for the spatial variance in flooding, and is part of all flood forecasting systems.

Conversion of Forecast rainfall/flow/dam outflows into forecast levels

This component of a forecasting system is not always required. For example, on large rivers in Australia the BoM will

issue peak gauge level forecasts. These could be simply entered into the system as forecast gauge levels.

However, for flashier catchments or those for which external agencies do not provide gauge level forecasts, this

component will allow you to determine likely gauge levels using:

Real-time hydrology (RAFTS, URBS, WBNM, and RORB)

DAM outflows

External forecast files (eg outputs from other systems including time varying tables)

Flow/Rainfall/ARI based interpolation

External lookup tables

Conversion of Flood Surfaces into Flood Intelligence

The final step in the process, if required, is to setup requirements for further processing of the interpolated surface

such as generating GIS intelligence and Publishing results to another network location where access to a wider

audience is provided via other waterRIDE projects. Flood intelligence is often the most important output from a

forecasting system, moving beyond "what will it look like?" to the more important question "what does it mean?". 

Generally, flood intelligence is created by integrating the forecast flood surface with GIS asset layers such as:

evacuation routes, properties, critical infrastructure, facilities etc.

Part of this process is also Archiving of key input/output datasets

SETTING UP A FORECASTING SYSTEM

The Flood Forecast Setup Form
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Setting up a flood forecasting system has been grouped into a collection of tasks including:

Working with Gauge layers (external gauge based datasets)

Zones of Influence (ZOI)

General forecast setup/configuration: hydraulic interpolation library, GIS Intelligence

Rainfall/Level based forecasting setup: real-time hydrology, hydrologic interpolation

Publish settings: publishing and archiving

Conversion of Predicted Flood Levels into Surfaces - Base Forecast Setup - Hydraulic Interpolation

Ensure that the relevant source datasets (as discussed above), are in the current project.

Select Forecast Setup -> Base Forecast
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1) Select the GIS layer containing the gauge location in the "Forecast Stream Gauge(s)" box

2) Select the field in the layer containing the gauge name

3) Select the field in the layer containing the gauge ID (cross-reference between the GIS gauge layer and a stream GAG

data layer, if used)

4) Select the field in the layer containing the gauge zero datum value, if available

Single Gauge

5i) Select Single Gauge in the "Flood Surface Interpolation Method" box and select the gauge name to use from

the list  

Multiple Gauges

5i) Select  Multiple Gauges

5ii) Select the Zones of Influence (zoi) factor file by clicking the edit box.

5iii) Select the associated GIS layer used to generate the ZOI Factors file.

6) Select surfaces in the current project to use in the "Flood Model Surface Library" box.

7) Click on each name in the library list and enter the ARI in years (this data enables a gauge level to be interpolated

from an ARI). 
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8) Initially in the "Forecast Interpolated Surface" box enter any desired prefix for the interpolated filename and click the

run button  to create the file and add it to the project. If it already exists, select it from the list. This is the file

which can be used to access the forecast flood surface. The "Interpolated.wrb/.wrr" file should be used in any view

where you wish to access the forecast flood surface. It can be treated as a normal water surface, except that it will be

updated when a forecast is run.

9) Click  to save the forecast setup. The setup information is saved to the [GAUGES] section

of the *.vmini file for the project.

Conversion of Flood Surfaces into Flood Intelligence

1) Open 

2) Tick the box to automatically update a GIS layer using a *.vmfpm script file (created using the GIS Intelligence tool)

after the predicted surface has been calculated. Specify the *.vmfpm file to update by clicking the edit box. This may be

useful, for example, if the user wishes reprocess a GIS-Flood integration task to update a GIS layer with the predicted

flood level for use with scaled house photos.

3) Tick the box to automatically generate any flood report(s) using a flood report script (*.vmrep). Flood reports can be

configured on the flood reports form.
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4) Setup group processing if multiple surfaces (via composite files) are to be used. This may be useful if you are

running separate catchments at once using the same input data.

5) If sensitivity analysis is desired, select the sensitivity box. This allows you to generate a sensitivity surface showing the

implications of a +/- at the various gauges. This may be entered manually, ot derived as a product of the input data

(eg +/- 20% forecast rainfall)

6) If scenarios are to be included in forecasting, select the relevant box. At forecast run time, this allows you to run a

range of manual gauge level scenarios and have them saved to a time varying waterRIDE file. You can then "animate"

through the scenarios for rapid "what-if" outcome analysis.

7) Click  to save settings to the vmini file.

Conversion of Forecast RAINFALL into forecast levels

The "Rain/Level Setup" section is used to setup the requirements for converting fallen and predicted rainfall into

equivalent stream gauge levels for the surface interpolation. There are a number of options available including:

use of interpolated hydrology lookup tables for flash flooding

running hydrology models

using dam discharges (time based)

using external text files of gauge levels, flows or estimated ARI's.

using an external lookup table (lookup parameter vs level) - eg flow vs level, rainfall vs level, storm pressure vs ocean

level etc

1) Select Rain/Level Setup -> Source Data to setup the type of forecasting required, as well and rainfall-specific

parameters
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2) In the "Source data processing" box, select the primary method from the list and the appropriate data entry boxes

will be enabled (un-greyed). If a hydrology model is selected as the primary method, a secondary method can also be

included as an alternative forecasting approach.

3) If hydrology modelling has been selected and gauged rainfall is available, select the actual rain gauge data layer

(GAG file) in the "Rain & Level Data" box. If storm tide forecasting is being used, specify the gag layer containing storm

tide based gauge levels. Additionally, specify the gag layers containing upper and lower bound gauge levels if

sensitivity surfaces are to be created.

4) If recorded stream level data is available, select the relevant data layer (GAG file). Having this data available enables

a current flood surface to be generated.

5) Select the forecast mode for the system to run in. Select LIVE mode for a real-time flood forecasting system. In Live

mode, the selected gauge window will expand automatically as the readings in the rainfall gauge layer expand. Use the

tickbox to enable automatic updating of rainfall and river level gauge information from data automatically collected

using waterRIDE™ Forecast Console. Select TRAINING mode to use historical (or external) rainfall data to drive a

simulated flood event. In such an event, the end time of the selected gauge window can be used to "step through" the

flood. 

6) If waterRIDE Forecast Console is being used to automatically collect gauge data, tick the box to enable a timer that

will refresh the relevant project gag layers. Specify the folder containing the console log file(s) to allow access to teh

log file within the forecasting front page.

7) If wishing to use polygon forecast rain (a GIS layer of polygons defining a spatial distribution of manual rainfall (in
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addition to any global rainfall)), specify that GIS layer in the Polygon GIS Layer edit box. This polygon GIS layer must be

in the project and the first 4 fields are assumed to be:

a - Polygon ID - used to reference rainfall for each polygon

b - Rainfall total (mm) - total amount of rain for this polygon. This value can be edited when running a forecast

c - Rainfall duration (hrs) - duration over which the total rain should be evenly distributed. This value can be

edited when running a forecast

d - Priority - Governs which polygon should be used where polygons overlap. Priority is a number. The smaller

the number, the higher priority.

The file can be created using the create tool if preferred.

This polygon layer can be edited using any GIS package, waterRIDE GIS editing tools, or the polygon rain tools when

the polygon rain GIS layer is active in a view (as below). These tool operate in the same manner as the waterRIDE GIS

editing tools. The rainfall values can be entered directly. Any changes must be saved for polygon rain to be updated.

8) Enter regional IFD curves to enable an indicative ARI for manually entered rainfall to be determined. This can be

extracted from the Australian BoM website.

9) If Met. Bureau gridded fallen and/or forecast rainfall is available (eg BoM, MetService, WeatherZone etc), add any

grids (waterRIDE™ WRR files) to use in the forecast by clicking the add grid button ( ). Only one fallen and/or one

forecast grid can be used for a given forecast and are specified by the user at the time of forecast execution. The

default grid can be selected by ticking the desired grid. Only one grid can be set as the default. The waterRIDE™

Forecast Console application can be used to automate the download and conversion of this data from provider FTP

(and HTTP) sites.
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10) If hydrology modelling has been selected, you can optionally specify the gauge layer to store the rainfall for each

sub-catchment/node that has been entered into the model (the Input Rainfall GAG). This gag layer must be a "Model

Rain" type. Hydrology model specific parameters are setup on the relevant model's page/tab. You can also specify

whether the time series from the hydrologic modelling results should be used to generate a time-varying flood

forecast surface (which will add to processing time). 

11) Click the Gauge Levels panel to continue setup

12) If real-time hydrology has been selected, you can enable time-based forecasting if desired. Note - this can increase

computation time. Each timestep will take the same amount of time to interpolate as the peak surface. Enter an input

rain gag layer if you wish to0 visualise the rainfall that was input to the real-time hydrologic model.

12) If hydrology interpolation is desired has been chosen, select the relevant lookup table file. These tables are similar

to an IFD table except that they contain either flow or level in addition to the intensity (rows of increasing duration and

column pairs of increasing ARI with intensity and flow, or intensity and level). The flow table can be readily generated

from hydrology modelling and the level table from direct rainfall hydraulic modelling. If flow interpolation has been

chosen, the relevant rating table file will also be required to convert flows into levels. An example hydrologic lookup

table is provided below

TITLE," Design Storm Results, Gauge XS at Link 78 (Blacks Alert)"

GAUGE,Blacks Bridge

ARI,5yr,5yr,10yr,10yr,20yr,20yr,50yr,50yr,100yr,100yr,500yr,500yr,2000yr,2000yr,PMF,PMF (this line is for

reference)

Durn,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I,Q,Avg I

0.5,142.2,83.63,170.8,95.59,210.90,112.03,265.9,134.82,311.7,152.16,429.3,196.58,545.80,239.21,1227.1,480.00
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1,206.4,57.63,249.1,66.20,308.10,77.91,390.0,93.96,456.4,106.69,630.8,138.78,797.10,169.76,1901.5,360.00

1.5,230.3,43.10,278.3,49.60,345.50,58.47,436.9,70.64,513.6,80.31,708.9,104.73,900.80,128.35,2154.4,273.00

2,244.0,34.92,295.1,40.25,367.00,47.50,464.7,57.45,546.5,65.38,756.6,85.41,969.10,104.83,2517.8,240.00

3,263.8,25.88,319.8,29.88,399.70,35.32,505.8,42.80,594.7,48.76,825.4,63.87,1053.50,78.55,2698.3,180.00

4.5,265.5,19.15,324.8,22.15,407.00,26.22,515.7,31.84,608.2,36.32,849.3,47.70,1090.50,58.78,2948.9,140.00

6,271.6,15.46,333.0,17.91,417.60,21.23,525.7,25.82,620.8,29.48,870.0,38.78,1120.00,47.86,2894.0,110.00

9,228.3,11.46,282.1,13.30,355.60,15.79,447.8,19.23,530.2,21.98,745.6,29.00,960.00,35.86,2633.2,87.00

12,236.1,9.26,291.1,10.77,366.60,12.80,450.9,15.61,533.7,17.86,750.4,23.60,969.60,29.23,2748.5,72.00

24,214.6,5.75,267.9,6.71,341.80,8.01,409.5,9.80,488.9,11.25,697.8,14.94,906.40,18.59,2954.9,52.00

11) If dam discharge has been chosen, select the dam discharge file describing flow vs time. An example file is

provided below"

DATETIME,FLOW

23/5/16 10:00:00,100

23/5/16 11:00:00,200

23/5/16 12:00:00,300

23/5/16 13:00:00,310

23/5/16 14:00:00,330

23/5/16 15:00:00,335

23/5/16 16:00:00,256

A rating curve will be required to convert dam outflows into levels at the relevant gauge.

12) If an external table is being used, select the table file, then identify the the data type (level, ARI or Flow) and the

source file type (CSV, SQL or XML). An example flow based table is below:

GaugeName,Flow

"Turakina at Mouth",300

"Turakina at SH3",450

"Turakina at ONeills Bridge",333

"Turakina at Baldwins Br",565

12) If an external table providing time-series datasets is being used, then identify the table containing gauge values

(level, flow or ARI) for each gauge and date/time. An example file is provided below:

DateTime,Mouth,SH3,ONeills Bridge,Baldwins Br,SH3 Bridge,Kauangaroa,Mangawhero,Saddle Road Bridge,

Mais Reach,Beehive Creek,Te Ekaou Confluence

7/07/2016 1:00,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111

7/07/2016 2:00,100,125,150,200,100,125,150,200,125,150,200

7/07/2016 3:00,145,150,200,300,145,150,200,300,150,200,300

7/07/2016 4:00,300,300,350,500,300,300,350,500,300,350,500

7/07/2016 5:00,500,500,500,400,500,500,500,400,500,500,400

7/07/2016 6:00,500,450,400,300,500,450,400,300,450,400,300

13) If gauge levels are to be determined from a lookup table, specify that table using the edit box. The lookup table

must be a CSV file, as follows:

Parameter Display Name, GaugeID1, GaugeID2, GaugeID3...

ParamValue1, LevelGauge1, LevelGauge2, LevelGauge3...

ParamValue2, ....

...

For example:

"Flow (m3/s)","Smith St Bridge","Virtual Gauge 3","Evans Rd"
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0,1,3,10.9

100,2,4,11.5

200,3,5,11.9

500,4,6,13

10000,5,7,16.2

The first cell contains the display name that the user will see next to the lookup table data entry box (Flow (m3/s) in the

above example). All gauges used in the forecasting project must have a corresponding column in the lookup table with

the column header being the gauge ID/Name/CommsID. Additional columns for other gages will be ignored. The

parameter against which the lookup is being processed must be increasing with each new line in the table.

14) Click  to save the settings to the project's vmini file.

15) See the following sections of this chapter for specific hydrologic model setup (only needed if running a real-time

hydrology system)

Setting up RAFTS Hydrology Model Data

There are two setup scenarios for a RAFTS model: 1: a simple model with a global hyetograph and a single gauge

output, and 2: a combination which includes either cascading models, temporal rainfall patterns, or multiple gauges.

The simple model setup requires the following parameters:
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1) Locate the RAFTS engine executable (raftsEngW.exe). The user must hold a valid RAFTS licence.

2) If GAG layers have been setup to review the RAFTS model output (TOT file flows & levels), select the appropriate files

in the "RAFTS Output" box. Note that the RAFTS model must have been configured to export all nodes to the TOT file.

3) In the RAFTS Setup box, select "Single model", "Global hyetograph" and "Single gauge".

4) Select the RAFTS model DAT file. The DAT file must have been configured to run on a global hyetograph as the

forecast routine overwrites the hyetograph data in the DAT file with the specified rainfall.

5) Select the rainfall gauge to use for sourcing recorded rain. This data comes from the rain gauge data layer specified

on the Basic Forecast page.

6) Enter the RAFTS node ID for the model output. This gauge must have been setup in RAFTS to be included in the TOT

file. The peak flow from this gauge is converted to a level and applied to the specified GIS gauge on the Basic Forecast

page.

7) Select the rating table file for the RAFTS output node.

8) If modifications for antecedent catchment conditions are required, check the box and fill in the table in the

"Catchment Condition Factors" box. Up to 8 catchment conditions can be created with factors to be applied to the base

initial and continuing loss factors in the model DAT file (a copy of the base DAT file is kept).
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9) Click the Run RAFTS Setup button to save the settings to the project's vmini file.

The more complex model setup (such as catchment distributed rainfall or cascasing models) requires the following

parameters:

1) Locate the RAFTS engine executable (raftsEngW.exe). The user must hold a valid RAFTS licence.

2) If GAG layers have been setup to review the RAFTS model output (TOT file flows & levels), select the appropriate files

in the "RAFTS Output" box. Note that the RAFTS model must have been configured to export all nodes to the TOT file.

3) In the RAFTS Setup box, select the appropriate Model setup, Rainfall storm type, as configured in the RAFTS model.

The Stream gauge forecast type should have already been set.

4a) Complete the RAFTS DAT Files column by clicking in the grid cells to locate the required files. Cascading models

require one line for each model and must be in the order of execution of the models (upstream to downstream). A

RAFTS DAT file is generated when the RAFTS model (*.xp) has been executed from within the RAFTS GUI.

4b) The "Node GIS or Pluvio CSV" file is either a cross-reference between the node IDs in the rainfall gauge (GAG) file

specified on the Basic Forecast page and the RAFTS model node IDs so that appropriate rainfall patterns can be

assigned  to each sub-catchment in the model or a GIS file of sub-catchment loading points (centroids) to enable each

sub-catchment's rainfall pattern to be loaded by interpolation from a TIN surface of the temporal recorded rainfall, or

from the gridded fallen rain. If using a GIS layer of points (most common), the user must specify the field containing the

RAFTS node ID (sub-catchment) used in the RAFTS model. The second field should contain the name of the RAFTS DAT

file the node belongs to if using cascading models. If using a CSV file, it must have following format:
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NODE_NAME,DAT_FILE,Easting,Northing

AC001,Lower_Logan_2013.dat,499050.06,6926529.5

AL001,Upper_Logan_2013.dat,496246.53,6911164

AL002,Upper_Logan_2013.dat,493743.19,6909043

AL003,Upper_Logan_2013.dat,488989.41,6905828

...

4c) The "Stream Gauge CSV" file is a cross-reference between the multiple GIS stream gauge IDs specified on the Basic

Forecast page, the equivalent RAFTS node ID's and the relevant rating table file to enable the peak flows from the

RAFTS results files (TOT) to be converted to a level at the gauges. It should have the following format:

RIVER COMMS,DAT FILE,NODES ID,RATING CURVE

6267,Albert_River_2013.dat,WC001,Bahrs_Scrub.csv

6273,Albert_River_2013.dat,AR004,Beenleigh.csv

5320,Albert_River_2013.dat,AR017_BRM,Bromfleet.csv

6218,Lower_Logan_2013.dat,SC002,First_Ave.csv

6270,Lower_Logan_2013.dat,LR006,Logan_River_Parklands.csv

...

Rating curves follow the standard waterRIDE format.

4d) The RAFTS Basin Xref File is a cross-reference between the RAFTS Basin ID and a label for the basin/storage (eg

Callide Dam). Note that the basin order in this file must match the basin order in the RAFTS dat file. It's format is as

follows:

RAFTS_ID,NAME/COMMS_ID,Max Supply Level

DW18,"Kroombit Dam",677

DW27,"Callide Dam",567

If the RAFTS_ID corresponds with an actual gauge ID (say, from Enviromon) then the current water level will be

interrogated from the relevant stream gauges layer.

5) If modifications for antecedent catchment conditions are required, check the box and fill in the table in the

"Catchment Condition Factors" box. Up to 8 catchment conditions can be created with factors to be applied to the base

initial and continuing loss factors in the model DAT files (a copy of each base DAT file is kept). Alternatively, initial and

continuing loss values (in mm and mm/hr) can be specified if the relevant box is ticked. 

6) Click the Run RAFTS Setup button to save the settings to the project's vmini file.

Setting up URBS Hydrology Model Data

The URBS setup relies on the model being setup with a .VEC format catchment file and having the same filename as the

.RDF and .INI files. The output composite results .CSV file is used to access the results;
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1) The URBS executable engine needs to be located. The user must hold a valid URBS licence.

2) If GAG layers have been setup to review the URBS model output (CSV), select the appropriate files in the "URBS

Output" box. 

3) In the URBS Setup box, specify the URBS *.vec catchment definition file.

4) In the URBS Setup box, select the appropriate Rainfall storm type. The Stream gauge forecast type should have

already been set.

5) The normal URBS setup is to employ sub-area rain loadings with either a cross-reference to specific pluvio gauges

or to use a sub-area loading point coordinate file. Select the relevant file (Pluvio cross-reference or sub-area loading

point GIS file). The GIS points method enables each sub-area's rainfall pattern to be loaded by interpolation from a TIN

surface of the temporal recorded rainfall.

6) Select the Stream gauge cross-reference file (CSV). This file cross-references the output levels GAG node IDs with the

URBS output node labels.

7) Select the Storage cross-reference file (CSV). This file provides a list of all storage nodes in the URBS model and

their cross-reference to the output levels GAG node IDs. It is also used to get the required storage levels when the

model is run.

8) Antecedent catchment condition and model parameters are required. Fill in the table in the "Catchment Condition

Parameters" box. Up to 8 catchment sets can be created.
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9) Click the Run URBS Setup button to save the settings to the project's vmini file.

Setting up WBNM Hydrology Model Data

The WBNM setup relies on the model being setup with a .WBN format catchment file.

1) The WBNM executable engine (WBNMrun.exe or WBNM_eng.exe) must be specified. The user must hold a valid

WBNM licence. WBNM2012 and WBNM_Engine (2017 only) executables are supported.  You will need to specify which

version you are running as the executables require different parameters. The *.wbn model file specified can can

formatted for WBNM 2009, 2012 and 2017. To ensure compatibility across all versions, catchment names cannot

exceed 12 characters for any pre-2017 models (ie waterRIDE expects at least one space/tab between each column in

the topography section).

2) If GAG layers have been setup to review the WBNM model output, select the appropriate flow/level file(s) in the

"WBNM Output" box. 

3) In the WBNM Setup box, select the appropriate Rainfall storm type. The Stream gauge forecast type should have

already been set.

4) Specify the duration that the WBNM model should be run for after any forecast/actual rainfall has concluded (in

days).
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5) The normal WBNM setup is to employ sub-area rain loadings with either a cross-reference to specific pluvio gauges

or to use a sub-area loading point coordinate file. Select the relevant file (Pluvio cross-reference or sub-area loading

point GIS file). The GIS points method enables each sub-area's rainfall pattern to be loaded by interpolation from a TIN

surface of the temporal recorded rainfall.

6) Select the Stream gauge cross-reference file (CSV). This file cross-references the specified gauge ID's (which could

be forecast gauges and/or hydrology model "gauges") with the relevant WBNM output nodes and a rating curve to

convert modelled flows into levels. It has the following format

STREAM_OR_GAUGE_ID,MDL_NODE_ID,RATING_FILE

Cab_Test,KJC_39_00890,Test_Rating_Curve.csv

...

Rating curves follow the standard waterRIDE format.

7) Select the Storage cross-reference file (CSV). This file provides a list of all storage nodes in the WBNM model

against. It is also used to get the required storage levels when the model is run.

8) Antecedent catchment condition and model parameters are required. Fill in the table in the "Catchment Condition

Parameters" box. Up to 8 catchment  sets can be created.

9) Click the Run WBNM Setup button to save the settings to the project's vmini file.

Setting up RORB Hydrology Model Data
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1. Select the location of the RORB command line Engine executable on your system. This is usually in your RORB

installation folders.

2. Select the RORB catchment data file (*.cat or *.catg). This file must have labelled sub-catchments with a unique

ID.

3. Select the RORB storm type: Global hyetograph (same rainfall pattern across the catchment)  or Sub-Catchment

distribution (variable rainfall pattern across each sub-catchment).

4. Select the sub-catchments GIS file indicating the location at which to load rainfall for each subcatchment. The

GIS layer must have a field that matches the ID used for each sub-catchment in the catchment data file.

5. Select the X-reference file between the RORB model, the GIS stream gauges layer (or forecast location layer),

and the rating curve to convert forecast flows into gauge levels. This is a CSV file with a row for each stream

gauge at which the flood forecasts are executed. 

Each row must contain:

Stream Node ID, RORB Node ID, Rating Curve.csv

Rating curves follow the standard waterRIDE format.

6. Categorise catchment losses using as many categories as required. For each category, enter the Initial and
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Continuing losses as either a factor (multiplied by the inter-station area values stored on the *.par runfile), or

as a value (in mm) for each category. If values are used (as opposed to multipliers), the losses are applied as 

global losses to all sub-catchments.

7. Select model GAG layers to store any raw RORB outputs (flow/level) for interrogation

Forecast Using Storm Tide Levels

Forecast storm tide levels from the Stevens Institute or NOAA can be setup as follows

1) Select Rain/Level Setup -> Source Data to setup the type of forecasting required (generally manual)

2) Enter the storm tide GAG layer recorded stream level data is available, select the relevant data layer (GAG file).

Having this data available enables a current flood surface to be generated.

3) Select the forecast mode for the system to run in. Select LIVE mode for a real-time flood forecasting system. In Live

mode, the selected gauge window will expand automatically as the readings in the rainfall gauge layer expand. Use the

tickbox to enable automatic updating of rainfall and river level gauge information from data automatically collected

using waterRIDE™ Forecast Console. Select TRAINING mode to use historical (or external) rainfall data to drive a

simulated flood event. In such an event, the end time of the selected gauge window can be used to "step through" the
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flood. 

4) If waterRIDE Forecast Console is being used to automatically collect gauge data, tick the box to enable a timer that

will refresh the relevant project gag layers. Specify the folder containing the console log file(s) to allow access to teh

log file within the forecasting front page.

Publish Forecast Results

The flood forecast process necessarily relies on quite a number of data files which cannot be moved or altered once

the system has been setup for operation. A typical installation has the waterRIDE project(s) and the project files

together with the other relevant forecast reference files located on a machine/network folder that is secure and

protected from un-authorised access. Since the purpose of running a forecast is to inform flood managers and

emergency response personnel, access to the results needs to be made available without compromising the base

installation. There may also be a need to  undertake further processing, such as flood extent polygons and to export

map views and updated GIS datasets, along with archiving of key forecast datasets.

This capability is facilitated with having a publish site (network folder, virtual drive, etc) where the other users can safely

access the latest results.

1) Select the publish folder in the "Publish folder & default settings" box.
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2) Tick the publishing tasks that are required and click the Setup Publish Defaults add the settings to the .vmini file. Any

option that requires additional settings is indicated. These settings should be setup on the Item Settings  panel:

3) If email notifications are to be sent (generally letting end users know that a new forecast has been published),

configure the Email Notifications boxes as follows. Note that emails are sent via OLE using Outlook. The machine must

have a valid Outlook account and configuration to utilise this feature.

i - A text file containing a list of email addresses. Each address should be on a new line. Eg:

waterRIDE@advisian.com

;anold@email.address.com

waterRIDE@worleyparsons.com

ii - A text file containing the email body text. The first non-commented (coments use ';' at the start of a line) line

of this text file is the subject line. Eg:

; The first non-commented line contains the email subject

; All other lines are the message body

Flood Intelligence Update - Large River

mailto:waterRIDE@advisian.com
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A new forecast is available for "Big River".

Use waterRIDE to open the project file at "\\servername\waterRIDE\Expected Flooding.vmmap"

Regards

waterRIDE

4a) If exporting of views and datasets is required, Select the Export folder in the "Export preset views and data" box.

4b) Select "NewSetup" from the "Select export setup" drop down.

4c) Select the GIS file that has the exported view definitions in the "XML View Export Setup" box.

4d) Select the field with the output file name for the exported view.

8) Select the field defining the exported map width.

9) Select the view from the project to be exported.

10) Select a GIS points layer to exported point data (eg depth over property floor levels).

11) Select the appropriate field from this layer for the data to be exported.

12) Click the Add Export Setups button to save the settings to the .vmini file.

Archiving Forecasts

When a particular forecast has been run, it can be archived as part of the publishing process. Archiving will copy

specified key input and output datasets to a time stamped sub-folder within the archive folder (yyyy-mo-dd_hh_mm_ss).

Only datasets that have been configured as part of the forecasting setup can be archived.
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1) Select the folder to archive datasets to

2) Select the datasets to archive and click Add Settings

3) Archiving is accessible from the publish tab when a forecast is run

Running a Flood Forecast

Refer to Running a Flood Forecast for information on executing flood forecasts.

2.6.5.1.1  Using External Gauge Data

Using External Gauge Data (GAG Layers)

If external gauge data is to be used in a waterRIDE™ flood forecasting system, a gauge (*.GAG) layer must be

configured. A GAG layer provides a link between external gauge data and waterRIDE™. 
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GAG layers usually contain time series river levels, rainfall amounts or storm tide levels for any number of gauges, as

well as some general information about the gauge. GAG layers can also be setup to contain the outputs of hydrologic

models such a modelled flows or levels. 

Only a single type (rain, level or model) of gauge can be included in a single file. Generally, a river based forecasting

system will usually have one GAG layer for rainfall, and another for river levels, with optional Model output gauges if a

real-time hydrologic modelling system has been configured. For a storm tide system, there may be three GAG layers:

the expected gauge levels and an upper and lower bounds GAG layer (generally from ensemble modelling).

Note that for a water level gauge (physical river gauge), all readings are stored to a national geodetic height datum

(eg AHD in Australia), with a local gauge datum (or gauge zero) being used to convert between gauge readings (stage)

and actual water level (level).

Setting Up A GAG Layer

Select Forecast->Gauge Layers->Create New Gauge Layer

1) Select the GAG layer gauge type: Pluvio/Water Level for physical gauges or Model Level/Model Flow for Model

outputs or Model Rain for Model rainfall input (sub-catchment based hyetographs as input into the model) 

2) Select the GIS layer or CSV containing information about the gauge. As a minimum, for each gauge this must include:
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Gauge Name - Gauge name identifier. For labelling purposes only.

Gauge ID - Unique gauge ID - can be used for cross referencing between GAG layer and its datasource (eg

Enviromon)

CommsID - Unique communications ID number for the gauge - can be used for cross referencing between GAG layer

and its datasource (eg Enviromon)

X/Y Coord - Required if a CSV file is used. Coordinates read directly from the GIS layer otherwise.

For Water Level gauges, additional fields can be specified:

- Datum - adjustment to subtract from gauge stage readings to convert them into water levels. Commonly

referred to as gauge zero.

- Minor/Moderate/Major - water levels for relevant flood, in national height datum

For Model Flow gauges, an additional "Threshold" flow can be specified (such as the flow at which a road is

overtopped). This value is used to draw a red horizontal line on the flow plot, as shown below. If this value is less

than 0, no line will be displayed.

3) Assign the above fields to relevant label from the dropdown list

4) Select the BoM IFD table to use for the GAG layer (Pluvio or Model Rain only). This allows general ARI statistics to be

calculated for the recorded rainfall over varying time windows. In Australia, this can be collected directly from: http://

www.bom.gov.au/water/designRainfalls/ifd/ 

An example file is provided below:

http://www.bom.gov.au/water/designRainfalls/ifd/
http://www.bom.gov.au/water/designRainfalls/ifd/
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5) Enter the location to save the GAG layer to.

6) Select the coordinates of the source gauge location information and the output GAG layer. If reprojection is

required, these should be different.

7) Click "Create New layer"

Linking A GAG Layer to a Datasource

Once setup, a GAG layer must be linked to a datasource in order to populate it with gauge readings. Select Forecast-

>Gauge Layers->Add Gauge Readings.
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1) Select the GAG layer to populate

2) Select the Data Source Type (Enviromon, Database, CSV file or URBS output) depending on the source of the gauge

data.

3) Tick the Clear Existing Time Series Data box if you wish to delete existing data in the file. If importing river gauge

readings from an Enviromon group sensor report, you can specify if the readings are in gauge datum (stage). The

default option is that readings are in a national geodetic height datum (eg AHD in Australia). If readings are to a local

gauge datum, then the "datum" for each gauge will be added to all readings as they are imported.

4) If using a Text File (CSV), specify the location of the text file. The first line of this file is the header line. The first cell of

this line is ignored, with subsequent cells being the gauge ID (or CommsID or GaugeName) for each gauge in a

separate column. The gauge time series data is then defined by row, with the first cell being the full date time. An

example file format follows (should be comma separated):

TIME 1566 5549 6711 5515 4132 1993

1/05/2015 22:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:55 0 0 0 3 0 1

1/05/2015 21:50 0 1 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:45 0 0 0 2 0 0

1/05/2015 21:40 0 0 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:35 0 0 3 0 0 4

1/05/2015 21:30 0 0 4 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:25 0 0 1 0 0 0
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5) If linking to Enviromon data, specify the location of the relevant Group Sensor Report output file.

6) If linking to a database, specify the location of the GAGSQL file.

7) Select Add New Data to Layer Now to collect information from the datasource

8) Select Add Layer Source to Setup to save the configuration to the project file for repeated data collection

Linking a GAG Layer to a CSV file

A GAG layer can be linked to a CSV file. The first line of this file is the header line. The first cell of this line is ignored,

with subsequent cells being the gauge ID (or CommsID or GaugeName) for each gauge in a separate column. The

gauge time series data is then defined by row, with the first cell being the full date time. An example file format follows

(should be comma separated):

TIME 1566 5549 6711 5515 4132 1993

1/05/2015 22:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:55 0 0 0 3 0 1

1/05/2015 21:50 0 1 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:45 0 0 0 2 0 0

1/05/2015 21:40 0 0 0 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:35 0 0 3 0 0 4

1/05/2015 21:30 0 0 4 0 0 0

1/05/2015 21:25 0 0 1 0 0 0

Linking a GAG Layer to Enviromon - Configuring an Enviromon Group Sensor Report

Open the Enviromon Console application and select Reports->Group.
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On the Profiles Tab, select New and enter and appropriate ID and description (commonly wR_Rain or wR_Level)
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On the Sensor Selection Tab, select All Sensors
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On the Sensor Type Classifications tab, select Rainfall or Water Level, as appropriate. Only one sensor type can

appear in the report.
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On the Time Window Tab, select a suitable time period of the last XXX hours. Select a suitable timestep and

ensure that the timestep "stepping" is set to Align to Time-Step
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On the Layout Tab, select whether to use the CommsID or Station No,Sensor No., Sensor type Class as the ID to

cross reference to the GAG layer.
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On the Profiles Tab, click Save to save the sensor report.
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Batching an Enviromon Group Sensor Report

A windows scheduled task can be setup to automatically run a Group Sensor Report at regular intervals. Generally, it is

simplest to create a regular windows batch file (*.bat) that contains the command to extract the report, and then

schedule the execution of the batch file.

The batch file should contain the path to the Enviromon Reporting Executable, as well as parameters containing the

ReportID to run and the location to save the report output. An example is provided below (the fields highlighted in 

bold should be changed to match you system setup:
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"d:\Australian Bureau of Meteorology\Enviromon\NetBase\NetClient\Bin\EM_Report_Group.exe" /Automated /

ProfileTag "wR_Rain" /OutputMethod WriteToDisk "E:\Enviromon Profile Reports\Enviromon-Rainfall.txt" /

DfltConnTag LOCAL_MACHINE

Once a batch file has been created, a Windows Scheduled Task (Task Scheduler) should be created. Some example

settings are provided below:
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Linking a GAG Layer to an SQL Database - Creating a GAGSQL Layer

A GAG layer can be linked to information inside a database. A UDL connection file must be created for the database

and a suitable SQL/Stored Procedure coded to extract the required information. Essential result fields in the resulting

table are the GaugeID for each row (directly matching the unique CommsID or GaugeID in the GAG layer configuration)

and the output value to include in the GAG layer (eg rain, level, ARI etc).

An example UDL configuration is provided below:
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The following GAGSQL file provides an example of running a stored procedure in a TARDIS system that returns gauge-

based ARI's for use in forecasting:

Debug: True

UDL file: TARDIS.udl

Queries: EXEC spExternalWaterride @StreamPointList @DateTo @HoursDuration @CurrentWeightings

@LossesPerHour @MetEyePercent

Result Fields: ID=StreamPointID VALUE=ARI

End 

Notes:

StreamPointList = csv list of TARDIS IDs

DateTo = End date for retrieval 'dd mmm yyyy hh:nn'

HoursDuration = preceding hours over which to get the ARI
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HoursDuration= 0= using historical weightings

LossesPerHour= -1= using calculated losses per hour

MetEyePercent = Bom PME precip percent (10, 25 or 50)

Results table fields: StreamPointID, IFD, ARI, ARI_1yr, ARI_2yr... 20yr, 50yr, 100yr, 200yr, 1000yr, 2000yr

2.6.5.1.2  Creating A Zones Of Influence File

A Zones of Influence factors file is required when running a multi gauge surface interpolation to enable bending or

warping of the surface to suit differing intensities along a river or between tributaries. A ZOI GIS file must first be

created to define the necessary zones and identify the linkages.

The ZOI GIS Layer contains the zones of influence for each gauge (gauge zones), as well as the buffer zones between

gauge zones,  and backwater and tributary zones attached to buffer zones. It is a GIS layer containing regions

representing each gauge zone and as many buffer, backwater, tributary, and levee zones as necessary. To avoid

discontinuity in water surfaces, there should always be a buffer zone between gauge zones, and zones should overlap

slightly along common edges. The GIS file used by waterRIDE™ to create a Zones Of Influence file (zoi). The ZoI GIS layer

can be created manually, or automatically if using a simple gauge zone/buffer zone configuration.
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Manually Creating a ZoI GIS Layer:

A ZoI GIS layer can be created in waterRIDE™ or any GIS package. The structure of the file must be as follows:

Field 1 CODE (Integer) Sequentially numbered gauge ID's (starting at 1) from

downstream to upstream as per the "Zone Type" codes on the screenshot above. Set to 0 for a buffer zone.

Field 2 GAUGENAME (Char) Name of gauge inside the gauge zone (must match exactly). Set to

"Buffer Zone" for a buffer zone.

Field 3 REFGAUGES (Char) Comma Separated List of Gauge Codes buffer zones apply to. Set to

the same as Code for a gauge zone.

An example Zones of Influence GIS file is provided below, with the downstream end being the zone at the bottom left.

Gauges are yellow diamonds. Gauge Zones are shaded green. Buffer Zones are shaded brown. Gauge zones must

contain only gauge. Buffer Zones must intersect with at least two Gauge Zones. Buffer Zones cannot contain any

gauges.
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CODE for a ZoI GIS layer. Note sequentially increasing numbering from the start of each "downstream end".
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REFGAUGES for a ZoI GIS layer. Note each Gauge Zone only references itself.
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GAUGENAME for a ZoI GIS layer. Note each Gauge Zone matches exactly the name field in the GIS gauges layer.

Automatically Creating a ZoI GIS File

A ZoI GIS file can be created using a GIS file of appropriately structured polygons, along with the GIS gauges layer

(points). This only applies to a simple multi-gauge configuration consisting of buffer and gauge zones only. The

polygons should be setup as follows:

1) A gauge zone can contain only one gauge

2) A buffer zone must intersect at least two gauge zones.

3) A buffer zone cannot contain any gauges
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4) The downstream ends of each "ZoI branch" must be marked with a "D" or 'd' in a field.

Once created, the raw ZoI GIS layers can be processed into a formatted ZoI GIS layer using the "Create Using Existing

Polygons GIS" tool.

Creating the ZoI File

The second part of the process, once the ZOI GIS layer has been completed is to generate the ZOI factors file.

1) In the "Create the ZOI Factors File" box, Select the Stream GIS layer. This is the layer that will be used in the forecast

setup to define the multiple gauges that are being used. There must be an exact correlation between the gauge names

used in the ZOI Factors file and the gauge names used for the forecasting.

2) Select the name filed from the gauges GIS layer.

3) Select the ZOI GIS layer created above.

4) Select any of the forecast surfaces (library surfaces or interpolated).

5) If a stream centreline has been used set the buffer distance.

6)Select a location and name to save the ZOI Factors file to.

7) Click the Run  button to execute the process.

8) When the process has finished, a series of binary raster grids can be created to enable the ZOI factors across the

buffer zones to be viewed.

2.6.5.1.3  Forecast Rainfall Grids

Forecast Rainfall Grids

Time-based spatial rainfall forecasts are issued by various agencies. waterRIDE™ supports forecast rainfall products

from:

Australian Bureau of Meteorology

MetService (NZ)
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WeatherZone

Once converted, the forecast rainfall surfaces can be visualised/interrogated in the same way as any waterRIDE™

surface.

Note that these grids are provided in UTC time format. The time settings of the machine doing the grid import will be

used to provide a localised date/time basis to the data.

An example forecast surface is provided below:

The import tools are available on the setup live panel, in the forecast group. Automatic download and conversion is

available through the waterRIDE FORECAST Console.
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Australian Bureau of Meterology (BoM)

waterRIDE™ supports the folllowing Australian Bureau of Meteorology forecast rainfall products (available on

subscription from the Bureau):

1) Australian Digital Forecast Database (ADFD) v3: A 3-hourly expected rainfall total for the next 2 days, for probabilities

of exceedence of 10%, 20% and 50%. Each dataset has a separate netCDF file (*.nc or zipped *.gz), at a 6km grid.

2) Poor Mans Ensemble (PME) v3: A 3 hourly expected rainfall total for the next 7 days, for probabilities of exceedence of

10%, 25%, and 50%. All datasets are contained within the one netCDF file (*.nc4), at a 40km grid.

3) NowCast (RAINFIELDS 3): A 10-minute expected rainfall total for the next 2 hours, at a 1km grid (single radar) or 2km

grid (multiple radar). A single file containing 1 rainfall grid or multiple ensembles are available.

4) RADAR (RAINFIELDS 3): BoM Radar products: calibrated, uncalibrated, blended radar + gauges. These products are

a single netCDF file for each timstep. waterRIDE will merge multiple files into a single dataset. 1km grid (single radar) or

2km grid (multiple radar).

5) RAINFIELDS3 QPF: BoM QPF "ACCESS-C" ensemble. Hourly timesteps for the next 12 hours. Data provided from BoM

as a single file containing multiple ensembles.

To import any of the above datasets, download the netCDF file(s) from the Bureau's FTP site and use the relevant

import routine. A waterRIDE™ grid (*.wrr) file will be created. 

Where datasets contain ensembles, you can either specify the ensemble ID to convert, or use an ID of -1 (default) to

have waterRIDE determine:

a. the upper bound across all ensemble values for each cell,

b. the upper bound across all ensemble values for each cell, and

c.  the average value of all ensembles for each cell.

To provide a seamless dataset of 7 days rainfall forecasts, the ADFD and PME datasets can be merged. In this case, the

finer scale ADFD dataset will take priority over the coarser PME dataset (ie the first 2 days will be based on the ADFD

dataset, and the remaining 5 days on the PME dataset).

MetService (NZ)

MetService (NZ) publishes time-based forecast rainfall surfaces in netCDF format. Select the file to convert and specify

the desired output projection.
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WeatherZone

WeatherZone publishes time-based fallen and forecast rainfall grids in netCDF format. Select the file(s) to convert.

2.6.5.1.4  Create Rating Curves

Create Rating Curves

Rating curves form an important part of many flood forecasting systems. There are two parts to creating ratings

curves:

Extracting hydrographs (flow vs time) from the time-varying water surfaces

Building a rating curve

The tools are accessed on the Forecast->Setup->Rating Curves menu:
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Extract Flow Hydrograph

This tool will extract flow hydrographs from multiple time-varying water surfaces. The cross sections along which to

extract the hydrographs flow are defined as polylines in a GIS layer. A field in the GIS layer defines the ID for each cross

section.

When the tool is run, the hydrographs will be saved in separate CSV files with the following nomenclature:

XSectID-WaterSurfaceFileName.CSV

Build Rating Curve

Once hydrographs have been extracted, a rating curve can be manually created using this tool.
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1)  Load all relevant waterRIDE hydrograph files (*.csv), or TUFLOW PO Line Export Files (*.csv) for a

location. 

2) Enter drawing mode to draw the rating curve to match the raw data. Left clicking on the chart when

in this model will add a point to the rating curve. The cursor will change to a cross.

3)  Enter zoom/pan mode to zoom in on the raw data. Left click at the top left of your desired zoom

window and drag down and right to draw the zoom window. Right click and drag to pan the chart. Left click and drag

to the upper left to reset back to the full chart extent.

4) Enter edit rating curve mode. Left click on a rating curve point and drag to its new position, or

simply left click anywhere on the chart to move the nearest node to that point. The cursor will change to a hand.

5)  Save the current rating curve to a waterRIDE™ rating curve file (*.csv)

Rating Curve File Format

waterRIDE rating curves follow a simple CSV file format. An example is provided below:

TITLE,Sample Rating Curve for reference only, not used by system

GAUGE,Cab_Test for reference only, not used by system

Q,WL header line for rating data

0,500 start of rating curve data

17.45,524.42

33.18,524.7
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57.57,524.96

...

2.6.5.1.5  Forecast Console

The waterRIDE™ Forecast Console is designed to automate the collection and update of datasets for a real-time flood

forecasting system. It is licensed separately to waterRIDE™ FLOOD Manager.

waterRIDE™ Forecast Console will:

Collect rainfall/river gauge information and update relevant gauge layers

Download gridded rainfall forecast surfaces from provider FTP sites

Convert gridded rainfall forecasts into waterRIDE™ format

Download dam outflow hydrographs from dam operator FTP sites

Batch run multiple forecast projects

Issue alerts

A Note on FTP Proxies [FTP PROXY CONFIGURATION]

waterRIDE™ Forecast Console supports connecting to an FTP server using:

No proxy

FTP proxy (in a variety of modes)

FTP over HTTP Proxy

No proxy configuration settings are required if proxies are not used. If using FTP proxies, you will need to configure

the type of proxy setup used in your organisation, along with required proxy server username/password/server/port.

Please contact your IT department to determine which of the following proxt schemes have been configured. Valid

values are 0 to 9. The default value is 0 which indicates that no proxy server is used. Supported proxy methods are as

below. Note: The ProxyHostname is the hostname of the firewall, if the proxy is a firewall. Also, the ProxyUsername and

ProxyPassword are the firewall username/password (if the proxy is a firewall).

ProxyType=0 (DEFAULT) - No Proxy Used

ProxyType=1 (SITE site)

USER ProxyUsername

PASS ProxyPassword

SITE Hostname

USER Username

PASS Password

ProxyMethod = 2 (USER user@site)

USER Username@Hostname:Port

PASS Password

ProxyType=3 (USER with login)

USER ProxyUsername

PASS ProxyPassword

USER Username@Hostname:Port

PASS Password

ProxyType=4 (USER/PASS/ACCT)

USER Username@Hostname:Port ProxyUsername

PASS Password

ACCT ProxyPassword

ProxyType=5 (OPEN site)
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USER ProxyUsername

PASS ProxyPassword

OPEN Hostname

USER Username

PASS Password

ProxyType=6 (firewallId@site)

USER ProxyUsername@Hostname

USER Username

PASS Password

ProxyType=7

USER ProxyUsername

USER ProxyPassword

SITE Hostname:Port USER Username

PASS Password

ProxyType=8

USER Username@ProxyUsername@Hostname

PASS Password@ProxyPassword

ProxyType=9

ProxyUsername ProxyPassword Username Password

Configuring Forecast Console - General

Forecast console is configured using a windows .ini file with the same name as the console executable

(wR_Flood_Console.ini). An example ini file is provided below with comments in bold.

[ADMIN]

;All file paths are assumed to be relative to the Main Folder unless the full path is used, 

; starting with a server name or drive letter

ForecastMainFolder=Z:\Forecasting\Forecast Project 1 folder containing forecasting project files (*.vmmap etc).

All RELATIVE paths should be relative to this folder

[FTP PROXY CONFIGURATION]

; User EITHER FTP proxy or HTTP Proxy

; Must be completed for relevant FTP PROXY

ProxyType=0 different FTP proxy management methods are available. Consult

your IT department for the appropriate settings (refer above)

;ProxyUser=username

;ProxyPass=password

;ProxyPort=21

;ProxyHost=ftpproxy.com

;Must be completed for FTP over HTTP Proxy

;HTTPProxyUser=username

;HTTPProxyPass=password

;HTTPProxyPort=8080

;HTTPProxyHost=httpproxy

[GAUGE DATA]

RainfallGagFile=Gauge Data\Rain.gag relative path to rainfall gauge layer

RainfallDataSource=Enviromon\Enviromon-Rainfall.txt source of raw rainfall data (SQL, Enviromon, CSV etc)
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RainfallDataType=Enviromon type of raw rainfall data (GagSql or Enviromon)

WaterLevelsGagFile=URBS\oakey\River.gag relative path to river level gauge layer

WaterLevelsDataSource=Enviromon\Enviromon-Levels.txt source of raw river level data (SQL, Enviromon, CSV etc)

WaterLevelsDataType=Enviromon type of raw rainfall data (GagSql or Enviromon)

RiverReadingsFormat=Level raw river level gauge data readings format (Level or

Stage)

[PUBLISH]

;PublishFolder=..\PUBLISH

PublishFolder=Publish relative path to publish folder

[LOG]

LogFolder=..\CONSOLE_LOG relative path to log file

[DAM FLOWS] Configuration of forecast dam outflow FTP server

HostName=extftp.sunwater.com.au

Username=user1

Password=P@ssw0rd

LocalFolder=EXTERNAL FILES Local folder to save file(s) to

NumSourceFiles=1

SourceFile_1=RRDOutFlow.csv Path to files on FTP server

[FORECAST]

;Specifies the list of forecast batch script files to run in batch mode

Number=3 Number of forecasting batch scripts to run in batch mode

ScriptFile_1=..\Site1\Site1-RunAllForecast.txt

ScriptFile_2=..\Site2\Site2-RunAllForecast.txt Relative path to each script file

ScriptFile_3=Example-RunAllForecast.txt

[BOM RAIN] Collection of Australian BoM forecast rainfall datasets from FTP

site: ADFD, PME, Rainfields Radar, NowCAST, QPF

; Use entries/data sources as needed

HostName=ftp.bom.gov.au BoM FTP server

  OR

HostName=z:\BoM\FcastData Path to local/network folder containing BoM raw rainfall datasets

Username=user

Password=pass

LocalFolder=BoM Rain\ Local folder to save data to

NumADFDSourceFiles=3

ADFDSourceFile_1=adfd\IDZ71031_AUS_Precip10Pct_SFC.nc.gz ADFD relative (FTP or network folder) filename

10% Exceedance - converted file will have the same name as the source netCDF file .wrr

ADFDSourceFile_2=adfd\IDZ71032_AUS_Precip25Pct_SFC.nc.gz ADFD relative (FTP or network folder) filename

25% Exceedance

ADFDSourceFile_3=adfd\IDZ71033_AUS_Precip50Pct_SFC.nc.gz ADFD relative (FTP or network folder) filename

50% Exceedance

PMEfolder=nwp4 PME folder on BoM FTP server

PMEprefix=IDYPME12.v3_1 Limits collection of PME files to those containing the specified

string in the filename

PME_WRRfile=PME-Forecastrain.wrr Output filename for PME grid

MergeADFDPME_ADFDfile=IDZ71032_AUS_Precip25Pct_SFC.nc.gz ADFD grid file to merge with PME, if desired

MergeADFDPME_OutFile=ADFD_PME-merged.wrr Output name of merged ADFD/PME grid

RF3RadarFolder_1=radar Relative path to folder containing RAINFIELDS3 dataset for 1st

Radar productID
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RF3RadarProductID_1=IDR313AR.RF3 RAINFIELDS3 RADAR based ProductID code (single timesteps that

will be merged into a single wrr)

RF3RadarProjection_1=356 RAINFIELDS3 output projection (waterRIDE code: 356 - MGA Zone

56, 355 = MGA Zone 55 etc)

RF3RadarFolder_2=radar Relative path to folder containing RAINFIELDS3 dataset for 2nd

Radar productID

RF3RadarProductID_2=IDR66M1.RF3

RF3RadarProjection_2=356

RF3QPFFolder_1=RF3 Testing\QPF 12hr Relative path to folder containing RAINFIELDS3 QPF forecast

rainfall dataset for 1st product ID

RF3QPFProductID_1=IDR313EA.RF3 RAINFIELDS3 QPF based ProductID code (single file containing

time varying data)

RF3QPFProjection_1=356 RAINFIELDS3 output projection

*** The following RAINFIELDS2 products are no longer supported. They were never officially released by the BoM

***

RadarFolder=radar Folder containing RADAR based RainFields products on BoM FTP

server

RadarProductID_1=IDR66AR BoM product ID code (usually prefix of file on FTP server). Use the

prefix of any number of product ID's. Converted files will be this ID with a .wrr extension.

RadarProductID_2=IDR66M

RadarProductID_3=IDR66M1

RadarProjection=356 waterRIDE output projection code. 3 + MGA zone (eg MGA Zone 56

is 356, Zone 55 is 355 etc)

RadarAppendTimeSteps=1 Append newer timesteps to existing dataset (FALSE/0) by default.

Should only be used for RADAR based rainfall.

NowCastFolder=radar Folder containing NowCAST based products on BoM FTP server

NowCastProductID=IDR66FA BoM product ID code (usually prefix of file on FTP server). Only

one NowCAST product is supported at any one time. Converted file will be this ID with a .wrr extension.

NowCastProjection=356 waterRIDE output projection code. 3 + MGA zone (eg MGA Zone 56

is 356, Zone 55 is 355 etc)

NowCastEnsembleID=1 Ensemble INDEX if file contains ensembles (valid 1..

NumEnsembles)

QPFFolder=radar Folder containing QPF based products on BoM FTP server

QPFProductID=IDR66FA BoM product ID code (usually prefix of file on FTP server). Only

one QPF product is supported at any one time. Converted file will be this ID with a .wrr extension.

QPFProjection=356 waterRIDE output projection code. 3 + MGA zone (eg MGA Zone 56

is 356, Zone 55 is 355 etc)

QPFEnsembleID=1 Ensemble INDEX if file contains ensembles (valid 1..

NumEnsembles)

[NETCDF GRIDDED RAIN FILES] Convert a folder of netCDF files from a single provider (BoM or

NZ MetService)

;GridType = BOMADFD or BOMPME or METSERVICENZ Only a single providers netCDF files can be in the folder

(BPMADFD or BOMPME or METSERVICENZ)

GridType=METSERVICENZ

;Projection=190 (for NZTM) or 191 (for NZMG) Desired output projection  - only needed for MetService Grids

(either 190 for NZTM or 191 for NZMG)

Projection=190

SourceFolder= Relative path to folder containing source netCDF files (*.nc), If

blank, defaults to MainProjectFolder

OutPutFolder= Relative path to destination folder for converted grids (*.wrr), If

blank, defaults to MainProjectFolder

FilePrefix1=nz8kmN-ECMWF Use prefixes to force conversion of only the newest (by file date)

netCDF files. The output name will be the prefix + .wrr
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FilePrefix2=nz8kmN-NCEP

FilePrefix3=nz8kmN-UKMO

[WEATHERZONE RAIN] Download WeatherZone forecast rainfall grids (netCDF)

HostName=ftp.weatherzone.com.au FTP Hostname (use either FTP or HTTP)

HostName=http://clients.weatherzone.com.au/ClientUserName/upload/WeatherZoneFolder/      Full HTTP URL string

to folder containing netCDF files (use either FTP or HTTP)

Username=abc123

Password=p@ssword

LocalFolder=RainFall Grids Local folder to save data to

HostFolder=FTP Folder Folder on FTP site containing netCDF files (only needed for FTP

connection - HTTP connections must define full URL to folder containing netCDF files)

RainGrid_1=folder\WeatherZone netCDF File 1 Any number of netCDF files to download from server. This should

be the relative path to the file from the FTP root folder

RainGrid_2=folder\WeatherZone netCDF File 2

RainGrid_3=folder\WeatherZone netCDF File 3

[NOAA STORM SURGE] Download NOAA forecast storm surge levels (petss) VIA FTP

HostName=ftp.ncep.noaa.gov FTP hostname (if using FTP connection)  OR

   OR

HostName=http://ftp.ncep.noaa.gov             HTTP server (if using HTTP connection)

Username= Leave blank

Password= Leave blank

LocalFolder=

SourceFolder=/pub/data/nccf/com/petss/prod Path to storm surge folder on FTP site    OR

   OR

SourceFolder=/data/nccf/com/petss/prod Path to date based petss folder on HTTP site (

petssMEANFileName=petss.t00z.mean.stormtide.est.txt Name of mean/median stormtide file in petss folder(s)

petssUPPERFileName=petss.t00z.e10.stormtide.est.txt Name of upper bound stormtide file in petss folder(s)

petssLOWERFileName=petss.t00z.e90.stormtide.est.txt Name of lower bound stormtide file in petss folder(s)

petssMEANGaugeLayer=NOAA Gauges.gag Gauge layer to store results

petssUPPERGaugeLayer=NOAA Gauges-Upr.gag

petssLOWERGaugeLayer=NOAA Gauges-Lwr.gag

[STEVENS INSTITUTE STORM SURGE] Download Stevens Institute forecast storm surge levels

UserName=username Provided by Stevens Institute

Password=password Provided by Stevens Institute

ObservedScriptURL=https://ssv.dl.stevens-tech.edu/adv/advisian_model_down.csv URL to customised

download script

ForecastScriptURL=https://ssv.dl.stevens-tech.edu/adv/advisian_observed_down.csv URL to customised

download script

LocalFolder=

GAGLayerObserved=StevensGauges-Observed.gag Gauge Layer containing observed gauge levels

GAGLayerForecastMean=StevensGauges-ForecastLikely.gag Gauge Layer containing expected (mean) gauge

levels

GAGLayerForecastUpper=StevensGauges-ForecastUpper.gag

GAGLayerForecastLower=StevensGauges-ForecastLower.gag

[DOWNLOAD FILES 1] As many groups as required incrementing count for each new

group (either HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP)

DownloadType=HTTP General HTTP download - when a username/password is NOT
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required to download file(s)

FileName_1=http://www.waterride.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/18-02-February-Newsletter.pdf Full URL to

file #1

FileName_1_OUT=18-02-February-Newsletter.pdf Output filename #1

LocalFolder= Local output folder relative to MainFolder

[DOWNLOAD FILES 2]

DownloadType=FTP FTP download mode

HostName=ftp.bom.gov.au must be specified

Username=user must be specified

Password=pass must be specified

LocalFolder=

FileName_1=adfd\IDZ71031_AUS_Precip10Pct_SFC.nc.gz relative path to file on FTP server from ROOT folder

FileName_2=adfd\IDZ71032_AUS_Precip25Pct_SFC.nc.gz

FileName_3=adfd\IDZ71033_AUS_Precip50Pct_SFC.nc.gz

[DOWNLOAD FILES 3]

DownloadType=HTTPS Password protected HTTP or HTTPS file - when a username/

password is required to download file(s)

Username=user must be specified

Password=pass must be specified

FileName_1=https://waterRIDE,net/test.csv URL of file #1

FileName_1_OUT=test.csv Local filename of file #1

FileName_2=https://waterRIDE,net/test2.csv

FileName_2_OUT=test2.csv

LocalFolder=

[UPLOAD FOLDER]

DestFolder=temp folder on FTP server

HostName=ftp.bom.gov.au must be specified

Username=ftpuser must be specified

Password=ftppass must be specified

LocalFolder=c:\temp\uploads_test local folder containing files to be uploaded

DeleteAfter=True specify whether files are to be deleted after successful upload

Forecast Batch Script Files

A number of waterRIDE forecasting projects (*.vmmap) cab be executed as part of batch process by configuring a

suitable forecasting batch script file. This is a simple text file cross referencing the full path of each forecasting project

to execute and the forecasting mode to run that project in. Valid forecasting modes reflect those available when

manually running the forecast with waterRIDE™ FLOOD Manager:

FallenRain : Run hydrology forecast using fallen rain only

Fallen+ManPred : Run hydrology forecast using fallen rain plus manually entered predicted rain

(this mode cannot be run in Scheduled mode)

ManPred : Run hydrology forecast using manually entered predicted rain (this mode

cannot be run in Scheduled mode)

Interpolated : Run hydrologic interpolation forecast using manually entered predicted rain

DamFlow : Run forecast using damflow CSV input

CurrentWL : Run forecasting using current levels at river gauges

PeakWL : Run forecasting using maximum levels at river gauges

GaugeTable : Run forecasting using gauge level/ARI table

TimeSeries : Run forecasting using time series gauge forecasts

Fallen+GridRain : Run hydrology forecast using fallen rain plus predicted gridded rainfall

GridPred : Run hydrology forecast using predicted gridded rainfall
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A further line specifying the storm start date/time can be used if the user wishes to batch any forecasts involving fallen

rain. This must appear on the first line in curled braces, and follow the standard full date time format in the following

19-character format:

{YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS}. Often this date would be specified when a system is put into operation for an event.

An example file is provided below to run two separate projects:

WATERRIDE    {2017-05-23_12:00:00} first line must start with the text WATERRIDE and can also

contain hard storm start time date in curled braces - time must be full format 19 characters.

"Z:\Forecasting\Real-TIme-WBNM.vmmap",FallenRain

"Z:\Forecasting\Real-TIme-URBS.vmmap",GridPred

Forecast Console Modes of Operation

Console can be set to run continuously, using its own internal timers to trigger events, or run as a Windows scheduled

task with suitable arguments.

In Continuous mode, timers can be started/stopped by clicking the relevant timer button. Gauge readings, gridded

rainfall dataset, and file upload/download processes can also be manually run.

Forecasts can be run as a batch using a forecast batch script file (refer above). Batches are executed in the same
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manner as a manual forecast inside waterRIDE™ FLOOD Manager. As such, relevant input parameters including tide

levels, predicted rain and time window of which to calculate the peak water level must be specified as global value for 

all batched runs. The start date of any fallen rain only system can be specified using the relevant datetime editor.

Alternatively, this can be set in the forecast batch script file.

In Scheduled Mode, Console can be called from a batch file and run parameters used to control the tasks that should

be executed. Not all forecast modes are compatible with auto-batch mode. The following parameters can be specified:

-rfc runs configured forecasts in forecast batch script

-ggr collects rain gauge data

-ggl collects river gauge data

-gmr collects met bureau forecast rainfall grids and storm surge levels

-gdf collects dam outflow forecasts

-download downloads file(s) as specified in DOWNLOAD FILE and Dam Flow sections

-upload downloads file(s) as specified in UPLOAD FOLDER section

For example, the following command will collect river and rainfall gauge data:

wR_Flood_Console.exe -ggl -ggr

A Windows scheduled task can be setup as follows:
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1) Open Task Scheduler and select Select Task Scheduler Library

2) Right click on Task Scheduler Library and Create task

3) Give the task a name, and specify whether the task should be run when anyone is logged on or only when a specified
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user is logged on:

4) Go to the triggers tab, then create new and fill in your desired schedule. The below is an example for a 5 minute task

execution starting at midnight, every day:
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5) Go to the triggers tab, then create new, then browse to the location of your wR_Flood_console.exe application. The

add as many arguments as required for the command line control of Console:
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6) Go to the conditions tab and ensure that the task is set to run even if the computer is on battery:
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7) Go to the settings tab and adjust settings to ensure the scheduled task behaves as you wish it to:
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8) Click OK to save the task.

2.7 IMPORT

The Import Live Panel contains tools to help you bring external datasets into waterRIDE™ and to make import-specific

adjustments to these datasets. This includes tools for:

Data and flood/hydrology model conversion

Refinement of model results

Changing, cleaning, and repairing model surfaces

Creating new surfaces

Working with terrain and DEM's

Utilities for working with files
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2.7.1 Convert

2.7.1.1 2D Model

A number of 2D model results as shown in the menu can readily be converted to a waterRIDE™ surface file with very

little effort. The dialogues are self explanatory and lead the user through the model files that are required. Flood

Hazards can be specified for each model results converted. 

Batch Conversion: Some conversion types allow batching (multiple input files can be specified). If a conversion process

requires user input, batching will use the data entered for all conversions in that batch.

RMA models require the binary results file (.res, .rma or .vrs) plus the model network file (.rm1, .bnw or .geo). To

account for timestep halving, the user will be asked to specify a uniform timestep for the output (0 will export all

timesteps).

TUFLOW MODEL (Classic and FV) models require the mesh file (.2dm) plus the level results (*h.dat) and the velocity

results (*v.dat), or the *.XMDF output. Pipe results require the 1D CSV folder. Further details are available here. 

MIKE21/SHE/FLOOD/Urban model results must be in either *.dfs2, *.dt2/*.ct2, or *.dfsu format. Click here for further

information.

SOBEK 2D models are slightly more complicated. The user is asked for the SOBEK project directory, where the

necessary network and results files are expected to be, and the SOBEK version, and the timstep for saving can be

altered. The SOBEK results include velocity magnitude, but the direction is not readily available and hence x and y

velocity components cannot be imported. Generally, SOBEK modellers should use the 'ASCII Grid Results' approach,

below.

DELFT3D models require the *.dat model outputs for conversion.

ANUGA models simply require the .sww results file saved complete with the mesh geometry and the time-varying

results.

HEC GEO-RAS 1D conversions require the *.sdf GIS reference file (model layout) and the model results file exported as

text. Export the GIS network from HEC-RAS to a HEC-RAS GIS (*.sdf) file (File => Export GIS Data => Export Data). Export

your model results from HEC-RAS to a standard text file (View => Profile Summary Table => File => Write text file). The

exported table must contain, at least, the following fields:

River Name, Reach Name, Station ID, Profile, Water Surface Elevation, Total Flow 

HEC-RAS 2D  conversions require the RAS2D project file (-p.hdf) and the terrain grid (.tiff/.tif).

ICPR  conversions require the basins GIS file, nodes GIS file, nodes and links result exports, and a DEM to map the

result to.

InfoWorks (RS/ICM) conversions require CSV (or binary) model exports along with a CSV network export.  Further

information is available here.

ISIS 1D/2D conversions require the 1D network geometry file (*.dat) and run file (*.ief). The 2D part is the same as for

the TUFLOW model conversion routines.
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Environment Agency uFMfSW results are static (peak only) outputs provided by the Environment Agency (UK) for

surface water modelling. These outputs are generally provided as ASCII grids, with a specific file nomenclature. Details

on the conversion process are provided here.

SELFE 2D conversions require the mesh layout (hgrid.gr3) and the model output files (*_dahv.62). The output files are

frequently in "stacks" which are sequentially numbered representing sequential collections of model timesteps.

Specifying the start and end stack number allows the user to convert only a portion of the model outputs. If only the

starting stack is specified, waterRIDE™ will automatically attempt to locate subsequent stacks. For batched conversion

(automatic), the starting stack *_dahv.62 files must be specified (with each results set in a separate folder) along with a

common mesh file (hgrid.gr3).

RiverFlow 2D conversions require the network file  (*.2dm) and binary outputs (*.hdf5 or *.xmdf).

RUBICON (with 2D framework) conversions require a number of files. Further information is available here. 

ASCII/Binary Grid Results assume the user has exported either:

- STANDARD (Time Series) - the terrain plus a sequentially numbered set of uniform timestep grids for X-

velocity, Y-velocity and Water Level. The user is prompted to enter the timestep. This method is commonly used by

SOBEK modellers.

- PEAK MODEL GRIDS - the peak water level and depth grids (as a minimum), along with available total velocity,

velocity direction, VxD and Hazard grids where available. For an external hazard grid, it is essential that the correct

hazards definition has been selected/installed and that an appropriate hazards correction factor has been applied.

waterRIDE™ hazards are zero based. For example, the NSW Floodplain Development Manual Hazards are represented

in a grid as follows:

Low: values 0 to < 1

Transition: values 1 to <2

High: values 2 to < 3

TUFLOW gridded outputs require a correction of -0.5.

If VxD and/or Hazard values are not available, these can be calculated from the peak velocity and depth values

(conservative).

2.7.1.1.1  TUFLOW

With TUFLOW conversions, you have the option of running an automatic or manual conversion, as well as converting

pipe flow outputs. The batch conversion can be used to batch convert many model results, and assumes that the *.2dm

and results (*h.dat (or*d.dat) and *v.dat, OR *.xmdf) all have the same file name prefix. The single conversion allows you

to specify each file individually.

Note that TUFLOW Classic traditionally outputs its 2D results on a TIN framework (which would translate to a *.wrb

waterRIDE™ file), with water levels and velocities provided at cell corners. waterRIDE™ has the option to export these

results as a grid file (*.wrr waterRIDE™ file), being the same as the model grid framework (new to waterRIDE 10), or as

a grid file that will stretch the water surface using corner values (this is the classic waterRIDE conversion approach).
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Selecting TIN (*.wrb) will provide the same output format as pre v7.20 versions of waterRIDE™ FLOOD Manager.

Selecting Stretch Grid will provide the same output as v8.XX versions.

Also new to waterRIDE 10 is the ability to convert a peaks only file using the peaks that are stored in the TUFLOW

results files, as well as converting using the peak GIS grids exported from TUFLOW. Release 10.0.20 and higher also

supports the ability to detect the hazards used in the TUFLOW output and automatically convert using these hazards

(for peaks).

A further option with more recent TUFLOW versions is to specify direct output of waterRIDE™ files as TUFLOW is run.

Conversion of a Single Results Set

Geometry Files (*.2dm) - The model network file. 

Model Results File: Locate one of the "dat" outputs (*h.dat or *d.dat or *v.dat) or the XMDF file. waterRIDE will attempt to

locate these files automatically.

Output Surface File: Specify the output file or leave blank to use the same name as the network file.
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Skip Time series: Do not convert the time series data in the TUFLOW output files

Convert TUFLOW maximums: Convert the maximums in the TUFLOW results (99999 timestep) to a peaks only waterRIDE

file (denoted "-max'). You must specify the hazards category used in the TUFLOW modelling (waterRIDE will attempt to

detect this for you assuming your Zn files are available).

Stretch wet edges: where waterRIDE detects a "wet edge" (ie glass wall), it will automatically stretch this water level out

one cell to find the true flood extent.

2D Output Format: Specify whether any 2D domains should be output as:

- Stretch grid (.wrr) - the classic waterRIDE conversion which uses the cell corners as cell centroids to provide a

smoother surface (especially in shallow flow areas)

- Model grid (.wrr) - as per the TUFLOW model output. This approach honours the TUFLOW "element status"

flags and will produce the same output as the TUFLOW GIS tools 

- Model TIN's (.wrb) - as per the TUFLOW output TIN

1D/2D Grid Mapping : Specify how waterRIDE™ should manage merging of any 1D and 2D parts of the model.

Separate file each mesh: No merging. 1D and 2D networks will be exported separately

Merge TINs into 1 file: Merge any TINs into a single file. This is the "legacy" approach to TUFLOW conversion in

waterRIDE™.

Map 1D onto 2D: Output the 2D part as a grid file (*.wrr) and map the TIN based 1D portion into the 2D grid.

This is the recommended option for display speed or large models, as grids are significantly faster. Note that

calculating flow from any mapped 1D outputs may not be correct. If calculation of flows in the

1D portion of the network are important, then a Composite file should be used.

Composite (2D on top): Create a waterRIDE™ composite file (*.wrc) with the 2D network on top. 

Composite (1D on top): Create a waterRIDE™ composite file (*.wrc) with the 1D network on top. 

Update 2D Terrain From 1D for: Allows the user to control how the elevation of any cells in the 2D network underneath

the 1D network will be updated using terrain values from the 1D network. Terrain values will be updated as follows:

NULL Cells: Only those cells in 2D domain that have a NULL terrain value (DELVAL) will have their terrain value

updated. This is the default.

ALL Cells: All cells in 2D domain will have their terrain value updated

NULL Cells: No 2D cells will have their terrain value changed

Preview Contents: Allows selected parts of the network to be converted if MESHPARTS were used in the model setup.

Simply select those meshparts you wish to convert.

During conversion, the default timestep will be determined from the model results and can be modified by the user if

required. Enter an integer value to specify every "nth" step to be saved.

Batch Conversion of Results Sets
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*.2dm Network Files - Locate the network file for each TUFLOW run to be converted. results files are located

automatically by assuming the same base file name as the *.2dm file with either the "dat" extensions (*h.dat or *d.dat or

*v.dat) or an XMDF file. Files will be saved with the same name as the network file, expect with a waterRIDE™ extension.

Timestep Save Frequency:  Enter an integer value to specify every "nth" step to be saved. Defaults to 1 (every timestep).

Skip Time series: Do not convert the time series data in the TUFLOW output files. This will save time if you are only

interested in the model peaks.

Convert TUFLOW maximums: Convert the maximums in the TUFLOW results (99999 timestep) to a peaks only waterRIDE

file (denoted "-max'). You must specify the hazards category used in the TUFLOW modelling (waterRIDE will attempt to

detect this for you assuming your Zn files are available).

Stretch wet edges: where waterRIDE detects a "wet edge" (ie glass wall), it will automatically stretch this water level out

one cell to find the true flood extent.

2D Output Format: Specify whether any 2D domains should be output as:

- Stretch grid (.wrr) - the classic waterRIDE conversion which uses the cell corners as cell centroids to provide a

smoother surface (especially in shallow flow areas)

- Model grid (.wrr) - as per the TUFLOW model output. This approach honours the TUFLOW "element status"
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flags and will produce the same output as the TUFLOW GIS tools 

- Model TIN's (.wrb) - as per the TUFLOW output TIN

1D/2D Grid Mapping : Specify how waterRIDE™ should manage merging of any 1D and 2D parts of the model.

Separate file each mesh: No merging. 1D and 2D networks will be exported separately

Merge TINs into 1 file: Merge any TINs into a single file. This is the "legacy" approach to TUFLOW conversion in

waterRIDE™.

Map 1D onto 2D: Output the 2D part as a grid file (*.wrr) and map the TIN based 1D portion into the 2D grid.

This is the recommended option for display speed or large models, as grids are significantly faster. Note that

calculating flow from any mapped 1D outputs may not be correct. If calculation of flows in the

1D portion of the network are important, then a Composite file should be used.

Composite (2D on top): Create a waterRIDE™ composite file (*.wrc) with the 2D network on top. 

Composite (1D on top): Create a waterRIDE™ composite file (*.wrc) with the 1D network on top. 

Update 2D Terrain From 1D for: Allows the user to control how the elevation of any cells in the 2D network underneath

the 1D network will be updated using terrain values from the 1D network. Terrain values will be updated as follows:

NULL Cells: Only those cells in 2D domain that have a NULL terrain value (DELVAL) will have their terrain value

updated. This is the default.

ALL Cells: All cells in 2D domain will have their terrain value updated

NULL Cells: No 2D cells will have their terrain value changed

Preview Contents: Allows selected parts of the network to be converted if MESHPARTS were used in the model setup. If

this option is selected, each model is assumed to have the same MESHPARTS structure.

Note  that in most TUFLOW Classic models, a 10.0m adjustment to terrain levels in the 1D model network is made by

TUFLOW. Any necessary adjustment will be read directly from the *.2dm file (defined in the first line of the *.2dm file)

and applied by waterRIDE™. Should you have outputs from an "early release" verison of TUFLOW, you many need to

manually add this adjustment to the *.2dm file.

Conversion of Peak Grids

New to waterRIDE 10 is the ability to convert a set of TUFLOW "max" grids (or MaxMax grids), usually stored as ASCII

grid files.
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Specify the _h grid(s) (usually *_h.asc - an ASCII grid) and waterRIDE will attempt to find all other output files in the same

folder with the required suffixes. 

Ensure that the correct hazard category used in the modelling has been selected.

If some grids are not available (eg a VxD grid), there is an option to create them using other peaks grids (eg VxD =

peak V x Peak D). This will produce a conservative outcome as Peak V and Peak D do not always coincide but may be

useful if these files are not available.

Conversion of Pipe Results
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TUFLOW stores pipe flow outputs in series of CSV files. waterRIDE™ will utilise the following files in a TUFLOW pipes

conversion:

*_1D_Node.csv - the nodal definition for the pipe results

*_1D_Chan.csv - the link definition for the pipe results

*_1D_H.csv - nodal water levels

*_1D_Q.csv - link flows

*_1D_V.csv - link velocities

*_TS.mif - GIS file containing nodal coordinates

The pipe results can be automatically linked to the 2D surface water results by specifiying the converted 2D results file

to link to. An entry will be made in the cfg file for the Pipes layer (*.wrp), that will automatically link display the 2D water

surface and pipes if they are included in the same view (the pipes layer will need to be active, with the 2D layer

thematic). For example:

[METADATA]

Projection=-1

xmin=301167.96

ymin=6233782.37

xmax=304764.62

ymax=6238447.43

StartDate=0

LinkSurface=100yr_Run5.wrr
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2.7.1.1.2  MIKE (DHI)

The following MIKE model results are supported:

MIKE21 (grid and flexible mesh)

MIKE FLOOD (1D part supported in waterRIDE™ 1D Surface)

MIKE SHE

MIKE URBAN

MIKE 11 (conversion must be completed in waterRIDE™ 1D Surface)

MIKE SHE must be in either *.dfs2, *.dt2/*.ct2, or *.dfsu format. If using *.dt2/*.ct2 files, it is assumed that the only time

varying results in the file are Depth, Q flux and P flux. If *.dfs2 files are used, they must contain at least water surface or

depth. 

All MIKE results files must contain time-varying results. Conversion of peaks only results files will fail.

MIKE 21, MIKE FLOOD & MIKE SHE Conversion

Select the MIKE results files to convert.

If converting *.dfsu files (flexi-mesh results), there is an option to stretch the water surface from a wet element into an

adjacent "dry" element if the average water surface elevation of elements surrounding the "dry" element would result in

that element being wet. Occasionally, flexi-mesh results may contain such anomalies. The default option is no stretching.
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For a MIKE21/FLOOD grid model, a list of result items in the file will be displayed. 

The user will be prompted for both the source projection, and desired output projection. *.dfs2 files normally store the

source projection in Lat/Long (WGS84), with the destination being the local projection the results were modelled in.

The user can enter the grid rotation angle and select the number of timesteps to skip while saving. If the rotation is not

about the lower left corner, then you should specify a rotation of 0.0 and rotate the results after they have been

converted using the rotation utility. 

All white fields can be manually overridden by the user. Green fields are provided for reference.

MIKE URBAN (Pipe) Conversion
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Specify the MIKE URBAN (MOUSE) *.prf output file to convert and the output file name (if desired), which will be a

waterRIDE™ pipe layer (*.wrp).

If you wish to dynamically couple the pipe results to 2D surface results, the surface results should be converted first

and the relevant 2D grid surface (*.wrr) specified. An entry will be made in the cfg file for the Pipes layer (*.wrp), that

will automatically link display the 2D water surface and pipes if they are included in the same view (the pipes layer will

need to be active, with the 2D layer thematic). For example:

[METADATA]

Projection=-1

xmin=301167.96

ymin=6233782.37

xmax=304764.62

ymax=6238447.43

StartDate=0

LinkSurface=100yr_Run3.wrr

2.7.1.1.3  InfoWorks

InfoWorks RS and ICM follow a similar process for conversion into waterRIDE™. The only way to import InfoWorks

results into waterRIDE™ is to first export them from within InfoWorks into generic CSV or Binary files. Using Binary Files

is preferred, as the process is significantly faster, although some versions of InfoWorks ICM may crash when exporting

binary results.

With waterRIDE 10, support for piped flow (and integrated pipe/surface flow) was introduced.

There are two input types required to convert InfoWorks results to waterRIDE™:

Exporting Model Results

Exporting Model Network
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Once exported, results can be converted into waterRIDE™ format using the conversion forms.

Exporting Results Files

Model results can be exported in either CSV format or in binary format. Binary format is preferred as it is significantly

faster.

Drag and drop the relevant simulation result file into the Geo Plan window in InfoWorks. Select either “CSV Export…”

or "Export to Binary Files" from the Results Menu in the main menu bar, where available:

Exporting Results From InfoWorks RS

Depending on the software version, the Export Window “CSV Export…” will look like the following:
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Drag and drop the relevant simulation results file into the “Sim /Frequency Analysis….” Window. Direct the results to

your folder of choice in the “Output Folder”. Then under the Nodes tab select “stage” and “velocity” (as shown above).

Under the 2D Sim Polygon tab select “angle2d”, “depth2d”, and “speed2d” (you may need to scroll down to see this

one) as shown below (note that "elevation2d" is no longer required):
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Once you have selected these items click “Ok” and the results will be exported to the specified CSV/Binary file.

InfoWorks ICM

Depending on the software version, the Export Window “CSV Export…” will look like the following:
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Drag and drop the relevant simulation results file into the “Sim /Frequency Analysis….” Window. Direct the results to

your folder of choice in the “Output Folder”. 

1D Channels:

Under the Links tab select “rr_level” and “rr_velocity” (as shown above). 

2D Regions:

Under the 2D Sim Polygon tab select “angle2d”, “depth2d”, “speed2d” and elevation2d as shown below (you will

note that elevation2d is required to avoid deriving levels from "averaged" depths):
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Piped Flows:

Ensure that "depnod", "ds_flow" and "ds_vel" are selected.

Once you have selected these items click “Ok” and the results will be exported to the specified CSV/Binary file.

Exporting Network Files 

To export network data out of InfoWorks RS/ICM, right click on the relevant network file, select Export->“To CSV…”. 

In the window that pops up make sure the following options are checked/selected:
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Note that the option to export each table to the same file should be selected, otherwise these will need to be

combined prior to conversion.

If you are using an older version of InfoWorks RS (v10 and earlier), and the Export 2D Triangles option is unavailable,

you will also need to export the 2D network triangles as a GIS file. To export this GIS file, right click the relevant network

and under the Export option select “To MIF”. In the “Browse for Folder” window that pops up direct it to the desired

folder and press “OK”. This will export all the components of the network to MID/MIF files. In the folder the files have

been exported to delete (if you do not want them for something else) all the MID/MIF files except “iw_2dtri.MID” and

“iw_2dtri.MIF”.

Converting InfoWorks Results

InfoWorks RS/ICM:

Newer versions of InfoWorks RS/ICM results can be converted from the same waterRIDE™ form:
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waterRIDE now automatically joins:

- 1D reaches to 2D zones

- 1D junctions

- 1D pipe networks

- 1D to 2D junctions

1) If the network components were exported to separate files, you must first combine them into a single CSV using the

"Combine" tool (bottom of the form above).

2) Specify the location of the combined network CSV file and model results exports (either a binary DAT file or any one

of the CSV files).

3) Specify the location to save the waterRIDE™ file. If left blank, the output file will default to the same name as the base

results files.

4) Select Hazard definitions files to use

5) Specify if you want a GIS layer of the 1D channel layout to be created. This will include any artificial (interpolated)

cross sections required to join the 1D reaches laterally to the 2D domain.

6) Specify if 1D and 2D domains should be joined. If true, waterRIDE will automatically insert artificial cross sections

between actual cross sections to align with the left and right InfoWorks bank lines. In this way, the 1D and 2D domain

extents will align. The figure below provides an example of the automatic stitching.

7) Specify if a waterRIDE pipe layer (wrp) is to be created for any conduits. This will be automatically linked to the 2D

surface when the pipe layer is made active in a view.
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InfoWorks 1D/2D Automatic Stitching.

Conversion can be batched using the Batch Conversion tab:
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1) Add a CSV network export to the left hand list

2) Add the one of the CSV exports or the Binary DAT export corresponding to the model network CSV

3) Select whether to merge the 1D/2D networks or to use the 1D XSect GIS file to edit 1D cross sections during

processing

4) Repeat as necessary.

5) Click Run Batch Conversion
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2.7.1.1.4  RUBICON (with 2D framework)

A RUBICON conversion requires a number of files that are created as part of the RUBICON modelling process.

12da TIN Order File:

This file specifies the 12D TIN files that form the basis of the 2D framework onto which the 1D RUBICON results are

mapped. This file is a text (*.txt) file with a numbered list of 12D TIN files (*.12da format) to use for the framework. An

example is provided below:

1. 130925TINRUBID.12da

2. tin_rub_us_penrith2.12da

3. tin_m11_cattai_trib.12da

4. tin_m11_southck_trib.12da

5. tin_rub3_ds_sackville.12da

6. tin_rub1_us_penrith.12da

7. 130909TINRUBID.12da

RUBICON Mapping Database File:

This file specifies the link between the text based RUBICON outputs and the relevant 12D TIN nodes. Each 12D TIN

node is identified by its "Z-value". The file format allows linear interpolation of TIN nodes that lie between two cross

sections. Thism is controlled by a weighting factor to the upstream cross section. An example is provided below:

1000 1WB1 WARRADAM n/a n/a 1.00 Y 1000 0.000 0.000

1001 1WB6 WARRARIV n/a n/a 1.00 Y 1001 0.000 0.000
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1002 1WB9 JUNCTION2 n/a n/a 1.00 Y 1002 0.000 0.000

1003 22WB1 WALLACIAW n/a n/a 1.00 Y 1003 0.000 0.000

1004 1WB10 JUNCTION3 1WB12 ERSKINECK 0.60 N 1004 0.000 0.000

A description of each Row follows:

Column1: 12D Node ID

Column2: not used

Column3: Upstream X-section ID

Column4: not used

Column5: Downstream X-section ID

Column6: Ratio to upstream X-section

Column7: not used

Column8: not used

Column9: not used

Column10: not used

DEM File:

waterRIDE™ surface file containing TERRAIN onto which the 1D surface will be mapped.

Results Type:

Specify the type of results that are contained in the result files: peak or time-series.

Use "On-The-Fly" Mapping:

If time-series results are specified, "on-the-fly" mapping will result in a significantly smaller file size. This is achieved by

dynamically "floating" the RUBICON TIN (*.wrb) over the gridded DEM (*.wrr), rather than actually mapping every

timestep. However, as every timestep must be mapped as it is displayed, performance using very large TIN's will be

slower.

RUBICON Results Files:

Specify the RUBICON CSV results files to use in the conversion. Example output files are provided below:

Peaks Outputs - Each row contains the peak water levels for a model. The first column contains the run ID, followed by

the peak water surface value for each X-section ID:
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Time-Series Outputs - Each row contains water levels for each X-section for a particular timestep (in hours).

Output files will be either be the same name as the time series results file(s), or the run ID's in a peaks results set.

Conversions can be batched.
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2.7.1.1.5  Environment Agency uFMfSW

Environment Agency uFMfSW results are static (peak only) outputs provided by the Environment Agency (UK) for

surface water modelling. These outputs are generally provided as ASCII grids, with a specific file nomenclature, for

depth, velocity, flow direction and terrain (eg ufmfsw_tq57ne_depth_1in1000_cr.asc)

1. Select the the depth files for the tiles you wish to convert. All tiles will be merged into a single waterRIDE™ grid

surface file (*.wrr), so usable file sizes should be a consideration.

2. If the DTM tiles on which the results were modelled are available, then select the option and water level can be "back

calculated" from terrain and depth. Note that these must follow the Environment Agency naming convention (eg 

dtm2m_tm_edited_tq57ne.asc). If the DTM file cannot be located, all terrain values will be set to 0.0, and water levels

will be incorrect.

3. Select the waterRIDE™ grid surface file (*.wrr) to save the merged outputs to.

4. Select the UK Hazard definition file

5. Specify whether pyramids should be built for the surface after conversion. Pyramids will significantly improve

display speed, especially when data is accessed across a standard network. 

6. To see how large the base grid (ie grid framework = num rows * num cols * 4 bytes) will be, select this option. Large

files will usually be opened using infinite grid mode.

7. Click OK.
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2.7.1.2 Hydrology

Hydrology model outputs can be converted into waterRIDE™ gauge layers (*.gag) for interrogation/visualisation. All

hydrology conversions require the following information:

Hydrology model results (*.OUT for RORB, *.TOT for RAFTS, *.CSV for URBS, and *_Meta.out for WBNM)

GIS file of output locations/subcatchments. Generally, this is a file of points representing model output locations,

however, it can be a file of polygons (subcatchments). If polygons are used, a gauge layer will be created using the

centroid of each subcatchment. The GIS file must contain at least the following fields:

- ID: text field cross referencing GIS file points to model node labels. These must match exactly to the labels in

the model results.

- NAME: text field used to display the name of the output location in the output gag layer. This can be set to

the same as the "ID" field.
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2.7.1.3 Grid

Grid Conversions

This is a general tool for converting raster grids between various formats. Supported input formats include:

ASCII Grids (*.asc)

Gridded ASCII (*.xyz)

waterRIDE™ (*.wrr) grids

MapInfo grids (*.grd, *.mig)

Binary Grids (*.rst) (formerly labelled Idrisi Grids)

"ESRI" Binary Grids (*.adf, *.img, *.tif, *.flt, *.ers)
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2.7.2 Refine

The refine tools allow you to improve the detail in a set of model results by draping them onto a finer scale DEM

(Digital Elevation Model).

Part of this process may involve clipping and stetching water surfaces to achieve the desired outcome.

2.7.2.1 Drape and Merge

This procedure is typically used to transfer the hydraulic data (water level and velocity) from a numerical model and

drape it to a finer scale digital elevation model (DEM). Aerial laser survey (ALS) or LiDAR terrain data is now commonly

available and provides a much finer spatial framework than the networks typically used in hydraulic modelling. Whilst

the basic hydraulic surfaces won't change, derived surfaces based on depth (depth, velocity x depth, etc) will be able to

display the rich surface data from the LiDAR. That is, you will see more detail in your model results, potentially
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improving the interpretation and usability of the results.

For example, the image on the left is the raw, as modelled depth map whilst the image on the right is the refined

version. You can see considerably more detail in the right hand image.

The mapping/overlaying operation will only work if the base file and all water surface files are in the same coordinate

projection, or if each layer has had its projection specified. Also note that grids (.wrr) and TINs (.wrb) can be

interchangeably mapped to each other. 
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To operate:

Base File

select the base "DEM" file to drape onto (a waterRIDE™ file containing terrain only or terrain with water - a copy of

the terrain component will be extracted to a new start file).

Drape: 

select the water surface file(s) to map. The order can be altered in the list. 

Drape Multiple Surfaces:

Next, select how to process the mapping of using multiple surfaces:

Individually: Will drape each water surface onto the DEM and store the outputs as separate files. Any non-terrain data

on the base DEM will not be carried through to the output file.

Maximums Envelope: Will map the first file, then overlay subsequent files if the value is greater than what is already

there. 

Sequentially: Sequentially overlays valid values (non delete value) from the water surfaces, replacing any values from

previous iterations as it goes

Options:

Drape using TIN Interpolation: When draping gridded surfaces, you can specify whether the surface should be mapped

as a grid (ie flat, discontinuous, terraced water surface), or as a localised TIN surface (continuous, dynamically

triangulated surface between cell centroids). This may be important when mapping to a much finer DEM framework,

especially in areas of shallow flow to avoid a mapped product with alternating. TIN interpolation is almost always

recommended.

Drape Terrain: Update the terrain in the base file using the terrain from the source files being draped. If selected, this

can be controlled using "always" and "only if base is blank".

Save PEAKS Only: select whether a peak surface only should be generated (no time series), and if so, should the peaks

of the source file(s) be used (quick) or should the full time series from the source files be used (thorough)

Use existing water surface data in BASE as initial conditions: when draping, the intial conditions of the BASE file (water

levels, velocities etc) will be used as the starting point for the process.

Notes:

This action will automatically set a default output surface name, adding a '-mapped' to the base name if mapping and

using the same base name if overlaying. If you are overlaying the first water surface and want to preserve the base

name, simply select a different output filename to save to and a copy of the base file will be made before the water

surfaces are processed.

When overlaying a source timeseries file to a base timeseries file, the timesteps must be the same (the process will
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check and let you know if they are not) and only the overlapping elapsed time steps will be output.

Mapping a coarse TIN water surface with many timesteps to a large fine grid DEM can generate very large files. In such

cases it may be more efficient in disk space (at the cost of some speed loss) to map the water surface to the DEM on

the fly.  The Setup Map-on-the-fly option should be used in this case, and this process creates a cross-reference index

file between the TIN and the grid, and a peak properties file for rapid display of peaks. All the timeseries surfaces are

mapped from the TIN to the grid as needed.

 

 

2.7.2.2 Clip Layers

In some instances, especially draping surfaces, there may be an excessive spatial framework beyond the extent of

flooding. This un-needed spatial framework will incur un-necessary space in the file and add time to processing within 

waterRIDE™. The clipping menu enables this un-needed structure to be removed from a file by clipping to the wet

extents or by clipping to a pre-defined polygon. A clipping polygon can be created in a GIS (e.g. MapInfo) or by using

the GIS Tools in waterRIDE™. A new file will be created when clipping.

Also, areas of a file can be "nullified" (i.e. set to the delete value of -9999.99) within (or outside of) a specified polygon

(or multiple polygons). This may be useful to remove unwanted 'noise' as a result of water surface mapping, or if you

do not wish an end-user to access model results in a particular area. When "nullifying" an area, the user can specify

whether to include the terrain surface in the nullify process. Nullify is applied directly to the selected water surface

file and can be carried out as a process or dynamically by drawing polygons on the active view.

 

 

2.7.2.3 Stretch

waterRIDE™ identifies flood extents by the intersection of the water surface with the terrain and this process require the

water surface to extend into the landscape beyond this intersection. Depending on the model type and setup, the

network in some models may stop short of this intersection at some locations, with 2D grid models often stopping one

cell 'short'. 

To overcome this problem, the stretching tool can be used to stretch the water surface beyond its intersection with the

terrain. This process is usually only feasible when the model has been transferred to a broader DTM that encompasses

the extent of flooding. A water surface cannot be extended beyond the limits of its spatial framework.

A number of options are available: 

1. to extend the surface to the wet extents using a DTM

2. to extend the surface by an equal number of grid cells or TIN triangles as a buffer around the current wet cells 

3. extending the surface to the flood extents of another hydraulic surface (commonly used of flood forecasting or

surface interpolation); or

4. dynamically stretch the active water surface to the wet extents within a polygon drawn directly on the screen

With options 1 and 2, depending on the terrain in the stretched area and adjacent water levels in the wet area, some
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'leakage' can occur across the mesh. To counter this, a combination of GIS polylines/polygons and a minimum depth

threshold for stretching can be used. 

Limit Lines: GIS "limit lines" can be readily created using the GIS tools. A "limit line" will not allow stretching across the

line. For grids, a cell underneath a limit line can be stretched onto, but not passed. For TIN's, the limit lines define

edges or connections between nodes that become impassable for stretching.

Minimum Depth Threshold: The minimum depth threshold is used to determine what calls surrounding a cells being

considered for stretching are considered "available" for stretching. For example, if a threshold of 0.1m was used, and

all surrounding cells are less than 0.1m deep, then the water surface will not be stretched onto that cell.

Often, it is worthwhile using a combination of method 1 and 2 to identify unwanted leakage. 

The third option is typically used in flood forecasting where predicted surfaces are interpolated between design

surfaces The two design surfaces must have overlapping extents otherwise an interpolated value cannot be

determined. For example, all design flood surfaces could be stretched to the PMF, or each surface could be stretched

to the next highest surface.

Option 4, introduced in waterRIDE 10, is a fast way to "tidy up" a water surface.

 

2.7.3 Change Edit Repair

2.7.3.1 Clean

Remove Shallow Flow Areas (direct rainfall)

This utility allows the user to remove modelling 'artefacts' from the results. For example, in "rainfall on the grid" (or

"direct rainfall") modelling, almost every cell in the model framework is 'wet' at some stage. From a flooding

perspective, when these depths (and/or combination of other hydraulic parameters) is very low, this may be more of an

artefact of the modelling process than 'real' flooding.

Similarly to the Flood Parameter Queries tool, a set of Boolean logic criteria can be set to govern what model results

should be retained, and what results 'deleted' from the full time series model results.

For example, model results from a "rainfall on the grid" model run may be cleaned so that the results are only retained

at cells (nodes) where, say, depths are greater than 0.03m and VxD is greater than 0.1. Isolated puddles can also be

removed.

The cleaned results are saved in the same location as the source results with the file suffix “-cleaned”.
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Files To Clean:

Firstly, add ( ) the model results (waterRIDE™ files) to the list of files to be cleaned. Files can be removed ( ) from

the list if required.

Cleaning Criteria:

Next, enter the hydraulic criteria on which the results should be cleaned. The results at any cells (or nodes) that do not

meet the Boolean Logic criteria will be deleted. Use multiple "WHERE" codes to set up multiple (bracketed) OR queries.

For example, in the above screenshot results will be kept if either (Depth > 0.1m) OR ((Depth > 0.05) AND (VxD >

0.025)).
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Puddle Removal:

Select any puddle removal criteria. This option is only available for grids (*.wrr). Hydraulic cleaning criteria must be

entered to enable puddle removal. If you only want to removal puddles, enter the criteria Depth > 0.0. 

For the yellow cell, the "include diagonals" option will check all surrounding cells for connectivity (left image). If "include

diagonals" is not selected, only adjacent cells will be checked for connectivity (right image).

Keep Triangles Where Criteria Met At (TIN surfaces only - *.wrb):

As a TIN surface (*.wrb) is continuous, it cannot be strictly cleaned. When vleaning of TIN's, waterRIDE overcomes this

by operating on a whole triangle by triangle basis, akin to treating the continuous surface as a discrete, finite volume

model network. In this approach, each triangle is tested against the cleaning criteria using either:

- Triangle Centroid - The value at the centroid of the triangle must meet the cleaning criteria. This is similar to

treating the TIN as a discrete surface (ie finite volume)

- All Nodes - All nodes in the triangle must meet the cleaning criteria

- Any Nodes - Any node in the triangle must meet the cleaning criteria

Apply Criteria:

The Boolean Logic criteria can be applied in a number of ways:

- to all timesteps if criteria met in any timestep: if the criteria is met at any timestep in the model results, then the

results will be retained at that cell for all timesteps, even if the criteria is not met for all timesteps.

- to each timestep independently: the criteria is applied at each timestep and only those results which meet the

criteria for that timestep are retained, irrespective of whether the criteria is met for that cell in any other timestep.

Criteria can be saved by clicking the Save  button. Previously saved queries can be loaded by clicking the Load 

button. Queries created using the Flood Parameter Queries tool can also be loaded.

Existing criteria can be cleared by clicking the Clear Query button .

Click the Add rows  button to add more rows to the grid.

2.7.3.2 Hazard/Risk Manager
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2.7.3.2.1  Hazards Manager

Flood Hazards Manager

Flood Hazards can be installed, uninstalled, edited and displayed using the Hazards Manager tool.

Hazards are sets of CSV files that define the hazard category relationship between depth, velocity and VxD. Access to

hazard categories is via a hierarchical collection procedure:

1. Any Enterprise configured hazards are collected first

2. Any user-installed hazards are collected next

3. Finally, the any hazards in the installation folder (generally the waterRIDE shipped categories) are collected

Where a hazard exist higher up the hierarchy, it will not be added when read from lower in the order. If Enterprise

hazards are configured, these are copied to the users installation hazard folder to ensure they are available when

offline (only). When back online, the hazards from the Enterprise hazards folder will be used.
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Installed Hazards: Allows the user to display/edit any of the installed hazards. It is not necessary to installed any flood

hazards. However, installed hazards are automatically available when converting or processing model results using the

Import tools.

Install Hazard: Installs a suitable Hazards Definition File (.csv).

UnInstall Hazard: Uninstalls the selected hazards definition file.

Create New Hazard: Allows the user to create a new hazards definition file.

Backup Hazards: Copies all hazard definition files to a specified folder. This may be useful if you wish to share a

hazards file with another user.

Export Hazard: Saves the selected hazard chart as a jpeg image.

Edit Hazard Definition: Allows the user to edit the categories for the selected hazards definition file.
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Specifying Flood Hazards

Flood Hazards are defined in a comma separated text file (*.csv) known as a Hazards Definition File. The csv file defines

the regions on the Depth-Velocity chart.

When model results are converted or manipulated from the Import tools, the Hazards Definition can be specified from:

- default waterRIDE™ hazards, or

- a Hazards Definition File:

- legacy "wRhazards.csv" file - a hazards definition file found in the same folder as the application's

executable

- installed hazards

- an external hazards definition file

Default waterRIDE™ Flood Hazards

The default waterRIDE™ hazard categories are:

Low Hazard - generally considered suitable for cars

Medium Hazard - generally considered suitable for heavy vehicles and wading by able-bodied adults

High Hazard - generally considered suitable for light construction, timber frame, brick veneer, etc

Very High Hazard - generally considered suitable for heavy construction, steel frame, concrete, etc

Extreme Hazard - generally considered unsuitable for development
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Hazards Definition File Format

Each line defines one hazard category, with fields separated by commas. Each line has the following format:

"Category name","Point 1 x","Point 1 y","Point 2 x","Point 2 y",...,"Point n x","Point n y"

where x is depth and y is velocity.

The points for each category defines the polygon of velocity vs. depth. Where polygons overlap, the first polygon

encountered will be used (starting from the firs category working downwards).

Hazard file example:

Low,0,0,0.3,0,0.3,0.4,0,0.4

Medium,0.3,0,0.6,0,0.6,0.3,0.3,0.8,0,0.8,0,0.4,0.3,0.4

High,0.6,0,1.2,0,1.2,0.25,0.35,1.5,0,1.5,0,0.8,0.3,0.8,0.6,0.3

Extreme,1.2,0,100,0,100,100,0,100,0,1.5,0.35,1.5,1.2,0.25

Example of Custom Hazard Categories

2.7.3.2.2  Change Hazards

Allows the user to change the hazard definitions used for a water surface file to any of the installed hazards, or a

hazards definition file (.csv), as well as access the Flood Hazards Manager for managing and creating new hazard

definitions

The user specifies the water surface file to change hazards (.wrb or.wrr) and the hazard definition file.
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Generally, hazards should be recalculated across the entire time series to ensure that the true maximum hazard is

determined. However, there are two options change hazards for a "peaks only" dataset:

- by calculating hazards using peak Velocity and peak Depth (not strictly correct) as these are not necessarily

coincident

- by changing to the Australian Rainfall and Runoff (2016) Hazard Categories - in this case peak D, peak V and

peak VxD values in the peaks will be used to, correctly, determine H1-H6 hazard categories. All result items must be

present for accurate output.

 

2.7.3.2.3  Risk Manager

Hydraulic Risk is a combination of hydraulic hazard and probability. An example risk categorisation is shown below:
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2.7.3.2.3.1  Create New Risk Profile

The first step in creating a Risk surface is to build (or install) a Risk Profile.

Select the "Risk Manager" tool. if you do not have any existing risk profiles, you will see a blank form:

1. Click 

2. Enter your Risk categories and assign a colour to each category

3. Click  to save the risk categories

4. Enter the ARI's you wish to use in your risk profile (note that you must have a flood surface to assign to each ARI

when processing the risk surface). These must be ascending order by flood magnitude.
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5. For each ARI, assign the relevant risk category to each hazard category

6. Click  to save the risk profile. This should be saved to the hazards folder (either locally, or

centrally if you are running in Enterprise mode)
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2.7.3.2.3.2  Create Risk Surface

Once you have created a risk profile, you can build a risk surface.

1. Select the risk profile to use

2. Select the required surfaces for the risk profile and assign the ARI to each surface

3.

2.7.3.3 Time

- Reassign Timestep Interval - waterRIDE™ water surface files measure time for a timestep as as the number of hours

elapsed from the first timestep. Using this tool, the user can update the timestep increment for a water surface that

may have been converted our output incorrectly (generally when converting time varying ASCII grid results). The user is

asked for the starting time (in hours) and the new timestep to use.

- Set Start Time (absolute/relative) - following on from the above, waterRIDE™ allows users to either work in hours

(relative time), or an actual date/times (absolute times). If a user wishes to set the start date for a particular water

surface file(s) (e.g. the 1st May, 1992 flood), the user can use this tool to enter the date time. Alternatively, the user can

revert back to relative time by clicking the "reset to relative time tickbox". 
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- Trim timesteps - allows the user to trim timesteps from the start and/or end of a time varying surface, and also

whether the relative time should be reset after clipping.

- Combine/Append Timesteps - allows a number of time-varying surfaces to be combined into a single time series

surface. The surfaces must be on the same spatial framework and any time information will be relative to the time

information for the first file

2.7.3.4 Adjust Values

- Update Terrain Values - enables the elevation data in any existing waterRIDE™ surface to updated with the elevations

in another waterRIDE™ surface file. There are a number of options for controlling what elevations how elevations will be

updated.
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- Adjust Terrain Values - enables the elevation data in any existing waterRIDE™ surface to adjusted using polygons/

points in a GIS layer. The terrain values for all cells/nodes within each polygon (or at each point) will be adjusted

according to the value in the relevant field for each object, and the selected adjustment mode:

- Add: field value is added to existing terrain value (if not DELVAL)

- Mutliply: existing terrain value (if not DELVAL) is multiplied by field value

- Set_Value: terrain value is set to field value

- Min_Value: if existing terrain value is lower than field value, it is set to the field value

- Max_Value: if existing terrain value is higher than field value, it is set to the field value
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- Assign Terrain As Level - will edit the water surface file so that 'terrain' data is treated as 'water level' data. This may

be useful if the user has used waterRIDE™ tools to create a water surface using the same process as creating a digital

elevation model (e.g. triangulating XYZ points), and wishes to specify that the levels in the file are 'water level', and not

'terrain'.

- Assign Flood Planning Level to Water Level - will edit the water surface file so that 'Flood Planning Level' data is

treated as 'water level' data.

- Adjust Peak Water Levels - uses a GIS layer of polygons with adjustments specified in a numeric field to update the

water surface for the selected file. The way the adjustments are applied is controlled using Apply Adjustment As... radio

group.

2.7.3.5 Coordinates and Datums

 - Rotate-Offset Coordinates - enables any waterRIDE™ surface (.wrb  or .wrr) to be rotated and/or translated and/or

scaled to match a known orientation and coordinate base. The user can specify the amount to shift the X and Y

coordinates by as well as the amount of rotation (degrees, relative to X-axis: anti-clockwise is positive) and the point

about which the rotation should occur. If multiple files are selected, the rotation/offset will be applied to all files.
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- Convert Coordinate Projection - allows the projection of a TIN water surface (.wrb file) to be changed.

- Update CFG - forces a recalculation of the MAXMIN section in the CFG files associated with each selected water

surface (wrb/wrr). This can be either calculated from the Peaks Only (faster, but not strictly correct), or the Full Time

Series (slower, but correct). CFG values are used to populate the the Layer Display Min/Max values, as well as in some

specific tools.

- Adjust Vertical Datum - Adds an adjustment to the vertical datum used in a waterRIDE surface(s) (ie applies the

adjustment to TERRAIN, WATER LEVEL and PLANNING LEVEL when found in the specified surfaces. Adjustments are

applied in two ways:

1) Using the NZVD2016 LINZ adjustment GIS layers available from https://data.linz.govt.nz/data/category/

geodetic/vertical-datum-2016/ . The GIS layers (shapefile/tabfile) should be downloaded in the same projection as the

water surface files as re-projection is not currently supported. The layer will generally be labelled "xxxx to NZVD2016

Conversion". The LINZ GIS layers (a file of points) are initially triangulated into a waterRIDE TIN surface (*.wrb).

Adjustments are then read from this TIN for all nodes in the water surface(s). The field in the LINZ layer containing the

adjustment is usually called "O".

2) Using an adjustment grid. This grid can be any waterRIDE surface (wrb or wrr - the result item "TERRAIN" is

used as the parameter containing the adjustment), or a general GIS grid (rst, img, asc, flt, etc)

Both processes apply all adjustments directly to the water surface(s). A backup should be kept.

2.7.3.6 Adjust Items

Changes the definition of items in a waterRIDE file (eg changing "terrain" to "level").

These may be useful when using various tools designed for one purpose to create water surfaces (eg using the DEM

building tool to build a "DEM" of water level).

2.7.4 Create

https://data.linz.govt.nz/data/category/geodetic/vertical-datum-2016/
https://data.linz.govt.nz/data/category/geodetic/vertical-datum-2016/
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2.7.4.1 Extrapolate

This tool allows the user to create a new surface by extrapolating from at least 3 existing surfaces. For each cell, the tool

fits a curve to the values obtained from each surface in the list and extrapolates a value for the new surface from this

curve. 

Depending on the quality of the underlying surfaces, the extent of extrapolation, and the statistical nature of the tool,

the extrapolated surface may be inconsistent and should be thoroughly verified for hydraulic sensibility.

Note that all surfaces are assumed to be on exactly the same spatial framework.

To use the tool:

1) Add at least 3 surfaces to the list to use as the basis for extrapolation

2) Assign an ARI or probability to each surface (select if this is probability or ARI in the radiobuttons)

3) Specify the desired probability/ARI of the extrapolated surface

4) Select the curve fitting function to use: Linear, Log-Normal, Log-Log

5) Click Run

6) On completion, a statistical report on the extrapolation will be provided:
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2.7.4.2 Interpolate

2.7.4.2.1  Interpolate Surface

The general Surface Interpolation tool allows the user to interpolate a new surface from two surfaces. For example, and

indicative 50yr surface could be interpolated using the 20yr and 100yr surfaces. Alternatively, a surface of 10.25m at the

"bridge gauge" could be interpolated.

Interpolation can be driven by (at a known location):

Absolute levels

Flows

Surface ARI's

The above values can be entered manually, or automatically read from the water surfaces themselves (at a user defined

location or using a GIS layer)

This tool utilises the same interpolation algorithm used for single gauge flood forecasting. As such, the lower surface

must be stretched to the extent of the upper surface to ensure full interpolation, and both surfaces must have the same

spatial framework (grid or TIN)

Interpolation Using Manually Entered Parameters
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Interpolation Method:

Select the "by Level/Flow/ARI Ratio" tab.

Upper Level/Flow/ARI value: The relative value for the upper surface at a known location

Lower Level/Flow/ARI value: The relative value for the lower surface at a known location

Required Level/Flow/ARI value: The desired value for the interpolated surface 

Output surface File: The waterRIDE™ file to save the interpolated surface to.

Surfaces To Interpolate From:

Existing Upper Surface File: The upper water surface to use in the interpolation.

Existing Lower Surface File: The lower water surface to use in the interpolation.

Click the Run button to execute the interpolation.

Read Level/Flow Automatically From Surfaces
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In this tool, the relative magnitudes at which the interpolation is carried out against are read from the relevant surfaces.

A location at which to read the surfaces must be specified, by either manually drawing a point/line, or using an external

GIS layer. The user then enters the desired flow or level. If a full library of source surfaces is available, the tool will

automatically determine which surfaces to use in the interpolation. Otherwise, the user should specify the surfaces to

use. The automated approach can be particularly useful if you need, say, a "10.2m at the gauge" surface, but are

unsure which surfaces would span this value.

Interpolation Method:

Select the "by Level/Flow at a point or line" tab.

Either draw a point (level) or cross section (flow) on the map window, or specify an external GIS file containing the

same. This is the location at which the relevant parameter will be read from the water surfaces. Note that only the first

point/line will be used. If using an external GIS file, you will need to specify the file to use, a field containing

unique values for each object, and the field value of the object you wish to use as the point of reference for the

interpolation.

Required Level/Flow value: Specify the desired value for the interpolated surface and whether it is "level" or "flow".

Output surface File: The waterRIDE™ file to save the interpolated surface to.

Surfaces To Interpolate From:

Either:
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Existing Upper Surface File: The upper water surface to use in the interpolation.

Existing Lower Surface File: The lower water surface to use in the interpolation.

OR:

Load the full range of surfaces from which waterRIDE™ will select the appropriate surfaces to use.

Click the Run button to execute the interpolation.

2.7.4.2.2  Sea Level Rise Adjustment

The Sea Level Rise Interpolation tool allows the user to interpolate a surface between two surfaces. Generally, for a sea

level rise adjustment, this would be the peak surface at  maximum sea level rise and the peak surface for existing

conditions. 

This tool utilises the same interpolation algorithm used for single gauge flood forecasting. As such, the lower surface

must be stretched to the extent of the upper surface to ensure full interpolation, and both surfaces must have the same

spatial framework (grid or TIN)

SLR Adjustment Parameters:

Upper Surface SLR Amount: The amount of Sea Level Rise applied to the upper surface.

Lower Surface SLR Amount: The amount of Sea Level Rise applied to the lower surface.
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Desired SLR Amount: The desired amount of sea level rise to drive the interpolation. 

Output surface File: The waterRIDE™ file to save the interpolated surface to.

SLR Source Surfaces:

Existing Upper Surface File: The upper Sea Level Rise water surface to use in the interpolation.

Existing Lower Surface File: The lower Sea Level Rise (or base conditions) water surface to use in the interpolation.

Click the Run button to execute the interpolation.

2.7.4.3 New Grid

This is a general tool for creating blank waterRIDE™ grids. Often these grids are then used as a framework onto with

terrain and water surfaces are mapped.

There are two methods for creating blank grids:

User Defined

Optimised For a Polygon

Will create the smallest, rotated grid that contains the first polygon in the specified GIS layer.
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2.7.5 Terrain

2.7.5.1 DEM Builder

The DEM builder tool is used to build a single, seamless DEM from any number of terrain sources. Some of its

common uses include:

building a single DEM from tiled LiDAR data (or a tiled DEMs)

merging DEMs using different source data (eg LiDAR where available, then SRTM, then course satellite data)

Creating a small DEM in an area of interest from a large DEM

Updating an existing DEM with new terrain data (or filling the "gaps" in an existing DEM)
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Build New

1. Specify the DEM extents as either:

Manual - enter Min/Max X/Y coords

GIS file - uses the extent of the first object (often a polygon drawn in waterRIDE) in a GIS layer

Source DEM Extent - uses the extents (bounding rectangle) of the source DEM datasets

2. Specify the desired cell size

3. Click the "update" button to verify the size of the DEM. Very large DEM's (> 500MB "size") will benefit from building

pyramids.

4. Specify the output file

5. Add the source DEM's to the list (rst, wrr, or wrb files). The order of the list is the same as waterRIDE's draw order

(ie the layer at the top of the list is draped first, and will be overwritten by any subsequent layers that overlap). This

means that the lower quality terrain datasets should be at the top of the list, and the higher quality at the end.
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Update Existing

This tool operates in the same was the "build new" except that an existing DEM can be updated. use the tick box to

decide whether all values in the DEM should be updated , or only those that are currently blank (delete value).

2.7.5.2 Import

This tool simply enables external DTMs to be imported into waterRIDE™. 

TIN DTM's

The following formats are supported: 

12d ASCII format (.12da) the exported file should just include the TIN and no other layers), 

ASCII triangles (comma or space separated data as x,y,z,t per line, where t represents the triangle number), 

version 7 MicroStation file of 3D triangles, and 

the 3D faces within an AutoCAD DXF file.

All outouts will be TIN based DEM's (*.wrb)

Alternatively, DTM's can be created from RAW terrain data or a combination of existing DTM's using the waterRIDE™

Batch application provided with waterRIDE™ Flood Manager. waterRIDE™  TERRAIN is a separate tool for building DEM's

from extremely large point datasets.

Gridded DEMs

The following formats are supported:

ASCII Grids (*.asc)

Gridded ASCII (*.xyz)

Idrisi/Binary Grids (*.img/*.rst)

ERDAS Grids (*.img/*.ers/*.ige)

MapInfo Grid (*.grd)

ESRI Grids (*.adf)

General Grids (*.flt/*.tif)
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2.7.5.3 Adjust

Update Terrain Values - enables the elevation data in any existing waterRIDE™ surface to updated with the elevations

in another waterRIDE™ surface file. There are a number of options for controlling what elevations how elevations will be

updated.

Adjust Terrain Values - enables the elevation data in any existing waterRIDE™ surface to adjusted using polygons/

points in a GIS layer. The terrain values for all cells/nodes within each polygon (or at each point) will be adjusted

according to the value in the relevant field for each object, and the selected adjustment mode:

- Add: field value is added to existing terrain value (if not DELVAL)

- Mutliply: existing terrain value (if not DELVAL) is multiplied by field value

- Set_Value: terrain value is set to field value

- Min_Value: if existing terrain value is lower than field value, it is set to the field value

- Max_Value: if existing terrain value is higher than field value, it is set to the field value
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2.7.6 File Utilities

A collection of tools for working with files.

Rename Files

Provides a tool for bulk renaming of any files with the ability to easily change:

prefixes and suffixes

swapping/substituting text strings

changing file extensions
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Common Binary Files

Allows the user to inspect the header information and contents description of some commonly used binary files such

as:

netCDF

XMDF

HDF5

2.8 PROCESS

The process live panel allows you to work with existing layers, including enhancing their performance, merging,

cleaning, extracting and batch processing.
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2.8.1 Performance

2.8.1.1 Pyramids

Extremely large grids running in infinite grid mode access surface information directly from disk each time the screen is

redrawn. This process can be data intensive and display speed may be compromised when accessing information from

relatively "slow" locations such as standard file networks (ie locations with high relative latency). Even smaller grids

running across slow connections may benefit from building pyramids.

Building pyramids reduces the volume of information necessary to draw redraw the screen and will significantly increase

display speeds for very large grids, especially when accessing datasets across a network. In fact, it is essential to build

pyramids for network based surfaces accessed using infinite grid. Even local disk or SSD based datasets will see some

speed improvement using pyramids.

A Pyramid is a collection of layers representing the original surface at a range of successively coarser resolutions. As

the screen is redrawn, the appropriate pyramid level is selected relative to the screen zoom level. After sufficient

zooming, the base layer will be accessed directly. 

A level 1 pyramid can also be created which resides between the surface (Level 0) and the first natural level (Level 2).

This can be useful for further improving the performance of network based datasets but significantly increases the

datasets storage footprint. By default, Level 1 pyramids are not created.

   

Pyramids will be generated for both "peaks only" and full "time series" surfaces.

Building pyramids for any surface will force that surface to be opened in infinite grid mode. Toggling between infinite

grid and normal mode for standard sized datasets will require you to rename the "Ln" pyramids (refer below).

However, pyramids can only be used with waterRIDE™ grids when the grid is:

not rotated

not be being re-projected

Surface pyramids will be saved with the same name as the surface file with an "Ln" appended for each pyramid level. As

the original grid forms Level 1 (or the base) of the pyramid, the second level of the pyramid will be labelled 

Surface_Name.wrr_L2, and so on.
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Creating Pyramids for a dataset will increase its disk storage footprint by around 33%. If a Level 1 pyramid has been

included, the pyramids will add 83% to the disk storage footprint for the layer.

Aerial Imagery

Since waterRIDE 10, pyramids (overview) are built automatically for aerial imagery if needed. 

This tool is for legacy support only.

2.8.1.2 TIN<>Grid

Occasionally, you may need to change the waterRIDE surface framework. Most commonly, this would be from a TIN

(wrb) to a grid (wrr) to enhance performance.

Two options are available: 

1. To rasterise a TIN waterRIDE™ surface (.wrb) into a grid waterRIDE™ surface (.wrr) on a grid size specified by the

user. Grid surfaces pixelate when zoomed in, however, drawing and accessing grids can be significantly faster,

especially for very large networks, and

2. To convert a Grid surface (.wrr) into a TIN (.wrb) by triangulating across all the grid cells.

2.8.1.3 Resample Grid

Allows you to change the cell size of a waterRIDE grid layer (wrr).

Generally, this will involve an increase in cell size (reduction in file size and resolution).

A new layer will be created.

2.8.2 Merge

The merge tools allow you to manage overlapping datasets, creating a seamless, single surface from any number of

separate surfaces.

Common uses are creating a maximum 100yr flood surface envelope from al studies across a Council area.

2.8.2.1 Drape and Merge

In the context of merging surfaces, the drape and merge tool will allow you to combine multiple surfaces (eg the 100yr

flood surfaces) into a single, seamless envelope of maximum parameters (ie create a maximum 100yr envelope

providing the 100yr flood level across the entire LGA).

To achieve this, a common framework is required into which the separate surfaces are to be draped. This is usually a

DEM of the entire Council area. For example, the screen below is a merge of 8 separate flood studies.
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The mapping/overlaying operation will only work if the base file and all water surface files are in the same coordinate

projection, or if each layer has had its projection specified. Also note that grids (.wrr) and TINs (.wrb) can be

interchangeably mapped to each other. 

To operate:

Base File

select the base "DEM" file to drape onto (a waterRIDE™ file containing terrain only or terrain with water - a copy of

the terrain component will be extracted to a new start file).

Drape: 

select the water surface file(s) to map. The order can be altered in the list. 

Drape Multiple Surfaces:

Next, select how to process the mapping of using multiple surfaces:

Maximums Envelope: Will map the first file, then overlay subsequent files if the value is greater than what is already

there. 

Sequentially: Sequentially overlays valid values (non delete value) from the water surfaces, replacing any values from

previous iterations as it goes

Generally, this will be the maximums envelope approach.

Options:

Drape using TIN Interpolation: When draping gridded surfaces, you can specify whether the surface should be mapped

as a grid (ie flat, discontinuous, terraced water surface), or as a localised TIN surface (continuous, dynamically

triangulated surface between cell centroids). This may be important when mapping to a much finer DEM framework,

especially in areas of shallow flow to avoid a mapped product with alternating. TIN interpolation is almost always

recommended.

Drape Terrain: Update the terrain in the base file using the terrain from the source files being draped. If selected, this

can be controlled using "always" and "only if base is blank".

Save PEAKS Only: select whether a peak surface only should be generated (no time series), and if so, should the peaks

of the source file(s) be used (quick) or should the full time series from the source files be used (thorough)

Use existing water surface data in BASE as initial conditions: when draping, the initial conditions of the BASE file (water

levels, velocities etc) will be used as the starting point for the process.

Notes:

This action will automatically set a default output surface name, adding a '-mapped' to the base name if mapping and

using the same base name if overlaying. If you are overlaying the first water surface and want to preserve the base

name, simply select a different output filename to save to and a copy of the base file will be made before the water
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surfaces are processed.

When overlaying a source timeseries file to a base timeseries file, the timesteps must be the same (the process will

check and let you know if they are not) and only the overlapping elapsed time steps will be output.

Mapping a coarse TIN water surface with many timesteps to a large fine grid DEM can generate very large files. In such

cases it may be more efficient in disk space (at the cost of some speed loss) to map the water surface to the DEM on

the fly.  The Setup Map-on-the-fly option should be used in this case, and this process creates a cross-reference index

file between the TIN and the grid, and a peak properties file for rapid display of peaks. All the timeseries surfaces are

mapped from the TIN to the grid as needed.

 

 

2.8.2.2 Peak of Peaks

A waterRIDE™ hydraulic surface file (.wrb and .wrr) include several parts: the network or grid, the peak dataset and the

time varying dataset. Apart from the terrain, all the parameters in the peak dataset in a standard hydraulic file are

derived from the time varying dataset and are initially established when the model is imported.

Peak of Peaks

Where a number of storm durations have been modelled for each flood frequency, a peak of peaks flood surface

across all durations can be created to serve as the ultimate peak envelope surface for flood planning. The filename of

the surface containing the maximum water level is also stored as an additional result item, allowing the source of the

peak level to be readily identified at all locations in the model. All files used in the Peak of Peaks tool must be on the

same framework/spatial extent. If results are on a different spatial framework (eg models of overlapping catchments,

or river surfaces and storm surge surfaces), the Transfer Water Surface to DEM tool can be used to create a "peak of

peaks" (WL only).

2.8.2.3 Transition

When overlapping surfaces meet with a discontinuity (eg waterfall), or do not meet, a transition is required to ensure

the two surfaces merge in a seamless manner.

Transitions can be either linear (using a TIN) or by inverse distance.

In both cases, GIS layers are used to define the transition zones, and will operate on a single surface (ie this tool would

be used after the merging tool).

Seed points are read from the GIS layer and are used to drive the transitioning. 

Inverse Distance
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1. Specify the GIS polygons file. This file defines the region in which the inverse distance sampling will occur. Only valid

water surface values along this polygon will be used in the inverse distance algorithm, so care should be used to

ensure that the polygon picks up the cells you wish to use.

2. Add the file(s) to apply to the transition to

3. Specify the inverse distance power. 2 is the default.

4. If you wish to only sample at the nodes of the polygon, leave the resample distance at 0. If you wish to disregard the

nodes and use a regular spacing along the polygon, specify the desired interval.

Using a TIN Surface

1. Specify the GIS transition file. This will be a file containing two polylines. The nodes on each polyline drive the

triangulation between the two lines and, hence, form the linear transition surface. 

2. Add the file(s) to apply to the transition to
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2.8.2.4 Combine wrb Files

This tool simply combines a number of hydraulic surfaces (.wrb TIN files only) into a single surface for easier data

access and display. Note that the process does not attempt to sew adjacent edges together, so that where there is a

gap, it will be visible, and where there is overlap, the latter file will be visible.

 

 

2.8.2.5 Stretch

These tools are the same as those on the Import live panel.

Click here to access.

2.8.3 Clean

These tools are the same as those on the Import live panel.

Click here to access.

2.8.4 Clip Layers

These tools are the same as those on the Import live panel.

Click here to access.

2.8.5 Extract

2.8.5.1 Peaks

A waterRIDE™ hydraulic surface file (.wrb and .wrr) include several parts: the network or grid, the peak dataset and the

time varying dataset. Apart from the terrain, all the parameters in the peak dataset in a standard hydraulic file are

derived from the time varying dataset and are initially established when the model is imported.

Export Peak Surface

Peak surfaces can be extracted using the Export Peak Surface tool. This tool is used to export a selected peak

parameter (terrain, water level, velocity, etc.) together with the spatial framework to an external format. Supported

formats include:

waterRIDE™ surfaces (.wrb & .wrr), 

ESRI .net (this format seems to have been superceded), 

12d ASCII (.12da), 

ASCII triangles (x,y,z,t), 

ASCII Grid files (.asc), and
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Binary Grids (.rst).

2.8.5.2 Peak Flow

Peak flows across a number of X-sections for a number of model runs can be readily extracted using the Export Peak

Flows tool.

Select the waterRIDE™ surfaces to process (note that these must be time-varying surfaces).

Select a GIS layer containing polylines across which flows will be calculated, including an ID field for labelling in the

output CSV file.

Specify the output CSV file to save the peak flow values to.

2.8.6 Misc

A collection of tools for doing miscellaneous tasks.

2.8.6.1 Batch

Whilst this tool does not cover all processing in waterRIDE, it is intended to make batch processing and scripting

possible using Manager. Functionality will be expanded with future releases.

A batch script (text file) must be setup using a series a CSV lines, commencing with a process identifier and followed by

the required parameters for that process.

The following pseudo code explains the batch processes and parameter requirements for some of the more commonly

used processes.
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Processing Codes:

PEAKOFPEAKS,"OutputFile","File1","File2",....,"File n"

EXTRACTALLPEAKSWR,"SourceFile"

DIFFERENCE,"Filename1","FileName2","OutFile","FlagWetToDry T/F"

CONVERTGRID,"FileName","ToEXT", "HazFile" 

RUNDRAPEBATCH,"FileName"

CHANGEHAZARDH1H6,"Filename","ARRHazFileName",Backup?

CHANGEHAZARD,"Filename","HazardFileName",Backup

Performance Codes:

PYRAMID,"wrrFile","T/F Level 1"

General File Codes:

COPYFILE,"Source","Dest"

RENAMEFILE,"From","To"

DELETEFILE,"Fname"

Clipping Codes

NULLIFY,"FileName","GISFile","Keep Terrain T/F","INSIDE or OUTSIDE"

Stretching Codes:

FILL_IDW,"FileName","GISFile",IDWpower,ResampleDist

STRETCHSURFACE2SURFACE,"FileToStretch","FileToStretchTo","ConstraintGISFile"

STRETCHSURFACEBYBUFFER,"FileToStretch","Buffer/Cycles","ConstraintGISFile","Stretch Within CONstraints Only T/

F","Depth Threshold","HazardFile"



Part
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3 ENTERPRISE
Overview

The objective behind waterRIDE™’s Enterprise setup is to simplify the management and rollout of the software across

an organisation, including the provision of centralised management of settings, user access and access to waterRIDE™

data projects.

Using the Enterprise framework, the following centralised behaviour can be configured:

License Server pathing – centralised configuration making license server relocation simpler

Centralised project lists (provides end users with a simple list of all available waterRIDE™ projects – eliminates the

need for users to locate projects on the LAN/WAN)

Centralised username-based cascading software access permissions:

- ENTERPRISE (configuration only)

- DATA Manager

- Manager

- Viewer

Single waterRIDE™ installation for all versions (including centralised LAN/virtual install if desired)

Configuration of pervasive default searchbox (including using layers not in current project)

Configuration of internet/locally based address server searching

Centralised Report Figure templates

Common Palette and Hazard folders

Enterprise and DATA Manager are implicitly linked. You cannot (and it does not make sense to) run DATA Manager

without and Enterprise configuration.

The Enterprise setup can only operate in conjunction with a license server.

Enterprise Configuration Description

In v8, the local wR_FLOOD_*.ini file (residing in the program files folder on each machine) could be used to store

common settings such as license server paths and searchbox details. The downside of this approach was that if any

setting was changed, each client would need to have its INI file updated with the change. 
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waterRIDE 10 introduced support for Enterprise configuration through a centralised wR_FLOOD.ini file, residing

somewhere on the network. The local INI file need only point to the enterprise folder and settings can be read from the

global wR_FLOOD.ini file.

 

In this way, changes can be made to the enterprise INI file and automatically "rolled out" to each client.

3.1 Setup (Enterprise)

Enterprise Setup

WaterRIDE™ Enterprise provides a central repository of configuration settings, user names and their level of access,

together with a list of central waterRIDE™ projects to manage and simplify user access to the data.

1) Establish a ‘wR_Enterprise’ folder on the network with controlled write access. This can be a folder anywhere on the

network. Those with write permissions are considered ‘enterprise managers’, and can access the Enterprise

configuration from from the file menu. All users must have read access to this folder as this is where the centralised

settings are kept.
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2) Follow the Enterprise "Client" setup routine on the machine of a user who is a enterprise manager (their account has

read/write access to the enterprise folder).

3) The user with 'enterprise manager' permissions can now open waterRIDE in Manager/DATA Manager mode and

browse to FIle->Setup->Enterprise Configuration, to establish/edit the Enterprise settings.

4) On the Global Settings tab, enter the following (as needed):

License server address and port.

Add files to the central projects list. These will appear on the Quick Start Dashboard under the "Central Projects" list

when a user opens waterRIDE.
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Add any Microsoft Word Report Figure templates. A copy of these files will be held in the users waterRIDE folder (eg

C:\Users\juan.smith\AppData\Local\waterRIDE\PlotTemplates) for access when offline. When the user opens

waterRIDE, the users folder is automatically synchronised with the enterprise folder. These templates will appear in

addition to any user installed templates.

Specify any disclaimer to appear on all views.

5) On the User Permissions tab, enter the following (as needed):
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Usernames to access DATA Manager and Manager. Access is cascading. If a user has access to DATA Manager, they

will have access to Manager. Users not on either list will have access to Viewer only.

Batch lists can be added from text files using the open button.

6) On the Application Defaults tab, enter the following (as needed):
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Default palettes and hazards folder (for centralised management). Centralised hazards will collect hazards in the

following priority: Enterprise folder then Users Folder, then Application folder. See Hazards Manager for more info.

Default Hazard categories (appears on any "select hazards" form)

Infinite grid threshold (generally left as blank which will default to 512MB).

Online address servers. Add address servers using the button. Details of address servers are contained here.

The default server is the server at the top of the list. A Country code can be specified to limit searches to a specific

country if using the ESRI world geolocate server.

Default searchbox. This can include centralised GIS layers that may not be in any projects (ie the layer no longer

needs to be in the project to enable searching).
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7) Click save. The settings will be stored in the wR_FLOOD.ini file in the enterprise folder specified.

An example enterprise configuration .INI file (wR_FLOOD.ini):

 [LICENSE SERVER]

ServerHostname=127.0.0.1

ServerPortNumber=

[LOCALISATION]

; default = SI

;UnitsOfMeasurement=US Customary

[DATA MANAGER USERS]

; list of users allowed to access the Data Manager module if there is a licence

; Data Manager is a module requiring a Flood Manager Licence

UserName=T/F

...

[FLOOD MANAGER USERS]

; list of users allowed to launch Flood Manager if there is a licence available

; the default access is through Flood Viewer and no list is required

UserName=T/F

...

[CENTRAL PROJECTS]

; a list of prepared waterRIDE projects setup to access the organisation’s flood data

FullPathProjectName=T

...

[DATA MANAGER]

IniFile=Full path to wR_DATAManager.ini file

[APPLICATION]

HazardDefinitionsFolder=Hazards

PaletteFolder=Palettes

; threshold in base grid bytes when a WRR file works in infinite grid mode

MaxGridMemorySize=512000000

DefaultZoomLock=AUTO ????????

[SEARCH]

; specify the full path to a GIS layer that DOES NOT need to be in any projects

DefaultLayer=cadastre.mif

DefaultField=PLANNUMBER

DefaultDisplayFields=CSID,CADID,LOTNUMBER,SECTIONNUMBER,PLANNUMBER,PLANLABEL

[GEOLOCATION SERVERS]

ESRI=http://geocode.arcgis.com/arcgis/rest/services/World/GeocodeServer,"SingleLine"

COUNTRY_wR=AUS

8) Configure the local wR_FLOOD.ini  file on each client to point to the enterprise wR_FLOOD.ini file.
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3.2 Setup (Client)
The local setup on a user’s machine entails installation of the waterRIDE FLOOD software and associated files into the

Program Files (x86)\waterRIDE folder. 

On each user machine, the local configuration wR_FLOOD.INI file (in the above installation path) must include an entry

pointing to the enterprise folder in the [APPLICATION] section. In v8, this approach was used to specify the license

server path (and still can be).

Example local configuration wR_FLOOD.ini file:

[APPLICATION]

; relative path from the application to the Common folder (GDAL and other DLL libraries)

CommonLibraryFolder=..\Common

; full path to the 'wR_Enterprise' folder

wREnterpriseFolder=X:\Configuration Settings\wR_Enterprise

[LOCALISATION]

;UnitsOfMeasurement=US Customary

Settings in the central enterprise configuration file will override those in the local configuration file.

The local ini file will reside in the same folder as the wR_FLOOD.exe application file. This can be built into custom MSI

packages if desired for distributed release. A "default" wR_FLOOD.ini file ships with the standard install package.



Part
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4 DATA MANAGER

4.1 Background

4.1.1 Purpose

waterRIDE™ Data Manager is a module within Flood Manager and its purpose is to assist organisations with large

amounts of flood modelling and associated data in managing and controlling the data for use by staff within the

organisation.

Typically, raw flood modelling results are converted into waterRIDE™ surface files where they can be cleaned from

modelling irregularities and enhanced with more detailed terrain data amongst other processing. Once this processing

is complete the surfaces can be made available to others in the organisation who need to interrogate flood

information. In a similar fashion to GIS, waterRIDE™ surfaces comprise a family of files that work together and because

they encompass time varying spatial data with many attributes, the files can be quite large.

If used appropriately, Data Manager should avoid the plethora of portable hard drives that floodplain engineers often

accumulate, by consolidating the large number of files and quantity of data on a network or cloud based server. 

Flood studies are often updated or revised when landscape or built environment changes affect flooding behaviour, or

as flood modelling  techniques improve over time. Flood related planning disputes are tied to the flood information

available at the time the planning decision was made and it is often difficult to access old flood information that was

current in the past. Data Manager enables existing studies to be archived as updated versions become adopted using

more cost effective storage options for the large amounts of data. In the case of disputes, Data Manager can identify

the history of flood studies at a location and temporarily rollback the relevant study data so that it can be interrogated

and the dispute resolved.

Data Manager's centralised repository of terabytes of data across hundreds or thousands of files provides significant

benefits to custodians and users of the data. User access and work flow can be simplified and streamlined in a number

of ways:

end users with little GIS or flood expertise can readily access current flood information from a central list of

waterRIDE™ projects using Flood Viewer,

flood engineers can generate derived and enhanced flood products and publish them with Data Manager

for use elsewhere within or outside the organisation,

a single point of truth for all flood studies can be provided through a mosaic master grid surface that

encompasses all the current study data,

external modelling consultants can be provided with an extract from current waterRIDE™ projects to facilitate

localised flood assessments,

localised flood models can be easily merged back into the base study data,

4.1.2 Concepts

Flood Study Data Storage

Flood information derived from flood modelling is supported by many studies each with numerous file sets covering

design flood frequencies, flood type and flood scenarios such as climate change and blockage.
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Once a study has been completed the raw model results require processing for use in floodplain management

activities and this data needs to be stored in a central location enabling all stakeholders to access the data through

waterRIDE™ projects. To accommodate a variety of end users, the flood data can be accessed on a per study basis as

well as through a master surface that is a mosaic of all current flood study results. The data may also include spatial

and temporal flood products derived from the model results or the master surfaces to serve specific needs of other

stakeholders.

A key concept of Data Manager is the storage and listing of this data. The data is a collection of files which are stored

in a main root folder with sub-folders for each study. Once a study has aged and is to be replaced with an updated

version, the current version is archived into a separate archive folder, where it can be rolled back if needed in the

future. Flood products that are generated for external stakeholders such as GIS extracts, profiles and time series charts,

waterRIDE™ project extracts, etc are exported to the Publish Folder which is publicly accessible by the stakeholders.

Copying files into the root folder is controlled through a study registration process within the Data Manager interface

and the list of files and associated study and file meta data is stored in Data Manager's database. The rigor in the

system will be compromised if files are manually copied or moved within the folders.

Having the three main folders should provide IT services with the flexibility to locate or re-locate the folders as

required to meet storage availability. Data Manager is an optional module within Flood Manager and the logical path

to the root folder is stored in the Data Manager .INI file that resides in the same folder as the Flood Manager

executable. Likewise, access to the Publish Folder for end users is stored in the Flood Manager .INI file which also

resides in the same folder as the Flood Manager executable. In a waterRIDE™ Enterprise setup, there is an additional

enterprise .INI file that resides in a central configuration folder. The settings in the central .INI file override those of the

local .INI file.

 

Data Manager File Folder Structure
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Data Manager's Database

The list of all files registered in Data Manager are stored in Data Manager's database along with associated meta data.

The meta data includes some free form text, but is primarily sourced from lookup tables, some of which have fixed

content and others with content that can be added by users. The following list summarises the key data base tables

and their fields. Field names ending in '_ID' are indices into the various lookup tables.

Table:  GIS_Layers

Fields: ID, UNC_Folder, filename, file_type_ID, alias_name, study_ID

Table:  Master_Grids

Fields: ID, filename, version, ari_ID (idx to ARI), scenario_ID (idx to Scenario), start_date, end_date, use_status_ID,

archive_ID

Table:  Pk_Surfaces

Fields: ID, study_ID, filename, file_type_ID, flood_ID, ari_ID, historic_ID, scenario_ID, use_status_ID, archive_ID,

adoption_ID, date_adopted, date_retired

Table:  Products

Fields: ID, study_ID, filename, date_created, operator, prod_service_ID, prod_type_ID, source, surface_ID, time_set_ID,

ARI_ID, historic_ID, terrain_enhanced, comment

Table:  Publish

Fields: ID, product_ID,operator, date_published, customer, comment

Table:  Reports

Fields: ID, study_ID, filename, report_date, author, comments

 

Table:  Rollbacks

Fields: ID, study_ID, start_date, end_date, comment

 

Table:  Studies

Fields: ID, study_name, version, sub_version, study_folder, ,study_by, study_date, locale_ID, catchment_ID,

study_quality, model_quality, Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, date_registered, registered_by, use_status_ID,

archive_ID, adoption_ID, date_adopted, date_retired, pmf_extents_file

Table:  Ts_Surfaces

Fields: ID, study_ID, filename, file_type_ID, flood_ID, ari_ID, historic_ID, scenario_ID, use_status_ID, archive_ID

Table:  wR_Projects

Fields: ID, study_ID, filename, date_created, operator, notes

Master Grid Surfaces

The concept behind the master grids is to have all flood studies, riverine, overland flow and storm surge, for a given

design flood and scenario (existing climate change, blockage, etc) on a single surface. This can be achieved with infinite

grids in waterRIDE™ but where the studies are widely spaced a waterRIDE™ composite file would be more efficient and

provide similar benefits.

waterRIDE™ Projects

waterRIDE™ Projects can be created from a template within Data Manager using the registered flood surface files and

the registered GIS reference files. Following this rule will ensure that the projects should always open successfully

without any missing files.
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Projects can be launched from within Data Manager to support the flood custodians, and to support the other

stakeholders using Flood Viewer or Flood Manager, the list of internal Projects is updated in the Publish folder

whenever a project is registered. The Flood Viewer and Flood Manager .INI files contain a reference to the location of

this list in the Publish folder enabling users to select a project from the Central Projects list in the application's startup

form. This avoids the need to setup Windows shortcuts or for the user to have to browse in Windows Explorer to find

them.

Support is also provided for flood modellers undertaking localised models, eg for development impacts, that are

within the bounds of an existing flood study model. An extract of the existing study waterRIDE™ Project can be created

and provided to the modeller enabling them to extract boundary conditions for the localised model. Then when the

localised model is finished, the result surfaces can be dropped and blended with the existing study surfaces.

4.1.3 Framework

The concept behind the framework is to facilitate access to the flood data through the waterRIDE™ projects, whether it

be current specific flood studies, current master grid surfaces or archived data that has temporarily rolled back, and

through the published flood products.

The general and technical end users, outside of the flood custodians, will have access to the list of published

waterRIDE™ projects that will appear under Central Projects in the start up form. They do not need to know that Data

Manager is looking after the data. Flood products have a different purpose, that is to support external processes or

spatial data systems and the user will be required to browse to the Publish Folder and copy the required files.

The flood custodians have the key role of processing and storing the flood study data using the tools and procedures

within Data Manager. The following figure presents a schematic of this framework.
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4.2 Initial Setup

4.2.1 Folders, DataBase & INI files

A DATA Manager installation requires an Enterprise configuration. This must be configured successfully before DATA

Manager can be configured.

The first step in establishing a new wR Data Manager system is to setup the base file folders and to copy and rename

the blank template database. The template database is a Microsoft Access Database (2002-2003 format, *.mdb) and

ships with waterRIDE. It can be migrated to server based systems if required, however the number of concurrent users

will be small and the quantity of data, even over decades will also likely be small. The flexibility of being able to view

and correct mistakes in the tables in MS Access is worth considering.

The base folders consist of the ROOT, the ARCHIVE and the PUBLISH Folders. The publish folder should be publicly

visible to stakeholder users.

The copied and renamed MS database will reside in the ROOT folder.

For simplicity, waterRIDE™ uses Windows .INI files for configuration settings. These can be edited in any text editor, eg

NotePad.

To setup a DATA Manager installation:

1) Ensure that Enterprise has been configured and that you are specified as a DATA Manager user

2) Open waterRIDE and Select "DATA Manager" mode

3) Close the quick start dashboard

4) Browse to the Manager live panel

5) Select Create Initial Database. This will bring up the DATA Manager configuration form:
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6) Enter the paths to the various folders. Care should be taken to ensure these paths are accessible by relevant staff

and have sufficient storage available, as flooding data is very large.

7) Click initial setup. waterRIDE will automatically create the configuration file wR_DataManager.ini in the Enterprise

folder, as well as copy the DATA Manager database to the ROOT FOLDER.

8) End users must have their Enterprise configuration included in their wR_FLOOD.ini files.

Example wR_DataManager.ini c o n figu ratio n  fi le:
[wR_Data_Manager]
; driver setup for MS Access database
DriverID=MSAcc
; full path to the database file in the root folder
Database=G:\DM Testing Root Folder\wR_DM-Trial.mdb
User_Name=admin
Password=admin
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4.3 Workflow

4.3.1 Registering

Registering each flood study is essential to create the necessary folders for the study data files, to copy the files into

Data_Manager and to enter the study and associated meta data into the database for subsequent retrieval and use.

4.3.1.1 Study

The Study registration menu is used to register a New Study into the database or to update/edit a study that is already

registered. 
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To register a New Study simply begin typing the name of the study in the Study Name box. If a study with the same

name already exists it will appear in the drop down box below along with the Version number. If a study of the same

name exists ensure you chose a new concurrent version number as it is important that each study has a unique study

ID.

To modify an Existing Study simply begin typing the name of the study and a drop down will appear with the search

query results from the input text. Once you select the correct study you can then modify the details using the steps

below.

Once a Study Name and Version are decided you can begin entering some of the meta data associated with the study: 

1. Study Conducted By - Enter the name of the consultant or organisation that produced the study. 
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2. Current User - This defaults to the ID of the currently logged in user ID. This can be manually updated as required.

3. Study Date - You can chose to either manually enter the date the study was conducted or select the drop down

arrow to activate the date picker.

4. Catchment - Select the catchment associated with the study. If the catchment is not listed already, simply select the

"z- add to list -z" option at the bottom and type in the new catchment name into the box that appears. Once you are

happy with the new catchment name press the tick and it will be added to the database.

5. Locale - Select the locale associated with the study. This could be a suburb or feature of the catchment that will help

identify where the study is located. This parameter will be useful for users who may not be familiar with the

catchment location. If the locale is not listed already, simply select the "z- add to list -z" option at the bottom and

type in the new name into the box that appears. Once you are happy with the new name press the tick and it will be

added to the database.
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6. Model Quality - The model quality is an indicative value associated to the study based on how detailed the hydraulic

model is. Select the appropriate model quality option using the drop down menu.

Some examples of model quality types are as follows:

0 = 1D_steady - A steady state 1D model such as a basic HEC-RAS 1D quasi-steady model.

10 = 1D_dynamic - A time varying 1D model  such as a MIKE11 or ESTUARY 1D model.

20 = 2D_>20m - A full 2D model (excluding 1D elements) with a grid or element size greater than 20m such as

a regional TUFLOW FV model excluding 1D features.

30 = 1D+2D_>20m - A 2D model with 1D features defined with a grid or element size greater than 20m such

as a regional MIKE FLOOD model.

40 = 2D_<=20m - A full 2D model (excluding 1D elements) with a grid or element size equal to or less than

20m and greater than 10m.

50 = 1D+2D_<=20m - A 2D model with 1D features defined with a grid or element size equal to or less than

20m and greater than 10m.

60 = 2D_<=10m - A full 2D model (excluding 1D elements) with a grid or element size equal to or less than

10m and greater than 5m.

70 = 1D+2D_<=10m - A 2D model with 1D features defined with a grid or element size equal to or less than

10m and greater than 5m.

80 = 2D_<=5m - A full 2D model (excluding 1D elements) with a grid or element size equal to or less than 5m

and greater than 3m.

90 = 1D+2D_<=5m - A 2D model with 1D features defined with a grid or element size equal to or less than 5m

and greater than 3m.

100 = 2D_<=3m - A full 2D model (excluding 1D elements) with a grid or element size equal to or less than 3m.

7. Study Quality - This is a subjective value to be determined by the user based on the quality of the study. The user

can scale the study quality based on things such as the model methodology, model purpose, calibration results, etc.

Some examples of study quality ranges are as follows:

0-1 - A GridFlow model.

2-3 - A model created for development assessment purposes.

4-6 - A standard flood study.

7-9 - A flood study with a high attention to detail.
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8. Overall Quality - This value is the sum of the model and study quality values.

The next step is to include any documents associated with the study such as calibration or flood study reports. To

browse and select any associated document files use the  button. After the files have been selected they will

appear in the table. 

To delete any unwanted files, simply select the filename and press the [Del] key on your keyboard.

Once the files have been added, update the study date and author details along with any comments related to the

document.

After all fields have been completed in the form press the  button to complete the registration.

This will automatically create the new study folder in the Root Directory and copy any selected report files listed. The

File List legend below the table indicates the highlight color used for the associated documents that have been copied

successfully or not.

Once the study has been registered the next step in the process is to add the associated waterRIDE surface files to the
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data manager.

4.3.1.2 wR Surfaces

The wR Surfaces registration menu is used to register and copy any waterRIDE flood surface files associated a study

that is currently registered.

Using the Search & Select a Study box at the top of the form, select the appropriate study to register the waterRIDE

surface files to. 

If there are already files associated to the study the table will update automatically with a list of registered files and

meta data.

To select which files are to be registered to the study, browse to the file location using the  button to add them
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to the table.

Note: Only the main file for each surface needs to be selected (.WRR, .WRB, .WRM, .WRP). Any associated files in each

set will be copied with them.

The next step is to update the meta data for each file, select the appropriate value for each field using the drop down

options. Note that the Pks/TimeS and Type fields are automatically filled in for you from the file structure. Ensure to

check all field values before proceeding.

To delete any unwanted files, simply select the filename and press the [Del] key on your keyboard.

Finally, after all files and meta data fields have been updated, press the  button to begin the

registration and file copying process. 

If you expect a file to already exist there are several options available to proceed. 

Skip - This will skip the file if it already exists.

Ask - If a file with the same name exists you will be prompted on how to proceed.

Overwrite - This will overwrite any file that has the same name as the new files to be registered.

To register raw flood study model results files proceed to the Model Results section.

4.3.1.3 Model Results

The Model Results registration menu is used to copy any associated model results files from MIKE, TUFLOW, HEC, XP

STORM, etc. to the study file directory.
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Using the Search & Select a Study box at the top of the form, select the appropriate study to register the model results

files to. 

To select which model files are to be copied to the study directory, browse to the file location using the  button

to add them to the list.

To delete any unwanted files, simply select the filename and press the [Del] key on your keyboard.

Finally, after all files have been added to the list, press the  button to begin the file copying

process. 

If you expect a file to already exist there are several options available to proceed. 

Skip - This will skip the file if it already exists.

Ask - If a file with the same name exists you will be prompted on how to proceed.

Overwrite - This will overwrite any file that has the same name as the new files.
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4.3.1.4 GIS Layers

The GIS Layers registration menu is where GIS layer files used in study projects are registered.

Using the Search & Select a Study box at the top-right of the form, select the appropriate study to register the Local GIS

files to (eg. Flood extents, rating locations, model network schematics). 

Note: Some GIS files may not be centric to a particular study (eg. LGA Property Boundary data, Catchment boundaries,

Critical infrastructure), therefore it is not necessary to associate these global GIS files to a study. 

To select which reference GIS files are to be copied, browse to the file location using the 

 button to add them to the list.

For global GIS files such as property boundaries, the Location field should be set to 'Global'. However, files associated

to the selected study should have this field specified as 'Local' using the drop down box.

An alias is required for use in local waterRIDE projects if the file is referenced in case the source filename is changed. 

To delete any unwanted files, simply select the filename and press the [Del] key on your keyboard.

Finally, after all files and fields have been updated, press the  button to begin the registration

and file copying process. 
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4.3.1.5 Products

The Products registration menu is for registering any products created from the study base data. 

A product is an output generated from the study base data that may be used for decision making. This includes flood

extents, maps, peak parameter surfaces, hydrographs, and so on.

To register a product the user must complete each numbered section in order:

1. Select the product file you wish to register using the  button to browse to the file

location. 

    Note: When selecting a file that is the head of a family (eg. shape file, mif, mapinfo tab, etc.), the entire family of files

will be copied during the registration process.

2. Using the Search & Select a Study box, select the appropriate study associated with the product files. Select the

appropriate dataset type used to generate the product and whether the product was derived from a study surface

or a master surface.

3. Choose the source surface associated with the product to be registered using the drop down list and specify if the

peak, single time step or time series was used.

4. Specify the flood source for the product being registered along with the flood type listed in the drop down box.

5. Specify the date created, the responsible person or company whom created the file along with any useful comments

specific to the product or data (eg. justification for creating the product, any known issues, etc). Also select the
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Product service and types from the drop down options. For datasets that use an enhanced terrain (surface draped

onto a more detailed DTM than the model DTM) check the  checkbox.

Once all steps have been completed press the button to register the product files in the Data

Manager database.

4.3.1.6 wR Projects

The wR Projects registration menu is used to create and/or register any waterRIDE project files used to interrogate

study surfaces, GIS files and products.

In this menu it is possible to create a wR project file using a Template or if registering an existing wR project file,

proceed to the Register Study Projects tab.

4.3.1.6.1  Create from Template

To create a New waterRIDE project using a pre-made template file, the user must complete all 4 sections using the

form below:
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Using this tool the user can choose an existing waterRIDE project to use as a template for generating a new project

whilst swapping key surfaces or GIS files. The tool allows users to pick any of the registered surfaces or GIS files in the

Data Manager database to build the new project. The tool will automatically adjust color palate scaling to suit the newly

swapped surfaces based on the parameters specified. 

Before proceeding through the four steps, users must select the appropriate study to register the waterRIDE project to

using the Search & Select a Study box at the top of the form.

1. Select the template project to base the new project on. This drop down menu will list all projects currently registered

within the Data Manager database.

2. Review the template contents using the table in the center of the form. The Template Views window lists all of the

different view panes listed within the project file with headings and current template actions for each view. The 

{VIEW} value (next to index #3 in example below) will be automatically generated based on the settings in section 4.

Whereas the {BRANCH} value is generated using the inputs from section 3. 

The Template Layers table will list the filenames and locations of all layers included in the currently selected project

template. 
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The template tool has the ability to automatically adjust level and terrain contour scaling autonomously to cater for

varying sized flood events as well as centering the view to the chosen surface. The user can control the parameters

of this feature using the menu to the right of the form. To fix the scaling and view settings as specified in the

selected template simply uncheck the Adjust view settings for new project button (this is checked by default). If

checked the user can adjust the minimum and maximum contour intervals along with the maximum number of

contours.

Note: A VIEW is typically defined by a particular model catchment or study area for example: "Sandy Creek

Catchment". A BRANCH will be a defined flood event and scenario for example: "Riv 2yr Ex" (This branch format will

be explained further in Section 3).

3. The next step is to select the 3. Setup BRANCH Replication with different surfaces tab. This menu is used to specify

which surfaces are used to be swapped into each new BRANCH using the template. The user also has the ability to

define the automated BRANCH naming convention using the meta data from the selected surfaces. To load the list of

surfaces make sure the desired study has been selected at the top of the screen and press the  button.
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For large studies with multiple model scenarios, the surface lists can be filtered using the wR Surface Filters drop

down options. This will filter the Peak and Time Series surface lists based on the meta data applied during the

registration process. If there are any errors with this meta data it can be modified using the Study Contents menu. 

Select the surfaces you wish to use to build the project. Each surface selected will have it's own branch within the

project. The Branch title will be based on the value in the green box at the top of the form with the {BRANCH} text

replaced with the value in the Tag_Text column shown in the table. For the example below, the selected surface will

have its own branch in the project titled: "Riv 2yr Ex Flood Extents"

The tag text can be modified using the options above the tables. Simply check on or off which meta data values and

select an appropriate separator value to be used in the Branch Title. To update the Tag_Text values with the changes

made simply press the  button. Once decided on the project surfaces and Branch title layout the next step is

to swap any other GIS files as necessary to complete the project.

4. Select the 4. Setup VIEW Update and SWAP File replacement tab. This section is where the location tags ("Tag_Text"

input) and GIS reference layers can be exchanged from the template file. I.e. in the example below, the

"catchment_creek.mif" GIS file  used in the template project can be swapped out for the appropriate Cornmeal Creek

catchment GIS layer for the project. This layer would have already been registered using the GIS Layers menu.
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To select a layer to swap, click on the blank box under the "Replacement_Layer" heading and press the "..." icon and

browse for the desired file.

The radio buttons to the right will assist the user in filtering which Data Manager folder location is opened for

browsing. For the peak and time series surfaces, Data Manager will automatically jump to the the specific flood

study folder location.
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Once each of the desired location tag and replacement layers have been specified, the user can specify the name of

the project in the lower part of the form and press  to create the project.

The new project file will now be listed in the Register wR Project section ready for registration.

Below is an example of a project contents created using the template shown above:

4.3.1.6.2  Register wR Project

This menu is where a user can register and copy a waterRIDE project into the Data Manager.
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Using the Search & Select a Study box at the top of the form, select the appropriate study to register the waterRIDE

project to. Once registered the project ".vmmap" file will appear in the window above and colored in blue.

If the project is not study specific then simply press the  button.

4.3.2 Reviewing

Once all studies have been registered into the waterRIDE Data Manager system, the user can search for studies based

on meta data allowing them to review study contents and inspect registered layers/files.
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4.3.2.1 Search Studies

The Search Studies menu allows users to search for a flood study based one the study name, location or any

associated meta data.

To perform a quick search, simply begin typing the name of the known flood study into the Quick Search box and

select the desired study to view its details in the results section. Alternatively, you can select a study from a list using the

drop down option when selecting the Quick Search box.

To perform a location search, the user can specify the X and Y co-ordinates to list the studies which have information

available for that location.

To perform an Advanced search the user can specify single or multiple search conditions to generate a list of studies.

This is based on the previously entered meta data generated as part of the study registration process. For an

advanced search the user can search:

Study Name - the name of the flood study. This can be as an 'exact' match or a 'like' function.

Study by - the author of the study. This can be as an 'exact' match or a 'like' function.

Study date between - specify a start and end date to list studies completed during this time.

Lacale(s) - search based on defined locales. Multiple locales can be specified for this search. To select, check the tick

boxes from the drop down menu and press Apply.

Catchment(s) - search based on defined catchment names. Multiple catchments can be specified for this search. To

select, check the tick boxes from the drop down menu and press Apply.

Usage Status - list studies which are draft, adopted, etc.

Archive status - list studies that are archived or active.
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4.3.2.2 Study Contents

The Search Contents menu allows users to display and review registered study data.

To view the contents of a study, select the appropriate study using the drop down menu at the top of the form.

Once a study has been selected the details of the study will populate in the remainder of the form including any

registered reports, time series surfaces, peak surfaces and associated products along with their meta data. The Data

Manager (user) can update or modify any study details for the all fields that are white in colour. Once the details have

been modified, the user must then press the  button to update the changes in the database.
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4.3.2.3 Checks

The Checks menu allows the data manager to check for any missing datasets for each study.
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To perform a check on a study, select the appropriate study using the drop down menu at the top of the form.

The system will interrogate each of the registered datasets and provide the user a count for each of the dataset types

as well as a list of missing files. These files include index, projection, configuration and other associated files. These will

be listed in the lower box on the form.

4.3.2.4 wR Projects

The wR Projects review menu allows the user to search, view and launch registered projects directly from Data

Manager.
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Below each of the headings in the form the user can filter the results to find the desired project. 

To launch a project from Data Manager, simply select the row of the project and press the 

 button. This will close the Data Manager form and begin opening the project. Once

open the Data Manager can edit and update the project as desired. 

To register or create new projects from a template, use the wR Projects registration menu.

4.3.3 Publishing & Exporting

The publish and export menu is where users can select registered datasets to publish to the publish directory specified

during the database configuration. Typically the published products will be accessible to external stakeholders.
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4.3.3.1 Registered Products

The Registered Products menu is where users can specify which products are to be published for external

stakeholders to access.

The top section of the form is used to search and select the desired products to be published. The user can refine the

list for desired products using the filters below each heading.

Once the desired products have been selected, Press the  button to add them to the
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pre-publish list at the bottom of the form. 

The products can then be given additional information before publishing for record keeping purposes. This includes

entering the intended customer for the product and any comments/notes. If a file has already been published it will be

highlighted in blue. The Clear List button will remove any products in the pre-publish list.

To publish the selected products to the publish folder, press the  button. If the file was

copied successfully it will be highlighted in yellow. If there was an issue with copying the file, it will be highlighted in red.

4.3.3.2 Extracts

The Extracts menu is where the data manager can use a pre-determined GIS polygon to extract all flood information

from a registered project to provide to an external stakeholder. Any data within the boundary of the polygon listed in

the selected project file will be truncated and and published in the Data Manager Publish directory. Note: if the GIS

polygon file contains more than one feature, only the first polygon will be used.

1. Select the registered study the information is to be extracted from using the drop down menu at the top of the form.

This will populate a list of projects registered to the study which the data can be extracted from.

2. Select the desired project from the list

3. Browse for the GIS file containing the polygon boundary area for the data to be extracted by clicking the box.

4. Add a comment for registering the extract. This could be information pertaining to the intended use of the extracted

data or any concerns etc.

5. Type in the customer name in the box provided, this will be used in the publish folder for the extracted data to keep
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a record of who was provided with he data.

6. Press the  to clip the datasets within the selected project to the boundary

of the GIS polygon area and distribute the package to the Data Manger publish directory.

4.3.4 Archiving & Adopting

4.3.4.1 Adopt

Enter topic text here.

4.3.4.2 Archive

Enter topic text here.

4.3.4.3 Rollback

Enter topic text here.

4.3.5 Master Flood Surfaces

Enter topic text here.

4.3.5.1 Setup & Register

Enter topic text here.
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4.3.5.2 Grid Preparation

Enter topic text here.

4.3.5.3 Transition/Merge

Enter topic text here.

4.3.5.4 Mosaic Studies

Enter topic text here.
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5 waterRIDE CLOUD
waterRIDE CLOUD shares all of the waterRIDE FLOOD functionality, and should be seen as a cloud framework for

waterRIDE, rather than a separate application.

As such, this section of the manual focuses on those parts of waterRIDE CLOUD that are different to waterRIDE FLOOD.

Note- When working directly with files/layers/projects, you will need to remember that the drive mappings you see are

from the server, not your machine. For example, the C:\ will be servers C:\, not your local machines drive.

5.1 Getting Started
To access waterRIDE CLOUD, you will need to type the server's address into your browser. This address will vary

depending on where your waterRIDE CLOUD server is hosted (eg on the cloud or locally as an on-prem solution). Your

IT/waterRIDE Admin will be able to provide these details.

Logon (waterRIDE Managed Authentication)

Depending on your waterRIDE CLOUD configuration, you may need to logon using the credentials provided by your IT/

waterRIDE Admin. In this case, your username will usually be your email address. 

Save User -  Will use cookies in your browser to remember your username each time you return to the page, if ticked.

 Allows you to reset your password, if enabled. You will be sent an email containing instructions to complete the

process. You can change your password using the interface.

Click to logon to waterRIDE CLOUD

Logon (Organisation Managed Authentication)

If your organisation manages your waterRIDE user security, you will logon using your familar Single Sign On (SSO)

procedures.

Once logged on successfully, you may be asked to select the waterRIDE operation mode to work in.
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5.2 Interface (CLOUD)
waterRIDE CLOUD shares the same overall interface as waterRIDE FLOOD, with a couple of extra tools.

The best way to think of waterRIDE CLOUD is that you are using waterRIDE Classic (desktop), but just running from a
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remote machine (ie the server).

When you use any open or save dialogs, you are seeing the what the server sees. This means you cannot (directly)

access files on your local machine or a USB drive that you have plugged in. When you request any datasets or reports/

images, they are downloaded to your machine, in the same fashion as a download from a website. Further information

on administering files can be found in the waterRIDE CLOUD Administation section.

5.3 Administration

5.3.1 User Management

Click the user management button in the top right to:

Change your password (all users)

Setup users and permissions (admin users)

Change Password

Enter your current password and your new password and click change.

User Management (Admin)

Only Admin users can access the User Management page. You may wish to have both an IT representative and your

flooding team lead as Admin users.

From the User Management page, an Admin user can:

Create new account
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Edit existing account

Control access permissions

Creating a NEW Account

A new account can be added by clicking and entering a valid email address for the user. Account management (eg

password resets) and notifications are via email, so a valid email address is essential. As part of the process, you will

presented with the users initial password. Copy this and send to the user along with their logon instructions.

Once setup, you should set the new accounts' access permissions.

Editing an EXISTING Account

You can change the username for an existing account by clicking the button. Note that the account must be a valid

email address.

Access Permissions

Controls whether the selected account can access waterRIDE CLOUD. For auditing purposes, an

account cannot be deleted. Instead, you can make an account inactive to prevent user access.
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Click to reset the selected user's password.

Time Limited: Allows you to create a time limited logon. If enabled, the users account will have access until the specified

date/time. This is an ideal means of providing limited access to your waterRIDE CLOUD platform.

Admin User: Allows you to set the selected user as an Admin user. Only Admin users can access the User Management

page.

Data Extraction Options:

- Save Links Window Data: provides permission for the user to save (download) information in the links window

to their machine (eg CSV of time series water levels, or a GIS layer of inspection points)

- Export Images: provides permission for the user to export (download) images of the view. Even if disabled,

the user will still be able to take screen captures using their "print screen" key.

- Export to GIS (vector/raster): provides permission for the user to download GIS exports of your datasets (eg

surfaces as ASCII grids, or water level contours as GIS polylines)

- Export Figure: provides permission for the user to create (download) report figures (if configured)

5.3.2 Managing Files

The best way to think of waterRIDE CLOUD is that you are using waterRIDE Classic (desktop), but just running from a

remote machine (ie the server).

This means that when you use any open or save dialogs, you are looking at the folder structure as the server sees it,

not as your local machine. This means you cannot see any files on your local hard drive or any USB drives plugged into

your machine. To be able to access such files, need to move them to a location where waterRIDE CLOUD can access

them. the way in which you do this varies depending on where your waterRIDE CLOUD installation is hosted:

On premise (local cloud)

On the cloud (either customer cloud or on our waterRIDE.net Cloud)

For full details on the waterRIDE CLOUD architecture, please refer to the waterRIDE CLOUD Security and Architecture

document. 
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5.3.2.1 On Premise (Local Cloud)

In an on premise installation, the waterRIDE CLOUD server resides on a server on your LAN/WAN. Datasets accessed

by the server can be stored locally (eg on an internal SSD drive for superior performance), and/or on your corporate

network.

To access files that may be on your local machine or a USB drive, they will need to be copied to a location that the

server can access (eg the servers local drive, or a common network drive). 

Likewise, any waterRIDE projects that are created should be stored in similar locations.

5.3.2.2 Hosted Cloud (Customer and waterRIDE.net Cloud)

In a hosted Cloud solution, both the server and datasets reside, generally, outside of your corporate network. This

means that datasets (or connections to datasets such as Web Map Services for imagery) must be copied to the Cloud

server.

You can choose to edit and process layers and projects on the cloud, or you may wish to do these tasks locally and

then upload the finished datasets to the cloud ("publish" them to the cloud).

Customer Cloud - waterRIDE CLOUD server and datasets are hosted by you on your own cloud infrastructure.
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waterRIDE.net Cloud - waterRIDE CLOUD and your datasets are hosted on our AWS (Amazon Web Services) cloud

platform by us. Note that your datasets and configuration are automatically backed up each evening.
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5.3.2.2.1  Using FTP

If your waterRIDE CLOUD is hosted on our waterRIDE.net servers, we provide you with secure FTP access to your

sandboxed folders.

This provides familiar interface for managing your files and projects, as you would if running waterRIDE Classic on your

network. Tasks may include:

Uploading datasets and projects

Deleting datasets

Renaming and moving datasets

Creating and managing folder structures

We use FileZilla to manage access to FTP servers. It is freely available and the screenshots below are using FileZilla.

Connecting to your Cloud server

Administrator FTP logon details were provided as part of your hosted account setup. You will need these details to

connect to your server.

https://filezilla-project.org/
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1) Enter your server and logon details and click QuickConnect

2) Accept the security certificate (you can tick the various boxes to remember this). This certificate is used to encrypt

traffic between your machine and the server.
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3) You are now logged into your cloud server. The right hand pane shows the datasets and folders on your server.

Note that the "users" folder is created by waterRIDE CLOUD and stores user-specific application settings. The left hand

pane shows your local machine files and drives. You can copy folders and files directly by dragging from the left pane

to the right. Alternatively, you can just drag from windows file explorer directly to the right pane. Note that there is

NOT an undo feature.
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4) Right clicking on a file or folder in the right pane provides further options for file and folder management.
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5) When finished, you can just close FileZilla down.
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6 License Agreement

License Agreement
1. PROVISION OF SOFTWARE

1.1 The Licensor  offers  the softw are named in the Quote (Software)  w hich w ill be delivered by  the Licensor  to the Customer  in  the

manner designated by the Licensor.  
1.2 In some cases, the Softw are may interface or interoperate w ith third party services and plugins.  Where the Customer requires  such

third party  services, the Customer  is  solely  responsible for  managing and maintaining the third party  services  and  any  associated

licences.  

2. GRANT OF LICENCE AND ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

2.1 By accessing and using the Softw are, the Customer accepts and agrees to the terms of this Agreement.
2.2 The  Licensor  reserves  the  right  to  amend  and  update  this  Agreement,  w ithout  notice  to  Customer,  by  publishing  any  amended

agreement on its w ebsite w w w .w aterRIDE.net.

2.3 In consideration for  the Customer’s  full payment of  the  Fees,  the  Licensor  hereby  grants  to  the  Customer  a  non-exclusive,  non-

transferable, perpetual licence to use and access the Softw are for the Customer’s internal business purposes for the duration of the

Term, subject to the Licensor’s right to terminate this Agreement under clause 13.2.1.

3. LICENCE CONDITIONS

3.1 The Customer must only use the Softw are:
3.1.1 in accordance w ith the terms of this Agreement; and
3.1.2 in accordance w ith the normal operating procedures as notif ied by the Licensor.

3.2 The Customer must not:
3.2.1 copy, alter, modify or reproduce the Softw are except to the extent otherw ise authorised by this Agreement;
3.2.2 reverse  engineer,  reverse  assemble  or  reverse  compile  or  directly  or  indirectly  allow  or  cause  a  third  party  to  reverse

assemble or reverse compile the w hole or any part of the Softw are;
3.2.3 attempt to bypass any security measures w ithin the Softw are;
3.2.4 use the Softw are for any purpose other than its internal business purpose; or
3.2.5 sell, resell, sublicence, redistribute, repurpose or rent access to the Softw are.

3.3 The  Customer  must  only  access  the  Softw are  via  equipment  specif ied  by  the  Licensor  as  meeting  the  relevant  operational

requirements.  If  the Customer chooses  to access  the Softw are via any  other  equipment, the Customer  acknow ledges  and agrees

that:
3.3.1 the functionality of the Softw are may be reduced or materially affected; and
3.3.2 the Customer w ill be using such alternative equipment at the Customer’s sole risk.

3.4 The Customer is not restricted to:
3.4.1 the number of physical hardw are systems or devices through w hich the Softw are is accessed; or
3.4.2 the number of users accessing or utilising the Softw are, 

provided that:
3.4.3 the users each:

(a) have an appropriately paid up number of licences (as specif ied in the Quote); and
(b) are using the Softw are solely for the purpose of and in connection w ith the Customer’s business; and

3.4.4 the Customer remains liable for all actions and inactions of its users w ho access and use the Softw are.
3.5 The Licensor is only obliged to support and maintain the Softw are as specif ied this Agreement.
3.6 The Customer  acknow ledges  that there is  no transfer  of  title or  ow nership to the Customer  of  the Softw are or  any  modif ications,

updates or new  releases of the Softw are.

4. MAINTENANCE

4.1 In  consideration  for  the  Customer’s  payment  of  the  Maintenance  Fees  and  for  as  long  as  the  Customer  continues  to  pay  the

Maintenance Fees, the Licensor agrees to:
4.1.1 investigate and resolve reported problems w ith the Softw are in accordance w ith this clause 4; and
4.1.2 provide updates and upgrades to the Softw are in accordance w ith clause 5.1 for the term of the maintenance period.

4.2 The maintenance services  provided under  this  Agreement are available betw een 9am and 5pm Sydney  time,  on  Business  Days  (

Working Hours).
4.3 The  Customer  must,  before  the  beginning  of  the  Term,  nominate  one  or  more  representatives  responsible  for  liaising  w ith  the

Licensor  for  maintenance services  or  general  enquiries.   The  Customer  may,  from time  to  time,  replace  its  representatives  w ith

reasonable notice to the Licensor.
4.4 Upon receipt of a problem report from the Customer about an Error w ith the Softw are, the Licensor w ill:

4.4.1 make commercially reasonable efforts to promptly investigate the issue;
4.4.2 advise the Customer w hether an Error exists; and
4.4.3 w here an Error exists, advise as to w hat, if  any, solution exists.  
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4.5 The  Licensor  shall,  acting  reasonably  and  in  consultation  w ith  the  Customer,  categorise,  respond  to  and  make  commercially

reasonable efforts  to correct an Error  and ensure the softw are functions  in accordance  w ith  the  ‘Error  response  and  resolution

targets’ table in the Appendix to this Agreement.
4.6 The Licensor  may, at any  time, and acting reasonably  and  in  consultation  w ith  the  Customer,  vary  the  severity  assigned  to  any

reported Error under clause 4.5 w here:
4.6.1 the Error meets the criteria defined for the revised severity; or
4.6.2 the resolution time designated for the original or upgraded severity has lapsed w ithout resolution of the Error.

4.7 While every effort w ill be made to provide a resolution to the Error, including by w orkaround or patch, w ithin the target resolution time

specif ied, the Licensor cannot guarantee a resolution w ithin this period;
4.8 The maintenance services and target times described in clauses 4.4 and 4.5 exclude:

4.8.1 support of releases of the Softw are other than the then-current and immediately prior version;
4.8.2 support for  any  modif ications  made to the Softw are, or  any  part thereof, by  the  Customer  or  for  the  Customer  by  persons

other than the Licensor;
4.8.3 the provision of new  products as an update or upgrade;
4.8.4 any shipping or transport charges in connection w ith an update or upgrade; or
4.8.5 services for any and all Errors w hich are subsequently determined by the Licensor to be an Error  in the relevant hardw are or

the Customer’s system or otherw ise not substantially caused by the Licensor.

5. UPDATES, UPGRADES AND TRAINING

5.1 From time to time during the Term, the Licensor may make available updates and upgrades to the Softw are.  The Licensor w ill:
5.1.1 notify the Customer by email; and
5.1.2 make available the updates and upgrades at a time of its choosing.

5.2 This Agreement w ill continue to apply in all respects to the update or new  release w hich shall be deemed to be the Softw are for  the

purpose of this Agreement.
5.3 The Customer is responsible for the installation of the Softw are and any updates or upgrades received.  How ever, at the Customer’s

request, the Licensor may provide the Customer w ith installation support or training in accordance w ith clause 5.4.
5.4 Where the Customer  requires  the provision of  services  under  clauses 4.8 or  5, or  any  additional support services  to cover  areas

such as training, project support, and softw are installation:
5.4.1 the Customer and the Licensor must enter into a w ork order for such services;
5.4.2 the Customer agrees to pay the Licensor on a time and materials basis for such services at the rates specif ied by  the Licensor

in the relevant w ork order; and
5.4.3 w here  the  Customer  requires  training  services  and  subsequently  cancels  or  does  not  attend  the  training,  the  Customer

acknow ledges and agrees that it is responsible for the Licensor’s costs of preparing and facilitating the training.

6. MODIFICATIONS

6.1 The Customer must not modify, alter  or  customise the Softw are or  merge all or  any  part of  the Softw are w ith any  other  softw are

w ithout the Licensor's prior w ritten permission.
6.2 If  the Softw are is  modif ied  or  altered  by  the  Licensor  at  the  Customer’s  Request,  or  by  the  Customer  or  a  third  party  w ith  the

permission of the Licensor pursuant to clause 6.1:
6.2.1 the  costs  associated  w ith  the  modif ications  or  alterations  or  the  costs  arising  out  of  the  investigation  of  the  effects  of

proposed modif ications or alterations w ill be borne solely by the Customer; and
6.2.2 the Customer indemnif ies the Licensor against any and all liability w hich may  be incurred by  the Licensor  if  such modif ications

or  alterations  infringe  any  Intellectual  Property  Rights  of  a  third  person  or  otherw ise  cause  the  Licensor  to  suffer  loss,

damages or expense.
6.3 The Softw are as  modif ied or  altered remains  the property  of  the Licensor  in all respects, w hether  modif ied  by  the  Customer,  the

Licensor or a third party and w hether or not authorised pursuant to this Agreement.  On the Licensor’s request, the Customer must:
6.3.1 assign the Licensor all Intellectual Property Rights arising out of any modif ications to the Softw are; and
6.3.2 execute such documents and perform such other acts as are necessary in order to give effect to this clause 6.3.

6.4 This  Agreement w ill continue to apply  in all respects  to the modif ied Softw are, w hich shall be deemed to be the Softw are for  the

purpose of this Agreement.

7. SECURITY

7.1 The Customer must not introduce (or seek to introduce) any Virus into the Softw are or any associated systems.
7.2 The Customer  is  solely  responsible for  the security  of  the Customer’s  access  to  the  Softw are,  as  w ell  as  the  use,  supervision,

management and control of the Softw are and any documentation by the Customer’s users.

7.3 The Customer must ensure that the Softw are is protected at all times from misuse, damage, destruction or  any  form of  unauthorised

use or access, including by the Customer’s users.

7.4 The Customer must:
7.4.1 keep accurate records  of  the Customer’s  use of  the Softw are in accordance  w ith  the  specif ics  set  out  in  the  Quote,  and,

w here permitted under clause 6.1, any records relating to the access, copying, modif ication and disclosure of the Softw are;
7.4.2 permit the Licensor to inspect such records at the Customer’s premises during the Working Hours; and
7.4.3 on the Licensor’s request, immediately furnish to the Licensor a copy of all or any part of such records.

7.5 The Customer shall indemnify the Licensor against any loss, costs, expenses, demands or liability, w hether  direct or  indirect, arising
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out of the Customer’s breach of this clause 7.

8. FEES AND PAYMENT

8.1 The Licensor shall invoice the Customer:
8.1.1 for the Licence Fee: on the Commencement Date; 
8.1.2 for  the  Maintenance  Fee:  on  the  Commencement  Date  and  each  anniversary  thereafter  (or  other  date  as  determined  by

Licensor in order to align billing w ith a f inancial year quarter, provided that if  invoiced on another date, the Maintenance Fee w ill

be prorated accordingly); and
8.1.3 for any updates, upgrades or training services under clause 5.4, in accordance w ith the directions in the relevant w ork order.

8.2 If  the Customer elects at any time during the Term to not receive the maintenance services  set out in clause 4 and to cease paying

the Maintenance Fee, the Customer w ill be charged a Maintenance Renew al Fee if the Customer subsequently elects to receive such

maintenance services.  For the avoidance of doubt, the Maintenance Renew al Fee is  in addition to the Maintenance Fee that is  due

and payable for the maintenance services.  The Licensor  shall invoice the Customer  for  the Maintenance Renew al Fee on the date

that the Customer subsequently elects to receive the maintenance services. 
8.3 Each invoice shall be due w ithin 30 days after its invoice date.  
8.4 Where an invoice becomes overdue, the Licensor may, in its sole discretion:

8.4.1 charge a late fee of one and one-half percent (1.5%) per month or the maximum amount allow ed by law , w hichever  is  less, on

all amounts due that are not paid in full at the time provided above; and
8.4.2 suspend  the  Customer’s  access  to  the  Softw are  and  the  Licensor’s  provision  of  any  Maintenance  Services  in  the  event

amounts due to the Licensor from the Customer in accordance w ith this Agreement exceed 30 days past due.
8.5 All fees or any payments and additional charges payable under this Agreement are exclusive of any taxes, duties  or  charges  w hich

may be applicable, including goods and services, sales or use, customs and w ithholding and like charges, all of  w hich shall be paid

by the Customer.
8.6 All fees or other payments and additional charges payable under this Agreement are non-refundable except as  otherw ise set out in

clause 13.5.  
8.7 The  Licensor,  may,  in  its  sole  discretion,  increase  the  Maintenance  Fee  w ith  notice  to  the  Customer  45  days  before  the  next

maintenance renew al date.  Where the Customer does not accept the increase to the Maintenance Fee, the Customer  may  terminate

this Agreement in accordance w ith clause 13.3.

9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

9.1 Any rights not expressly granted to the Customer under this Agreement are reserved to the Licensor  and its  third party  licensors  in

respect of all right, title and interest.  The Customer  expressly  grants  to the Licensor  a w orldw ide right to host, copy, transmit and

display any data or documentation the Customer creates or uploads using the Softw are.  Such licence to the Licensor  is  strictly  for

the purposes of providing the Customer w ith access to and use of the Softw are, along w ith any ancillary services.

10. INDEMNIFICATION

10.1 The Customer shall indemnify the Licensor against any loss, costs, expenses, demands or liability, w hether  direct or  indirect, arising

out of a claim by a third party alleging any infringement of Intellectual Property Rights caused by:
10.1.1the Customer’s use of the Softw are in combination by any means and in any  form w ith other  goods  not specif ically  approved

by the Licensor;
10.1.2the Customer’s  use of  the Softw are  in  a  manner  or  for  a  purpose  not  reasonably  contemplated  or  not  authorised  by  this

Agreement;
10.1.3the Customer’s modif ication, customisation or alteration of the Softw are w ithout the prior w ritten consent of the Licensor; or
10.1.4any transaction entered into by the Customer relating to the Softw are w ithout the Licensor's prior consent in w riting.

10.2 The Licensor shall indemnify the Customer against any loss, costs, expenses, demands or liability, w hether  direct or  indirect, arising

out of a claim by a third party alleging any infringement of a third party’s Intellectual Property Rights caused by  the Customer’s  use of

the Softw are in accordance w ith the terms of this Agreement.

11. WARRANTY AND IMPLIED TERMS

11.1 THE LICENSOR WARRANTS THAT IF PROPERLY  USED, THE SOFTWARE WILL CONFORM,  IN ALL  MATERIAL  RESPECTS,  TO THE

THEN-CURRENT DOCUMENTATION FOR A PERIOD OF 30 DAYS AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT DATE, OR, IN THE CASE OF UPDATES

OR RELEASES, AFTER THE DATE THAT THE UPDATE OR RELEASE IS MADE AVAILABLE TO THE CUSTOMER.    

11.2 EXCEPT AS PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT (AND SUBJECT TO CLAUSES 11.3

AND 12.1), THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, THE CUSTOMER USES THE SOFTWARE AT ITS OWN RISK, AND THE LICENSOR

MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES OF ANY  KIND,  WHETHER EXPRESS,  IMPLIED,  STATUTORY  OR

OTHERWISE  REGARDING  THE  SOFTWARE,  INCLUDING  ANY  IMPLIED  WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY,  SATISFACTORY

QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A  PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR QUIET ENJOYMENT, ANY  WARRANTY  ARISING OUT

OF  ANY  COURSE  OF  DEALING  OR  USAGE  OF  TRADE,  ANY  WARRANTY  THAT  THE  SOFTWARE  WILL  BE   PROVIDED

UNINTERRUPTED, ERROR FREE OR FREE OF HARMFUL COMPONENTS, OR ANY WARRANTY THAT ANY CONTENT WILL BE SECURE

OR NOT OTHERWISE LOST OR DAMAGED. 

11.3 WHERE LEGISLATION  IMPLIES  IN  THIS  AGREEMENT  ANY  CONDITION  OR  WARRANTY,  AND  THAT  LEGISLATION  AVOIDS  OR

PROHIBITS PROVISIONS IN A CONTRACT EXCLUDING OR MODIFYING THE APPLICATION OF OR EXERCISE OF OR LIABILITY  UNDER

SUCH CONDITION OR WARRANTY, THE CONDITION OR WARRANTY  SHALL  BE DEEMED TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS  AGREEMENT.
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HOWEVER, THE LIABILITY OF THE LICENSOR FOR ANY BREACH OF SUCH CONDITION OR WARRANTY  SHALL BE LIMITED, AT THE

OPTION OF THE LICENSOR TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED, TO ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING:
11.3.1THE REPLACEMENT OF THE GOODS OR THE SUPPLY OF EQUIVALENT GOODS;
11.3.2THE REPAIR OF SUCH GOODS;
11.3.3THE PAYMENT OF THE COST OF REPLACING THE GOODS OR OF ACQUIRING EQUIVALENT GOODS; OR
11.3.4THE PAYMENT OF THE COST OF HAVING THE GOODS REPAIRED.

12. LIABILITY OF LICENSOR

12.1 TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THE LICENSOR SHALL BE UNDER NO LIABILITY TO THE CUSTOMER IN RESPECT OF

ANY  LOSS  OR  DAMAGE  (INCLUDING  FOR  LOSS  OF  PROFITS,  WASTED  EXPENDITURE,  ANTICIPATED  SAVINGS,  LOSS  OF

GOODWILL, LOSS OF DATA  OR FOR ANY  INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE WHETHER OR NOT THE

LOSS OR DAMAGE WAS FORESEEABLE OR CONTEMPLATED BY  THE LICENSOR OR IF  THE LICENSOR WAS  ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE) WHICH THE CUSTOMER MAY  SUFFER OR INCUR OR WHICH MAY  ARISE DIRECTLY  OR

INDIRECTLY IN RESPECT OF THE SOFTWARE (INCLUDING THE CUSTOMER’S USE OF THE SOFTWARE, ANY RESULTS, OUTPUTS OR

OUTCOMES GENERATED BY  THE CUSTOMER’S USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR ANY  ERROR), ANY  ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THE

SOFTWARE OR THE DOCUMENTATION, ANY GOODS OR SERVICES SUPPLIED PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT OR IN RESPECT OF

A FAILURE OR OMISSION ON THE PART OF THE LICENSOR TO COMPLY WITH ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

12.2 IN RESPECT OF ANY  LIABILITY  THAT  IS  NOT  EXCLUDED  BY  CLAUSE 12.1,  THE  LICENSOR’S  LIABILITY  FOR  ANY  LOSS  OR

DAMAGE WHICH THE CUSTOMER MAY  SUFFER OR INCUR OR WHICH MAY  ARISE DIRECTLY  OR INDIRECTLY  IN RESPECT OF THE

SOFTWARE OR THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE CAPPED  IN RESPECT OF ALL  CLAIMS  TO THE FEES  PAID OR PAYABLE BY  THE

CUSTOMER IN THE 12 MONTHS BEFORE THE CLAIM ARISES.

13. TERM AND TERMINATION

13.1 This  Agreement commences  on the Commencement Date and continues  for  a period of  12 months  unless  it  is  earlier  terminated in

accordance w ith this clause 13 (Term ). This Agreement shall automatically  renew  for  additional 12 month Terms  unless  otherw ise

terminated in accordance w ith this clause 13.
13.2 Either party may terminate this Agreement w here the other party:

13.2.1is in material breach of  this  Agreement and, w here such breach is  capable of  remedy, fails  to remedy  that breach w ithin 30

days of a w ritten notice requiring it to do so;
13.2.2purports to assign, transfer or novate the licence to the Softw are other than in accordance w ith clause 17.4; or 
13.2.3suffers an insolvency event.  

13.3 The Licensor may terminate this Agreement w here the Customer merges or is acquired by a competitor of the Licensor.  
13.4 Either party may terminate this Agreement w ith effect from the expiry of the then-current Term, provided such party gives at least 30

days’ notice to the other party prior to the date of such expiry. 
13.5 Where the Customer validly terminates  this  Agreement for  the Licensor’s  breach under  clause 13.2.1, the Licensor  w ill provide the

Customer w ith a refund of any unutilised prepaid Maintenance Fees, calculated on a pro rata basis. 

14. EFFECTS OF TERMINATION

14.1 On termination of this Agreement (except by the Licensor pursuant to clause 13.2.1):
14.1.1all outstanding or unpaid Fees become due and payable; 
14.1.2the obligations of confidentiality (but not the rights to use or disclose) under clause 15 w ill continue to apply to the parties; and
14.1.3clauses 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.1, 12, 14.1, 16 and 17 w ill continue to apply to the parties.

14.2 On termination of this Agreement by the Licensor pursuant to clause 13.2.1:
14.2.1the licence to the Softw are granted under clause 2 automatically ceases;
14.2.2all outstanding or unpaid Fees become due and payable;
14.2.3the Customer must:

(a) return the Softw are, and any copies it has made of the Softw are, to the Licensor; or
(b) w ith the Licensor’s prior w ritten consent, destroy, and certify the destruction of, all copies of the Softw are;

14.2.4the obligations of confidentiality (but not the rights to use or disclose) under clause 15 w ill continue to apply to the parties; 
14.2.5clauses , 8, 9, 10.1, 12,14.2, 16 and 17w ill continue to apply to the parties; and
14.2.6w ithin 30 days  of  termination or  expiry  of  this  Agreement, on request  by  the  Customer,  the  Licensor  w ill  make  reasonable

endeavours to make available to the Customer any data and documents the Customer have uploaded to the Licensor’s  systems

in connection w ith the Customer’s use of and access  to the Softw are.  The Licensor  may  charge the Customer  a reasonable

cost for doing so.
14.3 For the avoidance of  doubt, if  this  Agreement terminates  and the Customer  continues  to have access  to or  use the Softw are, the

Customer w ill continue to be subject to all of the responsibilities and obligations that are set out in this  Agreement w ith respect to the

Softw are and the Customer’s use of the Softw are. 

15. CONFIDENTIALITY

15.1 Subject to the provisions of clauses 15.2 and 15.3, each party must:
15.1.1treat the other party’s Confidential Information as strictly confidential and use best efforts (w hich are at least the same used to

protect its ow n Confidential Information) to protect the other party’s Confidential Information from disclosure; 
15.1.2only use the other party’s Confidential Information solely for the purposes contemplated by this Agreement; and
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15.1.3not,  w ithout  the  prior  w ritten  consent  of  the  party  from w hom the  Confidential  Information  w as  obtained  (w hich  may  be

w ithheld in that party’s  absolute discretion), publish, use or  otherw ise disclose to  any  person  the  other  party’s  Confidential

Information except for the purposes contemplated by this Agreement.
15.2 Each party may  disclose Confidential Information w hich w ould otherw ise be subject to clause 15.1 if ,  but only  to the extent, it  can

demonstrate that:
15.2.1such disclosure is required by applicable law ;
15.2.2the Confidential Information w as law fully in its possession before its disclosure by  the other  party  and had not been obtained

from the other party or a third party w ith a duty to keep it confidential; or
15.2.3the Confidential Information has  come into the public  domain other  as  a  result  of  a  breach  of  this  Agreement  or  any  other

obligation of confidence,

provided that to the extent possible,  any  such  disclosure  must  not  be  made  w ithout  prior  consultation  w ith  the  party  from w hom the

Confidential Information w as  obtained and in the  case  of  disclosures  under  clause 15.2.1,  must  be  made  so  as  to  minimise  any  such

disclosure.
15.3 Each party may, for the purposes  contemplated by  this  Agreement disclose the other  party’s  Confidential Information to its  off icers

and employees w ho need to know  the other party’s Confidential Information in order to perform under this Agreement, provided that:
15.3.1such persons have f irst been directed (Direction) by the disclosing party to keep the Confidential Information confidential; and
15.3.2each disclosing party must enforce each Direction at its ow n cost.

16. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

16.1 In the event of any claim, dispute or misunderstanding arising out of  or  in connection w ith this  Agreement, each of  the parties  shall

notify the other party and f irst attempt to reach a satisfactory resolution directly through its representatives w ith:
16.1.1know ledge of the subject matter of the dispute; and
16.1.2authority to settle the matter.

16.2 In the event that a claim, dispute or  misunderstanding cannot be resolved w ith 7  days  of  the  f irst  notice  of  the  claim,  dispute  or

misunderstanding under  clause 16.1 such matter  shall then be  submitted  to  arbitration  administered  by  the  Australian  Commercial

Disputes Centre (ACDC).
16.3 The Arbitration shall be conducted in accordance w ith ACDC Arbitration Guidelines w hich are hereby deemed incorporated.

17. GENERAL

17.1 This Agreement w ill be governed by and construed according to the law s of New  South Wales, Australia.  The parties  submit to the

non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of New  South Wales.
17.2 If  any provision of this licence is held by  a court of  competent jurisdiction to be contrary  to law  or  void (including in respect of  any

unfair contract terms legislation), that provision w ill be deemed to be null and void and the remaining provisions of this Agreement w ill

be severed and otherw ise continue in full force and effect. 
17.3 This  Agreement  is  the  entire  agreement  betw een  the  party’s  regarding  the  Customer’s  access  to  and  use  of  the  Softw are.   It

supersedes  and displaces  all prior  arrangements, agreements, discussions  and representations  (w ritten or  oral)  in  respect  of  its

subject matter.
17.4 This Agreement is personal to the Customer and may not be assigned or novated w ithout the Licensor’s prior w ritten consent (not to

be unreasonably w ithheld or delayed).  The Licensor may assign or novate this Agreement by w ritten notice to the Customer and the

Customer w ill, on request, promptly and w ithout charge execute any document the Licensor reasonably  provides  to the Customer  to

effect this.
17.5 No failure or delay by either party in exercising any right under this  Agreement w ill constitute (or  be deemed to constitute)  a w aiver

of that right.

18. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

18.1 In this Agreement, the follow ing w ords have the follow ing meanings:

Business Day means any day w hich is not a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in the place w here the Licensor is located;

Commencement Date means the date the Licensor electronically delivers the Softw are to the Customer.

Customer  includes  the Customer  specif ied in the Quote and its  employees,  agents  and  successors,  but  excluding  its  Related  Bodies

Corporate or any Associates as those terms are defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); 

Documentation means the user  documentation the Licensor  makes  available w ith the Softw are, including any  instructions  for  installing

updates or upgrades.

Direction has the meaning given to it in clause 15.3.1;

Error means any repeatable design or programming error in the Softw are w hich prevents the Softw are from substantially  complying w ith

the functionality as set out in the Quote or any  documentation delivered or  provided w ith the Softw are, w hich adversely  affects  the use,

function or performance of the Softw are;
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Fees means the Licence Fee, the Maintenance Fee and the Maintenance Renew al Fee;

Intellectual Property Rights means copyright, trade mark, design, patent, semiconductor or circuit layout rights;

Licence Fee means the fees specif ied in the Quote for the Customer’s usage of the Softw are;

Licensor  means  Worley  Services  Pty  Ltd w ith its  off ice  at  Level  17,  141  Walker  Street  North  Sydney  NSW  2060  and  its  employees,

agents and successors.  

Maintenance Fee means the annual fees specif ied in the Quote for the Licensor’s maintenance of the Softw are during the Term;

Maintenance Renewal Fee means the fee payable by the Customer in accordance w ith clause 8.2 w hich is  equivalent to 12 months  of

the Maintenance Fee. 

Quote means the document to w hich this Agreement is appended;

Software means the Licensor’s softw are designated in the Quote and any enhancement, modif ication, update or  new  release of  the that

softw are or part thereof;

Term  has the meaning given in clause 13.1;

Virus means code, f iles, scripts, agents or programs intended to do harm, including, for  example, viruses, w orms, time bombs  and Trojan

horses;

Working Hours has the meaning given to it in clause 4.2.
18.2 In this Agreement, unless the contrary intention appears:

18.2.1the clause headings are for ease of reference only and shall not be relevant to interpretation;
18.2.2a reference to a clause number is a reference to its subclauses;
18.2.3w ords in the singular number include the plural and vice versa;
18.2.4w ords importing a gender include any other gender;
18.2.5a reference to a person includes bodies corporate and unincorporated associations and partnerships;
18.2.6a reference to a clause is a reference to a clause or subclause of this Agreement;
18.2.7a reference to a subclause is a reference to a subclause of the clause in w hich that reference is made; 
18.2.8the use of the w ord “include” or its derivative forms shall not imply any limitation;
18.2.9w here a w ord or phrase is given a particular  meaning, other  parts  of  speech and grammatical forms  of  that w ord or  phrase

have corresponding meanings;
18.2.10monetary references are references to Australian currency.

Appendix - Error response and resolution targets

Severit

y

Description Target

Response

Time

Commence

Work

Resolution Time

1 The Error relates to core functionality of the Softw are

such that the Softw are cannot be used in any form until

the Error has been f ixed.  The Licensor w ill assign a

dedicated support analyst to w ork on the Error until it is

resolved.

4 Working Hours 8 Working Hours 20 Working Hours

2 There is a signif icant Error w ith the Softw are, but enough

functionality is available to leave the Softw are usable in a

restricted form.

8 Working Hours 24 Working Hours 3 Business Days
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3 There is a minor Error w ith the Softw are w hich does not

signif icantly impact on the use of the Softw are or the

range of functionality available.

8 Working Hours 3 Business Days Nil
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